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ABSTRACT 
This thesis reports a case study of the final years of compulsory schooling in 
a multi-ethnic inner-city school (City Road Comprehensive). Data was collected 
during two years of intensive ethnographic field work, principally via informal 
interviews and participant observation. 
Pupils in two mixed ability form groups were studied as they moved through the 
subject optiOns process of the third year, throughout their fourth year and into the 
final year of compulsory education. A third mixed ability form group were also 
studied during the subject options process. 
The thesis explores some of the school-based influences which shaped the 
pupils' experience of City Road. 
Following a consideration of my research methodology, and a brief description 
of the social composition and academic organization of the school, Chapters 2, 3 and 
4 offer a detailed -analysis of the subject options process. Although the pupils' 
gained access to a majority of their original option chOices, it was the senior 
staff who came to dominate the options system. However, form tutors and subject 
teachers also retained some influence over pupils' decisions. The options process 
represented a form of academic selection, resulting in significant differences 
between pupils' upper school curricula. Gender and the senior staff's perception of 
pupils' 'ability' were particularly important. 
Chapters 5 and 6 turn to the pupils' experience of the upper school. In a 
modified form the processes of differentiation and polarization, described in 
previous case studies (Hargreaves, 1967; Lacey, 1970; Ball, 1981), were seen to 
operate within City Road. The complex, negotiated character of pupil adaptations is 
examined, analysing the factors in the teacher-pupil relationship which placed West 
Indian pupils in a relatively disadvantaged position within the pupil population. 
I conclude by considermg aspects of the 'micro-macro' problem and hlghlightmg 
the need for further research arising from this study. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Between January 1984 and December 1985 I was engaged in intensive ethnographic 
field work in a large multi-ethnic inner-city comprehensive school, which 1 shall 
call City Road. As part of my attempt to maintain the anonymity of the subjects of 
this study, in this report all proper names will be replaced with pseudonyms (1). 
However, so as to allow secondary analysis of my data I will not disguise the gender 
or ethnicity of any individuals within the setting (2). 
By law all City Road pupils were required to attend school until a point after 
their sixteenth birthday and by the time their compulsory education ended some had 
experienced very different school careers (3). A minority of pupils left City Road 
with a clutch of examination passes but the majority of their peers emerged with 
educational certification of little or no value in the post-school education and 
employment markets. Few of these differences were 'inevitable', many were 
negotiated. In addition to any differences in previous academic performance and the 
influence of certain factors beyond the walls of the school, the pupils' careers 
were the result of countless interactions and decisions during the moment-to-moment, 
day-to-day routine of life in the school. This is a study of some of the factors 
involved in the negotiation of educational opportunity in City Road Comprehensive. 
My field work focused upon the experiences of a group of pupils as they moved 
from their third year subject option 'choices', through their fourth year and into 
the final year of their compulsory education. This thesis traces the negotiation of 
educational opportunity through the experiences of those pupils. Firstly, I will 
deal with the subject options process. This was a major turning point In many 
pupils' careers when decisions were made concerning upper school curricula which 
would influence the remainder of their time in City Road and have consequences for 
their future educational and employment opportunities. The latter part of the 
theSIS focuses upon the pupils' careers 10 the upper school and In particular 
considers the nature and significance of the differing relationships With teachers 
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and peers which some pupils experIenced. 
The subject matter of each chapter is bnefly summarized in the followmg 
outline of this theSis. 
Chapter 1 places my research within the broad tradition of mteractionist work 
in the SOCiology of education and acknowledges my particular debt to work which 
arose from a project at Manchester University (Hargreaves, 1967; Lacey, 1970) and 
subsequent research by Stephen Ball (1981). The chapter describes how and why my 
research design changed during the early stages of the project, outlines my 
methodological approach and considers some of the field work problems I encountered 
and the solutions which I adopted. The chapter ends by describing City Road 
Comprehensive and the composition of the research age grade. 
Chapter 2 begins my treatment of the subject optiOns process by analysing the 
roles and perspectives which each of the main groups of participants brought to the 
question of option 'choice', ie. the senior staff, subject teachers, form tutors and 
their pupils. The chapter traces the recent history of the City Road options 
organization and highlights the power of the senior staff who placed their own 
perceptions of pupils' "best interests" at the heart of the system. 
Chapter 3 moves on from the discussion of participant perspectives to examme 
how option choices were decided in the face-to-face interaction of teachers, pupils 
and, in some cases, parents. The bulk of the chapter focuses upon the strategies 
used by the staff members who effectively dominated many optIon meetmgs despite the 
ideology of pupil choice. The sources and limitations of the staff's influence are 
examined and the chapter concludes by briefly conSIdering the limited renegotiatIon 
which took place as the pupils entered their fourth year. These 'post-option' 
negotiations seemed most often to involve pupils at either end of the range of 
'ability' and reflected the theme of academic selection which is taken up In the 
subsequent chapter. 
Chapter 4 concludes my dlcusslon of the optIOns process by draWIng back 
somewhat from the minutIae of mteractIon in CIty Road and settmg thIS study Within 
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the context of previous work on subject specializatIon. In partIcular, the chapter 
focuses upon the assocIation between pupils' experience of the options system and 
their 'identity' in terms of 'ability', gender and ethnIc origin. In additIon to 
highlighting the role of the options system as a form of academic selection the 
chapter also examines the complex of influences which reinforced patterns of gender 
specialization in the upper school. 
Chapter 5 exp:ores the processes of differentiation and subcultural 
poJarization In the upper school. The nature of the academic differentiation In 
City Po=d W2= different to that encountered previously by Hargreaves (967), L2C'>:'Y 
(1970) and Ball (1981) but broad patterns of subcultural polarization were in 
evidence. However, the situation was extremely complex and a revised model of pupil 
adaptations across a continuum of involvement is offered following a critique of 
previous work on subcultural polarization. 
Chapter 6 examines the significance of ethnicity as a factor in the negotiation 
of educat:onal cppcrtunitj", in p i 1 r t i c ~ L J r r f o c ~ $ i n g g upon the often conflictua! nature 
of the relationship between white teachers and their West Indian pupils. The roots 
of the conflict are traced to the moment-to-moment demands upon teachers whose 
ethnocentric perspectives interpreted displays of Afro-Caribbean ethnicity as, at 
best, 'inappropriate', and, at worst, a challenge to their authority. The 
consequences of this situation are examined through case studies of individual pupil 
adaptations which highlight the size of the task which faced academically ambitiOUS 
West Indians. 
Chapter 7 concludes my analysis of the negotiation of educational opportunity 
in City Road. The chapter briefly summarizes my principal findings and draws 
attention to potential research problems which arise from this study. The chapter 
also includes a diSCUSSIOn of the importance of the wider social context of 
education which is of relevance to the continuing macro-micro debate in sociology. 
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NOTE 
1. In the case of Asian pupils the pseudonyms will reflect the form of proper 
name which was used by the pupil within the school. 
2. Studies of ethnicity frequently encounter problems of definition, therefore I 
want to make clear how I have classified the subjects of this case study. 
Information on the parentage of each pupil was gained through a variety of 
sources including written school records, the knowledge of the pastoral head 
of the research age grade and the pupils' responses to a questionnaire 
administered by the school's 'Section II' teacher (see Appendix 1). Tbis 
infonnation was used to characterize pupils' ethnic Origin in relation to 
four groups; West Indian. South Asian. Mixed Race and White. 
I have used the tenn 'West Indian' to refer to those pupils whose natural 
parents were both of Afro-Caribbean origin. In almost all cases these 
pupils' parents had emigrated to Britain from the West Indies before, or 
shortly after, the child's birth. 
I classed as 'South Asian' all pupils whose parents bad emigrated to this 
country from the Indian subcontinent. Grouping pupils into such a broad 
'Asian' category can hide more subtle differences between groups 
distinguished along religious, caste or geographical lines, however, within 
City Road the categorization was a fair one; the majority of these pupils 
were Muslim and, as noted in Chapter 6, many of the Asian males were 
connected via a complex system of shared friendship choices. 
Pupils who had onJy one natural parent of Afro-Caribbean origin were widely 
known in the school as "half-caste", indeed, this was a term by which they 
sometimes described themselves. However, the term has been widely criticized 
as a racist category which infers the inferiority of anyone so-labelled. 
Throughout this research I shall refer to such pupils as being of 'mixed 
~ ' . . This is by no means a perfect label since it might erroneously be 
interpreted as suggesting the existence of 'non-mixed races'. However, as 
Wilson (1981) has noted, there seems to be no better alternative and for the 
sake of continuity I have decided to use the term in this report. 
I have classified as 'White' all pupils who were not accounted for by any of 
the previous categories. This was a very heterogeneous grouping which might 
more accurately be referred to as 'white European', since in addition to 
those of UK parentage, it also included a handful of pupils of Irish, 
Scandanavian and Italian parentage. 
3. 1 use the term 'career' in a way that has become increaSIng familiar In 
interactionist sociology. Hence, career IS no longer confmed to the notion 
of a series of more or less objectively defined steps (usually along an 
occupational hierarchy) which an actor may (or may not) achieve dunng 
his/her life time. Writers aSSOCiated with the 'Chicago School of SoCIology' 
were among those most influenclal in Widening the use of the term to Include 
wbat Woods has described as the "subjectIve career", Ie. "the mOVIng 
perspective in which the person sees his life as a whole and interprets the 
mearung of his varIOUS attributes, actIOns and the thmgs WhICh happen to 
hIm" (Everett Hughes quoted In Woods, 1983: 13). 
As Erving GoHman observed: 
"One value of the concept of career is its two-sldedness. 
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One side is linked to internal matters held dearly and 
closely, such as image of self and felt identity; the other 
side concerns official posi tion, jural relations, and style 
of life, and is part of a publicly accessible institutional 
complex." 
Erving Goffman (1961: 119) 
Hence I will consider the pupils' school 'careers' not only in terms of their 
movement through the final school age grades (each carrying new demands and 
turning points in terms of potential academic achievement) but also in terms 
of their changing experience of the school and the meanings attached to 
relationships with peers and teachers. 
CHAPTER 1: METHODS AND CONTEXT 
The background to the study 
1.1 QUALITATIVE RESEARCH AND THE SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION 
1.2 PEOPLE, PRACTICALITIES AND GROUNDED THEORIZING 
a) The biography of a research proposal 
b) Getting under way 
i. Gaining access 
ii. Negotiating a pupil sample 
c) The generation and analysis of ethnographic data 
i. Field roles 
The researcher as an ex-pupil in the setting 
Age, gender and ethnic origin 
ii. Techniques of data generation 
Observations 
Interviews 
Audio tape recordings 
iii. The analysis of ethnographic data 
1.3 CITY ROAD COMPREHENSIVE 
a) The composition of the research population 
b) The organization of City Road School 
i. The pastoral system 
ii. The academic system 
iii. Industrial action 
CONCLUSION AND NOTES TO CHAPTER ONE 
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CHAPTER 1: METHODS AND CONTEXT 
The background to the study 
"It doesn't seem that long ago that we were sat here as first years. 
I remember, four years ago, saying how quickly it would go before 
you were leaving this school. I remember saying things like how many 
people will be suspended and expelled, how many people would be 
pregnant and bow many people would be in detention centres and so 
on. And you all bad a look of amazement ... and yet, they've all 
come true." 
Tbe pastoral bead of the researcb age grade addressing a fifth year 
assembly 
While eacb individuals' biograpby may seem filled with coincidence and cbance 
it is often true that careers, in school and elsewhere, follow certain discernable 
patterns. Indeed, mucb of the sociology of education has been concerned with 
identifying the influence of different variables upon patterns of experience and 
achievement withil) educational systems. Yet despite the regularity with which a 
proportion of pupils fail academically, truant from school or get pregnant, 
educational careers are not pre-determined. Neither are they freely chosen. In a 
very real sense, pupil careers are negotiated. 
Tbe relationship between pupils and their teachers is commonly conceived of as 
one of subordination, in which the adults have a monopoly of power. In practice, 
bowever, teachers and pupils are engaged in a process of continual negotiation. The 
pupils may not have many official powers but through the use of certain strategies 
they can influence much of what goes off in a classroom, including the amount and 
type of 'work' which is done (Woods, 1983: 127-49). This is not to say that the 
relationship between teachers and pupils is an egalitarian one; the former continue 
to control access to 'knowledge', and hence to the educational certification which, 
given the current economic climate and high rates of unemployment, may cruCially 
influence an individual's future life chances (Goacber, 1984). 
It is through the day-to-day interactions of school life that pupils' 
educational careers are shaped. Some interactions are clearly identified as bemg of 
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vital importance, for example, the choice of subject OptIOns was presented as the 
most important decision yet in the lives of the pupils. Other mteractions seem 
more routine, for example, the setting and marklng of homework, the grOUPing of 
pupils into particular classes for lessons and the identification and punishment of 
wrong-doers. Yet it is in these interactions, routine and otherwise, that the goal 
of equality of educational opportunity may be realized or frustrated (1). 
Educational opportunity is not something which is 'given', rather it is won or lost 
through negotiation. 
Negotiation "is all about power" (Woods, 1986: 162) and some groups have 
greater power than others: their resources and position in society, in both economic 
and cultural terms, may place the members of some groups in a relatively 
disadvantaged position. This thesis attempts to identify some of the processes which 
lay behind the eductional experiences of pupils in a single school. I am concerned 
to highlight some of the numerous negotiations which helped shape pupil careers, to 
analyse the perceptions and interactions which led a minority of pupils to leave 
with a clutch of examination passes while the majority of their peers emerged with 
educational certification of little or no value in the post-school educational and 
job markets. 
Among the problems which I shall consider are; 
1} How it was that some pupils studied an upper school curriculum of very high 
academic status while others spent their time in 'sink' subjects With little or no 
prospect of meaningful certificatIOn? 
2) Fol1owing subject option decisions many teachers expected some pupils to 'settle 
down' whilst predicting that others would 'go off the rails': to what extent did 
this occur and why? 
3) Why was the West Indian pupil-white teacher relationship so often charactenzed 
by conflict and how was it that some West Indians succeeded academically despite 
such a situation? 
These are some of the questIOns, but before offenng my findings It IS 
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necessary to consider how I generated and interpreted my 'evidence': that IS the 
role of this chapter. 
My research took place in a mixed. multi-ethnic inner-city comprehensive 
school. I spent two years talking to teachers and pupils (and occasionally to 
parents) aod watching the routine day-to-day interactions of school life. I focused 
upon a sample of pupils as they moved through the subject option process (during 
their third year), through their fourth year of secondary education and into their 
tinal year, when they were entered for external examinations. The design of the 
research project, my actions during the field work, the quality of the data 
generated and the analysis presented here were influenced by many factors, the most 
important of which are examined in this chapter in order that the theoretical, 
methodological and evidential basis of this work may be clearly understood. 
Subsequent sections of this chapter locate this study within a wider tradition 
of qualitative work, consider the interplay between the methodological and practical 
concerns which shaped my research, and characterize the organizational and social 
structure of the research setting itself. In this chapter I want to consider some 
of the problems which I faced and the consequences of the solutions which I found. 
Hence, this chapter is not an exhaustive commentary of what I did during each stage 
of the fieldwork. However, such detail is important and I have included a chronology 
of the research fieldwork in Appendix 1. 
1.1 QUALITATIVE RESEARCH AND THE SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION 
In Britain, since the early 19705, there has been a significant Increase in the 
amount of educational research which has been of a qualitative nature. A concern to 
understand the interactlOn of indiVIduals and the processes at work wlthm schools, 
via direct observation and/or In-depth intervIew, has establIshed an alternative, 
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and potentially complementary, approach to the large scale samplIng and statistical 
techniques which characterized discussions about the tripartite educational system. 
Yet qualitative research is by no means 'new'. As many researchers, including Ball 
(1981: xvi), have noted, the concern to understand the meanings which participants 
bestow upon the actions of themselves and others was a central part of Max Weber's 
SOCiology, and can be seen to underlie the empirical work of the Chicago and 
Manchester schools, both of which applied broadly anthropological approaches to the 
study of modern urban phenomena. 
WThe same patient methods of obsenation which anthropologists like 
Boas and Lowie have expended on the study of the life and manners of 
the North American Indians might be even more fruitfully employed in 
the investigation of the customs, beliefs, social practices, and 
general conceptions of life prevalent in Little Italy or the Lower 
Side of Chicago ... " 
Robert Park 1925 (quoted by Downes and Rock, 1982: 54) 
A characteristic of the Chicago school which Park helped establish was a 
readiness to conduct research in the field; to watch, listen and be part of the life 
of the group under investigation. Some of the workers most closely associated with 
the Chicago school applied what Stephen Ball has termed a "soft-line" approach to 
participant observation, ie. they "emphasize the necessity of the obsener's 
presence but without specifying the need to do what the researched do" (Ball, 1985: 
25). My own research falls under this category, I watched and spoke with teachers 
and pupils throughout the routine of their school lives but never presented myself 
as anything other than "a researcher from the university". 
As I will show below, my research grew out of a personal concern with questions 
of education in a multi-ethnic SOCiety and was shaped by a variety of influences. 
In relation to previous work In this area my research may be seen as addIng to the 
tradition of school case studIes which have been conducted In thiS country over the 
last three decades. Althougb the case study method is well established In certaIn 
fields, such as Psychology, it has only recently been taken up by Significant 
numbers of educational researchers. Among the most promInent works are those 
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carried out by members of a research team which was based m a combmed department 
of SocIOlogy and Anthropology at Manchester UniversIty. For example, the studies by 
Colin Lacey (1970) and David Hargreaves (1967) of a boys' Grammar and Secondary 
Modern school respectively. The work of the Manchester school has influenced many 
later studies in this field. For example, stUdies by Ball (1981), Hammersley (1980) 
and Burgess (1983) have investigated particular aspects of the educational 
expenence through detailed study of individual cases. In the case of Stephen Ball 
the links WIth the Manchester ,school were particularly ~ t r o n g g smce Colin Lacey 
acted as hIS doctoral superVIsor (Ball, 1981: xxi). 
I was largely unaware of this rich tradition when I made my onginal 
applicatIon for research funding, however, as my work progressed the fmdmgs and 
ljeas of others incrEasingly began to iilipinge upon my anclys!s. T!1is is reflected m 
the followmg chapters where 1 have tried to explicltly acknowledge my debt to 
field. For example, my concern to chart the influences upon pupils' school careers 
is shared WIth the earlier work of Lacey, Hargreaves and Ball. In particular, the 
organizatIon arid character of the research school, as a comprehensive which taught 
tilt:: majOrity of subjects in mixed-ability groups, allows a c o n t i n u ~ c ! ! examm.ation of 
some themes in the "cumulatIve research programme" which Martyn Hammersley (1985: 
246) has described these works as representing. More generally, I share with many 
school ethnographers a concern to understand the proceSSEs, at work m an educatIonal 
setting, processes which may have critical consequences m terms of the goal of 
equality of e d ~ c a t H : m a ! ! opportunity. 
As already noted, my research attempts to understand something of the processes 
at work within the educatIOnal system through the detailed study of a single school. 
The malO advantages of this method concern the detail in which a single researcher 
can hope to investigate the life of an institution, gaming msights to the 
complexity of pers!JeCtives and interactions which might be hidden from larger scale 
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quantitatIve work. However, a common criticIsm of the case study method JS that the 
researcher's "selectivity is not normally open to the checks WhICh can be applied m 
ngorously systematic mquines such as large scale surveys - it tends to be 
personal and subjective" (Nisbet and Watt, 1980: 7). It is in response to such 
critIcisms that ethnographers increasingly offer accounts of their methodologIes and 
research expenences, m order that the systematic and rigorous nature of their 
research may be established, allowing the merits of theIr observatIOns and analyses 
to be more properly judged. It.is with this aim that I .present the following 
account of my methodology. 
1.2 PEOPLE, PRACTICALITIES AND GROUNDED THEORIZING 
'r'lith t , ~ c c increasing usz of qualitative reSearch strutcgies has CVUIC 3 
willingness to accept that the researcher cannot hope to investigate a setting 
without in some way affecting it, " ... we are part of the social world we study" 
(Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983: 14). As the accounts of other ethnographers ha-V"e 
demonstrated (eg. Burgess, i 984a; Burgess, 1984b; Ball, 1985), carrymg out 
ethnographic research is a SOCIal process as much as it is a technical one. In 
additIOn to the problems of decidmg what might constitute 'data' and how best to 
collect it, the researcher enters and ~ c o m e s s part of the social world which s/he is 
studying, indeed, the researcher is the principal tool of data collectIOn. The 
ascnbed characteristics of ethnographers, the way they dress and speak, and the 
quality of relatIonships which they establish within the setting may have very real 
consequences for the kinds of data which they generate. These factors reqUIre 
ethnographers to practice 'reflexivIty' throughout the entire lIfe of the study: 
researchers must be conscIous of the ways m which their presence and actions WIthin 
the settmg may be interpreted by other actors and have an mfluence upon theIr 
behaviour. 
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From the moment I received financial support, and began the detailed planning 
of my research, my attempts at reflexivity began (although, at the time, I was 
unaware of the term). Some of the complexi ties and dilemmas which arose are 
summarized in this part of the chapter, which outlines the events and deciSions 
which are essential to an understanding of the design and execution of this piece of 
research. 
a) The biography of a research proposal 
I spent my own secondary school years in a mixed 11-16 comprehensive school 
which streamed each year according to 'ability'. The school population was 
multi-ethnic but I had little contact with the West Indian pupils who seemed almost 
always to be placed in the lowest forms. Although reasonably successful in academic 
terms I did not enjoy school. This may go some way to explaining my continued 
interest in education as a matter for study: school had never been an 'easy' place 
to be and perhaps this helped me to think of education in more critical terms as a 
student. 
My Original research proposal developed from an interest in the different 
theoretical positions which exist within the field of multi-ethnic education. This 
formed the basis of a dissertation, submitted as part of my work towards a BA degree 
in Sociology. The continUing debate over the alleged educational underachievement 
of West Indian pupils as a group, formed an important part of that work. I was 
struck in particular by the lack of any detailed attempt to get 'inside' a 
multi-ethnic comprehensive school, to study at first hand the processes which might 
lead to West Indian underachievement. I saw my research as an opportunity to fill 
that gap. I was especially keen to study teacher expectations, pupil subcultures and 
the classroom strategies of the partiCipants. This was to be achieved through a 
combination of ethnographic techniques, USIng informal interviews With staff, pupils 
and possibly parents, In cOnJunctIOn with classroom observatIon carned out over a 
period of approximately eighteen months In a single multi-ethnic comprehensive 
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school. 
My original title for the proposed research project was The perceptions of 
teachers and pupils, and their consequences for West Indian Underachievement. 
The original design focused upon two groups of pupils; one drawn from the third 
year of secondary education when the research began (during the spring term), the 
other from those pupils entering the school as first years in the third term of the 
study. Each group would be chosen to facilitate the comparison of West Indian and 
white pupils' school experiences. 
However. once I received financial support for the project, began reading 
around the subject more fully and discussing the work with my supervisors, it became 
clear that, for a number of reasons, the prinCipal areas of interest and the design 
of the project were too vague to act as a. basis for beginning any field work. 
Several potential problems emerged. For example, West Indian underachievement 
and the perceptions of teachers and pupils covered too wide an area to approach in 
an unstructured way. This meant that a number of methodological decisions would 
have to be made before entering the research setting. This conflicted with one of 
my basic aims, Le. to remain flexible enough to adapt the research to any 
situations or influences which emerged as bearing on the achievement of different 
groups of pupils (another facet of reflexivity). 
A further fact which could not be ignored was that ethnographic research of 
this kind is dependent upon receiving permission from a variety of offIcial bodies 
(such as the Local Education AuthOrity (LEA) and the school's Governors), and on the 
co-operation of staff and pupils in the research setting. I anticipated that the 
original research design would be difficult to explain to the gatekeepers who 
controlled access to the setting, and to participants within the school, WIthout 
causing a certam amount of SUspICIon and even hostility. The underachIevement of 
West Indian pupIls IS understandably a 'sensitive' subject With many people, 
Including teachers, pupils and parents. It seemed likely that even gaming access to 
a school would be difficult, based on such a politically senSitive Issue. 
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In addition to these problems, the research had to reconcile the orgamzatlOn 
of the academic year In English secondary schools with the maximum timetable 
allowable for the research (dictated by the conditions of the sponsoring award from 
the University of Nottingham. which offered finance for a maximum of three years). 
Consideration of these dual external constraints. and the problems involved in 
taking the original design any further, led to a new research design and title. 
The conditions of the sponsoring award meant that realistically I had to 
conclude the intensive field work within two years, so as to leave myself sufficient 
time to begin writing up this thesis. This was a constraint which could not be 
ignored. Similarly. a point in the educational career of secondary school pupils 
had to be found which offered a satisfactory 'way in' to the study. 
An excellent solution to these demands was found in the subject option choices 
which are made in the majority of state secondary schools around the age of 14. 
These decisions. made towards the end of the pupils' third year, can have 
consequences for the whole of their subsequent career in education, since they 
determine a large proportion of the academic timetable in the upper school and 
usually lead to external examinations. The small body of existing work on option 
choice (especially Woods, 1976, 1917, 1979 and Ball, 1981) suggested that it was a 
vital time for both staff and pupils: a period when decisions are made, both 
explicitly and covertly. which might "channel" (Woods, 1976) certain pupils towards 
subjects and examinations of very different statuses. Indeed, I could remember 
agonizing over my own options, less than a decade earher, and recalled the kinds of 
negotiations which had to be endured before I was able to al ter one of my origInal 
choices. 
The options process supplied a focus for the research that had been lackmg. 
School's tend to plan their handling of option chOIce to varying degrees and the 
machinery they operate to deal WIth thiS stage of the pupils' educational careers 
offered a relatively structured process which might be more easily accessIble to an 
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outsider than more 'routine' points in the school calender. 
By using the options process as a starting point for the research, a modest 
longitudinal design was possible within the external constraints noted above. ie. 
following one group of pupils throughout their options decisions. and beyond 
through their fourth year and into the final year of secondary education when they 
would be entered for their external examinations. Although the intensive field work 
would have to end during the age grades' fifth year, I could maintain contact 
through occasional visits and use their performance in external examinations as a 
final measure of educational achievement (2). 
This revised research design not only offered clearly defined start and end 
points for the field work, but also allowed me the freedom to follow any particular 
processes or occurrences which might have emerged as being important while the 
research was in progress, ie. the principles of "grounded theorizing" (Glaser and 
Strauss, 1967) could be followed, striving to maintain "reflexivity in the 
relationship between analysis, data collection and research design" (Hammersley and 
Atkinson, 1983: 174). The wider area of concern was reflected in the revised title 
of the project, which I retained throughout the field work phase of the research: 
Influences on pupil careers: 14-16. 
Although the design and title of the project no longer gave prominence to the 
question of West Indian underachievement, this did not reflect a loss of interest in 
this area. Indeed, I hoped that the project might still contribute to that field of 
study in some way. However, I decided not to draw attentIOn to the full extent of 
my interest In ethnicity in any contact with actors within potential research 
settings; a point which must be considered further. 
I introduced my research to all actors in the settIng as being a study of a 
group of pupHs which was interested In "anythIng which affects their/your time In 
school". I did not emphaSize my IDterest In ethniclty for two reasons. Firstly, 
because of the Wider concerns of the reVised research proposal and secondly, because 
I reasoned that If I raIsed matters of ethmcity it might 'lead' the respondents ID 
a way which would affect their answers to my questions. For example, pupils might 
acuse teachers of racism because they 'knew' I was interested in that field. or 
alternatively, the teachers might have avoided certain topics of conversation in my 
presence, being suspicious that I was intent on reporting 'raCIsm '. I allowed 
teachers and pupils to raise these issues as they felt necessary but I was never the 
one to introduce ethnicity into a conversation or interview. However, once a 
respondent raised such matters I pursued them as I would any other point. For 
example, during one interview a teacher asked me: 
"Are you doing anything on the ethnic groupings in the school?" 
I replied, "Not especially. but I'm interested in ANYTHING which might affect 
bow the pupils get on." Tbe teacher then went on to explain the reasons behind his 
question and his own views on ethnicity in the school. In this way J was able to 
probe the actors' perspectives on sucb issues while minimizing the risk that the 
discussion arose from my own concerns rather than those of the interviewee. also 
used this approach with matters of gender. 
Before I had even approached the gatekeepers of potential research settings, 
therefore, I had made a number of decisions WhICh influenced the focus and 
presentation of the entire research project. I then faced further problems as I 
attempted to begin the field work phase. 
b) Getting under way 
i. Gaining access 
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Some of the most daunting problems facing any ethnographer arise out of the 
need to access a 'suitable' research setting. It is almost certain that the 
researcher will already have formulated some notions about what s/he is interested 
in, ie. what Malinowski has referred to as "foreshadowed problems" (Hammersley and 
Atkinson. 1983: 28). Such concerns often mean that the ethnographer has a particular 
'kind' of research setting in mind. In my case, I wished to study both white and 
West Indian pupils who attended a comprehensive school. I have explained my 
interest in ethnicity above. and wished to locate the research within a 
comprehensive since this is the dominant form of educational provision in this 
country; accounting for 86% of pupils in maintained secondary schools (Central 
Statistical Office. 1987: 57). 
Gaining access to any institution can take a very long time. In the case of a 
state funded secondary school, initial access depends upon the co-operation of the 
LEA as well as the Headteacher. Approaches to such gatekeepers must be well 
prepared. 
Permission had already been given in principle by the LEA as part of the 
preparation of the original research deSign before submission for a sponsoring 
award. However. before seeking formal permIssion from the authority and approaching 
individual schools, wanted to clarify the design of the research proposal. In 
order to gain some Insight into the workmgs and timing of the options decisions In 
schools, I wrote informally to the master concerned at the school where I had been a 
pupil between the ages of eleven and sixteen. still lived near the school and 
from local contacts I knew that the teacher who had co-ordinated option chOIce when 
I was a pupil, Mr JennIngs, was still a member of staff. 
My letter to Mr JennIngs was on headed UnIversity notepaper lwhlch I ielt 
showed that I was serious about the work), but was handWritten so as to maintain as 
much mformality as possible. I explained that haVIng secured a degree In SOCiology, 
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I was now involved in postgraduate research, and was interested In subject option 
choices. The letter requested an interview with him so that I might benefit from 
his experience in handling options in a large secondary school. 
Mr Jennings (who had since become a member of the school's senior staff) phoned 
me as soon as the letter arrived and we arranged an interview for later that week. 
Having discussed my hopes to follow an age grade from their options through to their 
examination entries, and spoken at length about the options in that school, I asked 
him whether he could suggest any schools which might be willing to co-operate with 
me. He immediately offered me access to that school (City Road Comprehensive). He 
said that he would speak to the Headteacher that afternoon, but antiCipated no 
problems. Later that day I rang the school and it was confirmed that permiSSion had 
been granted - a sign of the importance which the school's senior staff assigned to 
option choice and of AIr Jennings' influence within the setting. 
One of the main reasons for Mr Jennings' enthusiasm for the research was that 
it could feedback into the school and possibly help improve the OptIOns machinery. 
I emphasized that such feedback might not be possible until near the very end of the 
research, and that the field work would involve following pupils for approximately 
two years. He accepted this and was genuinely pleased that he could help out. 
Therefore, within a week of writing to a personal contact I had gained access to a 
suitable mixed, multi-ethnic comprehensive school. This was an enormous help in 
getting the research under way, it meant that I could begin my field work before the 
school started to prepare the third years for their option decisions - I could 
witness the entire process. However, at this stage I had still done no more than 
secure my entry through the school gate, access to particular meetings, lessons and 
groups of teachers and pupils had yet to be negotiated. 
II. Negotiating a pupil sample 
The character of the research setting (City Road Comprehensive) has obvIOUS 
consequences for the level of generalization that will be approprIate when 
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evaluating the findings of this research. Therefore, in order to mimmize any 
further restrictions, I attempted to ensure that my sample was as representatIve as 
possible of the school's pupil population. However, I also had to work withIn 
certain constraints defined by my status as a lone researcher and the organization 
of teaching in the school. 
Each age grade in City Road was made up of eight mixed ability form groups. 
Each form had been created by the Year Head (Mr Martin) on the basis of assessments 
from their previous school. The form group was assigned a tutor who marked the 
attendance register and was seen as their first point of contact with the school's 
pastoral system: if the pupil or their parents had any problems or queries, in the 
first instance, they were expected to contact the form tutor (3). 
During the first three years of their secondary education the form group often 
remained together for several lessons. However, after the subject specialization of 
the option choices, in the upper school the forms were usually together for 'form 
period' only, ie. a thirty minute slot at the start of the day when the tutor would 
take the register, talk to the class, let them do homework or simply talk amongst 
themselves. By the time I entered the school each form had a history of its own and 
had sometimes established a particular reputation amongst the staff. This was 
something which I had to take into consideration. 
Another factor in the negotiation of a sample was that for some activities the 
age grade was split into two halves and timetabled separately. While this occurred 
less frequently in the fourth and fifth years, it was necessary to bear the poSSIble 
consequences in mind. 
Given these arrangements I decided that the most SUItable strategy was to 
follow at least two mixed ability forms throughout the optIOns process In the 
school, if poSSIble drawing one form from each half of the year. Each form took Its 
initIal from a letter In the school's name. hence one half of the year was made up 
of 3C, 31, 31 and 3Y; the other by 3R, 30, 3A and 3D. 
During the first weeks of field work Mr Jennmgs acted as my 'sponsor' withIn 
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the school. He contacted the pastoral head of the third year (ie. my research age 
grade) on my behalf and asked his suggestions about form teachers who would be 
willing to co-operate. The Year Head then approached three form tutors and set up a 
meeting for me with each of them. Mr Jennings' help was of very great importance 
during this time since it enabled me to contact relevant people within the school 
without compromising the existing authority structure: he knew not only who could 
help me, but also, whose role demanded that they be notified. However, there was a 
potential threat of 'tainting', ie. other actors within the school might have 
associated me so closely with Mr Jennings that they would only tell me things that 
were suitable for his ears. In an attempt to counter this possibility I always 
impressed upon interviewees the confidentiality of the work and following my initial 
introductions Mr Jennings soon lost his role as sponsor, as my growing familiarity 
with the setting allowed me to make my own contacts. 
I spoke with the three tutors whom the Year Head had approached and secured 
permission to introduce myself to their form and observe a form period. ThiS gave me 
a chance to actually see the forms and, among other things, to note their ethnic 
composition, since I did not have a breakdown of the year on an ethnic !>asis at that 
time. 
I noted that one of the forms I was 'offered' in this way, had no West Indian 
pupils at all, yet I knew that most forms did include West Indians. In addition to 
this, the physical layout of the form room meant that it was only possible for me 
to sit at the front of the class. While the form teacher was very co-operatIve, the 
layout alone made the form unsUItable as a subject for observation dunng the 
options since I anticipated that a certain amount of optIOn work was to be done by 
the teacher during form penods. However, I remained on good terms With the teacher 
concerned and was able to use this form as a pilot for the sOClOmetnc 
questionnaIres which were used dunng the study. 
The other two forms which I was offered dId not strike me as exceptional In any 
way (which I felt was a good point) and the layout of their form rooms allowed 
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observation without presenting any problems as far as seatlOg was concerned. I was 
also struck by the fact that while one tutor was already using the form penod for 
work specifically aimed at option choice, the other was leaving this to a much later 
date. As the term progressed, it became clear that these two forms would offer an 
excellent comparison based on the different amount of preparation each form teacher 
was attempting. In addition to this, the two forms (3C and 3D) were drawn from each 
half of the timetable. 
I began to regularly sit in on 3C and 3D form periods. As well as allowing me 
to watch any work that they did on option choice, this gave me an opportunity to get 
to know the pupils and for them to become familar with me. However, when I finally 
received specific breakdowns of the third year by gender and ethnic origin in each 
form group, two forms stood out as being atypical of the year. The first of these 
had an equal number of boys and girls: in an age grade where just over sixty per 
cent were male, this form was the the only one to be split equally between the 
sexes. The second form (3A) stood out because among the boys there was an almost 
equal number of white and ethnic minority pupils (six and seven respectively). In 
every other form the pupils of ethnic minority parentage were a minority of the form 
as a whole and within each sex. 
Both of these forms seemed likely to prove to be interesting studies in their 
own right, however, I could only add one of them, 3A, to my sample. There were a 
num ber of reasons for this. 
Firstly, I wanted to keep both 3C and 3D in the sample. I had already spent 
some weeks observing 3D ts form periods where representatives of various departments 
would give brief talks about their subjects with a view to the options, and I wanted 
to follow this form through to see the effect of such work on thelr eventual 
choices. also wanted to keep 3C in the sample; it included a group of three West 
Indian girls and two West Indian boys, one of whom was officially on the verge of 
being expelled. I was keen to follow these through the OptiOns and hopefully create 
the possibility of \ISing them as sponsors lOto wider friendship groups In the age 
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grade. 
By keeping both 3C and 3D in the sample I had very little time to interview all 
the pupils in an additional form before the options decisions were officially due to 
be made. Indeed at one point I considered interviewing only half of a third form, 
however, this would have created more problems than it solved and 1 decided to 
include the whole of form 3A. 
In the light of my foreshadowed problems form 3A elected itself as a part of 
the sample because its ethnic composition offered an unusually high proportion of 
ethnic minority males. This was of importance firstly as a potential study in 
itself, of social relations in a single form, and secondly because it Significantly 
improved the sample's coverage of ethnic minori ty pupils in the age grade. In 
addition to these factors, I had already spoken to the form teacher (Mr Palmer) 
informally. He had expressed support for the research and suggested that his form 
would be "a good one to study" because "they're a real mixture ... you've got some 
in there that can barely read and others who are brilliant" (field notes). 
Therefore, during the option choice process, my field work focused upon three mixed 
ability forms, 3A, 3C and 3D. However, when the age grade were fourth years I 
wanted to interview a smaller group of pupils in more detail about a wide range of 
subjects. This led me to concentrate on forms 3A and 3C only during the final 
stages of the field work (4). 
Therefore, although I tried to apply the prinCiples of theoretical sampling by 
representing the range of experience and characteristics withm the age grade as a 
whole, more practical (but no less important) factors also played a crucial role In 
the negotiation of a pupil sample. For example, even the seating arrangements m a 
classroom had to be weIghed as an Important vanable. 
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c) The generation and analysis of ethnographIc data 
1. Field roles 
Earlier in this chapter I stated that the researcher is the principal tool 
of data generation in ethnographic research, it is appropriate therefore that I 
begin this section by reflecting upon my own identity within City Road 
Comprehensive. 
The researcher as an ex-pupil in the setting 
I have already noted that my status as an ex-pupil of City Road lay behind 
my intial contact with the staff member who acted as my sponsor during the 
early stages of the field work. However, there was evidence that being an 
ex-pupil had also aided my acceptance by other key members of staff within the 
setting. I should emphasize that I was no model pupil: I was not a 
disciplinary 'problem' but academically. in what was then the highest of the 
streamed forms in my age grade, I did no more than hold my own, I was 
certainly not a 'high flier'. 
None of the form tutors to whom I was originally recommended as a 
researcher had been in the school when 1 was a pupil, yet on the first occasion 
that I met them everyone mentioned that I had attended the school. This 
perturbed me a little because I was worried that my identity as an ex-pupil of 
the school might somehow detract from my status as a researcher: my greatest 
fear was that respondents might not take me seriously, hence I decided to play 
down my past in the school and. for most of the field work, never revealed it 
myself. However, the form tutors were not mocking m theIr enquiries, rather 
they seemed genuinely interested in my thoughts on how the school had changed. 
I began to realIze that rather than detract from my status as a researcher, my 
identity as an ex-puptl of City Road actually aided me In contact WIth staff 
dunng the mitIal phases of the research. 
Qualitative research usually depends upon the observer/IntervIewer beIng 
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able to convince their subjects that they can be trusted. ProfessIOnals tend 
to view 'strangers' as a potential threat. For example, Howard Becker has 
reported that, during his doctoral research, most of his teacher interVIewees 
treated him as "a representative of the general public" for whom things often 
had to be justified or even hidden (Becker, 1951: 25). This was not the case 
for me in City Road. I had been presented by Mr Jennings and the Year Head as 
'one of ours', someone who had experienced the school at first hand, and 
therefore not a stranger. Hence, I was quickly taken into teachers' 
confidences and trusted with very sensitive information, not only about pupils 
and parents, but also about other staff. 
Given that I soon became aware that my status as an ex-pupil was having a 
positive effect upon my acceptance by staff, it now strikes me as particularly 
foolish that I did not trust the pupils with the same information. In fact one 
or two pupils from my case study forms were present at an open evening when 
Jennings mentioned who I was to a gathering of third year parents. However, no 
pupils raised this with me in interviews and, still clinging to my fear of not 
being taken seriously, ! chose not to tell the pupils myself. 
I can find little rational explanation for this course of action now, 
suffice it to say that at the time I feared anything which might adversely 
effect my relationship with the pupils. I felt that some of them may have 
assumed that a past pupil who chose to come back to the school (for whatever 
reason) must have liked the place and I did not want to distance myself from 
any pupils that disliked City Road or its teachers. However, towards the end 
of my field work I did reveal my past to some of my case study pupils; 
typically I would reply to a comment by saying somethmg like, "It was the same 
when I was here". Their response supported my growmg suspicion that my 
earlier deciSIOn had been a mIstake; they always reacted With great surpnse 
and pleasure, and I now feel that I missed an excellent opportumty to 
establish a rapport much earlier than was sometImes the case. 
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Although 1 now feel that I may have been over cautious, my past as a pupIl 
of City Road was a facet of my identity as a researcher over WhICh I was able 
to exercise some control. Also, my upbringing in the same area of the Ci ty 
meant that I experienced a socio-economic background which was broadly similar 
to that of the pupils. However, every individual is subject to certain 
ascribed characteristics over which they have little or no control, yet the 
demands of reflexivity require the ethnographer to be aware of how these 
characteristics might influence the subjects' perceptions of the researcher, 
and consequently, the quality of the data which can be generated. 
In my roJe as researcher, I entered City Road as a twenty-one year old, 
white male. My age, gender and ethnic origin each presented potential problems. 
Age, gender and ethnic origin 
A person in school in their early twenties is often assumed by pupils to 
be a student teacher, or at least, 'new to the game'. I feared that some might 
assume that, like student teachers, I was a potential s o u r ~ e e of humour in 
classrooms. However, from the moment I entered the school I made it clear to 
all pupils whom I met that I was not a teacher. In particular I stressed the 
confidentiality of my work and its likely timetable. As the field work got 
under way I became a familar sight not only around the school, but in certain 
form rooms: the novelty of my presence quickly wore off and the pupils 
routinely accepted my being around the place. In fact my age proved to be 
something of a bonus insofar as it helped me to maintain informal conversations 
With the pupils: I often knew the television programmes or musical styles which 
they discussed and was able to take some part in arguments about the merits of 
one popular group over another. 
Like several school ethnographers before me (eg. Martyn Hammersley, 1984: 
43; Lynn DaVies in Ball, 1985: 29), I found that the pupils addressed me as 
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they did the staff: hence, they calJed me " s i ~ . . This did not indIcate any 
confusion on their part, they certainly knew that I was not a teacher. 
Although I had introduced myself to the pupils as "Dave Gillborn" I sensed 
-- , 
that they were more at ease simply referring to me as "sir". All adult males in 
the school were addressed in that way, and so it was only natural that I should 
be. To have insisted on being called by my first name might have worked 
against my acceptance as a routine part of their school lives. 
I also feared that my age might prove to be a problem in relationships 
with staff members who could have resented being probed about their practices 
in the school by someone who was himself barely old enough to teach. I suspect 
that some members of staff with whom I had little contact during the research 
may have harboured such thoughts, however, I had no such problems with the 
teachers with whom was in most frequent contact. The older members of staff 
often remembered me from my past in the school and did not see me as a 
potential threat whose competence needed to be challenged. In my relationship 
with some of the younger members of staff my age proved to be a help insofar as 
we often shared common interests and tastes. 
My gender posed a clear threat to the research in that it might adversely 
affect the kinds of relationship which I could establish with female pupils in the 
setting. There were certain issues which I could not expect female pupils to easily 
discuss with me. For example, in some interviews I asked about the pupils' social 
lives outside school and felt that I could legitimately probe the details of the 
out-of-school experiences of male pupils which might have reflected upon theIr 
actions in, or perceptions of, City Road. This was not possible for the female 
pupils, with whom I felt I could only conduct a comparatively superficial inqUIry m 
such areas. However, while It was certam that there were taboo subjects between 
us, I was surpnsed by some of the admiSSIOns With which pupIls trusted me. For 
example, when I asked a couple of gIrls why they had not chosen a partIcular subJec t 
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during the options, they revealed that the male teacher of thiS subject was prone to 
"stare" at one of them. There was an element of embarrassment as they told me this 
and it was said in aU seriousness - evidenced by the fact that one of the girls 
felt the need to emphasize the confidentiality of the interview: 
"You better not say any- play the tape to anyone." 
The vast majority of interviews did not touch on such potentially sensitive 
areas, and although it was certainly the case that my gender could not always be 
elimated as a fact within the research, I was able to build up very strong 
relationships of trust with many of my case study pupils, regardless of gender. 
I thought long and hard about the problems which might arise as a result of my 
ethnic origin, for example, if any ethnic minority pupils were experiencing problems 
which they identified as resulting from the perspectives and actions of white 
teachers, they might well assume that a white researcher would not be sympathetic to 
their plight. Also, I was aware of a growing resentment of white research of 
'black' problems amongst some members of the Afro-Caribbean communities in both 
America and Britain, for example: 
"When we focus upon the amount of change in the Jives of black people 
which has occurred as a result of educational research, we find very 
little. We do find, however, that the white researcher has gained 
fame among his peers and has moved on to a more prestigious academic 
rank ... His graduate students find the work grist for theses and 
dissertations - these too become published and the cycle repeats 
itself. " 
Stanley Crockett (1973: 82) 
When 1 began formulating a research proposal I had not given any senous 
thought to the poSSibility that I might be accused of explOiting the subjects of the 
study (whatever their position, age, gender or ethmc origIn), yet the accusatIOn IS 
a fair one. I am a white researcher attemptIng to lay the foundatIOns for an 
academiC career partly through a study of the positIOn of ethmc mInonty pupils in 
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a white dominated school. I could not predict what I would find (indeed my intJal 
hypotheses concerning the role of ethmcity proved to be far too simplistic), 
neither could 1 guarantee that my findings would have any effect on the 'rea) world' 
of education in this country. 
Despite these reservations I maintained my interest in ethnic issues. I took 
solace from the belief that white teachers might be more willing to discuss matters 
of this sort with a white researcher. It was certainly the case that many teacbers 
spoke to me quite frankly about issues related to 'race', bowever, I have no 
evidence that this was a function of our shared ethnicity. 
Upon entering the setting I could only bope that ethnic minority respondents 
(whether pupils or parents) would not show resistance to the research, indeed, as I 
have already discussed, the research design underwent very significant changes 
because of the 'sensitive' nature of research in this area. 
Once in the field I felt that my etbnicity was much less of a problem than 
had originally feared might be the case. As I bave noted, I never introduced 
ethnicity as a variable in any discussion, but when an interviewee did so, I 
followed it up as I would any other comment. A number of pupils introduced 'race' 
as a factor during interviews, most often as an explanation for treatment which they 
thought unfair. Typically the 'victims' of such treatment were claimed to be West 
Indian pupils, however, the accusers were of all ethnic origins. 
Only once did I feel that my ethnic origin might have been a barrier to 
rapport: the incident occurred during one of my pre-option interviews when I was 
discussing teachers with a group of boys, of whom a minority were white. A white 
pupil suggested that a teacher had victimized the group because he was "a 
racialist". Two of the West Indians present reacted very strongly to thiS: one 
stared at the white pupIl as jf he had transgressed some unwntten rule, while a 
second (who was shanng a table With the 'informant') kicked hiS shin. 
Three months later 1 mtervlewed the same pupIls about their expenences dunng 
the options process. After the interview the acknowledged leader of these boys, 
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Paul Dixon (a West Indian), approached me and launched into a detailed descnptlon 
of his often conflictual relationship with the teacher who had been accused in the 
earlier interview. Paul raised the issue at a point when I thought the Interview 
had finished, and it was obvious that, in contrast to the earlier interview, he was 
now confident about discussing the matter with m e ~ ~
In my analysis of the second interview I identified two factors which seemed to 
lie behind this development. Firstly, Paul was now much more familiar with me and he 
knew from experience that I did not report what anyone had told me. Secondly, I had 
spent a great deal of time observing within the school, witnessing form periods, 
assemblies, open evenings and official option meetings between staff and pupils, as 
weJl as generally watching the life of the institution. This seemed to be a key 
factor, Paul knew that I had seen events which he considered proof of his 
accusation: 
" ... you've been in our class right, now ain't you SIr?" 
It is important to note that neither of these factors directly concerns my 
ethnic identity, rather, they focused upon my credibility as a trustworthy observer. 
1 now consider that my own ethnicity was not as big a handicap as might have been 
anticipated. I feel that I succeeded in developing relationships of trust and 
co-operation with almost all of my case study pupils, regardless of their gender or 
ethnicity. I can only hope that this work repays their trust. 
ii. Techniques of data generation 
Simply being In an institution, listening and watching the day-to-day life of 
the setting is an important source of ethnographIc data. However, dunng the life 
of most projects the researcher will want to study partIcular aspects of the 
setting, and may use a variety of data sources. In the course of thIS study have 
used a number of documentary sources, such as confIdentIal records and school 
publicatIOns, in addItion to the desIgn and adminIstratIOn of a number of 
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sociometric questionnaires. Where such sources are referred to In thiS report 1 
will detail the techniques of collection and analysis used. However, the majority 
of this thesis is based upon data generated through interviews and observations, and 
it is to these which I now turn. 
Observ a tions 
My observational technique was very unstructured: having gained permission from 
the relevant gatekeepers I would simply sit in a corner of the room with my note 
book in front of me and my small 'pocket' tape recorder on the floor by my side, 
concerned to capture whatever I could of the events in the setting. 
In classroom situations, with the teacher's permission, I would begin the 
first observation by quickly introducing myself to the pupils, emphasizing that 1 
was not a teacher and that anything which I saw or heard would be treated in 
confidence. In subsequent visits to a classroom I would simply sit in a convenient 
spot without any further interference in the life of the group. 
When an observation involved a private conversation between a parent and a 
teacher, such as during the options process or at an 'open evening', I would briefly 
introduce myself to the parent and ask their permiSSion to sit in on the meeting. 
Having explained my general interest in the school and the confidentiality of my 
work, permission was granted on all occassions. 
During observations I usually relied upon the small audio tape recorder to 
capture the detail of verbal interactions. I would scribble down snatches of 
conversations verbatim but in classroom situations I devoted most energy to watching 
how those in the room interacted with each other. As soon as possible after each 
observation I would go through my field notes adding more detail, often USing tape 
transcripts to add full accounts of certain verbal interactIOns. 
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Interviews 
In my working notes I would categorize almost all conversations with staff , 
pupils and parents as 'interviews'. Such meetings could take place in corridors, on 
the street, in someone's home or even on a bus. However, for the purposes of this 
section I will use the term 'interview' in reference to the more settled, often 
pre-arranged, meetings in which I spoke to actors in the school. The majority of 
such interviews took place in a private setting where I could be alone with the 
interviewee(s): teachers could usually be seen in empty classrooms or offices, and 
in the case of pupil interviews I was very fortunate that one of the year tutors, 
whose form I followed throughout, allowed me to use his office as often as I wished. 
This supplied me with a setting where I could feel at ease with the pupils, which 
was easily reached within the school, and which guaranteed freedom from 
eavesdroppers. 
Almost all staff interviews were arranged in advance and carried out on a 
one-to-one basis. The length of such interviews was usualJy limited by the 
organization of the school day, which was broken down into teaching periods of 
fifty-five minutes. However, on some occasions teachers were 'free' for consecutive 
periods and this allowed for longer meetings. 
I had to see pupils at a time which was convenient for them (during the normal 
school day) and for their teachers, ie. I did not wish to absent them from lessons. 
The solution to this lay in the thirty minute form period which began each school 
day: if I arrived early I could ensure that the pupils' attendance had been recorded 
before leading them to the interview room. This usually restricted the length of 
the pupil interviews to a maximum of around twenty-five minutes. However, there 
were exceptions to this, for example, following hiS expUlsion from the school, 
spent an hour or so interViewing one pupil at hiS home. 
The limitation on the length of most pupil InterViews, plus the need to see 
many pupils at a Similar POInt in their school career, meant that many pupil 
interviews were carried out with small groups of between two and five respondents, 
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whom I initially selected from the form on the basis of seating positions. I 
reasoned that pupils were most likely to sit with friends, in whose company they 
might be more relaxed. 
The majority of both staff and pupil interviews were only loosely structured. 
As a guide I would have a few questions or areas of interest scribbled onto a piece 
of paper, but I would try to let the interviews develop as naturally as poSSible, 
only returning to specific issues when the conversations moved too far from the 
theme of the interview or when time pressures dictated (5). 
Audio tape recordings 
The majority of interviews were tape recorded. Before the interview got under 
way I asked teachers or parents for their permission to use the tape recorder, 
explaining that the tapes would only be heard by myself and that they would help me 
by removing the need to take too many notes. I did not allow the pupils any choice 
in the matter, but did give them the same assurances about confidentiality, 
stresSing that I would disguise identities in any final report. 
The audio taping of interviews offered a number of advantages over the use of 
field notes alone. For example, I could listen to each interview and make detaHed 
transcriptions of what had been said. This ensured that I did not misquote anyone 
and provided material which had an immediacy offered by few other forms of data. 
However, the use of audio tapes raised a number of potential problems. Despite my 
assurances concerning confidentiality. three or four interviewees seemed worried by 
the tape recorder. There seemed to be a sense in which something captured on tape 
was felt to be less easily disputed if the need arose, and hence more dangerous, 
than something written in a note book. For example, one teacher showed considerable 
unease when J asked permission to use the tape recorder. I said that if she felt 
tha t the machine would inhl bi t her I would sooner not use it. Su bsequently, In the 
machines absence, she went on to detail a number of serIOUS complamts about the 
schools' senior staff. 
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It should be stressed that the above example was an extreme case, on most 
occasions people consented to being recorded and because of the machine's size 
(smaller than a paperback book) 1 was able to place it out of their eye line before 
continuing. By putting the recorder out of Sight, and using it during all the 
initial observations, the machine quickly ceased to be a cause for comment and 
became almost routinely accepted as a part of my persona in the school. 
In fact, the presence of the tape recorder proved to be a positive aid to my 
interview technique. The recordings allowed me to monitor my own performance as an 
interviewer by checking that I had not led the interviewee by unconsciously 'cueing' 
them as to my interest in particular areas. As I have noted above in relation to my 
classroom observations, by using a tape recorder I was freed of the need to 
constantly scribble notes concerning what people had said: this allowed me to 
reflect upon what was being said and to explore themes as they arose in interviews. 
Also, by minimizing the amount of note taking in interview situations, the tape 
recorder helped act against my Signalling the interviewee as to what 1 took to be 
important through the amount which I wrote down. 
iii. The analysis of ethnOgraphic data 
As I have already noted above, from the outset I was determined that the 
research should remain sensitive to any developments (both within the setting and in 
my perceptions of its processes) which might arise during the field work, ie. I 
aimed to employ the prinCiple of "grounded theorizing" (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) by 
making my data collection responsive to any emerging concepts or hypotheses. In 
order to achieve such a goa] the researcher must be able to gain some sort of 
overview of the work whilst still engaged in data collection. However, ethnographic 
work generates such masses of interview and observational data that simply keeping 
up with the routine of filing away each piece of matenal can become diffIcult. 
Fortunate]y, my preparatory reading convmced me of the need to carefully consider 
bow I was gomg to manage my data, and thlS lald the foundatiOns for a key aspect of 
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my approach to the problems of analysis. 
I approached the analysis and documentation of each interview and observation 
in a standard way, beginning with an account of what had happened (my field notes 
and/or tape transcripts). I then went through the data jotting any thoughts or 
observations in the margin. I would pull these comments together, under descriptive 
beadings, into an initial analysis of each interview or observation. Building upon 
William Foote Whyte's "column" approach (1960, reprinted in Burgess, 1982a) I would 
summarize the setting for the interview (eg. interviewee, time and date) and my 
analysis of its content on a title page. The whole of the interview and its 
documentation were then filed together under a single code number. By keeping a 
copy of each title page I could find any interview or relevant piece of data 
relatively quickly. 
However, as my files became greater in number a manual search through title 
pages became increasingly time consuming. A solution to this problem was found in 
the use of a microcomputer. The information in each title page could be typed into a 
form that the machine could store and then search at any time. By consistently 
using certain phrases or words when referring to particular areas of interest or 
developing hypotheses, I could ensure that each relevant interview or observation 
would be shown to me whenever I searched the index using that word or phrase. For 
example, whenever I noted anything which might have been of relevance when 
considering the role of pupil gender in the setting, I would ensure that I included 
the term 'gender' in that entry. When asked to search for the word 'gender', the 
computer would display each incidence wi thin the mdex. If my accompanymg remarks 
suggested that the reference was worth investigatIOn I could then use the code 
number to consult the whole interview or observation for more detaIls. Similarly, 
in Just a few minutes I could find every entry which related to any named actor In 
the school. 
Because of its ease and speed of use the microcomputer encouraged me to 
constantly look back through my files whenever I dealt with a new piece of data, 
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thus I was able to build up a picture of how pupils' careers in the school were 
progressing. Similarly. I was able to interrogate my files for instances which 
might support or refute any hypotheses which arose from published work or from my 
own experiences within the setting. Having clarified what my existing data could 
tell me, I was in a better position to judge the merits of further investigation of 
particular issues. 
Hence, I was able to improve my collection, storage and analysis of data by 
using a microcomputer. However, as several qualitative researchers have recently 
emphasized (Conrad and Reinharz, 1984) the computer is merely another 'tool' which 
ethnographers can use, it cannot, and should not be expected to, do the 
ethnographer's job for him/her. The interpretative, imaginative elements of 
qualitative research cannot be programmed into the machine. This is a simple fact, 
not romanticism. I remained responsible for the collection, categorization and 
interrogation of my data. The "leap of imagination" which Woods (t 985: 52) speaks 
of in reference to the task of theorizing remains the responsibility of the field 
worker and writer. Although some programs are now speCifically aimed at the needs 
of ethnographers their authors stress that the computer can only help with the more 
"mechanical" aspects of qualitative work, the researcher must do the thinking 
(Seidel and Clark, 1984: 123). 
1.3 CITY ROAD COMPREHENSIVE 
City Road Comprehensive lies a few minutes walk from the centre of a large 
Midlands city. The school covers in excess of twenty-five acres and, when the 
research began, housed around one thousand pupils (between the ages of eleven and 
sixteen) and more than SIxty full-time teachers. 
City Road became a comprehensIVe school in the early 19705 and draws Its pupil 
populatIOn from the surrounding area, which is predommately workmg class. 
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Consequently the school has gained somethIng of a 'tough' reputatIon locally, though 
City Road is not seen to have any 'speCIal problems'. For example, unlike some other 
schools in the city, it has not been subject to accusatIOns of racial dlscnmatlOn 
from a local Afro-Canbbean pressure group. Generally City Road has a reputation 
which is no better or worse than the majority of the inner-city's schools. 
a) The composition of the research population 
As a comprehensIve school, City Road was charged. with responsibility for the 
education of pupils drawn from a speCIfic catchment area which surrounded the 
school. Place of residence was the prime determInant of entry to the school and no 
means of selection were exercIsed. However, like many such schools, City Road's 
pupil population did not offer a very !comprehensive' cross section of social class 
backgrounds (6). The majonty of the school's pupil population were drawn from two 
of unemployment (7). City Road was very much a working class school; of my two final 
case study forms, only approximately 13% of pupils were from non-manual backgrounds 
(this compared with approximateiy 30% of children under 16 in the entire county and 
20% of children under 16 in the City district: 1981 Census). 15% of the two fmal 
case study forms were of one parent families (this reflects a more common pattern; 
In 1985 14% of families with dependent children were headed by a lone parent: 
Central Statistical Office, 1987;46). An additional 15% of the final two case study 
forms had no parent in work. Unfortunately I was unable to gather such data on the 
research population as a whole. However, I had no reason to believe that my case 
study forms were in any way exceptional, and indeed, comparable figures emerged from 
a larger sample of the age grade, who were questioned by members of a team from the 
University of Lancaster (8). 
The social class compOSItion of the school's pupil population had a number of 
consequences; in recognitIon of its potentially greater teachIng problems the school 
and its teachers receIved a marginally higher rate of finanCIal support/reward. Less 
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tangible, but perhaps more important, the feeling that the school received a 
relatively 'poor' pupil intake had very real consequences for the expectations of 
the teachers. At all levels of the staff body I found the teachers likely to claim 
that "you can't expect much from our kids" (field notes). The feeling that the 
school's intake was likely to perform below national averages was taken for granted 
and directly influenced many teaching and organizational decisions which could, in 
their turn, lead to the fulfillment of the staff's prophecy. For example, Chapter 2 
details the rationale behind the options organization and shows how beliefs about 
the quality of pupil intake affected the design of the option choice pattern in a 
way which restricted the number of 'academic' subjects open to many pupils. 
As I have already noted, there was an over-representation of male pupils in the 
research age grade. Tbis pattern was not repeated throughout the school's other age 
grades and there was no obvious reason why girls should be in the minority in my 
research year. For example, the age grade which left the school as the research 
began was almost equally split between pupils of either sex. I concluded from this 
that the distribution was not due to the influence of any variable which might 
systematically distort the proportions of male and female pupils who attended the 
school. 
In terms of ethnic origin, West Indian pupils accounted for apprOXimately 9% of 
the research age grade, SOuth Asian for 7% and mixed race pupils for 5% of the 
research age grade. Therefore, the remaining white European group accounted for the 
majority of the age grade (around 80%). However, there was a sense In which the 
numerical dominance of white pupils in the age grade was not appreciated by actors 
within the school. In conversations and interviews both teachers and pupils (of all 
ethnic origins) seemed to over-estimate the proportion of ethniC mmorIty pupils In 
the age grade, and although small in number, the ethnic minorIty pupils were a 
significant part of the pupil body (9). 
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b) The organization of City Road school 
i. The pastoral system 
As I have already noted, each pupil was placed in a mixed ability form at the 
beginning of their career in City Road. These form groups were the basis of the 
school's pastoral system. Each age grade was appointed a Year Head and Year Deputy 
who oversaw the work of their form tutors and were responsible for monitoring the 
welfare and progress of each pupil in the year. It was school policy that the Year 
Head and Deputy should always be of the opposite sex, and it was interesting to note 
that throughout the research the senior position was filled by a male teacher in 
each of the five age grades. This reflected the general position of female teachers 
within the wider authority structure of the school (10). 
Any serious problems of achievement, discipline or home circumstances could be 
passed on from the Year Head to a member of the school's senior staff, ie. the 
Headteacher, three. Deputies and a Senior Teacher. These teachers were responsible 
for particular areas of school organization and policy in both pastoral and academic 
matters. 
It was in relation to their pastoral roles that I first met the majority of the 
teachers who were most important to this study, ie. members of the senior management 
team, and the Year Head, Deputy and tutors of the research age grade itself. In 
addition to their pastoral concerns, members of the year teams also carried ful) 
teaching responsibilities within academic departments, and I was often able to use 
them as informants or sponsors who could help me to understand the perspectives of 
individual departments within the school. The complexities of the relationships 
between senior staff and subject departments, and the problems faced by form tutors 
who had to split their time between pastoral and academic work cannot be examined 
(uHy in this work, however, it is necessary to offer a brIef summary of the 
organization of teaching in the school. 
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ii. The academic system 
Teaching in City Road was organized around eight subject areas; Mathematics, 
English, the Humanities, Physical Education, Science, Modern Languages, Expressive 
Art and Craft, DeSign and Technology (COT). The Humanities, Science and COT areas 
united a number of specialisms under wider faculty organizations, the remaining 
curriculum areas were administered as individual subject units throughout. 
Each lesson was usually taught by a subject specialist. This involved the 
pupils in moving between classrooms at the end of each teaching period. During 
their first three years in City Road the pupils received the majority of their 
tuition within their mixed ability form groupings, only being broken up into groups 
which were "set by ability" in a minority of subjects. This pattern coincided with 
the practice in at least one-third of all state comprehensive schools in this 
country. It should be noted, however, that the official figures are somewhat dated 
and it may be that City Road was one of a majority of schools who organized teaching 
groups in this manner (11). 
In City Road only three curriculum areas (Mathematics, Science and Modern 
Languages) introduced setting before the option choices of the third year; a pattern 
replicated in many English comprehensives (HMI, 1978). Each of these subjects used 
a combination of examination results and teacher assessments to place pupils within 
a series of hierarchically deSignated teaching sets. Following the subject 
specialism of the option choice process many more subject departments attempted to 
introduce setting: once again this replicated the national trend, With teachers 
viewing selection as the most appropriate basis for pupil grouping in preparation 
for external examinations (Reid et ai, 1981). However, because of the limits of 
timetable allocations few subjects were able to introduce setting across the whole, 
or even part, of their pupil take-up in the upper school. As later chapters of this 
work show, these differences were often related to subjects' contrasting statuses In 
the eyes of senior staff. 
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iii. Industrial action 
During my two years of field work in City Road the state educational system 
suffered two national disputes between the major teaching unions and their 
employers, the LEAs. This meant that for the majority of the study the school was 
subject to various forms of industrial action by members of staff. The majority of 
staff were instructed by their unions to withdraw 'goodwill', ie. they no longer 
took part in activities which were not officially part of their job, and for which 
they received no pay. The withdrawal of goodwill forced most pupils off the school 
grounds at lunch time and resulted in the canceIJation of several after-school 
occasions where parents would normally have had the opportunity to discuss their 
childrens' educational progress with members of staff. 
The school also suffered a number of strikes. These involved several members 
of staff in withdrawing their labour for a period ranging between one half-day and 
three full working. days. Some members of other unions would not 'cover' for 
striking colleagues and on at least twenty occasions pupils in the research age 
grade missed at least half a day's schooling (12). 
For many months the industrial action was a fact of life in City Road and it is 
impossible for me to be certain as to how far it may have influenced my account of 
the school. Throughout this work I have expliCitly acknowledged those instances 
where the industrial action seemed to be of direct relevance, for example, during 
the subject option process the action forced significant changes in the orgamzation 
of pupil choice. However, I feel that much of my analysis holds true regardless of 
the industrial action: for example, my arguments concerning the gender stereotyping 
of subject choice, the polarization of pupil perspectives and the importance of 
ethnicity as a factor in teacher-pupil relations. It should be noted that I studied 
the school in the absence of industrial action almost as much as in its presence, 
the processes upon whIch this work focus may have been affected by the action but 
were not solely generated by it. 
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CONCLUSION 
This thesis is based upon two years of ethnographic field work carried out in 
a single, multi-ethnic inner-city comprehensive school. In recognition of the 
highly 'personal' nature of this form of research this chapter has outlined the 
development of the project, highlighting the various influences upon my own 
interests as a researcher and upon what actions seemed appropriate within the 
setting itself. Many considerations, ranging from the politics of ethnicity to the 
seating arrangements in a classroom, have shaped the research and I have attempted 
to make clear the principles and practicalites which guided my collection and 
analysis of data. 
In this thesis I have chosen to focus upon how educational opportunity was 
negotiated during the routine of face-to-face interactions during the pupils' school 
careers. This ther:ne runs throughout the work and has guided the selection of data. 
My goal has been to explore the perspectives of the actors involved, to examine the 
constraints acting upon them within City Road and to highlight the consequences of 
their interaction in terms of the pupils' experiences of the final years of 
compulsory schooling, culminating in examination achievement at 16-plus. 
The next three chapters offer an analysiS of how the subject options process 
was organized and experienced within City Road. Subsequent chapters will show this 
to have been a crucial factor in the negotiation of educational opportunity withm 
the school. 
NOTES TO CHAPTER 1 
1. In recent years the concept of 'Equality of Educational Opportunity' has been 
subject to a number of re-interpretations (Evetts, 1973: 55-71; Fowler and 
Melo, 1974). Currently the most common understanding "IS one which compares 
the relatlve chances of access to schools and qual!fJcatJons which were, 
substantively as distinct from formally. open to the children of different 
SOCial classes" and groups (Halsey, Heath and Ridge, 1980: 202; onglnal 
emphaSIS). Hence, the concept now stresses relative (not absolute) equality 
of outcome as Indicative of oppportumty. 
2. During my research field work it was decided that the eXisting types of 
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examination should unite under a single system, to be known as the General 
Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE). However, when my research sample 
sat their external examinations the majority of subject departments were 
still entering pupils for one or both of the Certificate of Secondary 
Education (CSE) and the General Certificate of Education (GeE). The latter 
was officially aimed at the top 20% of the ability range, while the more 
recently introduced CSE was meant to cater for the next 40% (Mortimore and 
Mortimore, 1984: 21). Further details of these examinations are included in 
the following chapters, where appropriate. 
3. Unless specified otherwise, I use the term 'parent' to refer to the adults 
who were the natural parents and/or legal guardians of City Road pupils. 
4. A series of fourth year interviews covered a number of very personal issues 
and 1 decided to see the pupils individually. The amount of time which these 
interviews demanded meant that I could not see each pupil in three forms. I 
spent several weeks trying to decide which pupils to follow, however, as I 
discussed the problem with my supervisors I realized that to be selective 
within any of the forms could risk my relationship with aU the pupils. I 
decided therefore to concentrate the remaining field work on 3A and 3C only. 
Again, similar criteria to the ones which I had considered in negotiating the 
original sample were taken into account, for example, of the three forms, 3D 
had the lowest proportion of West Indian pupils, therefore I was able to 
concentrate on fewer pupils, but maintain my coverage of ethnic minority 
respond ants. 
5. As I have already mentioned immediately above, the pupil interviews which I 
carried out towards the end of the age grade's fourth year were exceptional 
in that the nature of the subjects which I wished to cover demanded a private 
interview with each pupil on a one-to-one basis. Also, the range of 
questions and the use I wished to make of the data meant that I had to adopt 
a more formalized approach. Hence, I used a schedule of questions which 
structured the interviews, but also allowed for reflexivity in relation to 
incidents which had occurred before, and things which arose during, the 
interviews. The schedule and the rationale behind it are reproduced in full 
in Appendix 2. 
6. The term 'social class' is much misused and before continuing I should 
clarify my use of the term in this thesis. In general 'social class' 1S 
understood to refer to groups of people who share similar life-styles and 
chances. Members of a household are usually classified in relation to the 
occupation of the (male) head of the household. There 1S no single 
classification of occupations agreed upon by all users, however, in Britain 
many writers now determine 'social class' in relation to the six broad 
categories of occupation used by the Office of Population Censuses and 






IV Partly sk11led 
V Unskilled 
Even this very crude claSSIfication IS often SImplified Into a distInctIOn 
between groups I to HHN) inclUSive and HUM) to V InCIUs1ve. Th1S 
non-manual/manual divide is typically Interpreted as representing a 
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distinction between the 'middle-class' and the 'working-class'. ThIS use of 
the term is the one which I will use throughout, not because it has any great 
scientific merit, but because it most closely matches the common-sense 
categories which the actors used within the school and the local community. 
7. According to the first local authority figures on unemployment by district 
(published as the research age grade left compulsory schooling), the City 
Road district was among those with the highest rates of unemployment in the 
county. The unemployment rate was approximately 13% for the county as a 
whole, compared with a rate in the lower 30s for the City Road district: only 
one district in the county had a rate higher than 40%. It should be noted 
that in calculating these figures the term "unemployed" was used with 
reference to those people who were registered as unemployed and claiming 
unemployment benefit. 
8. It was not feasible for me to gather data on social class from every member 
of the research age grade in person and I antiCipated that a questionnaire 
would not produce reliable answers. However, I was fortunate that the age 
grade which I followed throughout my research, and from which I drew my case 
study forms, was also part of a much larger piece of research being carried 
out by members of the Department of Educational Research at the University of 
Lancaster. I am indebted to Professor Sally Tomlinson and Hilary Tomes for 
permission to quote the following data on the social class composition of the 
research age grade during their third year of secondary education. 
Of a sample of 119 City Road pupils, the Lancaster team found that 25% had no 
parent in. work, 19% were members of single parent families and 14% were of a 
non-manual, white collar, professional/managerial background. 
A breakdown of the social class background of the pupils, present throughout 
the research field work, in my two final case study forms is presented in 
Appendix 3. 
9. Full breakdowns of the research population by gender and ethnic origin are 
included in Appendix 3. 
10. During my first year of field work, women teachers accounted for 40% of the 
school's full time teaching staff. However, only 20% of senior staff and 29% 
of Heads of department were female. As subsequent chapters will demonstrate, 
the perspectives of key decision makers, and hence official school practice, 
often reflected this male bias. 
11. Appendix 4 offers a brief account of the available evidence on the extent and 
nature of mixed ability teaching in English comprehensives. 
12. It is impossible to calculate precisely how much disruption the industrial 
action caused: schools often had less than 24 hours warning before a strike 
and so, even visiting the school an average of three times a week, 1 could be 
unaware of some action. 
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CHAPTER 2: PERSPECTIVES ON OPTION CHOICE 
The preparations for subject option choice In City Road 
"You've got two hundred kids each one picking fOUT options, it used to be 
five, so you've got eight hundred little slots to fill [in the timetable]. 
Now how the hel1 you're gonna do that on twenty-five periods, or in four 
blocks, and get every kid suited is - you know it's sometimes frightening 
it won't work. But it does. But you've always got some children who you 
can't completely satisfy (. .. ) Usually it's for some sort of odd choice , 
you know. Often it's not the right sort of choice for the child." 
Mr Jennings (The Member of Senior Management responsible for Subject Options and 
Timetabling) 
In the vast majority of secondary schools in England and Wales some form of 
specialization occurs at the beginning of the fourth form as pupils begin the courses of 
study which will be examined at the end of their compulsory education. In most of these 
schools the specialization is decided through a system of 'options' which grant the 
pupils some element of choice in deciding upon the subjects they will follow in the 
fourth and fifth years (1). The 'results' of the choice process (in terms of the 
subjects which pupils subsequently follow) are of importance not only because they will 
determine the nature of a significant part of each pupil's t i m ~ t a b l e , , but also because 
the decisions taken at 14-plus may have consequences for educational achievement in 
public examinations and the individual's opportunities in the post-school education and 
job markets. 
In recognition of the importance of subject option choices, most schools offer a 
system of 'guided' choice, which entails some official role for staff as advisers, and 
results in the negotiation of choices between teachers, pupils and, in some cases, 
parents. "The options", as this process is sometimes referred to, can often take up most 
of the academic year for those involved, indeed in City Road some choices were not 
finally decided until the beginning of the foJIowing (fourth) year. 
This chapter considers the posi tion of four groups of actors who played an Important 
role in the negotiation of the subject option decisions in City Road comprehensive. In 
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turn I will consider the senior staff, subject teachers, form tutors and pupils. In each 
case I wish to highlight the actors' perceptions of the demands which they faced, their 
aims and the solutions which they found within the limitations imposed by their position 
in the school. In so dOing I will provide detail on the preparations for option choice 
made by each group of actors and thereby outline the context for the face-to-face 
negotiations which are considered in the following chapter. 
2.1 SENIOR STAFF: The view from the top 
Members of the City Road senior staff designed the school's options system and 
placed themselves in a position whereby they could vet all option choices. Senior 
staff defined both the 'legitimate' sources of information and the 'proper' criteria 
which could be applied to subject choice. The other partiCipants in the options 
process worked within a system created by the senior staff, hence any account of 
that system must begin with an analysis of the role and perspectives of the senior 
staff. 
a) Senior staff and the options system 
During my research the senior staff of City Road schoo) comprised the 
Headteacher, three Deputies and a senior teacher. Each member was responsible for 
certain aspects of the administration of the school. Through his long standing role 
as author of the school timetable and his previous work in, what was then referred 
to as, "careers education" (now part of Guidance teaching in City Road) Mr Jennings 
(the semor teacher) had come to be charged with prime responsibility for subject 
option choice. Although the Head took an active interest in the system's 
organizatIOn and administration, in all matters concerned with the options Jennings 
was seen, by staff and pupils alike, as "the man in charge" (a subject teacher: 
field notes). 
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In this part of the chapter I wish to explore some of the problems which faced 
the senior staff, and Mr Jennings in particular, as they tried to reconcile the 
sometimes conflicting demands of their position,ie. attempting to realize their own 
perception of what the options system should achieve (in relation to the pupils' 
'best interests') whilst engineering a workable fourth year timetable, minimizing 
conflict with subject teachers and not compromising the notion of pupil choice. 
I will use the senior staffs' explanation of the recent history of subject 
choice in City Road to highlight the complexities of their situation and reflect 
upon the solutions which they found. It should be emphasized that their account was 
retrospective, the system had already been reorganized when my field work began. 
Nevertheless, the seniors' views, especially Mr Jennings', are crucial to an 
understanding of the system which I obsened. As I will show, Jennings' solution to 
his problems had the effect of placing the senior staff in a position of very great 
influence over subject choice in the school. 
i. The deCision to reorganize the options 
In the academic year prior to my research the options system was drastically 
reorganized. It had been decided that the old "free choice" system was not working 
properly. The "free choice" organization was so named because it presented the 
pupils with a single list of subjects from which to choose their options, although 
in practice there had never been a completely free choice: various members of staff 
(form tutors, Guidance and subject teachers) had offered pupils their 'advice' and 
each pupil was reqUIred to choose at least one science and humanity subject. The 
latter prescriptions were imposed by Jennings in an attempt to ensure a 'balanced' 
combination of subjects. Mr Jennings, the Head and the Guidance staff each argued 
that, in relation to post-school work, the optiOns should try to "leave as many 
doors open as possible" (Head teacher: field notes). 
In the "free choice" system, once the pupils had made theIr decisIOns the 
fourth year timetable was created in order to facilitate as many of their chOices as 
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possible. 
Creating a fourth year timetable which would satisfy departmental requirements 
for teaching resources (in terms of time slots and room allocations) whilst allowing 
the maximum number of pupils' subject choices was Mr Jennings' responsibility. This 
was a task which, he said, became increasingly difficult to perform satisfactorily. 
There had been a problem over setting by ability, with some 'able' pupils being 
timetabled in lessons that would have to be taught as mixed ability groups because 
of the small number of pupils in certain combinations of subjects. Such problems 
worried all concerned, especially subject departments who wanted to set by ability 
but could not and the senior staff who, in an atmosphere of reductions in the LEA's 
secondary . school budget, felt that the school's examination results were "not good 
enough" (Head teacher: field notes). Therefore the problems of timetabling and pupil 
achievement were important in convincing the seniors of the need to restructure the 
optiOns system. 
As the members of senior staff explained to me the reasoning behind the 
organizational changes, a further consideration emerged which involved the role of 
subject teachers. I want to emphasize that I was not present when the changes were 
made, however, through my conversations with those most involved, it seemed that 
there had been a feeling that the "free choice" system had been at the mercy of 
individual subject departments and staff. In particular, the senior staff had been 
concerned by the number and type of alterations which were made after the pupils' 
original option preferences had been recorded. 
Mr Jennings "I can remember one particular department where fifteen 
kids were moved out and fifteen kids were moved in. Now 
this was a subject where you didn't need to be an academic 
genius to do it, more of an interest and a certain amount 
of skill. But these fifteen kids were lower achievers and 
probably more trouble, and the kids that went in were 
higher achievers and Jess trouble ( .. J So there are those 
sort of thmgs you look a t, you know, they became qui te 
evident..." 
Although the senior staff sympathized with the dilemma of the subject teachers 
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who were sometimes thought to use the options as an opportunity to control the 
'quality' of their teaching groups in the upper school, a major point of conflict 




"{Teachers} have got jeaJousies about their own areas -
QUite right, if they're keen enough to want to teach the 
subject they want the best children they can get. But 
sometimes I don't think it's always in the kid's best 
interests to do that particular area. (. .. ) 
The child picks his own subjects - with advice - but it's 
how the advice is given. J mean if there's undue pressure 
put on some children ... you know, they'll have a soft spot 
for a teacher, it's unfair if a teacher uses that, that's 
not in the child's interests." 
In their concern that each child's 'best interests' should be served, the 
senior staff saw it as their duty to protect the pupils from subject teachers who 
might be influenced by their own sectional interests. Hence, the difference between 
proper 'advice' and improper 'manoeuvring' or 'pressure' was defined in relation to 
the source of the opinion. For example, Mr Jennings felt that he was capable of 
making more balanced decisions than a subject teacher aware of his/her falling pupil 
numbers and vulnerability to cut-backs. Put simply, the senior staff considered 
theirs' to be the only genuinely independent perception of a child's interests. 
Mr Jennings "I've been accused of manoeuvring kids away from certain 
subjects - which was totally unjustified, we were advising 
children on certain things. (. . .) 
I know there are certain members of staff who will 
manoeuvre kids if you're not careful. Which you condemn 
really. J've been at a parents evening (. .. ) where one 
very bright young man was persuaded by his form teacher, 
who taught a certain subject, to do that subject, which I 
didn't feel was being fair to that lad who could achieve In 
other areas. And SHOULD have achieved In other areas." 
The seruor staff therefore saw their decision to reorganize the 
optiOns as being taken "In the kids' best interests", ie. as a 
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response to unsatisfactory examination results, timetabhng 
difficulties and what they perceived as the sometimes biased 
interference of subject teachers. In view of these problems and the 
decision to reorganize, the next section considers the changes which 
Jennings and the Headteacher introduced. 
ii. The "new" options organiza tion 
The pupils of my research age grade began their options preparations within the 
"new" organization which had been introduced the previous year. Like its 
predecessor this system began with the third year examinations. In the old "free 
choice" system subject departments had justified their views about particular pupils 
by reference to their likely examination performance in two years time. The senior 
staff believed that such an arrangement allowed "too many let-outs" (Mr Jennings), 
ie. staff could u n d ~ r e s t i m a t e e a child's ability, either unconsciously or in a 
deliberate attempt to legitimate their challenge of an unwelcome choice. This led 
Jennings and the Head to require more detailed information from subject departments. 
Hence, every department (including Mathematics and English which were compulsory for 
all pupils in the upper school) was asked to fill in an assessment sheet on each 
pupil in the year. 
The option assessment sheets gave a space for the subject teacher to comment on 
the pupil as they felt appropriate, but also required an "effort" grade (from A to 
E, with C being understood as 'average') and a "rank order". The rank order 
required the department to identify each pupil's ability in a subject relative to 
the rest of the age grade. Mr JeMings stated that the rank order should reflect 
the pupil's achievements both during the year and in the third year exammation. 
Despite this official requirement, my own interviews with members of the different 
subject departments revealed that in practice most used exammatlon results almost 
exclusively as the basis for their rank orders (2). 
The option assessment sheets were the seniors' attempt to identify each child's 
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ability and examination potential in a subject, and proved to be critical In 
deciding access to certain subjects and teaching groups. Although the assessments 
themselves offered no information as to what subject departments had based the rank 
orders on, the seniors interpreted them as a means of comparing ability in different 
subjects. 
The senior staff used the assessments as the basis for their decisions 
concerning pupils' suitability to opt for various subjects, often assuming that the 
highest rank order indicated each pupil's 'best subject'. Such assumptions failed 
to take into account the overall standard of the population in each subject, against 
which the pupil was being measured, yet the assessment sheets were central to the 
"new" options system. 
Mr Jennings "When I get (the assessments] I put down on this big sheet 
of paper all the rankings ( ... ) where each child has come. 
And then what I'll do is go through - I'll go through the 
Deputies, four or five of us have a look at it, and then 
put down what we think a child will perform best at in 
examinations. There are three compulsories [English, 
Mathematics and Guidance] and four subjects they QYgM to 
be chOOSing ( ... ) then when I've got those back, I try and 
fit kids into an option pattern." (My emphasis) 
Four members of senior staff (the Head teacher, two Deputies and Mr Jennings) 
used the assessments as their guide to each pupil's abilities. The seniors' 
'recommended' the four subjects which each pupil 'ought' to take (ie. that they were 
most able in). Mr Jennings then created a fourth year timetable which would allow 
the realization of as many recommendations as possible. That timetable would act as 
the basis for what he called an "option pattern", ie. an arrangement of subjects In 
four choice blocks (each block relating to particular timetable slots). By requITing 
the pupils to choose one subject from each block, the basis for a workable timetable 
was ensured. 
Once the option pattern was finalized the pupils and their parents were inVited 
to an "Option Evening" where they were presented with the seniors' recommendatiOns 
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FIGURE 2.1: The "New" Option Organization 
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would discuss the 
most appropriate chOices until some deCiSion had been reached. 
These were then taken to ei th J . 
er enmngs or the Head teacher, who made certain that 
they were possible within the restrictions of the option pattern. 
The "new" . t' 
orgamza Ion was introduced in the year prior to my research and Mr 
Jennings thought that at least 90% of parents had attended the options meetings. He 
attributed this exceptionally high turn-out to a letter which "threatened" (his 
words) that the pupil's timetable could not be finalized without parental 
involvement. The few parents who did not attend were subsequently contacted by 
telephone or letter. 
IIr Jennings and the Head saw the "new" system as a great success and held up 
the mere "handful" of changes which were later made as evidence that they had "got 
it right" (field notes). Figure 2.1 summarizes the structure of the "new" options 
system. 
The decision to create the option pattern in relation to senior staff 
recommendations before the pupils expressed their preferences was a response to the 
'technical' problem of timetabling the options of two hundred pupils. yet it 
represented a very great change in the whole basis of the options system in the 
school. The option pattern no longer responded to the actual desires of the pupils, 
but rather was created around the senior staffs' recommendations for each pupil. 
Therefore, in an attempt to improve the system, the reorganization placed senior 
staff perceptiOns of the child's 'interests' at the heart of the process. 
The "new" organization meant that all negotiatiOns had to take place within the 
confines of a system which embodied the senior staffs' assumptions about the nature 
of the school's intake and what constituted a 'balanced' combination of subjects. 
The prescriptions concerning the need to study at least one science and one humanity 
subject remained from the previous system, while beliefs concerning the nature of 
the pupil population were fed into the design of the options pattern itself (figure 
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1) To allow the "least-able" pupils to meet the requirement of at 
least one science and one humanity option, the school offered a 
variety of CSE mode III courses. "Applied science" was a limited 
grade science option in which no pupil could achieve higher than a 
CSE grade 3. Community Studies was seen as the humanity option 
for the less able pupils and the 'Double' Community Studies option 
(X 2), which was aimed at very low achieving pupilS. took up two 
option slots. Therefore pupils could only choose the single 
Community studies course in option block 3. 
2) During the decision making phase of the options process, a 
Chemistry option was moved from block 2 to block 4. 
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school's catchment area, the pupil intake was generally of below average ability Jed 
to the creation of what Jennings referred to as a "split option" in block 4. 
Mr Jennings saw Block 4 of the option pattern as catering for the diversity of 
abilities within the pupil population by offering a choice between an 'academic' 
subject (for the 'able') or a 'practical' subject (for the 'less able'). The senior 
staff tended to view as being 'academic' those subjects wbich emphasized written 
skills (eg. Physics, Chemistry, History. Geography, Modern Languages), while craft 
based, more 'practical' disciplines were generally accorded lower status and seen as 
particularly suited to the 'Jess able' pupils (eg. Technical Graphics, Woodwork and 
Metalwork). Such a distinction was recognized. although not always accepted as 
legitimate. by almost all City Road staff (of all levels) with whom I spoke. This 
kind of status distinction between the 'academic' and 'non-academic' is nothing new, 
it has been found in several previous studies (eg. Woods, 1979 and Ball, 1981) and 
is rooted in the history of educational provision in this country (Hurman 1978: 
32-4). 
The fourth block of the option pattern was specifically designed to provide an 
opportunity for the 'less able' to double the amount of practical work in their 
timetable, by opting for a two year craft subject in addition to the compulsory 
design course. In designing the option pattern Mr Jennings drew upon hIS knowledge 
of subject take-up rates in the past, yet the construction of block 4 seemed to 
leave many pupils little alternative but to follow a practical subject, since the 
majority of courses in block 4 were craft based. Computer Studies (whose status was 
somewhat ambiguous) enjoyed great popularity among the pupils but the number who 
could opt for it was severely limited by a shortage of machines. This left German 
as the only 'academic' subject in Block 4 which was open to most pupils. As my 
research age grade moved through the choice process several members of the year 
staff informaJly complained about this to Mr Jennings who, ID response, 
re-timetabled a Chemistry option to increase the number of academic subjects In that 
block. Even so, in block 4 only 61 of the 200 pupils on the third year roll, at the 
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end of the academic year, opted for subjects which were not portrayed by the OptiOns 
guidance staff (seniors and form tutors) as being essentially "practical" and 
non-academic, ie. German, Chemistry and Computer Studies (further detail on the 
assessment and presentation of different academic statuses is included in Chapter 
4). 
iii. Industrial action: the 'contingency' options organization 
Preparations for the option decisions of my research age grade were proceeding 
in line with the "new" system (then in its second year) when in April the major 
teaching unions began a campaign of industrial action. This involved a withdrawal 
of ',oodwill' by many staff in the school and meant that the official option 
meetings with parents, which teachers were to have attended after school hours and 
at their own expense, had to be cancelled. 
In response to these problems Mr Jennings and the Headteacher introduced a 
'contingency' options organization (summarized in Figure 2.3). Mr Jennings had 
already begun to collect the departmental option assessments when the industrial 
action hit and the seniors were able to draw up their 'recommendations' as planned. 
In anticipation of the difficulties which seemed likely in getting parents into the 
school during working hours, it was decided to offer pupils the opportunity to make 
'provisional' choices from the 'option pattern'. These were collected by Mr Jennings 
and allowed the senior staff to compare the pupils' 'provisional' choices with their 
own 'recommendations'. 
If the pupil's 'provisional' choices contradicted the senior staff 
'recommendations' or did not fulfil the requirements of the system (such as choosing 
at least one science and humanities subject) the pupil would be 'seen' to discuss 
the choices. 
All the third year pupils were encouraged to arrange a meeting between their 
parents and form tutor to discuss their choices. A member of senior staff was also 
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FIGURE 2.3: The 'Contingency' Option Organization 
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(Ie. what were now to be the official optIOns meetmgs). The industrIal actIOn 
meant that teachers would only see parents who could get Into the school dUrIng the 
day. ThIS made such visits particularly difficult for some parents with jobs or 
young children, and the majority of third year parents did not arrange InterVIews. I 
have no reliable figures for the entire age grade but Mr Jennings estImated the turn 
out at "less than 50 percent, about 35 percent" (field notes). If a pupil did not 
have an offIcial meetIng the 'provisional' chOIces would stand unless any optlOflS 
conflicted with the seniors' recommendations, In which case an mformal negotiation 
took place between the pupil and their form tutor, who was adv!sed of the clash by 
Mr Jenmngs. These meetings are conSIdered further in the following chapter. 
iv. Senior staff centrality and the ideal of pupil chOIce 
In the next chapter I WIll examine the participant roles and stategies which 
emerged during the face-to-face negotiatlOn of option choices, but at this point J 
wish tv emphasize: tv.,-o facts about the 'contingBnclY' option S;lstcm "wVhich my r c : ; c ~ r c h h
age grade experienced. Firstly, it should be noted that despite the changes which 
were made in response to the industrial action, the 'contingency' system was 
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designed within the context of the "new" organizatlOn and retained the latter's 
principal features, placing the senior staff in a position of great influence over 
option choices. It was still they who determined the rules withm which the other 
participants (subject teachers, form tutors, pupils and parents) were able to 
negotiate over option decisions. The 'optIOn pattern' was deSIgned to faCIlitate 
the recommendations of senior staff and reflected theIr assumptions about 'academIC 
balance' and the nature of the pupil populatIOn. 
The second point which I want to stress IS that despite their central POSI tIon 
in the re-structured City Road optIOn system, the senIor staff contmued to t:;j}: 
about pupil choice. In fact, lhe seniors experienced something of a dilemma over 
the role of chOIce in the optIOns system. 
Earlier in this chapter I stated that "the senIor staff conSIdered theirs to 
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be the only genuinely independent perception of a child's interests". This belief 
in the inherent superiority of their own judgements applied not only in relation to 
subject teachers (who, as I have shown, were thought to be susceptible to their own 
sectional interests), but also to the pupils and their parents. The staff of City 
Road (of aU levels) tended to see parents as lacking the necessary understanding to 
make the 'correct' educational decisions on their own. Similarly, the senior staff 
felt that the pupils themselves might not be able to perceive their true interests; 
firstly because of the complex and changing requirements of the job and educational 
markets, and secondly because they suspected a likely concern with more immediate 
problems such as maintaining friendship groups. Yet despite the senior staffs' 
conviction that they knew best, they were genuJnely committed to the idea that the 
pupil and his/her parents should be actively involved in option choices. 
The dilemma which this caused for the seniors was welJ illustrated in one 
interview when Mr Jennings was summing up the nature of the "new" options 
organization and, in noting the role of senior staff 'recommendations', stated that 
"It's not the kid's choice any more". He immediately qualified this by noting that 
"it STILL IS a free choice really, if the kid INSISTS on doing something he WILL get 
it" (field notes). 
Despite their belief in their ability to perceive the pupils' 'best interests' 
the seniors were unwilling to deny pupils an element of choice. They wanted to 
'persuade' the pupils to foHow their advice, not to 'force' them. This concern was 
common to alJ the members of staff who were most involved in the option negotiatiOns 
(seniors and form tutors). There was a sense in which they felt that it was 'wrong' 
to dictate to the pupils, whom they genuinely wanted to involve. A further, more 
concrete, argument against the dictation of subject options concerned future pupil 
motivation. 
As a later chapter discusses in more detail, keeping the pupils motIvated 
during their final years in the school emerged as one of the most Important concerns 
for City Road's teachers. Therefore, the possibIlity of influencing pupil 
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motivation through the options system could not be ignored. It was felt that if the 
pupil had chosen a subject they would be less likely to lose interest in it later in 
their school careers. In addition, both the senior staff and the form tutors 
recognised the opportunity to use the choice element as a counter to any complaints 
which pupils might have against their optional subjects. 
A form tutor [speaking after the options process) 
"It's something which I always use. I've used on the kids 
since the options, and several parents when I talked to 
them during the option evening, that [in the upper school] 
they're doing the subjects that they've chosen to do. 
There's no excuse for them not getting on with their work." 
The staff's belief in the need to involve the pupils and their parents helps to 
explain why the seniors went to such lengths to adapt the system to the limitations 
imposed by industrial action. Both Jennings and the Head clearly wanted to remain 
central to the options system, but just as clear was their concern to maintain some 
element of pupil choice. As my analYSis of the face-to-face negotiations will show, 
the seniors' uncertainty, concerning the paradox of 'pupil interests' versus pupil 
choice, weakened the seniors' negotiating power to some extent. Given such a 
dilemma, the seniors' attempted to limit the potential conflict between their 
recommendations and the pupils' provisional choices by adVising the age grade as to 
the 'proper' choice criteria. It is to this 'coaching' which I now turn. 
b) Senior staff and the "coaching" of pupil choice 
In the months leading up to the option decisions, staff of all levels (senior, 
form and subject) attempted to prepare the pupils for the choices which lay ahead: 
this was referred to as "coaching". 
The word "coaching" arose several times in interviews with members of staff and 
was used in two very different senses. Firstly, it was felt that the pupils needed 
to be 'coached' as to the 'proper' criteria upon which their choices should be 
based. Alternatively, the word was also used to describe pnvate or 'hidden' 
preparation by some subject teachers, who were thought to 'pressure' certain pupils 
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into opting for their subject. I will consider the 'hidden coaching' later in this 
chapter, but for the moment I wish to concentrate upon the 'open coaching' by 
members of senior staff. 
The 'official coaching' of pupils took place in a number of contexts and was 
always open and direct. For example, in meetings, such as assemblies and specially 
arranged talks, and in publications such as the Options Booklet which allowed each 
department space to explain their fourth and fifth year courses. Such coaching was 
explicit and open to the scrutiny of staff from subject departments since it often 
occurred through media which addressed the entire age grade: bence, this was 'open 
coaching'. This form of coaching was practiced by the seniors (especially Jennings 
and the Headteacher) and by the Head of Guidance, who worked closely with Jennings 
on many aspects of the department's work. 
As noted abQve, despite the senior staff's power to challenge choices with 
which they did not agree, for a mixture of ideological (freedom of 
choice/participation) and practical (motivation/contro)) reasons they were keen to 
minimize any conflicts between their recommendations and the pupils' 'provisional' 
choices. In an attempt to pre-empt any such conflicts the school set out to persuade 
the pupils and parents to approach option choices in a way which complemented the 
'official' senior staff criteria. This 'open coaching' had two main elements; 
firstly, establishing that the options should be "taken seriously" (field notes), 
ie. emphasizing how important the decisions were in relation to future educational 
and life chances. Secondly, the seniors sought to clearly identify the actors whom 
the pupils should consult and to define the 'legitimate' criteria whIch they should 
apply when making their choices. 
Throughout the pre-option build up the seniors and the Head of Guidance 
emphasized that the school had the pupils' interests at heart. As I have already 
noted, although this was their goal, it should also be noted that by presenting the 
system in this way the seniors acted to legitimize an organizatIon which gave them 
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great power to challenge any pupil chOIces with WhlCh they did not ::> : " " r ~ Q Q
Yo· -_. 
The 'open coaching' took place In a number of settmgs, one of which was the 
mormng assembly which all pupils in the age grade attended at least once a wee].:. 
As the decision-making phase of the process grew near the . 
mornmg assemblies were 
Increasingly used to address matters related to the optIons. Also each form group 
visited the school's Careers Room and were spoken to by the Head of GUidance. 
Similarly the pupils' parents were coached at an "OptlOns ExplanatlOn Evemng" WhICh 
was held prior to the industrial .action. The following pieces of 'open coaching' 
illustrate the points which were made. 
The Head of Guidance to a third year form: 
"Now what sort of effect can [option) choice have on you? Well, it 
can affect the sort of exams you take, the job you get, the rest Gf 
your life when you leave school." 
Mr Jennings to the parents' Option Explanation Evenmg: 
"At the centre of it all is the child. They're at the centre. The 
subjects are recommended because we feel they've done better in that 
{subjectJ in the past, and also the optlOn [blocks] are formed to 
allow ec:cn child to take subjects which we think thej"re capable at." 
Having emphasized how important options chOIces were and that the system was 
deSIgned in the pupils interests, the school then set about establishing the 
'legitimate' influences upon subject choice, ie. those critena and sources of 
information which would complement the senior staff 'recommendations'. 
The pupils were frequently advised to ask their parents for advlce and 
especially to consult the Guidance teacher or school careers library to find out 
about the subjects they would require for any occupatlOI'.S they might be considermg. 
In addition to the demands of the job market, the senior staff went to great paIns 
to emphasize the importance of ability In, and enjoyment of, different subjects. The 
school's aim of prOVIding a 'balanced educatlOn', which would 'keep doors open', was 
used to justify the rules which In part also restrIcted certaIn chOIces. 
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Mr Jennings to a third year assembly: 
"Now what I want you to do is to take this sheet of paper [the option 
pattern] home, show it to your parents, TALK about it with your 
parents ( ... ) You sit down with your Mum and Dad and say 'What do you 
feel about this?' If you haven't already, and you think you'd like 
to do this in the future, use the Careers room and have a look in 
there. Do you need that particular subject? Is that going to be 
useful?" 
The Head of Guidance to a third year form: 
"... the first deciding factor is whether you're good at the subject 
and whether you LIKE IT. That's one important reason. It's no good 
doing it if you can't stand the sight of everything that goes off in 
that subject and you're no good at it anyway." 
Mr Jennings to the parents' Option Explanation Evening: 
"What we 00 try and get, for every pupil, is what we caJl a 
BALANCE. A BALANCED EDUCATION. So there are some subjects 
they HAVE to do." 
As regards 'illegitimate' influences on subject choice, the pupils were 
repeatedly told not to consult their friends or consider their personal feelings 
about certain members of staff. 
Mr Jennings to a third year assembly: 
"We don't want anybody sitting turning to a friend and saying 'Look 
that column there, we'll do that'. Whatever you pick should be for 
you and nobody else ( ... ) 
For Heaven's sake DON'T, DON'T think what your friend is going in, 
and if you've had a sort of 'fall-out' with a teacher lately don't 
discard the subject, because that teacher might not take you next 
year ( ... ) You think about the SUBJECTS not about who's taking it..." 
In fact my interviews with pupils at the end of their fourth year showed that 
to some extent these 'illegitimate' concerns could have real consequences for 
achievement in lessons, ego where pupils disliked the teacher or were SOCially 
isolated in a subject, they might lose interest 1D that lesson or attempt to change 
th h th rse However, during the optIOns process such the choice part way roug e cou . 
concerns were seen as irrational and immature by the senior staff. 
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This section has described the perspectives of and d ds 
, em an upon, the seruor 
staff of City Road school as they related to the organization and administration of 
subject option choice in the school. The seniors were central to th . 
e system whIch 
they created: they vetted all pupil choices and defined the legitimate choice 
criteria. It was within this context that the other groups of participants in the 
options (the subject teachers, form tutors and pupils) prepared for the 
decision-making phase of the system. The following sections consider the position 
of each of these groups and describe how they adapted to the constraints which the 
system imposed upon them. 
2.2 SUBJECT TEACHERS AND THE OPTION SYSTEM 
The options choices were of very great importance for all departments whose 
subject(s) was not compulsory in the fourth and fifth year. The abilities and 
motivation of pupils who opted would determine the classroom 'atmosphere' and indeed 
job satisfaction that would be possible for staff with teaching groups in the upper 
school for the next two years. The pattern of take-up by pupils determined not only 
the size of teaching groups (which could rule out setting by ability) but also 
directly affected the allocation of resources and funding between departments. In a 
few cases, because of local authority spending cuts and the falling pupil rolls, the 
very existence of courses was threatened. Like many comprehensives in the area, CIty 
Road knew that it was to 'lose' several teaching posts in the near future. 
Therefore it is no exaggeration to say that, while for many members of staff the 
options choices were of real importance, for a few they were absolutely critical. 
In addition to informal day-to-day contacts with members of the school staff 
interviewed senior teachers or the Head of Department In several subject areas; 
MathematiCS, English, Modem Languages, PhYSICS, Biology, Geography, History, 
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Religious Education, Community Studies, Technical Graphics and Craft, Design and 
Technology. Every subject teacher with whom I spoke was critical of at least one 
aspect of the options system. In almost all cases their complaints centred around 
the minimal role which they were granted in the choice process. 
Given the dominant position which senior staff had assumed in the "new" option 
organization, many subject teachers felt excluded from option choice and in 
interviews with me they complained that their subject was being treated badly, as 
the following comment by a humanities teacher illustrates: 
"Unless you're a form tutor in the third year, they don't tell you 
anything. ( ... > I don't even know where [my subject) is on the 
[option pattern)." (field notes) 
Apart from a brief entry in the Options booklet, the only formal role for 
subject departments in the "new" organization was the preparation of the option 
assessments, upon which the senior staff based their 'recommendations'. Mr Jennings 
told me that when the nnew" organization was introduced, because of the more limited 
and formalized role which it gave to subject teachers, he had anticipated strong 
opposition. However: 
" ... nobody queried it, much to my surprise. 'Cause I thought there'd 
be 'ruptions. " 
As I have already stated, I was not present in the school when these changes 
were made and so I could not observe how staff reacted to them, however, my 
interviews with subject teachers did confirm Jennings' reports that there had not 
been the opposition he expected. All subject teachers disliked at least one element 
of the optiOns system yet very few had made any kind of complaint to the senior 
staff. Indeed I watched as a teacher, who had complained angrily to me that hl£ 
subject was being forced to compromise its aIm of settIng in the upper school, sat 
silently as Mr Jennings told a small group of teachers that both staff and pupils 
seemed to have liked the timetable arrangement which resul ted from the "new" 
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organizatIon. 
The only subject teachers who approached members of seruor staff wIth theIr 
complaints were those who felt 'most at risk', ie. the teachers in departments who 
had experienced falling take-up rates over the recent past and recognIzed, in the 
option pattern and subsequent timetable arrangements, that theIr subject was bemg 
denied any opportunity to group pupils by 'ability' in the upper school. For 
example, the Head of Religious Education complained that able pupils were often 
discouraged by seniors from taking her subject. She also emphasized that by 
splitting her tImetable al1oc(Jtlon between t ~ v o o blocks it ~ . , · a s s Impossible to introduce 
any form of setting. Only a handful of teachers felt themselves to be in such a 
threatened pO$itlOn, _and because the reorganizatIOn had affected almost all 
departments, open challenges to the system were very rare. However, there were 
CIrcumstances under which subject teachers could try to influence pupils' chOIces 
without explicitly challengIng the senior staff. 
Hidden coaching: "Selling", "Fixing" and "Poaching" 
Three form tutors inVIted guest representatives of different departments to 
s p e a . ~ ~ to their tutees about the options which were available in the fourth year. As 
one subject teacher observed, these talks offered them an opportunIty to "sell" 
their subject, an invitation which according to Mr Cliff (Form 3D's tutor) every 
department took up. I was only able to observe three such talks, by teachers of two 
sciences and a humanities subject. None of the speakers were among those 'most at 
rIsk', ie. in relation to some departments in the school their position was 
reasonably secure. 
Although I only watched three departmental presentations to form 3D, and 
therefore can only make the most tentative analysis of theIr u:e by staff, it was 
th ch::lred rQrtain common ("'atures' each gave a summary of their clear that ey oJ ~ u ~ ~ ""''-& '" & 10 • • ~ ~ , 
examinatlOn syllabuses and emphasized either how useful the subject was in I t ~ ~ o'.':n 
rIght, or how well it complemented other choices. Although the talks were given to 
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a whole form and the form tutor was otten present, there was a sense In which t h : : ~ : : :
talks seemed more personal than usual teacher-pupil talk In class. For example, t'NO 
of the three speakers illustrated their talks with personal stones about thEmSElves 
or their children and one took the opportunity to counter senior staff advice about 
the worth of theIr subject. In a somewhat conspiratorial tone the teacher advised: 
"Now don't go TOO much on what the careers teachers say. (. .. ) Mr. 
Jennings in the past has said to the boys, 'Well I shouldn't bother 
to do (this subject]. It's not much use to you.' Well actually it 
is. The boys who do [this subject] do very well." .. 
It is also important to note that if these talks offered an opportunity to 
'sell' the subject, they could also work as a counter to certain chOices by makmg 
the subject very unattractive to some pupils. For example, the following is an 
extract from my notes on a talk given by a male teacher of one of the physical 
sCiences. 
Mr. Cliff (3D form tutor] was not in the school this morning, so Mr 
Martin [the year head] took the register and told the class that Mr 
Flint was coming in to tell them about his subject. 
Mr Flint came in. He and Martin exchanged some brief words. I heard 
ivlartin say, ... :!basicaUy teO them what the course is in the 4th and 
5th year." 
As Mr Martin left the room, Flint shouted across at a group of girls, 
at the back of the class. to stop talking. He had already succeeded 
in qUIetening them with "I haven't got all day to wait for you lot." 
However he went on very aggressively, 
"ONE THING I HATE AND DETEST IS IGNORANT FEMALES ... AND THIS 
SCHOOL IS LOUSY WITH THEM THESE DAYS. 'Suppose I better address 
~ " s " J 4 ' ' to "ou J ~ A " " Don't want to See that ugly lot in my lab." IIlJ C1I Y ,QU;:,. 
(tape transcript) 
By opening his talk in this way the teacher not only excluded the girls from 
the rest of the lesson, but also from his subject. HIS fmal sentence combIned 
explicit rejection with an insult about their 'femIninIty'. The girls were accused 
b t I of bel'ng ugly It was no surprise when only not only of bemg ignorant, u a so . 
I ' ~ n n at thl'S time eventually chose Mr Flint's mal!'! spec!:!!sm: one of the ten glT.S In;"- --
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in her case a particular occupational ambition was felt to require the subject and 
, 
as a later section of this chapter will explain, occupational aspirations were among 
the most powerful criteria which pupils applied to their choices. 
The departmental presentations which were given to three of the third year 
forms are examples of 'hidden coaching': they were not part of the "new" 
organization, depended upon invitations from individual form tutors and never took 
place in the presence of senior staff. The existence of other strategies of this 
kind was much more difficult to establish since, by definition, they were 'hidden' 
from the usual routine of the options build-up. Hence, I had no way of knowing when 
and where such coaching might take place. It was not only that personal approaches 
to pupils were defined as 'illegitimate' by the senior staff, the subject teachers 
themselves felt them to be 'unfair', if not to the pupils (whom they sometimes 
argued became better informed of their prospects) then to other subject 
departments. This meant that teachers were often quick to accuse their colleagues in 
other departments, but rarely told me of any approaches which they themselves had 
made. 
I learnt of other 'hidden coaching' strategies from two sources. Firstly, in 
interviews with teachers and Heads of department where several accusations were made 
that certain staff were engaged in "manoeuvring behind the scenes" (field notes). 
The names of the strategies which I use here are the ones which teachers sometimes 
used in describing the tactics of others. The use of some of these strategies was 
confirmed in observations and interviews with staff. However, most of my material on 
such 'hidden coaching' was generated by a second source, namely the pupils, in 
interviews which focused on their options preparations. It was the pupils' evidence 
which convinced me that 'hidden coaching' was a fact of the options preparations 
rather than a myth generated within the ranks of particular subject departments. 
"Fixing" was a term used by teachers in a humanities subject: It referred to 
f It . d' ed the supposedly 'obJective' nature of the third practices which they e preJu IC 
t ff and pupils used as a guide to a pupil's ability year exam ina tions which many s a 
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in a subject. The teachers making the accusations felt that their department set a 
"hard exam" which was a "genuine test", ie. they did not devote any lesson time to 
revision. They compared this with another department which spent several lessons 
preparing the pupils for the third year examinations and made them "easy" by 
"tipping off" pupils about certain areas which were likely to be tested. There was 
even a 'story', which all members of the department told, about a teacher who 
advised pupils taking a multiple choice paper "If you don't know the answer put 
'A'." One teacher commented, "You get suspicious when kid's who can't read the 
questions get 60% in multiple choice" (field notes). These teachers felt that no 
account was ever taken of the differences between departmental examinations, "If 
they get 80% in that subject and 50% in ours, which do YOU think they'll take?" 
(field notes). 
I have no way of knowing whether the 'advice' on multiple choice questions 
which the department quoted was ever actually given, but I did confirm that the 
contents of third year examinations in a number of subjects did not come as a 
complete surprise to the pupils. Members of my case study forms reported that 
several ctepartments set one lesson aside each week for revision before the 
examinations, and I was present when one teacher explicitly told a group that two 
sections of the third year course were "bound to come up". 
"Poaching" (also sometimes refered to as "priming") was a strategy which 
involved more than simply using lesson time to advise a teaching group of the 
usefulness of a subject, most departments seem to have 'sold' themselves in that way 
at some point. "Poaching" referred to individual approaches to pupils, either during 
a lesson or 'privately', for example in a corridor after a lesson. "Poaching" was 
limited almost exclusively to the most able pupils and teachers often appeared to 
use the high status GCE level of examination as 'bait'. even where the resuJ t of the 
third year examination suggested the less prestigiOUS CSE to be more appropnate. 
"Have any of your teachers had a word With you mdlvldually 
at any time to say, 'I think you ought to be domg thiS 




"Yeah, but not to us. To Arif". 
DG "Why is that?" 
Ashley ~ e ' ~ ~ got- You see in Geography he's got alot of knowledge 
In It and Mr (. .. ) goes to him 'You should be domg '0' 
leveL'" 
Arif Aslarn " ... he came up and he said, 'J'1l put you in the 'O'level 
group - I'll recommend you for the 'O'level group." 
Duncan Newham "Ilr ( ... ) said I should take History 'cause I got 83, 
fourth best mark in the third year." 
Janet Nelson "Mrs t .. ) wants me to do Biology. Sbe says J got a 
poorisb mark in the exam, but I'll still be in the '0' 
level group anyway, if I decide to take it." 
Tberefore, aJthough the options process was of great importance to all subjects 
which were not compulsory in the upper school, faced with a system which allowed 
only a limited role for subject departments relatively few teachers actually 
complained to senior staff. Rather, they could attempt to protect their interests, 
in competition with other departments, by coaching the pupils in ways which 
exploited their regular 'access' to pupils during the school week and re-defined 
their official role in the optiOns system, ie. in their own lessons and in speeches 
to form groups in their capacity as subject specialists. 
2.3 THE FORM TUTOR ROLE: Adviser and interested party 
The form tutor was officially responsible for monitoring the general progress 
of a group of pupils as they moved through their school careers, hence. they were 
seen as the member of staff who knew each pupil best. Because of theIr close lInkS, 
the seniors anticipated that the tutors could help to 'advise' their pupils over 
option choice. However, the form tutors were not independent adVIsers; they were 
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members of subject departments and were J'uru' , an}{ or In r to the seniors who 
administered the options system. Part of the following chapter examines the 
problems which this raised for the tutors during the official option meetings which 
brought together their pupils, parents and senior staff. In this section I wish to 
briefly consider the ways in which the tutors of two of my case study forms 
interpreted their role during the early stages of the option process. 
The negotiation of "provisional" choices 
Once the 'contingency' options organization had been decided, Mr Jennings gave 
each pupil a copy of the option pattern within which they were required to make, 
what were officially referred to as, their "proVisional" choices. At the same time 
Mr Jennings distributed each pupil's option assessments to their form tutors, whom 
he clearly felt should be involved in these decisions. However, Jennings had no 
meetings with the form tutors during this part of the process and their role was 
left mostly undefined. The only certain requirement, passed on to the tutors by the 
Year Head, was that they should forward the completed option patterns (ie. marked 
with each pupil's 'provisional' choices) to Mr Jennings. Therefore the tutors had a 
great deal of discretion as to their role in the 'provisional' option decisions. 
Within the age grade the amount of form tutor involvement varied greatly; 
ranging from complete participation through face-ta-face negotiations within the 
form, to doing no more than collect the completed sheets from the pupils. It is 
likely that no two form tutors did exactly the same, certainly each of my three case 
study tutors did things slightly differently: in this section I Will concentrate 
upon the two who did least and most, as regards their involvement in the 
f th ' t t s The approaches of these tutors reflect the 'provisiona), decisions 0 elr u ee . 
diversity of form tutor involvement which existed across the age grade and reveal 
" of subJ'ect teachers who, because of their pastoral 
something about the poSition 
R d become 'option advisers' once every five years, responsibilities in City oa, 
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Mr Dean (tutor of 3C) did nothing more than collect his pupils' 'provisIOnal' 
choices. Mr Dean's specialist subject was compulsory for all pupils in the upper 
school and he explained his treatment of 'provisional' choices by reference to his 
lack of knowledge about other departments' courses in the fourth and fifth years, 
"It's difficult for me to comment on the difference between dOing 
Craft, or Design, or Art, or Chemistry, or Biology without having an 
in-depth knowledge of what actually goes on at CSE level today t .. ) 
I have no real concept of what goes on in other departments or what 
is entailed by their various syllabuses." 
Mr Dean did not feel competent to advise his tutees over their decisions and so 
he simply collected their choices and passed them on to those who did claim such 
competence, the senior staff. 
Like Mr Dean, Mr Cliff (tutor of 3D) cared deeply about his pupils' education. 
However, unlike Mr Dean, Mr Cliff chose to offer advice concerning the 'provisional' 
choices. Mr Cliff did this despite recognizing that as a teacher of an optional 





"It never fails to amaze me how easily I can influence 
which way they go. And in that sense I think it's a little 
unfair. You've got to try and be sort of... " [his voice 
trails off as if inviting me to finish his sentence] 
(After a few seconds pause] "Yeah?" 
"'Cause I'm biased more towards practical than academiC 
(. .. ) and especially with [my specialism], if I'm not 
careful if I don't have enough numbers then the subject 
falls o ~ t . . [ie. will not be run] So if I feel there aren't 
enough I can easily.... er, ..... Not that I would of 
course." 
That Mr Cliff recognized and spoke about the possibilities for misusing his 
'adviser' role towards his own (departmental) ends illustrated his very real concern 
to put the pupils' interests first. However, when Mr JennIngs received the 
th t tutors clearly had used their poS] tlOn tc 'provisional' choices he felt a some 
bolster their own subjects' take-up rates: 
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"You c ~ ~ go through these and. pick out who the fonn teacher is Just 
by looking at what the kids have chosen." (field notes) 
Mr Jennings cited two form tutors as clear examples of this; both taught 
'practical', craft-based subjects and. one of them was Mr Cliff. I knew from talking 
with Cliff and watching him with his tutees that he had not deliberately set out to 
recruit for his own specialism, yet I also knew, from the same evidence, that his 
meetings with tutees had influenced their decisions. 
When I asked Mr Cliff about his advice to pupils over their 'provisional' 
choices be told me: 
"If they know what they want to do, we discuss it. But if they've no 
ideas I make a few suggestions." 
Variants of Mr Cliff's specialism were available either as a two year 
examination option or as part of the compulsory design course (which required pupils 
to choose any three from eight craft areas). I observed seven fonn meetings between 
Cliff and his t u ~ e e s s and noted that whenever a pupil hesitated over a choice in 
either the final option block (which included craft subjects) or within the 
compulsory design element Cliff would verbally list some of the subjects available 
in that area. In each case he listed subjects which reflected common gender 
stereotypes about the appropriateness of certain craft specialisms for each gender; 
the only craft subject which he mentioned to pupils of both sexes was his own. 
Mr Cliff was not consciously 'seIling' his subject, yet the combinatIon of his 
'reminder' of its existence, and the fact that none of his tutees disliked him nor 
particularly wanted to avoid lessons with him, was often enough to sway the 
undecided towards that choice. All but one of the 24 pupils In 3D 'provIsionally' 
opted for a course which reflected Cliff's specialism. 
In this section I have focused upon two of the form tutors whom I followed 
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throughout the subject options process in City Road. Each cared very much about the 
fate of their tutees and each was a subject teacher who found himself required to 
advise pupils about courses which were beyond his specialism. Yet the two tutors 
chose contrasting solutions to the demands which they faced. 
As a teacher whose specialism did not rely upon the option decisions for its 
share of teaching resources in the upper school Mr Dean did not have a personal 
stake in the option process. It may be that this enabled him more easily to remain 
'aloof' from the 'provisional' choices while Mr Cliff became actively involved in 
his tutees' decisiOns. This is not to say that Mr Cliff deliberately set out to 
serve his own departmental interests, I have explicitly argued that that was not the 
case. What I did observe was a thoughtful and caring form tutor who, despite 
consciously recognizing the dangers of his position, unconsciously reflected his 
concern for his specialism in the way in which he handled his meetings with tutees, 
ie. he reminded undecided pupils of the subject's existence. This prompt, coupled 
with the fact that Cliff's tutees got on well with him, and therefore had no reason 
to avoid the subject, led a disproportionate number to opt for his subject. 
Two conclusions arise from this discussion. Firstly, that the form tutors were 
in an extraordinarily difficult position during the options. Their position as an 
'adviser' allowed at least one subject specialist to inadvertantly influence the 
take-up of his subject during the early part of the options process. The following 
chapter considers the form tutors' problems further in an analysiS of the 
participant roles and strategies during the official option meetings. 
The second conclusion to arise from this discussion of the negotiation of 
'provisional' option choices is that an understanding of the pupil perspective is 
essential: I stated above that "the fact that none of {Mr Cliff's] tutees disliked 
him" was also a factor in their decision to opt for hiS subject. ThiS IS not the 
same as saying that they actually wanted to go to his speCialism because of him. 
Id t have been undecided and in need of any prompt as to the otherwise they wou no 
avail abe options. The differences between positive and negative teacher attraction 
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are considered further in the next section of this chapter which focuses upon the 
criteria which the pupils applied in making their 'provisional' choices. 
2.4 THE PUPIL PERSPECTIVE: Puplls' choice criteria. 
Before they entered the decision-making pbase of the options process I 
interviewed each of the 69 pupils (42 boys and 27 girls) in forms 3A, 3C and 3D. 
These 'pre-option' interviews focused on the pupils' preparations for their option 
decisions and the kinds of influence which shaped their choice of subjects at that 
point in the process, ie. before they encountered either the option pattern or 
senior staff 'recommendations'. 
In order to interview all the members of the three forms before they were 
presented with the staff 'recommendations' I had to see them in small groups. I 
managed to include each of the 69 pupils by holding 21 interviews each of 
approximately 25 minutes duration. I used the seating positiOns within the forms as 
a rough guide to friendship groups and cbose interviewees accordingly; reasoning 
that they would feel more at ease if they were with their friends. I aimed at 
seeing the pupils in groups of three but on two occasions I saw groups of six 
pupils (girls who at the time did not obviously break down into any smaller 
cliques). 
The 'pre-option' interviews were the first time that I removed pupils from a 
classroom and saw them in a private setting, ie. the office 'lent' me by one of the 
case study form tutors. I was still something of a stranger to the pupils and in 
addition to asking them about the optiOns I tried to use the interviews as a chance 
to get to know them a little better. I addressed my questions to the group and 
tried to minimize the air of formality by making the interviews as conversational as 
possible. ThIS meant that when certain issues were raised It was not always 
't f to go around each person In turn and ask them for their opInIon 
appropna e or me 
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or experience: for example, if a pupil showed an awareness that the school reqUired 
them to choose at least one science subject, I could not ask each of the other 
interviewees whether they also thought this was true. Such an approach might have 
seemed to be 'testing' them in some way, and this was exactly the kind of initial 
suspicion which I wanted to counter in the pupils. On certain other issues, 
however, I was able to gather information from each interviewee, for example, 
concerning their particular likes and dislikes among the staff; a question which 
belped many pupils to relax and often led to discussions which I could watch without 
baving to direct the interview through questions. In the following account, 
therefore, I cannot offer quantitative summaries of the pupils' responses on each 
issue (the interviews simply were not designed to produce numbers), however, where I 
do have such information I have included it as a guide to the strength of feeling 
among the pupils I spoke with. 
" 
The amount of preparation which pupils had made for the options varied greatly, 
both between and within form groups. As I have already noted above, all pupils in 
the third year were 'coached' about choice criteria during assemblies, given a copy 
of the Options Booklet (which included a brief description of each subject available 
in the upper school), and taken to the school's Careers library to see the resources 
there and be addressed by the Head of Guidance. Such preparations ensured that all 
pupils knew that they had some element of 'choice' over which subjects they followed 
in their fourth and fifth years. 
In addition to the talks given by members of the senior staff and guidance 
team, three of the eight third year form tutors devoted a great deal of time to the 
options in their form periods; inviting subject representatives to address their 
tutees. Two of my case study forms (3A and 3D) had been gIven talks In thiS way, 
while 3C had done no work on optiOns during form penods. 
The most striking difference between the pupJls In 3C and the others that 
the I'ncreased confidence which the pupils In 3A and 3D seemed to interviewed was 
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gain from the work they had done in form periods. They tended to be more aware of 
restrictions concerning compulsory subjects and often knew that they would have to 
chose at least one science and one humanity subject. Such restrictions bad been 
mentioned to all pupils in official addresses but those who had delt with the topic 
during form periods seemed to have appreciated such detail more than the pupils in 
3C and certainly felt that they knew quite alot about the subjects that were on 
offer. 
The differences in the pupils' confidence about option choice and their 
familarity with some of the restrictions imposed by the school did reflect the 
different amounts of preparation undertaken by their form tutors. However, there 
were no significant differences in the kind of criteria which pupils in the three 
forms applied when talking with me about the subjects which they hoped to take when 
they eventually entered the deCision-making phase. This section explores the main 
criteria which emerged as I spoke with the pupils about any decisions which they had 
already made in their own minds and about any problems which they had encountered. 
Ability in, and enjoyment of a subject were the criteria which pupils mentioned 
most frequently in relation to their choices. Almost every pupil I spoke with 
mentioned enjoyment or ability at some time and often the two would go hand in hand; 
they usually enjoyed the subjects they were most successful in and vice versa. As 
already noted these were officially approved criteria, and were so fundamental to 
pupil choice that they were largely taken for granted. Comments such as "I'm 
interested in it", ''1 like it" and "I'm quite good at it" were usually among the 
first explanations for any choice. As one pupil observed: 
Anthony 
Clarke "If I'm not capable at it, I'm not goona take It am I?" 
The pupils made their own Intuitive judgements concerning theIr abilIty In 
different subjects. For example. they 'knew' that they found subject 'A' easIer than 
subject 'B'. 'f' lly 40 pupils (58% of the three case study forms) More spec I Ica , 
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mentioned their third year examination results as one guide to their ability in 
different subjects: 28 of the males (67%) and 12 of the female pupils (44%) in the 
three forms mentioned examination results in this way. So . 
me Interviewees were very 
deliberate in their use of examination results as a guide ("I'm going to do the ones 
I got best in"), and a good result almost always earnt the subject further 




''If I get a low mark I think 'Oh er, I won't be able to do 
that subject', but if I get a high mark I think 'I'm better 
in that subject'." 
"I wasn't gonna take history, but I got a good mark in it 
so I thought I'd take it." 
However, a relatively 'poor' examination mark did not automatically rule out a 
subject. Some pupils performed badly in all possible option subjects and reJied 
upon other criteria, while others disregarded examination results in subjects which 
they needed in order to fulfil their occupational aspirations (see below). 
Although pupils' preferences for certain subjects were often closely related to 
their perceived 'ability' in them, gender stereotypes also seemed to influence the 
degrees of enjoyment and usefulness which were perceived in different subjects. 
This was seen most obviously in the attraction which Child Care held for 12 girls 
who, for example, simply offered "I like kids" as their reason for the choice. 
Similarly there was a feeling that Biology was the most obvious choice of science 
for girls: although only one girl actually stated that Physics was "for boys" 
because "it's got all boys' things in it like changing plugs", the majority of girls 
saw Biology as their most likely science option. 
There was some evidence that girls from ethmc minority groups were 
particularly likely to choose subjects which mirrored traditional assumptions about 
the relation between gender and certain subjects. The small number of ethnic 
minority girls in the forms I followed makes any fIrm conclUSIOn ImpoSSIble, 
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however, it was interesting to note that all eight West Indian girls chose Biology 
as their only science in the upper school. This reflected a common stereotypical 
view of Biology as the most appropriate science for girls, especially those aiming 
at work in the 'caring' professions (Kelly et ai, 1984). 
Rita Lewis 
[West Indian] (On her reasons for choosing BiologyJ 
"If anybody in my family was sick, ain't gonna doctor for 
themselves, I could take care of them. I could just go 
'round helping people." 
Occupational aspirations were very important in deciding pupils upon certain 
subjects which they felt were essential for their chosen career. 34 (49%) of the 
pupils in the three fonns I interviewed had some notion of 'what they wanted to be' 
when they finished their education. These aspirations were almost always in line 
with societal stereotypes of male and female roles in the post-school world, and 
included an odd mix of occupations which seemed to originate in the working class 
culture of the surrounding community and the images of 'glamour' and excitement 
attached to some jobs by the media. For example, of the 24 boys (57% of males in 
the three forms) who could name the job which they hoped to get, some wanted to be 
bricklayers, carpenters or electricians while others aspired to becoming pilots and 
stunt-men. Ten girls (37% of females in the three forms) mentioned particular 
occupations which ranged from fashion modelling and air hostess, to nursery teaching 
and health care. It also emerged that a number of girls saw Typing as a form of 
occupational stand-by: some, who had no particular occupation in mind, felt that 
Typing was a 'useful' subject for a girl to have. Others saw Typing as offering an 
alternative if their chosen job was too elusive. 
DG 
Linda Thomas 
"What's the attraction of TYPing?" 
"'Cause I thought if I change me mind about being an air 
hostess. I could be a secretary." 
Ten girls in my three case study forms (37%) went on to choose TYPing as one of 
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their 'provisional' options. 
As 1 have already noted, the senior staff and Head of Guidance encouraged the 
pupils to take account of their occupational goals when making their decisions. To 
help the pupils do this the school's careers library offered relatively easy access 
to a great deal of information about the requirements of different occupations, not 
only in the form of printed material but through the advice of a very dedicated Head 
of Guidance whom most of the pupils quite liked. However, the large majority of 
pupils' only visit to the careers library was the brief compulsory one paid by each 
form during the 'pre-option' build up: a rather hurried visit which aUowed only a 
few minutes for 'hands on' experience of the different materials. Many pupils 
mentioned that they wanted to go back to the careers library at some point but had 
not "got 'round to it yet". Such follow-up visits were made particularly difficult 
by the industrial action which forced pupils to leave the school premises at lunch 
times, which (according to the Head of Guidance) was precisely the time of day when 
most of its customers had used the careers library in previous years. 
10 of my 69 interviewees mentioned that they had paid additional visits to the 
careers library, only one of them was female. Each of these pupils had incorporated 
any advice about specific subjects in making their decisions. However, the 
perceived importance of occupational requirements was not limited to those pupils 
who had re-visited the careers library. On each occasion that a pupil told me of an 
occupational aspiration I asked them whether it had decided them on any particular 
choices; 19 pupils (56% of all those with an occupational target) saw at least one 
of their choices as directly related to that goal. The eleven males and eight 
females who stated that their occupational aspirations had influenced theIr chOIces 
had drawn upon a variety of sources of information. For example, one boy saw no need 
to re-visit the careers library: 
Kenny Tate "Well, me Mam's mate, her son's a pilot an' I was 
asking hIm about it. And he told me what grades 
all that." 
I need and 
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Whatever the source of the advice, if a pupil believed that hls/her 
occupational goal required one or more specific school subjects, they would always 
cite the subject(s) as choices which they wanted to make. The Importance which the 
pupils attached to such subjects could be gauged from the fact that even where their 
third year examination performance had been disappointing, if a subject was felt to 
be necessary for a particular job, that subject would be cited as a choice. The 
following transcript illustrates this: Sally wanted to be a nursery teacher, Linda 










(In the third year examinations] "Did any of you do worse 
than you expected to?" 
tty eah, Chemistry. " 
"And has that put you off Chemistry?" 
"Yeah." t . .) 
"German." 
"Will that affect whether you do it or not?" 
"No." 
"It's not put you off it all?" 
"No." 
In this case Sally assumed that Chemistry was not an important subject for a 
prospective nursery teacher and was able to drop the subject without further worry. 
Linda, however, had been told by a member of staff that two languages would be 
)'f she were to become an air hostess: rather than dissuading LInda from necessary 
that occupation (as he told me he had intended), the information conVinced her of 
the need to continue with the language options. 
. In the three forms had no specIfIC Although 35 (51 %) of the interViewees 
t bout the nature and demands of the occupations in mind, their assump Ions a 
I
t market did have some influence over theIr Judgements. For 
post-school emp oymen 
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example, Computer Studies was widely seen as "the thing of the future" (field notes) 
and many pupils envisaged themselves working with computers In some way when they 
left school. Pupils' beliefs about the job market also led some to question the 
usefulness of several subjects, perhaps most importantly, many (both male and 
female), unaware of some employers' use of foreign language qualifications as a 
selection device, saw modern languages as "a waste of time". Unfortunately I cannot 
offer any numerical data on the prevalence of this view since it only emerged during 
the later interviews when I began to challenge the pupils over why so few mentioned 
languages as possi ble options. 
Paul Dixon "You might go to Germany to get a job - but it's very 
unlikely. " 
Susan Robson "You're not gonna need it [German] for a job are you?" 
Paul Jarvis "I can't see that it's really gonna help much, 'cause the 
chances of going to France or Germany or something... I 
mean they say 'German't why not RUSSIAN or something? 
mean you stand just as much chance of going to Russia." 
Although, as a result of so little careers guidance their application of staff 
advice was sometimes simplistic, in their use of 'ability', enjoyment and 
occupational requirements as choice criteria, the pupils were acting in accordance 
with the 'open coaching' by senior staff during the options build-up. However, this 
was not true of all the criteria which the pupils applied. 
Teacher attractiveness was the subject of a great deal of criticism In the 
'open coaching' but continued to be a significant factor in the deCisions of several 
pupils. Most pupils associated each subject with a particular member of staff. For 
h d t k th for that lesson in the past, or one who was example, the teacher who a a en em 
a familiar figure in the school generally and whose speclalism was known 
f th · t h rs seem to be very much the same wherever Pupils' expectatiOns 0 elr eac e 
and whenever they are investigated (Woods 1983: 54-62, gives a short summary of 
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earlier work in this area). For example, my findings have much in common WI th those 
of previous writers such as Gannaway (t 916) and Furlong (1916), especially in 
relation to pupils' judgements of their teachers and lessons. In this section, 
however, I do not wish to simply repeat the work of others, rather my aim is to 
outHne the perspectives which my case study pupils held concerning the City Road 
staff and to indicate the consequences of such judgements when they made their 
'provisiona), choices. Therefore I have excluded from the calculations all 
references to teachers whose specialism was compulsory in the upper school. 
I asked each of the 69 pupils in the three case study forms whether there were 
any members of staff whom they particularly liked or disliked: most teachers were 
Simply described as being "alright", however, 43 pupils (62% of the interviewees) 
did mention by name one or more teachers of optional subjects whom they particularly 
liked or disliked. A higher proportion of the boys made such comments: 29 boys 
(69%) cited one or more members of staff compared with 14 (52%) of the girls in the 
three forms. 
The majority of comments, by pupils of both sexes, concerned teachers whom they 
disliked (ie. 'negative' teacher attraction). In total 38 pupils (55% of the 
interviewees) named at least one member of staff whom they strongly disliked, ie. 26 
(62%) of the males and 12 (44%) of the females in the three forms. Some cited more 
than one teacher and between them these 38 pupils made a total of 55 'negative' 
nominations. 
When I asked the pupils to explain their feelings it became clear that they 
were particularly sensitive to how the teacher controlled the lesson. A basiC 
requirement was that the teacher should keep order, since failure to do so also 
ruled out the possibility of meeting another requirement, Ie. that they should be 
able to "teach", to "get some work done". 
Paul Jarvis "She can't control the class. In the first year I think, 
she ended up kicking a lad out the class - she was crymg 
and everything. And when that happens the cl,ass knows that 
th ' got on top of her. And then she won t be able to ey ve , k " 
control the class at all. And through that, you can t wor . 
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The incident which Paul dIscussed happened more than two years before the 
intervIew, yet he remembered it as signalling the weakness of the teacher and 
identified it as the point where that class moved beyond her contro1. 
If too little control was seen as a negative characteristic, the same was also 
true of too much contro1. Shouting and the 'petty' use of power were the most common 
complaints made against staff during these interviews. 
Dhilip Desai "He keeps nagging at you. Say like you're sitting 
somewhere else the next day - he keeps shouting at you to 
get back where you usually si t." 
James Murray "She goes 'Stop leaning on the wall', and I wasn't leanmg 
on the waH, so I goes 'I'm not leaning on the wall', she 
says, 'Well before you do. "' 
Being able to strike a balance between the extremes of classroom control and 
apply rules "fairly" between different pupils were vital elements in the way 
teachers were judged. As already indicated above, a teacher's ability tu cUlltrol a 
class was important because it laid the foundation for any work which might be done, 
but teachers also had to demonstrate their competence in the subject itself: any 
sign that the staff were not knowledgeable in the subject could have important 
consequences for pupils' view of a teacher. 
Paul Jarvis "We've got thIs new [piece of equipment] - I dont think he 
[the teacher] had ever used one before. So he had to get 
the teacher from next door - leave his class and actually 
come m and show us how to use it." 
Another necessary characteristIc of "good" teaching, in the pupils' eyes, was 
to prOVIde wrItten eVIdence of work. Some pupIls claimed that it was difficult to 
reVIse without extensive classnotes, to others it seemed that an absence of wntten 
notes in lessons indicated that the teacher simply was not "teaching". 
Ben Watson "Some teachers just dont teach you anythmg. Like Mr Shelton he just tells it you, and by the end of the 
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year you've done about one page in a book." 
Some pupils had experienced particular 'problems' with individual teachers in 
the past which could ruin the possibility for any kind of constructive relationship 
between the two in the future. For example, where the pupil felt the teacher had 
punished them too severely or treated them differently because of an ascribed 
characteristic, such as ethnic origin or gender. 
Wayne Johnson 
[West Indian] " you pop your head 'round the corner, he says 'Move 
sunburnt face or I'll put your head through the keyhole'.ft 
Sandra Garner n ••• he keeps staring at me. (. .. ) Everyone says 'Look at Mr 
( ... ) he's staring at you.' He'll sit calling the register 
staring at you." 
I had no way of establishing the truth of these accusations but, like the other 
occasions where pupils reported a dislike for any member of staff, at this point in 
the options process it was the pupils' interpretation of the teacher's action which 
was most important. 
25 pupils (36% of the interviewees) stated that they particularly "liked" one 
or more teachers of optional subjects (ie. positive teacher attraction). As was the 
case for 'negative' nominations, so a greater proportion of male pupils made 
posi tive nominations; 19 (45%) of the boys interviewed named at least one teacher as 
someone they particularly liked. This compared with only 6 (22%) of the girls In the 
three forms. The 25 pupils made a total of 29 positive nominations. 
Being "liked" and seen as a "good teacher" did not simply mean avoiding any of 
the problems noted immediately above in relation to the pupils' dislikes. To be 
"fair", able to control a lesson and know the subject were qualitIes which the 
pupils expected of any teacher: in addItion to satisfying these baSIC criterIa, 
d" h associated WIth possessIon of other qualities. "goo teac ers were 
Almost all the "liked" teachers were said to have a good sense of humour ("He's 
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a good teacher, he makes you laugh"). Also, some staff were felt to have personal 
qualities which, although difficult for the pupils to put into words, were very 
highly valued. For example, I asked Sally Green why she liked a certain member of 
staff. After a few seconds thought Sally replied with a shrug of her shoulders: 
Sally Green 
"She makes the subject SOUND easy. She can explain it 
better than what other teachers can." 
The ability to "explain" the subject was very highly valued. Although the 
pupils often found it difficult to express what they meant by this, it was clear 
that a certain amount of patience was required: 
Tony Appleby "Those ['good'J teachers right, if you think you're not 
very good, they take you on your own and tell you how to do 
things." 
All of the criteria behind teacher attraction which I have noted above (both 
negative and positive) were spoken of by pupils of various abilities. There was 
some discrepancy between pupils over what constituted "too mucb" work. Three of the 
Jess-able pupils valued "soft" teachers who "don't push you too bard". 
Notwithstanding this, however, overall tbere was agreement over the characteristics 
which separated the popular from the most disliked teachers. 
The strength of feeling shown during these interviews led me to hypothesize 
that negative nominations would have a greater influence over subject choice than 
positive ones. ie. to many pupils a strongly negative feeling, about a teacher whom 
they 'knew' might teach a particular subject in the upper school, would be 
sufficient cause to avoid the subject. By contrast, a positive nominatIOn was 
neither necessary nor sufficient cause for a partIcular chOIce since most teachers 
were "alright", and the pupils could not guarantee which member of staff they would 
receive in each subject. 
There is no completely satIsfactory way of quantifYing the Influence of any 
single choice criterion, however, a cautIous 'test' of thIS hypotheSIs IS poSSIble 
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by comparing the pupils' nominations of liked and disliked subject teachers against 
their 'provisional' choices (ie. the decisions made within the option pattern but 
before the senior staff 'recommendations' were known). Such an analysis will show 
to what extent negative and positive teacher nominations were associated with the 
choice of the teachers' specialist subjects. 
Of the 55 separate negative nominations which were made, in 38 cases (69% of 
all negative nominations) the associated optional subject was not chosen. This 
pattern was true for pupils of each gender: of the 39 separate negative nominations 
made by male pupils, in 23 cases the associated subject was not chosen. The 
subjects associated with 15 of the 16 negative nominees cited by female pupils were 
not chosen. 
Therefore, in the majority of cases where a pupil named a teacher as one whom 
sJhe disliked, that teacher's specialist subject was not chosen 'provisionally'. 
Of the 29 separate positive nominations, 13 (45% of all positive nominations) 
were later chosen as 'provisional' options. 10 of the 23 positive nominations by 
male pupils and 3 of 6 female nominations were reflected in their 'provisional' 
choices. Therefore, in no more tr..an half of the cases where a pupil named a teacher 
as one whom s/he liked was that teacher's specialist subject chosen 'provisionally'. 
Clearly such figures cannot be conclusive, not least because teacher attraction 
may be related to other factors such as enjoyment of a subject. However, the 
associations between negative and positive nomination of a teacher and the pupils' 
subsequent 'provisional' options are in the direction predicted by my original 
hypothesis, ie. that negative nominations would have a greater influence over 
subject choice than posi ti ve ones. 
Friendship was a choice criterion which the senior and gUidance staff attacked 
throughout the options process. As I have already shown in my diSCUSSion of the 
h ' , the staff feared that pupils would collude over their chOices so as 'open coac 109, 
to be with their fnends in the upper school and this was one of the poSSible 
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criteria which I asked the pupils about. Some appeared irritated by the repeated 
warnings not to copy from friends, but almost all claimed to be following the 
advice. The reason for not copying which was most frequently cited by the pupils 
was that their varying abilities and preferences made a nonsense of collusion. 
Almost all pupils, of very different abilities, used the same arguments. 
Ian Taylor "[Your friends] might be good in one lesson, but we might 
be CRAP at THEIR lesson. You go to their lesson and you 
don't know what it's about." 
Some pupils responded to the motivational elements of options discussions by 
claiming that a break from their friends might help them: 
Arif Aslam "Friends are good things to have but they won't make any 
difference in [my choices] (. .. ) when I'm with them I 
usually get mucked up, and mess around and get into 
trouble." 
There was very little copying between pupils during this stage in the option 
process. In my case study forms I only came across two pupils who had consciously 
copied their choices. The similar patterns of take-up which sometimes arose between 
friends were usually a result of shared interests and perceptions of subjects and 
teachers, rather than any deliberate collusion. 
Parents were portrayed by senior staff as important partners in the pupils' 
choices. The 'open coaching' by senior staff encouraged all pupils to Involve their 
parents in the option process, however, dunng the pre-optIon stage few pupils did 
anything more than 'warn' their parents that they would be asked Into the school in 
the near future. Almost all of the pupils that I interviewed saw some role for 
their parents In the options process and expected them to be present dunng the 
decision-making. There were, however, strongly contrastmg vIews as tc whom should 




"They know more about subjects than what we do don't they?" 
The vast majority of pupils expected to have the last word themselves. Some 
pupils claimed such power as of right. For example, one girl argued that she should 
decide "'Cause it's [me} that's got to do the work isn't it?" Most pupils justified 
their anticipated dominance by reference to their superior knowledge of the system 
and their own abilities. 
Ashley 
Roberts "I goes to me Dad, 'We have Expressive Arts and 
Humanities.' He goes, 'What are they?' 'Cause when he 
went to school they didn't have these lessons." 
Sandra Garner " .. .it's what I want to do, what I can do. Because SHE 
[mother] don't know if I can do it." 
Although there was some disagreement about the role of their parents, all 
the pupils that I interviewed expected the staff to play an advisory role only. 
Each of the interviewees expected to have real choice concerning their option 
decisions. As the next chapter will demonstrate, many pupils were not 
confirmed in this view. 
In such a comparatively short section I have only been able to deal with 
the choice criteria that were most commonly used and discussed by the pupils 
during the 'pre-option' stage. Some of the 'coaching' strategies may have had 
some influence upon the pupils' perception of the process and their own 
interests. For example, in the case of 'ability', 'enjoyment', occupational 
requirements and the influence of friends, the pupils acted largely In 
accordance with the advice given by staff. However, the importance of strongly 
negative feelings about certain teachers and the rejectIOn of a fundamental 
role for parents by some pupils, meant that there were also areas of conflict 
between the school and pupil perspectives. 
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CONCLUSION 
Each group of actors who were involved in the subject options process held 
different perspectives concerning their aims and the demands which they faced. 
Mr Jennings and the Headteacher designed and (with the aid of two of the 
school's Deputies) administered a system of option choice which aimed at reducing 
the problems associated with the design of a workable fourth year timetable and 
improving the school's performance in external examinations. In their concern to 
serve, what they saw as, the pupils' 'best interests' the senior staff assumed a 
central role in relation to subject choice in the school. In so doing they 
consciously formalized and reduced the role of subject teachers as choice advisers. 
Subject teachers frequently complained about the options system to me, but 
rarely took their comments to members of senior staff. For many subject teachers a 
great deal was at stake during the options and, despite their reduced role in the 
''new" organization, there was evidence that a number of teachers continued to 
'coach' pupils in ways which sometimes reflected departmental interests. 
As subject specialists who were also charged with a guidance role the form 
tutors were in a very difficult poSition. The tutors whom I followed each cared 
deeply about their responsibilities, yet they found different solutions to the 
dilemmas which their position raised. While one tutor simply collected his pupils' 
choices another saw each pupil individually and, although he consciously recognized 
the dangers of his position, appears to have acted in a way which inadvertantly 
served the interests of his subject department. 
The pupils were subject to a great deal of 'advice' over their optIon chOIces. 
They were addressed in assemblies, taken to the careers library I gIven boOklets and 
spoken to by subject teachers. The criteria which the pupils applIed In Judging the 
merits of different subjects may have been influenced by this 'coaching' to some 
extent. In accordance WIth the advice they received, many pupils consIdered theIr 
ability, enjoyment and occupational requIrements when considering subject chOIce. 
However, despite staff advice to the contrary, there was some evidence to suggest 
that pupils' disapproval of certain teachers may have Influenced their 'provisional' 
decisions. It was also the case that the vast majority of pupils, whilst seeing 
some advisory role for parents and teachers, felt that they (the pupils) should have 
the greatest say when it came to option choice. 
Therefore each of the groups of actors involved in the options process faced a 
different set of demands and they held complex, sometimes conflicting, perspectives 
concerning the system and the criteria which should influence pupils' decisions. 
The foJJowing chapter builds upon this one and examines how the participants in the 
face-to-face negotiation of option choice handled their roles. Four of the groups 
involved have been introduced in this chapter, a fifth participant group (the 
parents) will also be considered. 
NOTES TO CHAPTER 2 
1. There is no single authoritative statement concerning the nature of all 
option systems in use throughout England and Wales. However, some form of 
curriculum choice at 14-plus is now accepted as the norm in the majority of 
State schools in this country (Hurman, 1978: 19-42). 
2. I gained an understanding of departmental perspectives and practices during 
the options process by talking with subject teachers and by interviewing 
either a senior teacher or the Head of department in several subjects: these 
included Mathematics, English, Modem languages, the various humanities and 
the Head of Science. 
CHAPTER 3: THE FACE-TO-FACE NEGOTIATION OF OPTION CHOICE 
3.1 THE NEGOTIATION OF PARENTAL PARTICIPATION 
3.2 PARTICIPANT ROLES AND STRATEGIES IN THE 'OFFICIAL' MEETINGS 
a) The pupil role 
b) The parental role 
c) The staff roles: a "team performance" 
d) Channelling strategies 
e) The liaitations of staff power 
3.3 THE FOURTH YEAR: 'Post-option' selection and renegotiation 
a) The loss of senior staff centrality 
b) Successful renegotiation by pupils 
c) Successful renegotiation by subject departments 
CONCLUSION AND NOTES TO CHAPTER THREE 
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CHAPTER 3: THE FACE-TO-FACE NEGOTIATION OF OPTION CHOICE 
"It's not the kid's choice any more. 
Well, it STILL IS a free choice really, if the kid INSISTS on doing 
something he WILL get it." 
Mr Jennings discussing pupil choice in the options process 
(field notes) 
The negotiations which decided pupils' subject choices took place at various 
points in the options process. Mr Jennings' decisions concerning the design of the 
option pattern and the 'open' and 'hidden' coachillJ of pupils were all of 
consequence in determining at least some 'provisional' option choices. I noted in 
the previous chapter that the 'provisional' choices represented only the first stage 
of the choice process; a process which took up most of the academic year and, for 
some pupils, continued into the following year. The majority of my case study 
pupils went on to change at least one of their 'provisional' subject options before 
the end of their third year, while a few also experienced changes during the fourth 
year itself. The first sections of this chapter examine the negotiations which took 
place during the main body of the choice process, focusing in particular upon the 
'official' meetings. The final section will briefly consider the fourth year 
renegotiations which involved members of my case study forms. 
One of the female pupils whom I interviewed during the option preparations left 
the City Road roll during her third year, however, the remaining 68 pupils (42 boys 
and 26 girls) in the three case study fonns went on to complete the subject option 
process. Of those pupils only 7 (10%) had no further meetings wi th members of staff 
and made no changes to their 'prOVisional' choices. Therefore the majority of my 
case study pupils were involved in further negotiatIOns concerning their chOIce of 
options. The parent(s) of 38 of my case study pupils (56% of the three forms) 
visited the school and took part in 'official' option meetings with their child, a 
form tutor and a member of senior staff (Mr Jennings, the Head and two male deputies 
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handled most negotiations although the Head of Guidance took their place in one 
meeting which I observed). Of these pupils 27 (71 % of those having an official 
meeting) changed at least one of their 'provisional' options before the end of their 
third year. 
From an examination of Mr Jennings' records I established that at least 35 
members of 3A, C & 0 were seen informally by either Jennings or their form tutor. 
Some of these went on to have official meetings which reconsidered their choices. 
however, most of them had no such meeting. In all, 23 pupils (34% of my three case 
study forms) had no official option meetings but did experience informal enquiries 
about their choices from Mr Jennings and/or their form tutor. Of these pupils 17 
(74% of those who were only seen informally) changed at least one 'provisional' 
option before the end of the academic year: these experiences are summarized in 
Figure 3.1 (1). 
Some of the alterations which were made between the 'provisional' choices and 
those listed at the end of the year were the result of pupils simply 'changing their 
mind'. Within my three case study forms, however, it was very rare for pupils to 
decide to change an option unless they had been advised to reconsider by a member of 
staff. Typically the staff sought to 'steer' the pupil away from, or towards, a 
particular subject, in line with their expectations concerning the pupil. Stephen 
Ball, after Goffman, has referred to the teachers' attempts to lower pupil's 
expectations as examples of "cooling out" (Ball, 1981: 135). Alternatively, some 
pupils who were thought to have 'undersold themselves' were encouraged to raise 
their sights ("warming up"). 
The next chapter focuses upon the patterns of selection which emerged during 
the options decisions and draws evidence from all stages of the process. This 
chapter concentrates upon the face-to-face interactions and negotiations which 
decided many option 'choices'. In particular I have chosen to examine the offiCIal 
option meetings which involved pupils and their parents in my three case study 
forms. These were usually arranged a little in advance and I was able to observe 33 
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changes 
27 pupils 
FIGURE 3.1: EXPERIENCE OF THE THIRD YEAR OPTIONS PROCESS BY PUPILS 
IN THREE MIXED ABILITY FORMS 
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of the 38 official negotiations which involved my case study pupils. In contrast the 
informal negotiations frequently took place with little or no warning; consequently 
although I was able to establish that 35 case study pupils were seen in this way. I 
was able to observe fewer such informal challenges (26 individual informal 
negotiations were observed). 
In addition to the greater number of official negotiations which I observed, I 
have chosen to focus upon the official meetings for a variety of reasons. Firstly, 
the official meetings offered the most complete study of the relationships between 
those involved in the negotiation of option choice, ie. in addition to pupils and 
parents, the official meetings involved both senior staff and form tutors. 
Secondly, because they involved pupils' parents, the official meetings were viewed 
with some trepidation by staff: it will be interesting to note how, despite parental 
involvement, the staff managed to dominate the negotiations. A third, and perhaps 
the most important reason for examining these meetings, is that negotiations at no 
other stage of the process revealed so dramatically the extent, and limitations, of 
staff power over subject option choice. However, I do not wish to minimize the 
Significance of the informal negotiations and during my discussion of the 
partiCipant roles which emerged during the official meetings I will, where 
appropriate, also note details of the informal interviews. 
Although the official meetings were often held at quite short notice and the 
different tutors sometimes negotiated simultaneously I was able to observe 33 of the 
38 official option meetings which involved pupils in my case study forms. In 
addition to observing the majority of negotiations in all three of my case-study 
forms, I also witnessed the 'styles' of each of the members of senior staff who took 
part in these meetings, ie. Mr Jennings, the Headteacher, two deputIes and the Head 
of Guidance (2). 
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3.1 THE NEGOTIATION OF PARENTAL PARTICIPATION 
Because this chapter concentrates upon the negotiations which involved those 
pupils whose parents came into the school for official meetings, it might be 
supposed that I am introducing a biased element into the cases under study. 
Certainly the school's teachers were of the view that the parents of a particular 
'sort' of pupil were most likely to attend (ie. the parents of successful rather 
than the less able or troublesome pupils). 
In contrast to these official expectations, the experiences of my case study 
forms suggested to me that certain school-based factors were also related to the 
number of parents who attended official option meetings. The official meetings 
which I observed did not reflect any obvious bias in the 'type' of pupils who were 
involved. Also, the parents who attended demonstrated a variety of degrees of 
understanding of, and interest in, the workings of the school. Rather than simply 
reflecting the nature of the pupil and/or the parents, the number of official 
meetings which took place in my three case study forms seemed to be related to the 
actions of the form tutor. I wish to explain these points a little more clearly 
before moving on to examine the official meetings themselves. 
All members of the school's pastoral staff were pessimistic about the chances 
of "getting parents in" to discuss their childrens' options. As I noted in the 
previous chapter, Mr Jennings credited the exceptionally high turn out for the "new" 
options organization, introduced the previous year, to a letter which he sent to all 
third year parents, "threatening" (his words) that their childrens' timetables could 
not be finalized without parental involvement. Because the industrial action forced 
any parental involvement to take place during working hours, Mr Jennings felt that 
he could not make such threats as part of the 'contingency' organlzation and 
therefore relied upon the pupils to encourage their parents to participate. 
Each of the third year form tutors arranged times when they could see theIr 
pupils' parents during the schoo) day. All the tutors asked their pupils to inform 
their parents, and some sent letters of their own which emphasized the importance of 
the option choices. Despite the staff's efforts there was a widespread feeling, 
amongst those I met, that the working class nature of the school's catchment area 
meant that parental interest was generalJy low. In particular I was told that the 
parents of disruptive and less-able pupils were usually absent from school 
functions. 
Head of the 
3rd Year 
A third year 
form tutor 
"OUr parents, really the attendance is pretty poor at most 
school functions. ( ... ) You can predict who's gonna come in 
and who isn't, you know. It's like everything else, some 
parents are far more interested, you know, want (their 
children) to do well, whereas others just send them here 
because it's somewhere they've got to go. n 
"I can tell you now who'll come in and who won'l 
It's the same faces every time. C ••• ) The sad thing is that 
we never see the ones that we really NEED to ... You know 
like [names a very disruptive pupilJ." (field notes) 
The belief that a low parental turn out was inevitable, given the contingency 
organization, was not supported by the experiences of my case study forms. In 3A, C 
& D the level of parental involvement seemed to be related to the actions of the 
form tutors, specifically to their preparedness to "chase up kids" about arranging 
an interview. This seemed to overshadow the amount of form work carried out in the 
'pre-option' phase. Hence, although Mr Dean had done no preparation for the options 
in 3C form periods, by sending a letter home to parents and daily reminding his 
tutees about the timing of future meetings, he 'achieved' interviews with the 
parents of 12 of his 21 tutees (57%). In contrast, Mr Palmer spent a great deal of 
time in form periods talking about options choice and inviting in guest speakers 
from subject departments. Having gone to such lengths during the build-Up to optIOn 
choice, Mr Palmer felt he had done all he could to prepare 3A and relied upon the 
pupils to encourage their parents to take part. 
Mr Palmer to 3A during two form periods (field notes); 
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"I'm not gonna run 'round after you, you've been told when I can see 
people, now it's up to you." 
"They're your options. If you can't be bothered, it's your 
decision ... I've done as much as I can, now it's up to you." 
Mr Palmer felt that the school sent so many letters to parents that one more 
would have made no difference and preferred to rely on the pupils themselves. As he 
had anticipated, only a minority of 3A pupils arranged inte"iews for their parents 
(9 out of 24 pupils. ie. 38%). 
In form 3D, who had also experienced a great deal of preparation during form 
periods. Mr Cliff continued to 'push' his pupils over the question of 'official' 
meetings. Not only did he send a letter home which stressed the importance of the 
deciSions, but also insisted that if a parent could not visit the school or be 
contacted by telephone, their signature would be required on the option pattern as 
proof that they approved of the child's choices. These measures ensured that (short 
of forgery) the parents were at least aware of the decisions being made and, despite 
the difficulties faced by some parents, led to meetings with parents and guardians 
of 17 of the 23 pupils in 3D at that time (74%). 
Mr Cliff was proud of having seen so many parents and openly attributed it to 
his strategy of putting 'pressure' on the pupils. 
Mr Cliff "Yes I saw most of mine - which I was quite pleased about 
but only because I think I put so much into it. It was 
HARD and you were constantly chasing up kids." 
By reqUiring his tutees to 'prove' that their parents could not attend option 
meetings during the school day. Cliff undoubtedly influenced the high turn out among 
3 ~ ' s s parents. 
Table 3.1 summarizes the levels of parental partICipation in the three forms. 
wish to stress that I am not arguing that the form tutors' actions were the only 
factor involved in the level of parental attendance: clearly those parents who were 
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TABLE 3.1: FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT IN THREE 
MIXED ABILITY FORMS 
Amount of options Tutor 'pressure' Parents 
Form preparation to arrange visit attended 
% N 
3A High Low 38 9 
3C Low Moderate 57 12 
3D High High 74 17 
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least supportive of the school are likely to have been amongst those who did not 
attend. Also, within each form a greater proportion of female pupils arranged 
interviews which may suggest that the girls encouraged their parents to participate 
more than male pupils. However, this pattern was set within the broader levels of 
parental involvement in the three forms. For example, only six of Palmer's twelve 
female pupils arranged official meetings compared with four of the six in Mr Dean's 
form and eight of the nine in Mr Cliff's group. Similarly, the patterns did not 
seem to emanate from any differences in the social class composition of the forms: 
unfortunately I was forced to concentrate on a smaller number of pupils during the 
latter stages of the field work and I onIy collected detailed information on the 
social class of pupils in forms 3A and 3C. However, it was interesting to note that 
although, during the options process, both 3A and 3C had two pupils each from 
non-manual backgrounds, in 3A (Mr Palmer's form) neither arranged official meetings 
whereas the parents of both those in 3C (Mr Dean's form) did attend. 
Therefore, it does seem to be the case that to an important degree the 
incidence of 'official' meetings was negotiated within the mixed ability form 
groups: form tutors employed strategies which either 'pressured' their tutees (3C 
and 3D) or allowed them relatively easy 'let-outs' (3A). In this sense, the 'lack 
of interest' demonstrated by some parents, was partly a function of the tutor's work 
with the form. 
"Getting parents in" to discuss their children's choices was, however, only the 
first stage involved in negotiating their involvement in the options process. The 
following section of this chapter examines the roles adopted by the participants 
once the official meetings got under way. 
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3.2 PARTICIPANT ROLES AND STRATEGIES IN THE 'OFFICIAL' MEETINGS 
Once the parents were in the school the senior staff and form tutors faced a 
difficult set of demands. Within the restrictions of the option pattern, which 
determined the fourth year timetable, the staff aimed to 'guide' the pupil into the 
choices which they felt were most appropriate to the child's abilities, interests 
and occupational aspirations, ie. the choices which they felt were "in the kid's 
best interests" (Mf Jennings). The staff's position was complicated by the fact 
that the system was meant to embody a rea) degree of pupil and parent participation. 
Indeed, as I noted in the previous chapter, the staff themselves remained convinced 
that an element of 'choice' was a vital ingredient in the options system. These 
potentially conflicting demands made the official meetings a facinating study which 
revealed much about the power relations between senior staff, form tutors, parents 
and pupils in Ci ty Road. 
In the fo))owing sections I want to explore how the participants handled the 
demands of their poSition and negotiated subject choices during the official option 
meetings which i!lvolved members of my three case study forms. I am prinCipally 
concerned with the actors' perceptiOns of their roles and the negotiating strategies 
which they used in an attempt to fulfil their perception of what were the 'right' 
choices. 
The senior staff's notion of the 'proper' influences upon pupil choice have 
already been considered in the previous chapter. In addition, the next chapter uses 
data from the entire options process to outline the most important Criteria which 
lay behind the staff challenges to pupils' 'provisional' choices. In preparation 
for that chapter, and in explaining the roles and strategies of the participants in 
the official meetings, the current section contains further detail as to some of the 
factors which the staff weighed in judging the merits of pupJls' 'provisional' 
options. 
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There was no such thing as a 'typical' options negotiation. Each of the 33 
official meetings which I observed was given a unique quality because of the 
histories and personalities of the participants. However, some general patterns did 
emerge during the meetings and these form the basis for the remainder of this 
section. 
In order to give some impression of how the meetings were handled by the 
participants I have chosen to quote at length from my transcript of one official 
meeting which I observed. In many ways the meeting was unusual. It involved a pupil 
(Carol Barber) who was seen by staff as being amongst the 'least-able' of the pupil 
population. Also, Carol's mother took a more active role in the conversation than 
the majority of parents whom I met. I have chosen to use this meeting as the 
starting point for my analysis of the participant roles and strategies because it so 
clearly demonstrates some of the problems which the staff faced in realiZing their 
views of the pupils' "best interests". In this case the two members of staff and 
the parent accepted that the pupil had very rea) academic problems: initially they 
disagreed as to their consequences for her subject choice but, by the end of the 
meeting, the school's perception of the most appropriate choices was the one 
realized in Carol's subject options. 
Carol's meeting iJlustates a number of features which were common to many of 
the official negotiations which I observed. Where this meeting departed from the 
common pattern, or where exceptional cases need to be noted, I will use data from 
other official negotiations. 
The following tape transcription represents almost the entire official options 
meeting between a member of senior staff, a form tutor (in this case, Mr Cliff), a 
pupil (Carol Barber) and her mother (3). 
1 Tutor 
2 
"[We're here] to help Carol choose which subjects we 











































as well. ( ... ) Now we've gone over it very briefly, 
carol and I, and I've written them down in pencil some 
of the things perbaps she'd LIKE to do ['provisional' 
choices). So when we go through it if there are any 
which we would like to change, then it's no trouble 
for me to rub them out and change them over. 
Now also, I've got recommendations from other 
teachers on bow Carol bas performed in the other 
subjects, whicb also belp us to get AN OVERALL PICTURE 
of how Carol is achieving. Okay?" 
"Yes." 
( ... ) 
"OUt of these four columns [in the option pattern) 
she's had to choose one subject. In the first column 
she's cbose to do Typing." 
"Yeah, she's been telling me alot about the Typing, 
you tnow." 
"Er, but I don't know if she's gonna do very well at 
Typing, because of reading and other problems." 
"It's a bandicap isn't it." 
"It's unfortunate. I would go along with what Mr. 
Cliff has said there, she might get very frustrated if 
sbe finds tha t there were alot of errors creeping in 
because of her basic language problems." 
"Yeah, 'cause she's got to be able to spell everyUling 
hasn't she?" 
"Yes." 
"So there's ever such a lot of English involved in 
that, and as [the Senior] says, if she's just gonna 
get frustrated she really isn't gonna do herself much 
good." 
"Can I just say on that, that if she wanted to give 
Typing a go, there's no reason why she couldn't corne 
in her LAST year to the night classes that we have on 
the school premises." 
"See, maybe if there's a thing she really wants to do 
it MIGHT... be best ... " 
"Yeah." 
"Yeah, yeah." 
" ... to ... to ... " 
"Yeah, that's right, but a TWO 











































For her, coming one night a week ... " 
(To Carol] "What do you think about that Carol?" 
"When she's in her fifth year she can come to a night 
class, when - " 
"- Yes, I understand what you're 
saying, and as I say, if she really wants to do it, it 
might bring her on." 
"Oh yes, I agree with that. Certainly have a go at it 
defini tely. " 
"What I suggest there - I mean in the end it's Carol's 
choice, she's got to do the work - was perhaps Applied 
Science, which is not as involved as Chemistry or 
Physics ... it's got elements of all those. And 
there's a lot more PRACTICAL work, a lot more 
experiments. There's not so much sitting down and 
writing, she's getting up and doing things, which I 
feel... Carol might do better at." 
"I think what some might say, she's got a lack of 
concentration, I find, I don't know if you find the 
same. When she's doing something her mind's on 
something else, you know." 
''Well I haven't actually taught Carol... but I KNOW 
this course and it's in units of a few weeks ... It's 
broken up into quite a large number of components, so 
it's the kind of course which, as Mr.Cliff said, might 
suit Carol, and your point about concentration ... " 
[To Carol] "That's not having a go at you by the way, 
that's just EXPLAINING it you know." 
(Laughs] 
[To CarolJ "So how do YOU feel about that one?" 
"Yeah." 
"Yeah. You'd like to have a go at that one would you?" 
"You're sure?" 
"Yeah." 
"You're sure? Okay. [To Mother] 'Cause they have to do 
one science and they have to do one humanitIes 
subject. " 
"Yes." 










































"See I don't want her to feel that I'm against her 
doing it, I'M NOT." 
"NO, no. No, we've said that she can do it anyway, if 
she wants to come in the fifth year, so it's not as 
though there's no opportunity of taking Typing." 
"Okay. Then in these two columns here, a VERY GOOD 
course is to do Communi ty Studies in there [block 2] 
AND Community Studies in this one." 
"And what does that consist of?" 
"Community Studies, [To the Senior] you know more 
about Community Studies than I do ... " 
"Yes. Yes again, it's a very practical course whereby 
for one whole morning a week they'll go out into [the 
City] and they'll visit either a nursery or an old 
people's home ( ... ) And that is PURELY PRACTICAL. 
It's good in that it enables them to forge 
relationships with old people, it helps them to kind 
of get the change from school to work ... it gives them 
responsibility. So the extra course that Mr.Cliff is 
suggesting would be ENTIRELY practical, going out and 
working in the community. That was the whole idea 
behind it. 
Now I think that would suit _" 
"- It's getting up and 
doing, rather than sitting down and talking and 
thinking about it. Which is what I prefer to do." 
( ... ) 
"I think she'd get A LOT out of that." 
"She's good that way, getting on with people." 
"Yeah, helping people. (. .. )" 
"I think Ian [Carol's brother] did similar, he used to 
go out ... " 
"Yeah, I think when Ian did it there was just the one 
subject, now it's double, DOUBLE time." 
"Yes." 
"So they can get a lot more." 
"Yes. " 
[To Carol] "Okay? How do you feel about that? I mean 
you're the one who's got to do the work, and If you 
don't feel you want to do it, then tell us." 






























"I wanted to do Community StudIes anyway." 
"Yeah." 
"You'd got it down." 
lilt's no good saying now, then when you get out saying 
to me, 'Oh, I didn't want to do this', [To the staff) 
'Cause this is how they are you know?" 
"That's right." 
"Yeah, they come back to me the day afterwards ... " 
"You've gIven her opportunities to say 'JI1o', you 
know." 
"Yeah." 
[To Carol] "How do you feel about that?" 
[Nods] "Yeah." 
"You're quite happy there?" 
IIFme." 
flGreat. [To Carol] Now your last one, you've got 
quite a choice there, ( ... ) you've chosen to do Child 
Care, any more thoughts about that?" 
"No, I want to do Child Care." 
"She's very good at that, she's " 
"- Not Housecraft?" 
"No." 
"No. Fme" 
[To the Senior]"Okay, we'll leave that at Child Care?" 
"Well if you're happy that's probably a good chOIce. 
Again it's a ffiOie piactical type COUiSe." 
"If you like doing something you've a better chance of 
doing better." 
( ... ) 
[Having qUIckly accepted Carol's choice of 'DeSIgn' options] 
152 Tutor [To Carol] "How's that then? You happy with that?" 














[To Carol] "It's like the teacher said, you're the one 
that's got to do it." 
"That seems to me, a good, a GOOD BALANCE for Carol, I 
honestly think that is. And if she remembers that if 
she wants to take up the Typing in the last year, she 
can." 
"And it doesn't cost anything if she's still in 
school." 
"Right. Right. " 
"OKA Y THEN?" 
[Stands up} "Yeah, thank you." 
"Thanks very much for coming." 
a) The pupil role 
With the inclusion of parents in the official negotiation, the pupil role was 
significantly diminished. Whereas in the informal negotiations the staff needed to 
persuade the pupil, in the official meetings the arguments were directed towards the 
parents. The pupil's role was reduced to little more than occaSionally being 
required to show a preference between 'possible' options or to approve the 
negotiated choices. This can be seen from Carol Barber's case (above), where both 
members of staff directed their arguments at the parent, often involving the pupil 
only when they required final confirmation that a choice was acceptable, ego lines 
74-78, 120-124 and 152-153. In Carol's case the only occasion when the pupil's 
feelings about a subject were probed before the staff offered their 'advice' 
concerned the low-status choice of Child Care (lines 139-141), which was accepted by 
the senior member of staff after the most cursory of queries by the form tutor, 
since the subject's status matched the official view of Carol's abilities (the 
following chapter further explores subject statuses in City Road). 
As I have already stated, Carol was seen as one of the 'least-able' pupils and 
her meeting was unusual in that she was not asked about any occupational 
aspirations. In the majOrity of cases this offered the only real pomt of influence 
for pupils in these meetings. The staff would usually accept any subjects which 
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seemed relevant to a pupil's partIcular goal. The only exception to this concerned 
one boy's aim of being a stunt-man, which was judged to be "unrealistic". Other 
occupational aspirations (from bricklayer to air hostess) were always taken 
seriously by the staff involved in the negotiations. Indeed one of my case study 
pupils, Arif Aslam who was seen as being "very able", had researched the 
requirements of his chosen profession in so much detail that he was able to justify 
each of his optiOns in relation to it. However, in Carol's case the staff's image 
of her ability was such that they had very clear ideas about which subjects were 
"best for her" (line 2). 
Carol's quiet acceptance of the negotiated 'choices' was typical of almost all 
the pupils whom I observed in these meetings. As I have noted, Arif exercised great 
influence over his negotiation and in a later part of this chapter I will consider 
another pupil's resistance to the staff's 'advice'. In the official meetings, 
however, such pupils were the exception rather than the rule. 
b) The parental role 
In Carol's negotiation the parent had little influence over which optional 
subjects were eventually recorded. Despite her arguments (lines 37-8 and 49-51) Mrs 
Barber failed to save Carol's choice of Typing and the staff negotiated the 
acceptance of the low-status subjects which they felt appropriate. However, the 
frequency and nature of parental contributions in the Barber meeting was unusually 
high. Most parents took a far more passive role in the meetings. Despite the 
anxiety with which the staff approached some of the interviews, the majority of 
parents tended to act as 'rubber stamps', simply approving the teachers' statements 
and allowing the senior staff representatives to totally dominate the meeting. 
In order to understand the parents' position one must apprecIate the sense of 
unfamiliarity many of them experienced on visiting the school. CIty Road 
comprehensive was a large, physically imposing structure and, haVIng entered the 
school and found the secretaries office, the parents would often have to wait 
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several minutes before they were met by a form tutor or directed to the meeting. If 
directed to a meeting by a secretary, the parents had to climb flights of stairs and 
walk long anonymous corridors with no further guide to the location of the room 
except for the numbers which remained intact on a few of the classroom doors. 
Parents who waited for a member of staff could stand for as long as twenty minutes 
(if the tutor was already seeing some parents) while various staff and pupils rushed 
around the foyer, none paying them any attention, and reinforcing the fact that the 
parents were 'strangers' to the setting. 
The staff recognized the unease which most parents felt and would often begin 
the interviews with an 'explanation' of the meeting's purpose: for example, Cliff's 
opening remarks (lines 1-12). This kind of introduction allowed the parents only a 
limited role in the meeting by defining the 'legitimate' (ie. senior staff) criteria 
in relation to which the choice of subject options would be examined, ie. 
emphasizing the importance of 'ability' and taking for granted the right of teachers 
to make 'recommendations'. Consequently, in many interviews the single largest 
parental contribution came at the end, after the options had been decided and as the 
staff were closing the meeting. 
Senior staff 
Mother 
"Are you happy with those Mrs Mitchell?" 
"If she's satisfied... She's got to do 'em, so it's up to 
her to put the effort in." 
A minori ty of parents did take an active part in the interviews, inasmuch as 
they asked questions concerning course content (eg. Carol's mother: line 92) and 
suggested certain subjects from which they felt their children might benefit (lines 
49-50. However, even these parents rarely had any real influence over the choice 
of options. Many parents, like Mrs Barber, were 'out-manoeuvred' by staff 
'channelling strategies' (see below) and the majority were unwilling to challenge 
the school's 'expertise' over subject choice. For example, the father of another of 
Mr ClIff's pupils (Kenny Tate) had some very definite ideas about hiS son's future 
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and constantly quizzed Cliff and the member of senior staff about particular 
subjects on the option pattern. However, Mr. Tate's first words during the 
interview effectively resigned any power in the negotiation to the members of staff: 
[Before Mr Cliff could explain about the 'provisional' nature of the 
choices to date, Kenny's father interrupted) 
Father "I'll be honest with you, I'm not influenced either way, 
you're in a better position than what I am ... ( ... ) As I 
say, I'll be truthful with you, I'm in your particular 
hands in this, I'll sort of bow down to you." 
In the meetings which I observed, the gender and ethnic origin of the parent 
involved was of little consequence, almost all deferred to the staff position 
eventually. However, it should be noted that in the case of two Asian pupils 
language created an additional barrier to parental involvement: this is examined 
further in the next chapter. 
c) The staff roles: a "team performance" 
This account of the staff roles in the option meetings is set within the 
analytical framework for the study of face-to-face interactions outlined by Erving 
Goffman (1959). Goffman's dramaturgical analogy helps to illuminate not only the 
problems which the staff faced during these negotiations but also the sources of 
their dominance throughout the majority of such meetings. 
In Goffman's terms the two members of staff present during each official 
negotiation acted as a "team", ie. "a set of individuals whose intimate cooperation 
is required if a given projected definition of the situation is to be maintained" 
(Goffman, 1959: 108). In this case, the seniors and tutors applied selective 
criteria to their assessment of pupils' choices and, where they disagreed With the 
'provisional' choices, as a team they sought to "channel" (Woods, 1979) pupils 
towards what they saw as 'the right' subjects. However, such channellmg could not 
be done by diktat because, as I noted in the prevIous chapter. staff of all levels 
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felt that the pupils might suffer a loss of motivation if they were 'forced' into an 
unwelcome option. In addition to the motivational aspects of the system there was 
also something of an ideological component in that the senior staff felt that the 
pupils and parents should be involved in the option choices. Therefore in the 
official meetings the staff team were attempting to channel some pupils away from 
one or more of their 'provisional' choices whilst simultaneously maintaining the 
definition of the situation as a discussion of possible choices. 
Officially the form tutor's role in these meetings was to act as an 'adviser', 
both to the pupil and to the member of senior staff. As I have already noted, it was 
assumed that of all staff members, the pupils' form tutors 'knew them best'. 
However, the form tutors were not independent advisers, they were required to act in 
coordination with a colleague and, like teachers reported elsewhere (Becker, 1953), 
the staff I intervieWed felt that they should avoid any disagreements in front of 
parents. In addition, the colleague was a superior (a member of the senior staff) 
and the tutors felt that they had to perform well. To some extent the form tutors 
(like their pupils) were on trial. 
A 3rd year 
form tutor "Well, obviously if you're in with the Head, you're, to an 
extent, you're being assessed YOURSELF in a way. Your 
handling of a situation, the things you say, you're aware 
that you're not speaking in a completely neutral 
environment ... " 
This placed the tutor in a very stressful position: the tutor had to quickly 
identify what, if any, changes the senior was aiming at and then support them in the 
negotiation. Throughout this the tutor was expected to maintain their own role as 
'adviser'. 
A 3rd year 
form tutor " ... you've got sort of one ear listening to the kid, one 
eye on what you should be doing (reading assessments as the 
basis for adVice] and the other ear on what you THINK the 
management team want. Because you know they're not 
ill 
actually going to say to you candJdly, 'Let's stop thIS and 
have a big chat about it' - you've got to try and pick up 
on their SIGNALS, and try and INFER the reasons behind it. 
( ... ) And bearing in mind we don't have rehearsals or chats 
before hand." 
The tutor's comment about the lack of a rehearsal demonstrates the strength of 
the dramaturgical analogy: the staff really did see themselves as "putting on a bit 
of show" (field notes), by trying to maintain the confidence of the pupil and parent 
whilst channelling the pupil into 'suitable' options. 
In almost all cases the performance was successful, with the form tutors 
accurately reading the senior's "signals" and "inferring" the reasons behind them. 
This was possible because the different members of senior staff applied very similar 
selection criteria and viewed subjects in relation to a subject status hierarchy 
which was recognized (if not accepted as legitimate) by all staff in the school (4). 
In almost all of the official meetings which I watched the senior member of 
staff directed the negotiation with the tutor playing a supporting role. By the end 
of their period of meetings, however, the three form tutors had become quite skilled 
in anticipating the senior's responses to particular choices. As one tutor put it, 
the seniors had "favourite tracks", and this allowed the tutors to take more active 
roles in the later meetings. Hence, in Carol Barber's negotiation (which was one of 
Mr Cliff's last) the tutor took the initiative concerning the challenge to Typing 
(lines 19-20) and the recommendation of Applied Science and the Double Community 
Studies course (lines 54-61 and 89-91). It should be noted, however, that Mr ClIff 
maintained his suggestions only after the senior had approved them. Indeed at one 
point Mr Cliff explicitly looked for confirmation from his superior (lIne 147). 
The senior staff perspectives were nat always as predictable as in Carol 
Barber's meeting, and where the senior introduced an unexpected element Into the 
negotiation the form tutor was left to adjust his performance to maintain the Image 
of a united staff (team) front. This happened to Mr Dean In an Interview with Wayne 
Johnson and his father. 
Wayne was a West Indian pupil who, despite apparent ability, was seen as 
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something of a "troublemaker" ("a bad 'un") by staff (field notes). Three of the 
seven option assessments which were written by Wayne's subject teachers complained 
that he was not trying hard enough and was consequently underachieving. In his 
'provisional' choices Wayne had chosen three sciences, however, the senior staff in 
making their 'recommendations' had seen choices of more than one science as suitable 
only for 'able' pupils who were seen to be achieving relatively well. Hence, the 
negotiation opened with criticism of Wayne's attitude and soon queried the choice of 
so many "demanding" subjects. Reacting to the senior's suggestion that more 
"practical" subjects might be in order, Mr Dean suggested Applied Science (the 
lowest status science option). Initially the senior supported this and the 'choice' 
was accepted by all parties in the negotiation. Later in the meeting, however, the 
senior became critical of Applied Science and offered Wayne two 'mainstream' 
sciences (PhYSics and Biology), which the pupil gladly accepted. Mr Dean did not 
understand the sudden change in the senior's position and, although he continued to 
support his superior's comments, took a much less prominent role during the 
remainder of the meeting. 
Some impression of the importance of understanding between team-mates can be 
gained from the fact that after Wayne and his father left the room, the senior felt 




"I've got another parent now." 
"Yeah, just shut the door for a minute. 
[Mr Dean does so] 
A bit tactical there. You might of thought it was curious 
that I was pushing him into Physics and Biology, and that 
was because we've got to be careful that some of these 
subjects like Community Studies -
[interruption] 
... Yeah, one of the things that we've got to be careful 
about, is that the, what's called ... not the SINK subjects 
(5), but the certain subjects like Community Studies and 
Applied Science, if we're not careful they just get THE 
DROSS and it's very, very difficult to teach. If they get 
too many like him [Wayne) it makes it all the more 
difficult. So If I seemed - " 







"His dad's - that's right. And he's CAPABLE of doing 
better. So I wasn't displeased to hear him ... And if 
Physics complain... well TOUGH." 
[Laughing] "I was trying to steer him away ... " 
"I know you were, but I'm thinking of the POOR SOD who's 
got to teach a lot of the Wayne Johnson's in Apphed 
Science." 
"Yeah, I do take your point, I was just acting on 
information [assessments) which Tony [Mr Jennings) gave 
me." 
"Yeah, well I'll have a word with Tony, 'cause I think 
there's got to be a little bit of tactical play." 
In Gottman's terms, the above transcript illustrates a "director" reinforcing 
the solidarity ot the team and safeguarding future cooperation by clarifying the 
reasoning behind their latest performance. Once cleared of the audience (Wayne and 
his father), and sealed off from the outside (by closing the door), the office which 
was used for the meeting became a "back stage" region, where both actors could 
candidly discuss the show they had just given. This allowed the senior to explain 
that in Wayne's case his primary motives concerned social control rather than 
educa tional opportunity. 
Such cooperation between the members of staff made them a formidable team, who 
as I have already noted, usually achieved the changes in option 'choice' which they 
desired. 
To a great extent the dominance of the staff team lay in the interactional 
structure of the official meetings. The staff acted as a disciplined "team", while 
their audience (the pupil and parent(s» hardly ever acted as a unit. In almost all 
cases the pupils resigned all responsibility to their parents, who In their turn 
usually deferred to the 'expert' status of the staff: a status which was enhanced by 
the "setting" for the meetings, ie. the physical surroundings of the school itself 
caused many parents to feel 'lost' in both a geographic and a metaphorical sense. 
Those parents who did attempt to take an actIve part in the discussIOns were 
usually 'coopted' into supporting the school team and questioning their children. 
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For example, Mrs Barber, in her concern to help Carol, openly challenged her 
daughter about her true feelings (lines 123, and 127-9) in a way which did not allow 
for any tacit agreement over a joint performance. This placed the staff In a 
position of umty before a largely disorganized audience. 
The staff team did not achieve its dommant influence purely through a positIon 
in the structure of the interaction. As Carol Barber's negotiation demonstrated. 
not all parents immediately accepted staff suggestIons, no matter how many tImes 
they were repeated (lines 49-51). The strategies which the staff used in such 
Clrcumstanc€s played an important role in ensuring the staff's dominance over option 
choice at this stage and are considered further in the following section. 
d) ~ h a n n e l l i n g g strategies 
As I have noted above, for a variety of reasons the staff were unwilling to 
'force' pupils into any option changes. Yet in order to serve what they saw as the 
pupiis! besL interesls the staff feiL compeiled to auvi::;e agClinsi. (;hoices Wlli(;h they 
saw as 'incorrect'. This dilemma was particularly acute where the staff wanted to 
cool out a pupil by lowering their expectations, but needed to avoid any loss of 
motivation. 
Mr Cliff 
(Form tutor) "[There were] some kids who thought they could do far 
better than they were capable. For example, Carol Barber 
( ... ) I think we've done a good job of pointing out her 
capabilities without ... insulting her. With her mother 
there as well, it's a bit difficult to get that over 
without insulting or ... whats the word I'm looking for. .. 
DAMAGING them, you know and knocking them down." 
As this quotation shows, Cliff thought that the meetIngs had gone Well and was 
particularly pleased with the result of Carol Barber's, in which the staff had 
brought about the changes they desired without open conflIct with the pupil or 
parent. The changes which the staff brought about were achieved through a senes of 
channelling strategies which were repeated in many different meetings by the vanous 
members of staff who were Involved. 
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The most basic strategy was simply to challenge an 'incorrect' choice. For 
example, criticizing the usefulness of one subject whilst suggesting a replacement. 
In Carol Barber's meeting this can be seen in the attack on Typing, which the staff 
felt would "frustrate" Carol (eg. lines 22-5). An emphasis upon the "practical" 
nature of many low status subjects was often used as a 'selling point' in 
negotiations throughout the option process. For example, concerning Applied Science 
(lines 58-60 and later in the meeting when Community Studies was being discussed 
(lines 95-106). 
As Carol's negotiation bears witness, a simple challenge from the staff team 
was not always enough to bring about the desired change. For example, Mrs Barber 
continued to put her point that Carol might benefit from studying a subject upon 
which she was so keen. This brought about the use of another strategy to finally 
engineer the loss of Typing: Cliff, having witnessed several negotiations by that 
time, used his knowledge of the option pattern and the requirements of the choice 
system to close the argument concerning Typing. He did this by swi tching his concern 
to Carol's science option (lines 54-61). Typing was only available in option blocks 
One and Two (see Figure 2.2 in the previous chapter). Once Applied Science had been 
accepted in the first block, with the Double Community Studies course in blocks Two 
and Three, Typing was no longer possible. Such a use of the option pattern, to 
'close down' the number of possible choices, was a very common strategy, and, 
because it required a clear understanding of the options system, was one which was 
very often successful. Under such circumstances I saw no pupils or parents argue 
against what seemed to be unavoidable, and therefore legitimate, restrictions upon 
the choices which were 'possible'. 
A further channelling strategy which can be seen in Carol Barber's meeting 
concerned staff appeals to "balance". I noted in the previous chapter that dunng 
the build up to the options, on occasions such as the Option ExplanatIon Evening, 
the senior staff used the goal of "a balanced education" as the justifIcation for 
the choice prescriptions WIthin the option system. The senior staff felt that the 
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existence of the common core and the rule requiring the choice of at least one 
science and one humanity subject were enough to ensure a "balanced" fourth year 
timetable. However, in the official meetings with pupils and parents, "balance" was 
inVOked as a factor in the choice of specific subjects. In Carol Barber's case, 
arguments concerning "balance" were used towards the end of the meeting as a final 
selling point: the senior reassured the parent that the choices represented "a GOOD 
BALANCE for Carol" (line 156). The seniors also used arguments about "balance" in 
relation to future job market requirements. Again, the interpretation of a "good 
balance" lay in the senior staff's perception of the pupil's 'abilities'. This can 
be seen in the following extracts which are taken from consecutive official meetings 
with two 3D pupils, both of whom had 'provisionally' chosen the Double Community 
Studies option. 
Nr Cliff [To the parent of Peter Staley] 
"If he chooses to do [Double Community Studies] ( ... ) then 
in two years time - which is a way off - then he's stuck 
with these two lots and he's not got such a BROAD ... ( ... ) 
I mean with Geography [an alternative in block 2] he's got 
a much BROADER ... bunch of subjects there which could be 
more helpful." 
[Having summarized Barry Flemming's choices, including 
Double Communi ty Studies] 
Mr Cliff "So there's a good balance there." 
Senior "What be's picked is more of a PRACTICAL course, which is 
probably more suitable for Barry L.) You see we try and 
give them a BALANCED education. It would be cnminal to 
send them out to a specialized field." 
In the earlier of the two meetings the staff team were trying to warm up a 
pupil whom they felt was capable of more 'demanding' subjects than the 'sink' Double 
Community Studies option. Hence, Mr Cliff characterized the Double course as taking 
up too much of the timetable and being too specialized. ThiS was exactly the 
reverse of the staff's argument In the next meeting which sought to confirm Barry 
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Flemming's provisional choices. In this case the Double course was thought to be 
appropriate to Barry's abilities and was portrayed as ensuring balance by preventing 
early specialization. 
The strategies outlined above were by no means the only ones used by staff 
teams during the official option meetings, but they were amongst the most common. 
The interactional structure of the meetings, and the complexity of the staff's 
strategies, give some impression of the means by which they were able to dominate 
the official negotiations without compromising the definition of the situation as 
part of a process which was concerned with pupil choice rather than selection. 
e) The limitations of staff power 
In all but two of the 33 official meetings which I observed the staff team 
acted from a relatively 'comfortable' position which allowed them to dominate the 
flow of the negotiation. Their authority went unchallenged and they usually brought 
about the changes which they required of the pupils. However, staff teams were not 
totally dominant. For example, one of my case study pupils, Arif Aslam, was able to 
control his meeting because of his superior knowledge concerning the requirements of 
his chosen occupation. 
Arif stated that he wanted to be "a vet, or an ordinary doctor". He had 
'provisionally' chosen Physics, Chemistry, Geography and Technical Graphics. Arif 
had discovered that he would need 'A' level passes in each of the three mainstream 
sciences. However, the senior staff had set a limit of two sciences at '0' level. 
In view of this, Arif had decided that Biology would be the easiest to pick up after 
two years break. This view coincided with the senior staff's belief that Biology 
was somewhat less demanding than the physical sCiences and, once Anf had 
established hiS superior background knowledge, the senior was content to accept the 







[To the parent] "In view of what he says about being a vet 
and a doctor- which is good to have ambitions like thlS- I 
just wonder whether Chemistry and Biology might not be a 
better choice rather than -" 
"- yeah but sir I'll be doing Biology at college." 
( ... ) 
"Yes, you CAN take Biology when you leave school, but you 
might find it a bit difficult if you've dropped it in years 
four and five." 
"Yes sir, but I'd find Physics MORE difficult ( ... ) if I 
take Physics at college it'll be more difficult THERE." 
"But why would you take Physics at college?" 










"- Yes, well you'll probably get 5 '0' levels." 
"Yes sir, but you need 3 sciences." 
"Not necessarily I think." 
"Three in '0' level, then you need three sciences in 'A' 
levels then." 
[Several seconds pause] 
[Doubting] ''You sure about that?" 
"Yes sir." 
''How did you find that out?" 
"Sir I went to [the Head of Guidance]. That's what they 
said on the 'Signpost' cards" [ie. a careers resource]. 
(. .. ) 
{Looking through Arif's assessments] "You obviously like 
science a lot don't you? Because they're very good marks. 
[To the parent] Basically, the top grade for both 
performance and effort. C .. ) 
So lets Just summarize what you've found out then, you've 
found out that it doesn't REALLY matter which of the 
sciences you take at school, as long as when you've left 
college you have three science 'A' levels. ( .. J So what 
you're saYing is that your PhYSICS, you think you'll find 
It easier to do now - You would find it TOUGHER to do 
Physics if you laid off for two years, than say Biology?" 
Pupil "Yes Sir." 
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Senior [To the form tutor] "Yeah, he's probably right on that." 
Arif's meeting was not the only official negotiation in which the staff's 
dominance was challenged. In the remainder of this section I will consider the 
limitations which acted upon staff power in option negotiations. In particular, I 
will examine the nature of the only official negotiation in which I saw the staff 
completely fail to bring about any change in option 'choice' despite continued 
pressure. The importance of this case lies in the insight it allows concerning the 
limitations of the staff's negotiating poSition and the possibilities for pupil and 
parental influence which existed within the option system. 
The staff's unwillingness to 'force' pupils into changing their options allowed 
a number of pupils to resist channelling during the informal negotiations. Warming 
up approaches were almost always successful as the pupils seemed pleased at the 
praise which was inherent in suggestions such as "How about another science?", or 
the more overt, "You should try something a bit harder" (field notes). 
A minority of attempts at cooling out were resisted as pupils met the query, 
"Are you sure you'll be able to cope?", with a Simple, "Yes" or "I can do it". 
Informal negotiations were usually very hurried (typically lasting only a few 
minutes) and so the teacher had little time to argue his/her points (unlike the 
official meetings which averaged around twenty minutes). In informal negotiations 
this restriction upon time, plus the staff's unwillingness to force changes, usually 
led them to accept pupil resistance unless the channelling was based on an 
'organizational' matter (such as failing to choose a humanity or science subject) 
which was seen as non-negotiable. 
Hence, of the 23 case study pupils whom I know to have had only Informal 
negotiatiOns; while 17 (74%) altered at least one of their 'provIsional' options, 6 
pupils (26%) made no changes. It should be emphasized, therefore, that the majority 
of channelling attempts were successful, often a simple challenge by staff cast 
enough doubt on the pupil's ability to persuade them to change. However, a 
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significant minority of pupils did resist during informal negotiations. 
Unlike the informal negotiations, an official meeting did not signify the 
existence of any staff challenge to one or more of the pupil's 'provisional' choices 
official meetings were dependent upon a pupil's parent(s) arranging an interview. 
Therefore, the fact that 11 of the 38 case study pupils to have official meetings 
(ie. 29%) made no changes to their choices does not denote a weakened staff 
challenge. On the contrary, of the 33 official meetings which I observed only two 
seemed to upset the dominant poSition of the staff team. In both cases the pupils 
were described as "very able", consequently they were assured of a welcome in all 
subjects and faced no challenge concerning their ability to undertake any particular 
option. However, the pupils' ability was not the only significant factor in their 
meetings, ego other pupils of similarly 'high ability' had official meetings and 
changed one or more of their choices in line with staff advice. 
The two meetings stood out because of the roles which the staff's audience 
adopted. As I have shown above, in one meeting Arif Aslam assumed great influence 
through his detailed preparation and superior knowledge of the requirements of his 
chosen occupation. In the other exceptional meeting a female pupil (Janet Nelson) 
and her parents negotiated in such a way that the staff could not continue to offer 
their 'advice' whilst maintaining the current definition of the situation. The case 
is important because it demonstrates the weakness of the staff position under 
circumstances where the 'choice ideal' was felt to be threatened. 
Janet was seen as one of the most able pupils in the school. Her form tutor, Mr 
Palmer, described her as "brilliant", while another teacher remarked that she was 
"too good for this school" (field notes). From the four option blocks Janet had 
"provisionally" chosen PhysiCS, Geography, Technical Graphics (TG) and German. 
The official meeting, which both Janet's parents attended, began with a lot of 
congratulatory remarks from the staff concerning the standard of Janet's work. Each 
of the academic subjects which Janet had chosen (Physics, Geography and German) was 
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briefly dicussed and accepted by the staff as a "good decisIon". The member of 
senior staff, however, saw TG as a "practical" subject of little status and 
attempted to channel janet into a "more academic" subject. The senior began by 
challenging janet to explain what she thought TG entailed. When the pupil's reply 
showed a good understanding of the subject the senior moved on to emphasize her 
potential and list some of the higher status subjects she could take in place of TG. 
These challenges were put in an often humorous way which helped to minimize the 
feeling that something of a confrontation was developing. Indeed both members of 
the staff team repeatedly stressed that they were only "informing" janet, and not 
"forcing" her (6). 
Senior [To Mr and Mrs Nelson] "I wonder if she's gonna use her 
talents to the best advantage in Technical Graphics. (. .. ) 
I wonder if you shouldn't be looking at more academic 
subjects. 
[To janet] just a thought love, I'm not forcing you into 
it, nor [is} Mr Palmer, but I wonder if you ought to be 
thinking about it." 
janet sat quietly listening to the arguments, but did not state a preference 
for any other option. This led the staff to repeat their challenges and, in view of 
their aim of pupil participation, they continually felt the need to deny that they 
were "forcing" a change. 






[Summarizing} "So the problem at the moment is Technical 
Graphics then isn't it? Well if it is a problem?" 
"Well it's not a problem, [To Janet] but I'd have a think 
about it love." 
"And choose one of the other options instead?" 
"Well, she ought to think about it and then make the 
decision - Now I don't want to go and say 'You can't do 
that [subject]' - " 
[To the pupil and parents] - "Don't let - (the 
Semor]'s not MAKING you change, some of these suggestions 
are Just being thrown out." 
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The staff's desIre not to compromise the notIon of freedom ot choice weakened 
their position by preventing them from openly rejecting TG. Janet's parents did not 
actually resist the staff's advice, indeed, I felt that had the staff openly 
rejected the choice Janet's parents would have supported that view, deferring to the 
staff's 'expert' status. Because the staff would not openly deny the choice, and 
continually reminded their audience that they would not do such a thing, Janet's 
parents attempted to clarify the staff's positIon and the strength of their 
opposition to TG. As the above transcrIption illustrates,... this heightened the 
staff's dilemma and led them to pronounce that there was no "problem". ThIS. 
combined with the pupil's obvious desire to take TG, led to a position where the 
staff could not challenge the subject any further whilst maintaining the current 
definition of the situoUon. Hence, Janet emerged from the meeting wIth her oi"igilJol 
chOIces intact. 
willing to ask questions than many who arranged meetings, yet the main factor In the 
stan's 'failure' in the negotiation was their own fear of "forcing!: changes. By 
maintaimng her positIOn despite continued staff pressure, in a meeting which lasted 
some 40 nHnutes, JaBet Nelson (like some pupils dunng informai negotiations) 
managed to realize the notIon of freedom of cholCe agamst what the staff defli1ed as 
her own 'best interests'. 
3.3 THE FOURTH YEAR: 'Post-option' selection and renegotiation 
Subject optIOn choice IS usually thought of as a 'third year' phenomenon, yet, 
in City Road the process continued into the fourth year as both individual pupils 
and teachers attempted to renegotiate certain choices. The followmg sectIOn offers 
a brIef summary of the renegotiations and further hIghlights the differIng 
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opportunities available to certain pupils. 
a) The loss of senior staff centrality 
As my research age grade began their fourth year of secondary education, I 
spent the first morning of term with Mr Jennings. We stood in the school's entrance 
foyer waiting for the 'inevitable' rush of pupils who wanted to change option 
choices or found that their fourth year timetable included subjects which they had 
not chosen. 
In all Mr Jennings described it as a fairly quiet start to the term as "only" 
18 pupils approached (ten were girls). Six of the pupils reported 'clerical errors' 
(choices which had been made during the third year but had not appeared in the 
official lists of each pupil's options) which were quickly rectified. Five pupils 
had changed their minds concerning certain choices: two of them were successful, the 
others were sent away to "think about it", their options were not altered. 
Of the remaining seven pupils whom we saw that morning, one had misread her 
timetable, two had been sent by subject teachers (more about these below), and four 
were new to the school. The latter negotiated all their choices with Mr Jennings 
alone. 
Mr Jennings saw the first day of term as the pupils' "last chance" to query 
their options and during the next few days any pupil who approached him was told to 
"See your teachers about it". This dissuaded many pupils who were unfamiliar with 
teachers and Heads of Department whom they had not been taught by during their first 
three years in the school. In addition pupils were often reluctant to seek out 
teachers during breaks in the school day (the only time available) because many 
staff jealously guarded this time as a chance to "get away from the kIds for a 
while" (field notes), Pupils who 'trespassed' on such precious time could sometImes 
face hostile receptions. 
Mr Jennings' instructions to the pupils, to "See your teachers", reflected a 
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real change in the roles of staff concerning access to subject options. It was at 
this point that the senior staff lost their position of centrality in the option 
process. The fourth year timetable was now in operation and there was no need to 
consult, or even inform, a member of senior staff about any proposed changes in a 
pupil's timetable. In practice, however, Jennings often found out about such 
changes through pupils' approaches to him and the majority of subject teachers 
involved seemed to inform him once the relevant departments were agreed upon a 
change. Hence, the balance of power over option choice shifted towards individual 
subject departments who now had the right to accept or reject approaches from 
individual pupils. 
Nr Jennings "I don't know how many's in each group now. I can't say to 
[departments], 'You've GOT to take this kid'. I'm having 
to tell them to go to the subject teachers and they're 
sorting it out." 
During the first term of their fourth year many of my case study pupils made 
some informal attempt at renegotiation. I did not systematically interview all 
pupils about this, but almost all those whom I spoke with informally had speculated 
about the possibility of change with a member of staff, ie. their form tutor, Mr 
Jennings or a subject teacher. In almost all cases the pupils' enquiries seemed to 
have been very tentative and they had quickly given up the idea of change, usually 
after being told "It's too late" (field notes). 
In contrast, ten of the pupils in my three case study forms (three of them 
girls) did change at least one of their two year optional courses during the first 
term of their fourth year (7). This is not a large number but a consideration of 
their experiences does highlight something of the processes at work during that 
stage of the City Road options system. Hence, the following sections are based upon 
the experiences of these ten pupils and the observations and interviews which 
carried out with Mr Jennings, pupils and form tutors during the first term of the 
fourth year. Later into the year no further changes were made because of the 
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structure of the two year courses which led to the external examinations in the 
fifth year. Subject teachers felt that after the first term of the fourth year the 
courses were too advanced for newcomers to easily make up for lost work. 
b) Successful renegotiation by pupils 
Six members of my case study forms (five of them males) successfully 
renegotiated a change to their options during the fourth year. A basic requirement 
for a successful renegotiation by pupils was perseverance. They had to move between 
at least two subject departments searching out members of staff who could give them 
a decision. 
If the pupil was seen as 'able' they had a much better chance of a successful 
renegotiation. Possessing 'ability' in the eyes of staff meant that the department 
which the pupil wished to join was prepared to accept them. Faced with a willing 
recipient department, the 'current' option, fearful of a loss of motivation, had 
little alternative but to allow the pupil to move. 
If a pupil was both 'able' and persistent enough there seemed no limit to what 
they could achieve. For example, in his 'official' meeting, Parrninder Bhogal had 
been channelled away from Computer Studies. The senior had convmced Parminder's 
father of the benefits of a more 'academic' subject (Geography). By 'choosing' a 
second humanity in option block 2, Parminder was forced to move history into the 
third timetable space. However, Parminder was unhappy and felt that his choices had 
been dictated to him. 
Parminder "I wanted to do history '0' level rIght [timetabled 
separately in block 2], I wanted to do Computer Studies as 
well, but they WOUldn't let me do Computer Studies so I had 
to change them over." 
At the beginning of the fourth year Parminder's options were lIsted as PhYSICS, 
Geography, History and Technical GraphiCS. Staff perceptions of Parmmder's ability 
were favourable, hence both History and Computer Studies would allow him access. By 
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approaching individual departments he was able to move into the History '0' level 
group in block 2 (in place of Geography), switch his TG from block 4 to 3, and enter 
Computer Studies in the final timetable slot. Such a complex move demanded not only 
perseverance and ability in the eyes of staff, but also an understanding of the 
workings of the option pattern which related directly to the fourth year timetable. 
The pupil recognized that his success depended upon both his knowledge of the 
options organization and sheer determination. 
Parminder "I've got THE SYSTEM. I carried on trying, thats why I got 
[Computer Studies]. t .. ) 
[NT Jennings] wasn't very helpful C ••• ) he could have come 
with me to the teachers in the subjects, could have given 
me a letter or something, instead of just saying 'Go and 
ask the teacher.''' 
Unless a pupil was seen as 'able', he or she had little chance of successfully 
renegotiating any of their two year optional courses once the fourth year was under 
way. Without the support of the departments involved a renegotiation was 
impossible. Therefore subject departments gained in influence during this stage of 
the process. Indeed their influence was not confined to merely passing judgment on 
pupils' own requests. 
c) Successful renegotiation by subject departments 
Subject departments were able to take advantage of the reduced senior staff 
role and exercise some selection over the composition of their teaching groups. 
Their scope was, however, very limited. Departments had no access to 'able' pupils 
who had not chosen their subject. Therefore, unless an 'able' pupil approached the 
department with a transfer request, their only scope for change concerned those 
pupils who had chosen that subject but were judged unsuitable. 
The senior staff were aware of this and, if they found out about such moves. 
would challenge departments whom they felt were "getting rid of problem kIds" 
without due regard for the pupils' best interests (field notes). As a result It was 
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only in exceptional cases that departments encouraged pupils to change. In my case 
study forms four pupils were moved in this way; two girls moved between craft 
subjects within a faculty while post-option negotiations led two boys (Rafiq Ali and 
Simon Bains - both of 3A) to move into the Double Community Studies option, ie. a 
course specifically designed for the 'least able' pupils. It was these two pupils' 
option changes which caused most discussion between their form tutor, the subject 
teachers and Mr Jennings. 
Both Rafiq and Simon had chosen Religious Education (RE) as a two year option. 
Although each pupils' departmental assessments had specifically stated that neither 
was capable of the fourth year course, because RE was not accorded as much status by 
senior staff as the other 'mainsteam' humanities of Geography and History, the 
choices had not been challenged. The pupils' behaviour in lessons was as much a 
factor in the departmental renegotiation as their lack of 'ability', ego one of 
their form mates, Darren Priest, was seen as equally "hopeless" in academic terms 
yet his choices were not challenged or renegotiated. In contrast, Rafiq and Simon 
were widely known as "chatter-boxes" and "troublemakers" (field notes). 
Both pupils were approached by subject teachers and in interviews they told me 
that they were happy to follow the "advice" which they had been given. The Head of 
Religious Education had some involvement in Community Studies and by emphasizing the 
links between the subjects she was able to satisfy the senior staff about the 
')egi timacy' of the moves. 
A member of 
Senior staff "I don't think there's been too much manoeuvring there 
[Simon's easel because the teacher who wanted to move him 
takes Community Studies as well". (field notes) 
Although such post-option selection by departments was restricted to the 
'least-able' and most 'troublesome' pupils it was significant in completIng the 
cooling out of pupils like Raflq and Simon who had met staff rejectIOn at each stage 
of the options process and had finally 'sunk' Into the lowest status curncula level 
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in the school. 
The experiences of my case study pupils would seem to indicate that the 
renegotiation of subject options during the first term of the fourth year had most 
consequence for a few pupils who were at either end of the perceived scale of 
'ability' and 'attitude' in the school. Pupils who were seen as 'able' and were 
prepared to show effort in approaching individual teachers could gain acceptance, 
even to some of the most selective subjects. Alternatively, those pupils whom 
departments felt were incapable of academic work, and might threaten the order of 
the teaching group, could be channelJed into low status 'sink' subjects, if the 
senior staff were convinced of the legitimacy of the department's objectives. 
CONCLUSION 
Following on from the previous chapter's analysiS of the responsibilities and 
perspectives of the senior staff, subject teachers, form tutors and pupils, in this 
chapter I have presented an account of the roles and strategies adopted by the 
participants involved in the face-to-face negotiation of subject choice in City 
Road. I have used the detailed analysis of one official meeting as the starting 
point for a wider consideration of the other official and informal option 
negotiations which I witnessed. 
During all but two of the 33 official meetings which I observed the staff 
members acted a unified "team" whose "performance" usually secured the deSired 
changes in subject options. The staff's power over option choice lay in their 
position as actors who knew the requirements of the system and lay claim to a more 
complete view of the pupils' interests: they were 'experts' to whose opinion most 
parents deferred. 
The staff's influence was great, but not total. The option choice organIzation 
was founded upon the prinCiple that parents and the pupIls themselves should have 
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some say in their education. While the staff team hoped to 'persuade' their 
audience of the wisdom of their advice, they would not 'force' changes in the 
pupils' provisional choices. This limited the staff's power to repeatedly challenge 
any choice and, in a minority of cases, pupils were able to maintain their original 
choices despite staff challenges. 
Subject option decisions are commonly thought of as a third year phenomenon. 
The choices are finalized before the pupils' fourth year in order that the last two 
years of their compulsory education may be spent studying the courses which will 
lead to external examinations at 16-plus. Ten of my case study pupils, however, 
experienced changes to their optional subjects during the first term of their fourth 
year. The small number of pupils involved in such renegotiations makes 
generalization dangerous but it was interesting to note that the changes may have 
evidenced a small increase in the influence of subject departments at that late 
stage in the options process. Also, the case study pupils who were involved 
reflected either end of the perceived scale of pupil 'ability' and 'attitude' in the 
school. Hence, some 'able' pupils moved into subjects which they preferred to their 
listed options, while some of their 'least able' and 'troublesome' peers entered the 
subjects of least status on the upper school timetable. 
The experiences of these pupils reflected an element of selection which ran 
throughout the options process but which I have not fully explored so far in this 
analysis. This is the subject of the next chapter which considers the 'patterns' of 
option negotiation which were sometimes experienced by pupils of particular social 
'identities'. In so doing I wish to draw comparisons between the findings of this 
and previous studies of option choice. 
NOTES TO CHAPTER 3 
1. In terms of pupil gender. my case study pupils' third year optIon 
negotiations broke down as follows; 
3 boys and 4 girls experienced no further negotiatIOn after 
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handing in their 'provisional' choices. 
Of the 38 pupils whose parents attended official meetings, 
20 pupils were male and 18 were female. 
Of the 23 pupils who had no official meeting but who were 
seen 'informally', 19 were male and 4 were female. 
2. Although the Head of Guidance was not a member of senior staff he was 
- , -
closely involved with Mr Jennings in the open coaching (which I described in 
the previous chapter) and shared the seniors' perceptions of the appropriate 
choice criteria. This was reflected in the fact that be was charged with the 
'senior staff' role in negotiations when other seniors were not available. 
3. The members of senior staff who took part in the official meetings were 
generally very consistent in the kinds of selection criteria and channelling 
strategies which they used. Therefore there is no need to distinguish 
between individual members of the senior staff in certain interview and 
observational transcripts. In addition this may further protect against the 
identification of individuals within the setting. 
4. I noted the existence of this status hierarchy in the previous chapter when 
considering the distinctions between 'academic' and 'practical' subjects in 
relation to the option pattern. Further analysis of the differences in 
subject status also appears in the next chapter. 
5. The term 'sink' is often applied to subjects which are aimed at, or come to 
be reserved for, the least able pupils (ego Ball, 1981: 134). As this 
transcription demonstates, in City Road the senior teachers consciously tried 
to avoid using the term (with varying degrees of success), although it 
accurately described the status of two courses in the school. These were 
Applied Science and the Double Community Studies option (both CSE mode III 
examinations). The former was also a 'Limited Grade' course in which no pupil 
could attain higher than a grade 3 CSE pass. 
6. The senior's use of terms of familiarity, such as "dear" and "love", was 
something which I heard in no other meeting. Although such words may appear 
patronizing when presented as a transcript, in the context of the meeting, 
they helped to maintain an informal atmosphere and lessened the sense of 
confrontation. 
7. Some pupils changed one or more of the three craft subjects for which they 
were officially listed within the compulsory design course. Such changes 
were often the result of administrative problems within the faculty (caused 
by the loss of the senior member) and in no way altered the status of the CSE 
examination which pupils received at the end of the course. Throughout this 
work, therefore, I have concentrated upon the four separate two-year optional 
subjects which pupils negotiated, rather than the three craft courses which 
together made up a single compulsory design optIon In the school. 
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CHAPTER 4: PATTERNS OF SELECTION 
Pupil 'identities' and the negotIatIon of subject optiOns 
"During my two year association with the school no other event struck 
me as being more important, more confIictual, more cataclysmic for 
the people involved than the process of subject choice. Also no 
other was more revealing, both in terms of the school's relationship 
with wider SOCiety, and in terms of individual teachers' actions and 
deciSions. " 
Peter Woods (1977: 30) 
Woods' sentiments concerning events which he studied in a Secondary Modem 
school hold true for the processes which I observed in City Road Comprehensive a 
decade later. "The options" was an important time for staff, as well as pupils. The 
status of subject departments and teachers could be affected and the decisions 
concerning access to certain subjects had consequences for the rest of the pupils' 
compulsory education. Indeed, these decisions could have influence beyond the 
school and into post-school educational and occupational markets. 
In City Road the options process was particularly revealing because it 
represented the most crucial point of selection during the pupils' educational 
careers to that date. The options threw into relief some of the perspectives and 
routine assumptions which shaped educational opportunity in the school more 
generally. 
The previous chapters have described the organization, preparation and 
negotiation of subject option choices, examIning the perspectives and face-to-face 
Interactions whIch made up the 'choice' process in City Road. ThIS chapter 'stands 
back' a little from the interactional roles of various participants and focuses upon 
the broader patterns of experience which could be discerned during the process as a 
whole. In particular 1 wish to examine the Importance of certaIn pupil Identl tIes 
whIch could have consequences for the negotIation of access to IndIVIdual subjects 
dunng the chOice process. By 'IdentItIes' 1 refer to certaIn characteristICS 
(either aSCribed or achIeved) whIch may Influence how an IndIVIdual IS perceIved by 
others (after Goffman, 1963). 
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In turn 1 will consider the influence of 'a bili ty', gender and ethnic origin as 
elements of a pupil's identity which could have consequences for their experience of 
the choice process. In each case I shall consider the available evidence from 
previous work on subject specialization and examine what, if anything, the current 
study of City Road can add to our understanding of the processes involved. In so 
doing I am of course simplifying the situation within the school. No two pupils 
experienced the options in exactly the same way, however, certain common features 
may be identified. 
4.1 'ACADEMIC' SELECTION AND THE SUBJECT OPTION PROCESS 
Several studies have focussed upon subject option decisions as a key point in 
the development of pupil careers. One of the first serious examinations of option 
systems was published by the National Foundation for Educational Research (Reid et 
aI, 1974) and in recent years the question of subject specialization has attracted 
work which aimed not only at understanding, ~ u t t also at changing, the ways in which 
option decisions are taken, ego the action research of the "Girls Into Science and 
Technology" team reported by Kelly, Whyte and Smail (1984). 
Some of the most important work on option choice has applied an ethnographic 
approach (eg. Woods, 1976, 1977 and 1979; Hurman, 1978; Ball, 1981). In each of 
these accounts the pupils had already been subject to "streaming", "setting" or 
"banding" for the majority of lessons during their third year. In Woods' "Lowfleld" 
Secondary Modem School the "disguised streaming" of the 1st and 2nd years was "made 
manifest in the 3rd year on the basis of a pupils' ability in EnglIsh (leading to 
the) graded forms, 3A, 3B and 3C ... " (Woods, 1979: 6). Ann Hurman noted that the 
third year pupils of "VIctOrIa Comprehensive School ... were divided for most 
teaching purposes mto three ability bands, a 'top' and a 'middle' band WIth two 
parallel classes In each and a remedial Band m whIch one class was of hIgher 
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abiJity than the other" (Hurman, 1978: 46). The history of "West Mercia High", the 
second school studied in Hurman's book, was quite complex, but there too "the three 
bands began to be seen by parents and by some teachers and pupils as three separate 
abili ty bands: top, middle and bottom" (Hurman, 1978: 58). Stephen Ball descri bed 
the processes of change which led to the introduction of mixed-ability teaching in 
"Beachside Comprehensive" but the main sample of pupils whom he followed through the 
options process were banded by ability on entering the school (Ball, 1981: 23). 
Therefore in each of these schools, in the majority of third year lessons, the 
pupils had been grouped by some measure or perception of their 'ability'. The 
researchers found that the pupils' optional subjects often reflected their position 
within the academic hierarchy; as represented by overt "streaming" (Woods, 1979) or 
the broader "banding" of pupils (Ball, 1981). The pupils whom the staff saw as 
being the most able tended to study 'academic' subjects of high status, whilst their 
'less-able' and/or more 'troublesome' peers were concentrated in the lower status, 
non-academic subjects. 
In this section I wish to examine the extent to which, during the options 
process, pupils in City Road faced selection criteria which related to staff 
perceptions of their 'ability'. In particular I am interested in the consequences 
of such perspectives for the pupils' access to subjects of differing academic 
statuses. As I have already noted, in contrast to most other schools which have 
been studied, in City Road the majority of subjects were taught in mixed ability 
groups throughout the first three years of secondary education. This provides an 
interesting comparision between Ci ty Road and the earlier studies where teachers and 
pupils could use 'stream' and 'band identities' as broad indicators of 'ability'. 
Before examining the experiences of pupils in City Road I will bnefly consider 
the conceptions of subject status and their consequences for option choice which 
have emerged in previous studies. 
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a) Previous work on subject status and option choice 
Subjects which are typically characterized as 'academic' often had an 
established place in the early public and Grammar school curricula (Goodson, 1983: 
16), they emphasize 'bookish' learning and remain closely related to university 
entrance requirements. In contrast, the more 'modern', 'vocational' or 'practical' 
craft subjects usually carry less exchange value in the post-school education and 
job markets. Many of these subjects have come to be seen as particularly suited to 
the needs of the less-able child, which in turn has further depressed their academic 
status (Hurman, 1978: 32-4; Ball, 1981: 138). 
Beliefs about a relationship between 'ability' and the appropriateness of 
certain types of subject underlay the distinctions within the original 'tripartite' 
system of state maintained secondary education in this country. This was seen most 
clearly in the different emphases of the Grammar and Secondary Modern schools which, 
because of the relatively small number of Technical schools, effectively created a 
'bipartite' system in many areas (Reid, 1978: 115; Hurman, 1978: 29). The system, 
which developed following the 1944 Education Act, embodied the notion that there 
were different 'types' of pupil; the academically gifted, for whom the Grammar 
school was most appropriate, and in the Secondary Modern schools those who, in the 
words of the Norwood report of 1943, "deal more easily with concrete things than 
ideas" (Cox, 1979: 119). Although the different schools were officially of equal 
merit, in practice the Grammar schools, which groomed some of their pupils for 
university entrance, attained the highest status. The Secondary Modern schools' 
pupil populations were made up of those who had failed the tt-plus examination and 
could not gain entrance to Grammar school, hence, they were accorded lower academic 
status. 
During the 1960s there was increased pubJic concern that the early seJection of 
pupils at tt-plus (a selection which by definition condemned the majority of pupils 
to 'failure') was depressing the attainment of pupils who did not gain access to 
Grammar schools. The accusations of "wastage of abIlIty" and SOCIal In)Ustlce 
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ultimately led to the reform of the system which began in the 1960s and resulted In 
the introduction of CSE exammations in 1963 (Evetts, 1973: 69; Halsey, Heath and 
Ridge, 1980: 28-9). 
Although 87% of pupils in maintained secondary schools now attend 
comprehensives (Central Statistical Office, 1987: 57) arguments about selectIon 
which is too early and/or too final continue. In response to the associations 
between perceived 'ability' and access to high status 'academIC' optIons some 
writers have recently likened the processes of selection, which begin on entry to 
some comprehensives (eg. banding and setting) and crysta!!ize in the optIOns 
decisions, to the more overt selection practised at II-plus in the previous 
'tripartite' system. One of the most important studies to reach such a conclusion 
is that by Stephen Ball (1978 and 1981). 
In many ways my study of City Road shares certain of Ball's key interests and 
In some repects takes over where his study of Beachside comprehensive finished. For 
work with mixed ability groups beyond their second year was limited (Ball, 1981: 
239-40). My study concerns pupils who had been taught in mixed ability groups in 
the majority of lessons throughout their first three years, and focused upon their 
experiences during the third, fourth and fifth years. In view of the complementary 
nature of the studies I will use Stephen Ball's analysis of Beachside as an 
introductIOn to some of the main issues and problems which I wish to address in thIS 
section. 
The following extracts from Ball's study neatly summarize the status 
distinctions within Beachside in terms of individual subjects and theIr (status 
related) characteristics. 
"In conventional terms, the traditional O-level subjects - Maths, 
EnglIsh, the Languages, SCIences, History, Geography, etc. - are all 
hIgh-status, wIth high exchange-value in the education and occupation 
markets. These are now joined by one or two newer subjects like 
SOCIOlogy, EconomIcs and Geology, which, although they lack a 
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tradition of high status, are accepted for university entrance. C .. ) 
Next in status come the other D-Ievels, the practical subjects, which 
are not purely academic ( ... ) Included here are Home Economics , 
Needlecraft, Technical Studies, Design Drawing, Metalwork and 
Technical Drawing. These are subjects operating with a lower level of 
theoretical sophistication, but maintained at a high level of 
performance. 
In the case of the CSE's, a pass at other than Grade 1 will not for 
the most part suffice as a qualification for higher education ( ... ) 
But it is also necessary to differentiate between the status of the 
traditional CSE subjects and the 'new' Mode III CSEs. The new CSEs 
are probably of lowest status (. .. ) Human Studies, Home Studies and 
Modern Applications of the Sciences are concerned with knowledge of 
everyday life, with enactive knowledge. The nominal line which 
divides school knowledge from the world of everyday life is here 
almost indistinguishable." 
Stephen Ball (t 981: 139-40) 
As this quotation demonstrates, subject status is synonymous with judgements of 
'value'. Firstly, high status subjects have "exchange-value". Their worth in the 
competition for places in the higher reaches of the educational system is most 
influential. Hence, although 'newer' subjects are generally treated with some 
suspiCion by many employers and institutions of higher education, some have 
established a significant degree of academic status through their acceptability 
towards university entrance requirements. 
Secondly, 'academic' subjects gain in 'value' through the greater status 
accorded mental rather than manual labour in our society (Woods, 1983: 70). 
'Practical' subjects are generally interpreted as best suiting those pupils who do 
not deal well with the demands of theoretical analyses (1). Hence, Ball states that 
lower status subjects, such as Home Economics, lack the "theoretical sophistIcation" 
of the academic ones. This is not to say that low status subjects lack any 
theoretical component or that high status ones are devoid of 'practical' elements. 
For example, there is theory involved in learning about food contents and nutritIOn 
in Home Economics. just as there is a practical skill involved In achlevmg a 
diffraction of white light so as to expose the visible spectrum In a PhYSICS lesson. 
Yet the skill involved 10 the latter operation is generally held 10 greater respect 
than the theory of the former. This distinction relates to what Ball identifies as 
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the "nominal line which divides school knowledge from the world of everyday life ... " 
(Ball, 1981: 140). Subjects which cannot easily separate themselves from the realm 
of the taken-for-granted knowledge of everyday life cannot easily establish 
themselves as 'academic'. 
Ball also noted a distinction between types of examination. The GeE is held in 
higher esteem than the CSE. The CSE mode I, designed and exammed by actors who are 
external to individual schools, is greater in prestige than the CSE mode III which 
is designed and examined within _ the school itself (2). O ~ e e again the status 
distinctions are rooted in the examinations' exchange value: many employers are 
generally suspicious of 'new' examinations which are felt to lack the rigour of the 
more established GeE '0' levels (a problem already facing the newly introduced GCSE 
examinations: Nash, 1987). Further evidence of this view was recently found in 
research which drew upon questionnaire and interview data concerning 494 employers. 
"Many users of public examinations appear singularly iil-informed. 
They do not know, or are unconvinced by, explanations of the 
relationship between GCE 0 level and CSE. They do not know, or are 
doubtful of, efforts to ensure continuity of examination standards 
over time and between boards. They do not know or are unwilling to 
consider that Mode III has any validity (. .. ) 
Where value is attributed, it is to those (GeE) examinatlOn5 which 
could clearly be traced back to their famIliar and 'respectable' 
School Certificate origins. Any hint of newness, albeit of some 20 
years' standing in the case of the CSE examination, generates doubts 
of fairly fundamental proportIOns." 
BrIan Goacher (1984: 64) 
Therefore, the subject statuses which Ball outlmed were ones which were 
acknowledged in the wider society (by universities and certain employers) and within 
Beachside Comprehensive (by the teachers involved in the options process). The 
Senior master played a central role in the Beachside options and the subject 
departments had the opportunity to query any choices of subject and examinatIon 
level which they did not feel "appropriate" for the individual pupil (Ball, 1981: 
126-8). 
Durmg the optIOn negotlatlOns In Beachside, a clear notion emerged concernmg 
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the "appropriate" choIces tor pupils in the different ability bands. 
"This notion can be expressed roughly as O-level for band I, 
traditional Mode I CSEs for band 2, and new Mode III CSEs for band 
3." 
Stephen Ball (1981: 128) 
Hence, in Beachside comprehensive the "pure" subjects of traditionally high 
status were "not normally available to the band 2 or 3 pupil" (Ball, 1981: 138). 
After Michael Young (1971b) BaH argues that this "opt!on allocation" created a 
"stratified" curriculum in the upper school which institutionalized the differences 
between the bands and placed the pupils in very different positions when entering 
the post-school education and job markets. 
" despite the notions of equality of opportunity that have been 
attached to the reorganization to comprehensive education, the 
internal organization of the schools may still allow the maintenance 
of a system of early seJection and separate prevision of curriculum, 
that is essentially similar to that of tripartitism and sponsorship." 
Stephen Ball (1981: 152) 
A similar conclusion was reached by lain Smith and Dave Woodhouse (1982; 1983; 
1984) who, using standardized tests, questionnaires and interviews, studied the 
option systems in four 11 to 18 mixed comprehensives. 
"One of the major criticisms of the tripartite educational system was 
that, although the selective process between secondary modern school 
and grammar school was known to have some inaccuracy, there were much 
lower levels of reallocation than would have been needed to rectIfy 
the inaccuracIes. The selection was inaccurate but the consequences 
appear permanent. We appear to be observing a similar phenomenon 
within the strata of the comprehensive schoo! ( ... ) stratification at 
the earliest stages of the comprehensive school affects future 
educational destinations with a considerable degree of finality." 
lain Smith & Dave Woodhouse (1983: 17) 
Like Ball, SmIth and Woodhouse emphasize the importance of selection during the 
first three years of secondary educatIon. They argue that such selectIOn (whether 
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through banding or setting) bestows particular labels concerning the pupils' 
'abilities' which then act to restrict their access to certain subjects during the 
option negotiations. In a section of their final report to the studied schools 
entitled "The process of the options" the authors draw upon interview data and speak 
of the "two-fold nature of the options process" (Smith and Woodhouse, 1983: 56). 
This phrase refers to the action of both pupils and teachers as decision-makers who 
weigh up matters of 'ability' in making/accepting particular choices. In so doing, 
the authors claim, both pupils and teachers use band and set positions as "cues" to 
ability. 
In summarizing their findings Smith and Woodhouse place very great emphasis 
upon the importance of selection in the lower school. 
"We therefore conclude that setting and banding in the first three 
years have very strong and autonomous effects in deciding pupils' 
curriculum in the later years of schooling. They appear to be the 
dominant cues whereby teachers make judgements about pupils and 
whereby pupils make judgements about themselves." 
Smi th and Woodhouse (1982: -47) 
Smith and Woodhouse based their conclusions upon a largely quantitative 
analysis which sought to isolate the influence of different factors upon the 
subjects which pupils eventually studied in the fourth year. Their findings were 
generated by a statistical approach which compared pupils' fourth year options to 
"some measure or measurers] of banding or setting, depending on the school" (Smith 
and Woodhouse, 1982: 8). However, there was very great variation between the 
schools in the extent and nature of the selection that was practised during the 
first three years; a fact which is often lost in their generalization across the 
four schools. For example, they state that "conSiderable differentiation by ability 
takes place in all four schools from an early age ... " (Smith and Woodhouse, 1983: 
43) yet on the same page they reveal that in two of their schools (Schools 'B' and 
'C') only two and three subjects respectively introduced setting at any time dunng 
the first three years. By contrast Schools 'A' and 'D' banded pupils on entry. For 
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Smith and Woodhouse these are differences of degree only, they state that teachers 
and pupils across all four schools used band and set identities as "cues" to pupil 
ability. 
Smith and Woodhouse's findings are of interest therefore because they indicate 
that a fundamental change, and indeed a genuine reduction, in the amount of 
selection practiced in the first three years has little or no effect in relation to 
the subsequent limitation of option choice. Whether banded or set, Smith and 
Woodhouse see selection in the pre-option years as leading pupils towards largely 
predetennined levels of high and low status curricula. 
As I have stated above, Smith and Woodhouse used large scale statistical 
techniques in the analysis of pupils who experienced very different forms of 
selection during their first three years of secondary education. It may be that, as 
they argue, the differences between the schools were of degree not type, ie. that 
the introduction of setting in two subjects in School 'B' and three subjects in 
School 'e' represented "considerable differentiation of the curriculum by 
ability ... " (Smith and Woodhouse, 1983: 43). However, such a view may seriously 
oversimplify the processes at work in these schools. For example, can we assume that 
banding across the entire curriculum is essentially the same as setting in two or 
three subjects? The overall patterns of option 'choice' may be similar but the 
processes behind them cannot be assumed to be the same. In fact Smith and Woodhouse 
do not go as far in their analysis as Stephen Ball, to whose work they refer. 
In his study of Beachside comprehensive, in addition to the banded fonns, Ball 
also followed pupils in the first years of mixed ability teaching in the school and 
went on to make tentative comparisons between their experiences and those of the 
banded cohorts which had gone before. Despite the change to mixed ability teaching 
in the school, three Beachside departments (MathematICS, Science and French) 
introduced setting dunng the second and third years (Ball, 1981: 268). Ball 
acknowledges thIS but descn bes the lower school expenences of these pupils as 
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essentially being of mixed ability teaching. Therefore Ball considered the 
distinction between banding and the limited experience of setting to be a 
signifIcant one. 
Ball collected full data on the options expenences of only one mIxed ability 
form (3DY) and acknowledged that as the first mixed ability cohort in the school 
their experiences must be viewed with caution (Ball, 1981: 279). Ball's findings 
are of interest because they represent the most detailed presentation of optIOn 
choice for pupils who have been. taught in mIxed ability..groups for the majority of 
their first three years in the schoql. He shows a sensitivity to the processes of 
negotiation which is lacking in Smith and Woodhouse's approach. 
Ball found that, in comparison to the banded pupils, the ones taught in mixed 
ability forms tended to require less redirection towards what the staff considered 
to be 'appropriate' choices. Of the band 1 forms which he studied 5.6% ~ , f f '0' level 
the band 2 forllis the figure was 32.14%: fOi" the 
ability form 3DY 6.2% of '0' level choices were rejected (Ball, 1981: 277). These 
figures compare the rejections within one mixed ability form to those of pupils in 
eight banded ones (four forms each in bands 1 and 2: Ball, 1981: 23) and so must be 
treated with caution. However, Ball felt that 3DY were representative of their 
cohort and interpreted their experIences of the options as evidence that mIxed 
ability enVIronments had acted to depress many pupils' expectations bv constantly 
reminding them m" the higher abilities of some of their peers. 
"From these figures, then, it appears that the mixed-ability 
situation, compared with banding, provides a much more 'effective' 
basis for the socialization of appropriate aspirations for this 
Important chOIce pomt. To a great extent it also provides a 
solution to the warmmg-up/cooJing-out problems eVIdent in the banded 
system. It is certainly possible that the continuous companson 
between peers in the mixed-ability classroom, and the change In Ule 
distribution of success roles that mixed-ability grouping bnngs 
about, are responsible for producing these more 'realistic' choices." 
Stephen Ball (1981: 278) 
The existing work on option choice which was carr!ed out WIthin largely mixed 
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ability enVIronments should, therefore, be viewed as exploratory. The studIes by 
Ball (1981) and Smith and Woodhouse (1982; 1983; 1984) include data on such optiOns 
processes yet in each case the conclusions must be viewed with caution. Ball 
explicitly acknowledges the tentative nature of his conclusions and recognizes that 
his work on the mixed ability options choices lacked some of the rigour of hIS 
analysis of the process which involved the banded forms (Ball, 1981: 277). SmIth 
and Woodhouse studied schools which could have been used to compare the experiences 
of pupils taught in banded and mixed ability environments but unfortunately their 
methodolOgical approach was not sensitive to the variation in the schools' grouping 
procedures. 
The previous work on mixed ability grouping and option processes is, therefore, 
somewhat inconclusive. However, there are some interesting similarities between the 
works in that they both attribute an important role to pupil choice. Smith and 
Woodhouse noted "the two-fold nature of the options process", while Ball emphasized 
the reduced role of teachers as redirectors for mixed ability-taught pupils, whom he 
argued made more 'realistic' choices than the earlier banded cohorts. These 
similarities set the scene for the following analysis of the relations between 
pupils' 'ability' in the eye's of staff, and their eventual access to optional 
subjects of different academic status in City Road. 
b) Subject status and optlOn choice in City Road Comprehensive 
This section considers the Influences which sometImes led pupils, from the same 
mixed ability forms, into fourth and fifth year currIcula of very dIfferent academIC 
statuses: differences which could be of real significance In the post-school 
educatlOn and Job markets. 
I begIn thIs sectIon by outlInmg the status of the optlOnal subjects In City 
Road. These dIfferences are then applIed to the fourth year tImetables of the 
pupils In the research age grade to give some ImpreSSIOn of the very great vanation 
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within the upper school curriculum. Sections on pupil and staff perspectives 
concerning notions of 'ability' and subject status then indicate something of the 
influences behind these variations. As I have already noted, only three subject 
areas 'set by ability' during the first three years of secondary education in City 
Road; Mathematics, Modern Languages and Science (during the third year eight science 
sets rotated between Physics, Chemistry and Biology). Therefore the pupils had 
experienced levels of setting similar to those of Stephen Ball's mixed ability form 
JOY (Ball, 1981). 
i. Subject status in Ci ty Road 
I have shown how Stephen Ball (1981) highlighted the differences in subject 
status 1n Beachside Comprehensive by reference to a number of criteria. In additIon 
to the exchange value of subjects, in competition for places in higher education and 
the post-school job market, Ball also noted differences in the theoretical nature of 
the subjects and drew upon the views of the teachers active in the option 
negotiations, for example, the Senior master, Careers master and subject teachers. 
Ball used these sources to highlight the differing statuses of certain types of 
subject ('academic' and 'practical') and public examination (GeE, CSE mode I and CSE 
mode III). In City Road a very similar range of subject statuses existed. 
The range of subject status in City Road was one which, although privately 
disputed by some teachers as being misguided and unjust, was generally recognized 
throughout the school's staff. That is to say that teaching staff were aware of the 
relative statuses of different subjects in the eyes of semor staff wi thout 
necessarily agreeing that those statuses were a 'fair' reflectlOn of the subjects' 
worth. 
The differing subject statuses reflected the Influence of a number of factors 
upon the perspectives of the senior staff. Of most Importance were the senior 
staffs' beliefs about the academic 'character' of different subject diSCiplInes and 
the demands of higher education and certaIn post-school Job markets. The senlOrs I 
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views concerning past take-up rates and the 'history' of particular departments 
within the school also played some part. 
The "demanding, academic" and the "less demanding, practical" 
During the City Road option process the dominant assessment of each subject's 
academic status was that derived from the senior staff. As I have already shown, 
subject teachers had relatively little opportunity to influence the majority of 
pupils' choices. Similarly, the form tutors usually acted in tandem with the senior 
staff; as part of a staff 'team' in official negotiations and as a 'mouthpiece' in 
many informal negotiations where they presented senior staff 'recommendations' to 
their tutees. In the following sections I will draw the majority of my examples 
from official negotiations (which were more fuHy observed and always tape 
recorded). However, the status distinctions which were presented to pupils and 
parents were much the same regardless of the formal/informal character of the 
negotiation. The only exceptions concerned examples of coaching by members of 
subject departments (see Chapter 2). 
In terms of the 'advice' offered by senior staff during the 33 official option 
meetings which I observed in City Road, the most basic distinction which emerged in 
the teachers' language concerned a distinction between subjects which were described 
as "demanding", "academic" (which were seen as suited to able pupils) and the "less 
demanding", "practical" options (which they presented as most appropriate for less 
able pupils). The consistency with which particular options were described in these 
terms was very striking. During the official negotiations which I observed, no 
subject was described as "academic" or "demanding" at one meeting and as "not very 
demanding" or "not academIC enough" at another one. This contrasted with the use of 
the concept of "a balanced education" which, as I noted in the previous chapter, 
could approve a subject for one pupil but challenge It's relevance for another. 
During the 33 official negotiatiOns which I observed the subjects whIch were 
most frequently described as "demanding" and/or "academic" were the 'mainstream' 
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sciences (Physics, Chemistry, Biology) and humanities (History, Geography, RE). 
Alternatively, craft-based subjects and the low status humanity and science options 
(Community Studies and Applied Science) were most frequently referred to in terms of 
their "practical" nature. 
Within this broad classification of academic/non-academic subjects certain more 
subtle differences and ambiguities were acknowledged. I will discuss these points 
later in this section after considering in more detail the fundamental dichotomy 
which senior staff drew between the academic and non-academic subjec-ts. 
In the previous chapter I have already paid considerable attention to the 
consequences of senior staff judgements of the academic nature of different subjects 
during the City Road options negotiations. For example, I considered how the 
supposedly "practical" nature of some subjects was used to 'selJ' certain options to 
the 'less able' pupils. Carol Barber's official option meeting was a clear example 
of this. Alternatively, the attempts to warm-up Janet Nelson showed the senior 
staff's desire to channel 'able' pupils into subjects which they considered to be of 
an "academic" character. In that case, a very able pupil had chosen TechnicaJ 
Graphics (which was seen as a practical subject): in Janet's official meeting the 
member of senior staff and form tutor repeatedly tried to make her reconsider. In 
particular, Janet was encouraged to look "at more academic subjects" (senior 
teacher). After the meeting I spoke with her form tutor, himself a teacher of a 
craft subject within the same faculty as TG, who told me that Janet was "wasting her 
time doing Technical Graphics. She should be taking another science" (fIeld notes). 
The staff who were primarily involved in the negotiation of option chOIce in 
City Road (senior staff and form tutors) saw craft-based subjects which were located 
within the Craft, Design and Technology (COT) faculty as being of a largely 
"practical" nature. As I have already noted, each pupil was requIred to follow a 
compulsory "Design" course made up of a selection of these subjects. However, when 
considering the separate two year examination courses, such subjects were seen as 
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most suited to the less able pupils who had difficulty with more abstract 
theorizing. Hence, two year examination courses in subjects such as Art, Metalwork, 
Woodwork, Technical Graphics, Home Economics and Textiles were judged to be a waste 
for 'able' pupils: a perspective which the tutors maintained regardless of their own 
subject specialisms, ego Janet Nelson's tutor. 
The following transcript is taken from an official options negotiation and 
illustrates the way in which senior staff and form tutors presented a united image 
of "craft related" subjects as not suited to the able pupil. 
[Present are a member of senior staff, a form tutor, the pupil and his 










"Looking at your reports Anthony it strikes me that you're 
quite an able pupil and you might be limiting yourseIr' 
t .. ) 
"One thing about your comments (staff option assessments] 
here Anthony, staff have got a good opinion of you." 
(. .. ) [The senior reads out some of the assessments and 
then queries why the pupil has not opted for Geography, 
which gave a very positive account of his work. He goes 
on ... l 
"I wonder if you're being FAIR to yourself in choosing 
three craft related subjects, that's Technical Graphics, 
Art and the Design - you've got to do the Design 
[Compulsory). I wonder if you didn't ought to be just 
stretching yourself a little bit more - it's entirely up to 
you, nobody's going to press you - by taking another 
academic subject." 
"'Cause Art and Technical Graphics will have a certain 
degree of cross over. " 
[To the pupil and parent in lowered tones as if to fellow 
conspirators] "Don't mention that to the Art department and 
Technical Graphics or they'll kill us." [laughs) 
[All laugh) 
"But they are both related in a way?" 
"Yeah. " 
"You might be better off domg a [second] sCIence or... " 
[Looking at the pupil's assessments) "I would say probably 
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Geography [a second humanity] might be a better thing. 
Cause you know, if you think about it that's HALF THE 
SCHOOL WEEK you're spending in craft related subjects and I 
wonder if it's a bit much for a lad of your ability. You 
know whether you ought to think about another academic 
subject. 
Because if you've got ability then you want to do the best 
you can, and the better the qualifications you've got..." 
[The meeting ended with a change of option: from TG to Geography] 
It is interesting to note that the senior teacher indicated to the parent and 
pupil that the current definition of "craft" subjects as 'beneath' the pupil's 
ability might not be shared by all subject teachers. Although the comment was 
presented in a humourous way, it was clear that the presentation of subject status 
in this way was considered a potentially contentious issue (a point I wiJJ consider 
in more detail below). 
The presentation of COT subjects as "less demanding" was not restricted to 
those which included a strong aesthetic element. Child Care (a relatively new 
examination subject within the CDT faculty) included a very great deal of theory but 
was also presented as a practical, relatively undemanding option in official 
negotiations. Hence, pupils who were considered 'able' by staff were typically 
discouraged from taking the subject. This is illustrated by the following extract 
which is taken from an official meeting which I observed. 
Senior [To the pupil and her mother) ''1 would have thought that 
Child Care is probably less demanding. Of all the courses 
... it tends to be for those pupils who perhaps are 
struggling with the more academic subjects. Now I would 
have thought, looking at some of these POSitIOns [rank 
orders] that she's in, for example, 12 out of 200 in 
Geography, that she's capable of a more CHALLENGING 
course." 
However, craft-based subjects were not the only ones to be accorded low 
academic status in the option negotiatIOns. In addition to the 'smk' subjects 
(Applied Science and Double Community Studies) which were speCifically aimed at the 
least able pupils, the courses In Typing, Drama and Community Studies (single 
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optIon) were also portrayed as "less demanding" subjects by semor staff; either 
explicitly (eg. "You're wasting your time in that": senior teacher) or implicitly 
(eg. in the suggestIon that the pupil was "capable of something more demanding": 
senior teacher). 
This distinction between "academIc" and "practical" subjects partly reflected 
the greater prestige accorded the more theoretical and 'bookish' subjects which, as 
I have already noted, has been a recurrent feature throughout the history of the 
educational system in thIS country. In addition, as predicted by Ball (1981), the 
level at which some of these subjects were examined also labelled them as 
less-demanding in the eyes of semor staff. 
In contrast to the situation in Beachside Comprehensive (Ball, 1981), in City 
Road the level of examinatlOn at which pupils would eventually sit each subject was 
not decided in the majority of the option negotiations. At the time when the 
negotiations took place (the age grade's third year) of the 21 optIonal courses only 
five led exclu5iv-ely to CSE _ ... __ ':' __ 4: ______ -.L _&' .4.L.._ & ' ~ ~ •• _ . _ ~ _ _ ..... L.. ____ ... __ ,j_ ...... ...1 _ .... t:Jl.ouuua uuu;:,. co\.,.u VI I.llt: II VC VII a;:, \.,.ual Q\.,.I.t:ll.£.CU Q ~ ~
"practical" and/or "less demanding" during official option negotiatIons. Of these 
five subjects, two were mode I courses (Typing and Drama), the other three led to 
mode III examinations only, ie. Applied Science and the Single and Double courses in 
Community Studies. Applied Science was a Limited Grade examination in which no pupil 
could attain higher than a CSE grade 3. 
In 16 of the 21 optional courses, therefore, both GeE and CSE examinations were 
officially possible when the pupils completed theIr compulsory schoolmg (3). Only 
one entry on the option pattern CO' level history in block 2) made any reference to 
the level of external examination and, even in thIS case, the designatIOn was not 
final. In these 16 subjects decisions about the level of entry were to be taken 
within the subject departments following the fifth year mock examinations (4). 
At the time of the option negotiations, therefore, all five subjects which 
could not be examined at GCE '0' level were portrayed as 'non-academic' by semor 
staff and tutors within the City Road options process. Hence a subject like Typmg, 
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which might have very great exchange value in certain job markets, was never raised 
by senior staff as an alternative which 'able' pupils might wish to consider: if 
such a pupil was being 'advised' to reconsider any choices (eg. Janet Nelson) an 
additional mainstream science or humanity option was most frequently mooted. 
GeneralJy, therefore, the senior staff and form tutors operated with a very 
crude dichotomous conception of optional subjects as either academic or 
non-academic/practical. I have already noted that this broad status division 
reflects Ball's findings in Beachside (Ball, 1981). In addition the same distinction 
is confirmed, beyond the walls of City Road Comprehensive, in that it embodied 
differences in subject status which are applied nationally in the selection of 
students for places in higher education in this country. 
I have shown how both Ball (1980 and Smith and Woodhouse (1982; 1983; 1984) 
emphasized the relationship between a subject's status and its 'exchange value' in 
post-school higher .education and certain occupational markets. This relationship, 
if true, should predict the status accorded any subject by reference to the exchange 
value of an Advanced ('A') level pass in that subject's equivalent (if it has one) 
in competition for a place at university in this country. Although, in theory, all 
external examinations of the same official designation should require similar 
amounts of effort and ability from successful candidates, in practice it is the case 
that the subjects offered for examination (like the examinations themselves) are not 
attributed equal value by the 'users' of examination results, ie. employers and 
institutions of higher education. Hence, a GeE pass grade in one subject may carry 
more weight in the post school education market than a similar (or higher) grade in 
another subject. 
Until recently little information was available concerning the value placed on 
different subjects. Studies such as that by Goacher (1984) helped to highlight the 
variation between different institutions of higher education and employers but there 
was no clear policy statement on the general status of different examInation 
subjects. Nationally agreed procedures on the comparability of different examInatIon 
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~ ~ already eXisted, but individual subject departments in higher education often 
decide not to count examination passes towards their entry requirements in subjects 
which they feel are 'unsuitable'. Many departments apply similar kinds of criteria 
but until recently there was no authoritative statement as to which subjects were 
generally acceptable. 
The situation was clarified with the publication of a pamphlet by the Committee 
of Vice-Chancellors and Principals and the Standing Conference on University 
Entrance (S.C.U.E., 1985). This listed fifty-eight 'A' level subjects which were 
described as " ... universally acceptable individuaUy for the General Entrance 
Requirement in universities in England, Wales and Northern Ireland" (S.C.U.E., 1985: 
7). For BaH (1981) and Smith and Woodhouse (t 982; 1983; 1984) such subjects are 
clearly of high academic status. Any subject, therefore, which does not appear in 
the S.C.U.E. list, or for which there is no equivalent 'A' level, may be considered 
as being of relatively low academic standing in terms of nation-wide selection 
procedures in higher education. 
Table 4.1 sets out the academic standing of each examinable option subject in 
City Road. The table reflects the status of the subjects as presented during the 
option negotiations and the value of the equivalent 'A' level in competition for 
entrance to a university in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. Without exception 
each of the subjects described during City Road option negotiations as "practical" 
and relatively "undemanding" does not have an equivalent 'A' level which is 
"universally acceptable" for university entrance requirements in this country 
according to the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals and the Standing 
Conference on University Entrance. 
Therefore the broad pattern of differing academic statuses 
(academic/non-academic) which emerged dunng the staffs' handling of the offiCial 
option negotiations In City Road was very much along the lines predicted by prevIous 
work on subject status in comprehensive schools and higher education In thiS country 
(Ball, 1981; 1987; S.C.U.E.. 1985). However, just as some non-academic subjects had 
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Community Studies (Single) 










Derived from the presentation of optional subjects during the 
official option negotiations. The same distinction is reflected 
in the acceptability of equivalent 'A' levels in competition for 
university entrance in this country. 
Note: * Equivalent 'A' level is "universally acceptable" for 
university entrance (S.C.U.E., 1985: 7). 
** No equivalent 'A' level exists or the equivalent is not 
generally acceptable for university entrance (S.C.U.E., 
1985: 7). 
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more status than others (not all were 'sink' options) so not all academic subjects 
enjoyed equally prestigious positions. Therefore, before examining the distribution 
of academic and non-academic subjects amongst the research age grade, I will briefly 
consider the differences in status between some of the subjects which were presented 
as 'academic' in the City Road option meetings. 
The 'mainstream' sciences 
The science teachers with whom I spoke, including the Head of the Faculty, felt 
that the three "main" science options should be treated with equal respect. Past 
patterns of subject take-up had established Biology as the single most popular 
science option in the school, however, its teachers felt that they were not 
receiving a proper mix of pupils. One complained to me that senior staff often 
discouraged able pupils from taking Biology in favour of Physics or Chemistry. 
The existence of this notion of such a science hierarchy was partially 
confirmed by my observations of option negotiations, which suggested that Physics 
was the most prestigious of the three subjects. Physics was seen by members of 
senior staff and form tutors alike as being the most demanding and worthwhile of the 
sciences. 'Able' pupils, such as Janet Nelson, were congratulated upon such a 
choice, whilst their 'less able' peers were often discouraged by queries about their 
mathematical abilities, such as the following from an informal discussion between 
senior and pupil. 
Senior "Physics.... There's a lot of maths involved in that. 
What's your Maths like?" (field notes) 
Even when a pupil's rank order stated that they had achieved a hIgher poSItIOn 
in Physics than In either of the other sciences, where the senior and form tutor dId 
not rate the pupil as 'able', the high academic status of the subJect could lead to 
a challenge. For example, the following extract is taken from an offiCIal meetIng. 
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Physics: Rank Order 50th. Effort c+ 
Chemistry: Rank Order 60th. Effort C+ 
Biology: Rank Order 90th. Effort c- ] 
"There isn't a lot of difference, you've got about half -
kind of middle in all three. ( ... )" 
"Physics is going to be the hardest one isn't it?" 
"I would have thought so." 
[The pupil eventually followed a Biology option] 
Pbysics was clearly seen by senior staff and form tutors as being the most 
demanding of the mainstream sciences, however, both Cbemistry and Biology retained a 
significant degree of academic status; they bad long histories in the school and 
enjoyed valuable links with a number of professional occupations. Hence, although 
Pbysics was typically described as "the most difficult" mainstream science, 
Chemistry and Biology were by no means portrayed as "practical" or "non-academic" 
options. 
The 'mainstream' humanities 
Just as the three main science options were not judged to be of equal status as 
optional subjects during the official negotiations, so there were differences 
between the three mainstream humanities; Geography, History and Religious Education 
(RE). As I noted in the previous chapter, the Head of RE felt her subject to be 
under threat to such an extent that she openly complained about its position in the 
optiOns pattern. For example, RE was the only mainstream humanity denied all 
possibility of setting in the fourth and fifth years. Every year the Head of RE 
"had a go" (her own words) at Jennings over the treatment of her subject, which she 
felt was seen as something of "a tag-on", not accorded the status of Geography and 
History. The prevalence of this view was confirmed by my observations and 
interviews With the seniors and form tutors involved In the option negotiations. No 
rationale was offered. but it did emerge that pupils who were seen as 'able', 
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especially males, were often encouraged to consider either History or Geography in 
preference to RE. The timetable allocation which denied RE the opportunity to set 
in the upper school was an indication that RE was regarded as inferior to the other 
mainstream humanities (Geography and History) between which no clear status 
distinctions were drawn. 
The following quotation is from a form tutor discussing the humanity option of 
a pupil who was seen as one of the 'less able' in the age grade. 
"I mean (the pupiI]'s doing RE, and er .. because in that column is 
History '0' level and Geography ... 
Now the ONLY ONE, with the greatest of respect to RE, IS RE." 
Although RE was clearly seen by senior staff and tutors as in some ways 'less 
academic' than History and Geography, the subject maintained its position as a 
'mainstream' humanity, ie. it was seen as being closer in status to History and 
Geography than to the Single Community Studies course which (although not considered 
a 'sink' option like Double Community Studies) was seen as the "practical" humanity. 
RE could be taken at GeE '0' level and a number of 'able' pupils (especially girls) 
did follow the course in the upper school. 
Computer Studies 
Computer Studies experienced a somewhat ambiguous status. The limited number of 
school machines meant that the number of pupils opting had to be restricted. 
However, the subject was very popular amongst the pupils and parents who typically 
saw it as "the thing of the future" (a pupil in an option meeting). Despite Mr 
Jennings' warnings, to a year assembly, that only a few pupils would be able to 
follow Computer Studies, in total 67 pupils chose it as a 'prOVisional' option: 36 
finally gained a place on the fourth year courses. 
Given the senior staffs' concern with increased success In external 
examinations, which I outlmed in Chapter 2, It was perhaps not surprISIng that the 
problem of over-subscription was solved by applying a performance based cntenon. 
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BuildIng upon early links between the MathematICs department and computIng In the 
school, Mr Jennings and the Head decided that each pupil's mathematics rank order 
would decide entry to Computer StudIes. 
'A' level qualifications in Computer Studies are widely accepted in competition 
tor a university place in thIs country (S.C.D.E., 1985) and the overt selectIOn, 
which decided optional entry in City Road, made Computer Studies one of the most 
difficult subjects to which a pupil could successfully negotIate access. However, 
among the senior staff Computer Studies was not viewed as a high status "academIc" 
option in the way that, for exampJe, Physics was. This was partly through a 
suspicion that the subject was being chosen because of 'fashion' rather than more 
considered criteria ("a bit of an educational bandwagon": Mr Jennings) and partly 
because of doubts concerning its acceptaLility in competition for access to higher 
educatIOn. 
seniors' susplcicris CCricelr,ing Computer StudieS are iii tha 
following extract from an interview with Mr Jennings. 
"I'm not convinced about Computer Studies. 
I'm not convinced of its usefulness, you know, it sort of slots into 
the area of Technical Drawing as far. as qualifications are concerned. 
I don't think 'A' level Computer Studies would get you into a 
university. You know, like TD wouldn't ... A CRAFT." 
As a result of its somewhat ambiguous academIC status in the eyes of semor 
staff, some 'able' pupils were encouraged to pursue a second humanity or science 
rather than follow the '0' level Computer StudIes course. However, Computer StudIes 
,.l tl-.· th .. l-. ... n a 1 I , . l ~ m - n d ; - g " "was never presenteu as any uIng 0 er .. UQl UCU Ql III option. Fer example: 
Mr Jennings [During an official meeting with an 'able' pupil] 
"... it's a hard subject. You've got to work at it you 
know." 
In addition to the seniors' description of the subject as among the "demanding" 
OptiOns, its over-subscriptIOn and the open use of selectIOn as a means of 
controlling access meant that in terms of the senior and tutor's assessment of pupil 
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'ability' (like the most highly prized of "academic" OptIOns) generally it was only 
pupils who were seen as 'able' who managed to negotiate access to the Computer 
Studies option. 
Therefore, within the crude academic/non-academic (practical) dichotomy which 
staff presented to pupils and parents during the official option negotiations there 
were further significant status distinctions; Physics was judged to be the most 
demanding of the mainstream sciences, RE was generally accorded less standing than 
Geography and History, and Computer Studies 'enjoyed' an ambivalent position which 
rendered it one of the most difficult subjects to successfulJy access despite senior 
staff reservations concerning its value in certain post-schOOl educational and 
occupational markets. However, it must be emphasized that such differences were not 
as great as the much more fundamental divide which senior staff and form tutors drew 
between the 'academic' and the 'practical'. Even Computer Studies, which Jennings 
privately saw as akin to a 'craft' subject, was very clearly distinguished from the 
"less demanding", non-academic options which I described earlier, and which so 
clearly repeated status distinctions identified in previous studies (Ball, 1981) and 
statements of 'academic' standing (S.C.U.E., 1985). 
ii. Levels of curriculum placement: The distribution of academic and non-academiC 
curricula in the upper school 
As I noted earlier in this chapter, some researchers have anaJysised the 
options process as representing a form of selectIon whereby pupils are channelled 
into upper school curricula of very different statuses; curricula whIch may well 
influence their post-school opportunities in very important ways. In the prevIous 
chapter I have already mentioned pupils who were mdeed encouraged to adopt 
curricula of contrasting academIC natures. For example, Janet Nelson (seen as "very 
able") was discouraged from a 'practical' low status course of the kind which was 
presented in a much more positIve way to her less able peers. As thiS descnptlOn 
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mdicates, however, Janet was identified as representing one extreme of the abihty 
range In the school. In order to guage something of the options process more 
generally it is necessary to find a means of distinguishing between the broadly 
'academic' and 'non-academic' curricula which some pupils followed, as a result of 
the options process, in the fourth and fifth years. 
One solution has been suggested by Smith and Woodhouse (1983). They defined the 
'academic' or 'non-academic' nature of each pupils upper school optIOns by 
calculating: 
, 
" how many optional subjects the pupil had which were capable of 
being carried on to sixth-form, of being presented for I A '-level and 
of being counted towards normal university entrance requirements." 
Smith and Woodhouse (1983: 4) 
Unfortunately Smith and Woodhouse do not list which school subject.; they 
thought wet these criteria. C€ituiilly ilD statemeilt suer, as that by the CCiTliTIittee uf 
Vice-Chancellors and Principals and the Standing Conference on University Entrance 
(S.C.U.E., 1985) was available to them. In light of this publication, however, 1 am 
able to apply a revised form of Smith and Woodhouse's conception of "the level of 
curriculum placement'! as a means of highlighting some of the differences between the 
optIOns studied by pupils in my research age grade. 
In the preVIOUS sectIon of this chapter I described how the senior staff's 
broad distinctIOn between "demanding, academic" and "less demanding, non-academic" 
options mirrored the standing of their equivalent 'A' level subjects in view of the 
report by the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and PrinCipals and the Standing 
Conference on University Entrance (S.C.U.E., 1985). This was no coincidence, one of 
the criteria which senior staff applied in judging subjects was their potential 
value in competitIOn for a place in higher education. Hence, the options whIch the 
senior's portrayed as "less demanding" appear in the right hand column of Table 4.1: 
'A' level equivalents in these subjects are not widely accepted towards ulllversity 
tr By contrast, those subjects which the senior's held to be of a relatively en ance. 
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more demanding "academic" nature appear in the left hand column. As I have already 
noted, although Biology and RE were not viewed in the same light as the other 
mainstream science and humanity options they were seen as being very different to 
the much "less demanding" and non-academic alternatives of Applied Science and 
Community Studies. Similarly, although it was viewed with some suspicion by senior 
staff, access to Computer Studies was generally possible only for pupils who were 
seen as being amongst the most a ble in the age grade. 
Hence, I shall characterize the academic nature of the upper school curriculum 
which each pupil negotiated by reference to the broad academic/non-academic 
(practical) distinction which the senior staff and form tutors applied during the 
face-to-face option negotiations (a distinction reproduced in Table 4.1). 
Nothwithstanding the optional elements within the compulsory Mathematics and 
Design courses, each pupil in City Road was timetabled for four optional subjects in 
the upper school (5). I shall describe as being of an 'academic curriculum 
placement' all pupils who followed a majority of options which were generally held 
to be of an "academic" nature by the senior staff and form tutors who dominated 
option negotiation in City Road, ie. those pupils who studied at least three 
optional subjects designated as 'academic' in Table 4.1. Including the compulsory 
subjects Mathematics and English, such pupils had the opportunity to pass '0' level 
or equivalent examinations in at least five 'academic' subjects, ie. the minimum 
entry requirement for many courses in higher education and increasing sections of 
the 'professional' occupational markets (Goacher, 1984). 
At the other end of the spectrum were the pupils who followed a majority of 
non-academic (practical) options. Even with the addition of three compulsory 
subjects, only one of which was non-academic (Design), such pupils expenenced a 
largely "practical", non-academic upper school curriculum. 
This categorization creates a third group of pupils who studied an equal number 
of academiC and non-academic options. This was a very heterogeneous group and 
included some pupils who were seen as 'able' by staff but followed two 'practical' 
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optlOns. For example, two girls in my case study forms appeared in this category 
because of occupational aspirations In the field of design. I have chosen to refer 
to such pupils as being of 'split' level of curriculum placement. Such a term IS 
far from perfect but it does embody not only the mixed academic status of their 
optional subjects but also their poSition between the extremes of the cumculum 
differentiation which occurred during the options process. Although some of these 
pupils were described as 'able' their optional subjects meant that they no longer 
had the opportunity to leave City Road with five '0' level (or eqUivalent) passes in 
'academic' subjects. 
I have chosen to consider upper school curricula in terms of a three-fold 
categorization, clearly a number of different measures could have been adopted. For 
example, I might have made the 'academic' curriculum level more exclUSive by 
restricting it to only those pupils who followed four academic optIOns. However, 
such a categorization would not have accurately reflected the differences in the 
senior staff perceptions of the pupils involved. For example, many 'able' p.upils 
were encouraged to consider a craft-based option if their occupational goal 
suggested one. In addition most pupils followed a non-academic subject in block 4 of 
the option pattern partly as a result of the domination of craft-based subjects in 
that part of the timetable. In deciding upon the definition of academic and 
non-academic curriculum levels I attempted to remain as close as possible to the 
distinctions which emerged as the staff channelled pupils towards certain subjects. 
Table 4.2 outlines the distribution of the curriculum levels amongst all pupils 
who experienced the entire options process in City Road. The table shows that 
overall 52% of pupils emerged from the options With a broadly academic curnculum. 
23% of pupils experienced an overwhelmingly non-academic curnculum. Broken down by 
gender the table reveals that a higher proportion of female pupils appeared in the 
latter group. This may reflect the generally lower academiC status accorded to 
subjects, such as Typing and Child Care, which are associated with stereotyplcally 
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TABLE 4.2: LEVEL OF CURRICULUM PLACEMENT BY PUPIL GENDER 
Curriculum Pupil Gender 
Level Male Female Total 
% N % N % N 
Academic 60 67 41 30 52 97 
Split 22 24 28 21 24 45 
Non-academic 18 20 31 23 23 43 
TOTAL 100 111 100 74 99 185 
Note: percentages are based on all pupils present during the entire 
options process (The Options Sample) (6) 
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'feminine' roles and have no obvious male counterparts. A breakdown by ethnic 
origin is presented later in this chapter. 
Before interpreting these figures I wish to emphasize that the curriculum 
levels which are identified in Table 4.2 are analytical, second-order constructs. 
The characterizations of academic, split and non-academic curricula are not the same 
as streams, bands or sets which have an existence which is a consciously 
acknowledged part of the life of all participants in some schools. However, the 
categorization is derived from the academic/practical status distinction which was 
generally recognized as operating within City Road, highlighted in the 'advice' of 
senior staff and form tutors during the option negotiations. 
I present the breakdown by curriculum level purely as a means of indicating the 
scale of some of the differences between the upper school curricula studied by 
pupils in the research age grade. As such, it is a far from perfect 
conceptualization. For example, I have already noted that some 'academic' subjects 
were accorded higher status than others yet such differences are not recognized in 
TabJe 4.2. Hence, only a limited account is offered concerning the combination of 
subjects which made up each pupil's curriculum. Level of curriculum placement is, 
however, a useful concept at this point in my analysis because it offers the only 
consistent means of distinguishing between the upper school curricula of the pupils 
in the research age grade. Despite its limitations, level of curriculum placement 
does embody very real differences between the subjects which made up each pupil's 
upper school timetable; differences which were recognized both externally. in the 
general acceptability of subjects in educational and occupational competition, and 
within the school itself, reflected in senior staff perspectives and the timetable 
and resource allocations accorded the subjects. 
Clearly, in interpreting Table 4.2 it should not be assumed that pupils of 
broadly academic curricula were an 'elite'. All the pupils who were seen as 
'exceptional' by teachers were in this level, but so too were many others. To borrow 
a phrase which the guidance staff frequently used dUring the option preparations, 
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'doors were still open' for these pupils; they had the opportunity to leave City 
Road with '0' level (and equivalent) passes in at least five academic subjects. 
AlternatIvely certam occupational and educational doors were no longer open to 
those of split and non-academic currIcula. In particular, the 23% of pupils in the 
age grade who made up the latter group faced an upper school timetable of 
predominantly practical, non-academIc subjects. 
Hence, those pupils of an academic curriculum level had negotiated the first 
step of a process which would lead some of them, although by no means all, to high 
achievements in external examinations. The pupils of split curriculum level still 
retained the possibility of gaining qualifications in some academic subjects which 
carried weight in most educational and occupational markets. In contrast, the pupils 
of practical, non-academic curricula had emerged from the options with a timetable 
dominated by subjects of little or no academic status. They followed a majority of 
practical, 'applied' options in which educational certification was possIble, but of 
much less standing in many areas of the post-school world. 
As in previously studied schools, therefore, in City Road the options process 
represented an important point in the educational careers of some pupils; a point of 
curriculum differentiation. The forces behind this differentiation have, however, 
only been tentatively examined in schools which have used mixed ability as the malO 
grouping strategy in the first three years of secondary education (Ball, 1981; Smith 
and Woodhouse 1982; 1983; 1984). The following section considers the role of the 
pupil and staff perspectives which lay behind the differentiation in City Road. 
iii. Pupil choice and staff channelling 
In previously studied schools, where academic selection was practiced dUring 
the pre-option years, researchers have noted that pupils in different parts of the 
academic hierarchy sometimes applied different choice criteria. Woods drew a stark 
contrast between the approaches of certain groups among the pupils he followed and 
related these to the development of wider "group perspectives" towards school. 
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"[Pupils in the highest form, 3a,] tended to like subjects for 
official, supportive, traditional reasons, [those in the lower form , 
3c] for unofficial, counter-cultural, social reasons. Thus the first 
~ y p e e might like a subject because the teacher makes it interesting, 
IS well organized, can keep order, and gives them to feel that they 
are learning something; the second type for almost directly opposite 
reasons, such as having few demands made on them, having great 
freedom and even 'having a muck about'.... There is a sense of 
immediate gratification, and jocular acceptance of ultimate destiny. 
Years of interactions, tests and examinations have taught them their 
place. By the time of the 3rd year, these processes have completed 
the sifting, and groups have worked out their modi vivendi." 
Peter Woods (1976: 133-136) 
In City Road, however, most of the pupils in my case study forms tended to 
apply very similar choice criteria regardless of their image in staff eyes. As I 
noted in Chapter 2, it was only in exceptional cases that pupils would seek out a 
"soft" teacher whom they felt would not make too many demands on them. The majority 
of pupils, with whom I spoke, required similar things of their teachers (order, 
fairness, humour) and placed much store in those subjects which they felt they were 
"best at". Hence, the majority of pupils used a perception of their own abilities 
as a guide, and very few recognized the view that they had ability in no subject. 
Similarly, some pupils had notions of possible occupational goals and showed a high 
degree of instrumentality in their choices, quite independent of teachers' 
perceptions of them. 
In choosing their 'provisional' options, therefore, the pupils applied notions 
of their own ability: ability and enjoyment were the most frequently cited choice 
criteria. This finding coincides with those of Smith and Woodhouse (1983: 56), who 
emphasized the "two-fold nature of the options process", and seems to lend support 
to Ball's view concerning the more effective "socialization of appropriate 
aspirations" in mixed ability environments (Ball, 1981: 278). However, the 
situation was a complex one. The pupils I mtervlewed recognIzed no sHnpie 
'academic' label as they entered the subject optIOns process. They had experienced 
tests and examinations, but had no notion of themselves as a speCifiC 'type' of 
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pupil; they had no conception of "their place" in the way that Woods described 10 
Lowfield school. Rather, the City Road pupils tended to see themselves as "good" or 
"alright" in specific subjects. Very few pupils were identified, by ei ther 
themselves or their peers, as falling at the extremes of the ability range. 
Notions of academic ability were, therefore, very important to the pupils with 
whom I spoke, yet across the age grade their judgements about subjects and teachers 
were often based upon very similar criteria. Broad distinctions between types of 
pupil perspective did not exist. 
How closely, then, did the pupils' perceptions of their ability match with 
those of their teachers? I have already stated in the previous chapter that, having 
registered their 'provisional' choices, of the 68 pupils in the three forms which I 
studied throughout the options process only 7 (10%) had no further option meetings 
with staff. Some of these meetings were arranged by parents rather than staff, 
therefore, it may be more accurate to consider the 7 pupils as a proportion of those 
who did not attend official meetings. Of the 30 pupils whose parents did not visit 
the school the 7 represent a proportion of 23%. If these patterns of experience 
were repeated in the other five forms in the age grade, and I have no evidence to 
suggest that they were not, it would appear that the majority of pupils, possibly as 
many as 75%, experienced some form of additional negotiation after making their 
'provisional' choices. Thus there would appear to have been a very high degree of 
staff intervention following the submission of 'prOVIsional' choices. This raIses 
further questions. For example, on the basis of what criteria did the staff 
intervene and how 'successful' were they? 
Subsequent sections of this chapter consider the influence of pupil gender and 
ethnic origin but for the moment I WIsh to concentrate on the number and 'academic 
nature' of the changes which occurred between the submIssion of 'proviSIOnal' 
chOIces and the final distributIon of optIOnal subjects. 
In the introduction to the previous chapter I noted that 44 of the 68 pupils In 
my three case study forms (65%) changed one or more of their 'provIsional' chOICes. 
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These changes involved 66 separate optional decisions and Table 4.3 presents a 
breakdown of the academic character of each of the changes by comparing the academic 
status of the 'provisional' choice and that of the final option (as set out in the 
previous section: see Table 4.1). Many of the changes (45% of the 66 separate 
options discussed) did not involve any large change in status, although they were 
often perceived as important by the staff and pupils involved. For example, a 
successful challenge to a choice of Physics and recommendation Biology would often 
include an element of 'cooling out', yet it would be listed as a new option of 
broadly the 'same' status in Table 4.3. Although such variation between the 
different 'academic' subjects is not highlighted in the data, 36 of the 66 changes 
(55%) are identified as involving a substantial change in the academic status of the 
option. When broken down by gender it emerges that the majority of female pupils' 
changes involved subjects of a broadly similar academic level. Once again this may 
reflect the generally lower status of stereotypically 'feminine' subjects. 
In terms of the total number of option decisions the amount of alteration may 
appear small (Table 4.4), and this may support Ball's general thesis that mixed 
ability teaching is a successful means of soci2lizing "appropriate aspirations" 
(Ball, 1981: 278). In relation to the pupils' overall experiences of the options 
process, however, the staff retained an important role as "choice mediators" (Woods, 
1977). Very few pupils experienced a minimum of staff involvement. It is possible 
that as many as 75% of the age grade faced additional negotiations following theIr 
'provisional' decisions and within my case study forms 65% (44 pupils) changed at 
least one 'provisional' option. For both sexes more than one thIrd of the 
alterations involved a substantial change in the academic status of the option. 
I have already detailed several examples of staff negotiatIng criteria and 
techniques, for example, in my analysiS of Carol Barber's offiCIal meetmg and the 
presentation of different subject statuses in the school. In the prevIOus chapters 
I have noted how the senior staff and form tutors used the optIOn assessments as 
guides to pupil 'abilities' and these were an important force behmd many of the 
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TABLE 4.3: THE ACADEMIC CHARACTER OF THE ALTERATIONS TO "PROVISIONAL" 
OPTIONS IN THREE MIXED ABILITY FORMS 
Academic Status 




All new options 



















TABLE 4.4: ALTERATIONS TO "PROVISIONAL" OPTIONS IN THREE MIXED 
ABILITY FORMS (Four options per pupil) 
"Provisional" options 
Male Female Total 
% N % N % N 
Changed 28 47 18 19 24 66 
No Change 72 121 82 85 76 206 
-----------------------------------------------------
All options 100 168 100 104 100 272 
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negotiations which I observed. They were, however, by no means the only criterion. 
For example, 62 of the 455 separate assessments, which optional departments wrote 
concerning my case study pupils, included strongly worded requests that the pupil 
should/should not opt for that subject. 43 of the pupils' 'provisional' options 
fulfilled these requests without further negotiation. Eventually another 10 of 
these requests were realized after informal or official negotiations. Therefore 56 
(85%) of the changes reported in Table 4.3 cannot have resulted from explicit 
recommendations by subject departments in their written pupil assessments and very 
few can have been 'renegotiated' without a significant degree of senior staff 
involvement (see Chapters 2 and 3). Such renegotiations reflected a variety of 
criteria which the seniors and form tutors applied in assessing the suitablity of 
each pupil's options: senior staff and tutor's assessments of pupil 'ability' were a 
crucial, but not exclusive, factor. 
In this section I have outlined the results of the option negotiations in terms 
of the differentiation of curriculum levels in the upper school and have 
demonstrated the active role which staff assumed as "choice mediators" (Woods, 
1977). Within this context, the following sections consider the influence of pupil 
gender and ethnic origin. 
4.2 PUPIL GENDER AND THE SUBJECT OPTION PROCESS 
When I began my field work in City Road I feared that my own socIalizatIOn, 
which generated so many gender-based stereotypes and assumptions within me, might 
have left me ill prepared to research the Influence of gender upon the perceptIons 
of other actors. Although I have no doubt that to some extent my fears were well 
grounded, I was often shocked by the extent to which gender could limIt the 
possibilities of subject choice open to some pupIls. 
This section places the experiences of the pupIls Within the WIder context of 
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gender related subject specialization revealed In previous studies. Having noted 
the similarities between this and other works concerned with gender based take-up 
rates, I offer some evidence towards an explanation of those rates in City Road. 
a) Pupil gender and patterns of subject specialization 
Despite conscious attempts to change patterns of subject take-up, such as the 
"Girls Into Science and Technology" project (Kelly et ai, 1984), studies of subject 
specialization in mixed schools at 14-plus have revealed a relatively consistent 
pattern of gender related differences (7). Many such patterns were replicated 
within City Road. Figures 4.1 to 4.4 present subject take-up rates by pupil gender 
for the entire research age grade (the data is presented more fully in Appendix 5). 
In a summary of work in this field, Pratt and his colleagues (1984: 6-17) note 
--
that girls tend to 'opt out' of the sciences where they are permitted a totally free 
--
choice. In cases where pupils must choose at least one science option girls 
..----
overwhelmingly opt for Biology. Boys are more likely to choose one of the physical 
sciences, ie. Physics and Chemistry (I.L.E.A., 1984: 54), although in schools which 
require at least one science option the proportion of males who choose Biology does 
seem to increase (Pratt et ai, 1984: 94). Also more boys tend to study two 
sciences. 
Each of these findings is reproduced within City Road. All pupils were 
required to opt for at least one science and Biology accounted for the highest 
proportion of female science options: 50 girls (68% of females present throughout 
the options process) opted for Biology. The next most 'popular' science for girls 
was the limited grade CSE mode III Applied Science course, which was followed by 13 
female pupils (18% of females in the age grade). Although quite a high proportion 
of male pupils studied Biology (42% of all males present throughout the options 
process), PhysiCS was the single most popular male sCience option, and a much higher 
proportion of males studied one or more of the phYSICal sciences than did their 
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chose Chemistry. In contrast, only 11 05%) and 8 (11 %) of the girls in the age 
grade chose those subjects respectively. Similarly, out of all pupils present 
throughout the City Road options process only 8 (t 1 %) girls studied two sciences, 
compared with 34 (31 %) boys. 
Nationally girls seem much more likely to opt for a modern language (ie. French 
---
and German) than their male peers. A fact which has caused some concern among 
language teachers (eg. Powell, 1984). Once again City Road replicated the national 
trend; of all pupils present throughout the entire options process only two males 
(2%) chose German compared with 13 girls 08%). 
Craft-based and technical courses also show a striking pattern of different 
take-up rates between the sexes. Traditionally males have been seen to opt for 
subjects like Woodwork and Metalwork, while girls dominate domestic and commercial 
subjects. There is also evidence of an over-representation of males in the newer 
'technical' subjects, such as Computer Studies (H.M.!. Welsh Office, 1984). In 
relation to these subjects the evidence from City Road again tends to replicate the 
patterns of subject take-up noted in previous works: with the exceptIOn of Art 
almost all of the two year 'practical' options were dominated by pupils of one 
gender. Hence, no female pupil studied a two year course in Woodwork or Metalwork, 
just as no male studied Child Care or Textiles/Dress. Both Technical Graphics and 
Computer Studies were dominated by boys, while Typing and Housecraft had only a 
Single male pupil each (8). 
In many ways, therefore, City Road followed the tYPical pattern of subject 
take-up by pupil gender. The following section considers the mechanisms which lay 
behind these patterns in the school and may add to the diSCUSSIOn of gender 
stereotyping in education more generally. 
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b) The processes of subject specializatIOn by gender 
The full range of explanations which have been offered in an attempt to account 
for gender related differences in subject specialization is too great to be fully 
summarized here. Clearly the traditional male and female role stereotypes continue 
'" 
to influence those involved in the choice process; teachers, parents and pupils. 
Assumptions about the sexes' likely occupational and family roles have been seen to 
~ - - - ~ ~
influence how 'useful' certain subjects are thought to be. For example, girls often 
assume (and are told) that Typing would be more useful than Electronics. In Chapter 
2 I noted that where my case study pupils had clear occupational aspirations these 
often reflected common gender stereotypes, with boys wanting to be pilots or 
bricklayers, while girls imagined themselves in clerical work or becoming an air 
hostess. Indeed gender-based assumptions about the job market were such that 
several girls chose Typing because they felt that if they could not get the job they 
really wanted they would probably be able to find office work to tide them over. 
One consequence of these views may have been to lower the curriculum level of many 
girls. For example, Child Care was presented as involving 'caring for others' and 
proved very popular among the girls, some of whom hoped for careers in nursing or 
social work. Child Care and Typing clearly reflected very strong stereotypes 
'--
concerning the female role in the post-school world and each was chosen by more than 
a third of the girls in the year, yet both subjects were perceived by senior staff 
--
(and many in the higher educational world) as having relatively little academic 
status. 
Gender stereotypes may also be reinforced through the very deSign of options 
systems which can make non-traditional choices more unlikely. For example, by 
grouping all craft subjects together (Pratt et aI, 1984: 114) or by offering 
subjects which appeal directly to established gender stereotypes concerning roles In 
the family and the economy, such as Child Care (Grafton et aI, 1983). Once again In 
City Road there was some evidence of thiS: in the main optIOn pattern the majority 
of craft subjects appeared together in a smgle chOICe 'block'. Similarly courses 
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like Child Care and Textiles/Dress clearly appealed to certain images of the female 
role in the post-school world. 
\' p Some writers have argued that gender-based differences in educational 
experience should be seen as part of a complex series of relationships which concern 
). Q..v\t:;l. ' l.-. ,'rt 
pupils and teachers of both sexes (Davies, 1984). This shift in emphasis is 
reflected in an article by Lynda Measor (1983), which looks at pupils' attitudes 
towards Natural and Domestic sciences during the first year of secondary education. 
Measor's interactionist approach) reveals that socialization into gender roles is not 
something that pupils passively receive from others. Measor argues that pupils take 
an active part in the construction of conventionally 'masculine' and 'feminine' 
roles which both reflect and generate wider societal pressures. 
"The girls Signalled their objection to the dirt and fumes and smells 
of [Natural) science, and also to being asked to look less atractive 
[in unisex laboratory goggles). They displayed themselves as 
squeamish, frightened and weak, by their objections to science, and 
somewhat incompetent as well, especially in relation to certain kinds 
of complex machinery and technology. The activities in science 
contravened conventional views of what 'proper' girls should do, and 
therefore the girls resisted doing them. The pupils were reading sex 
related characteristics into activities and things, and responding to 
them as a result. This response goes to make their sex-based identity 
clear to those around them." 
Lynda Measor (1983: 179) 
Measor concluded that "Both boys and girls select curriculum areas to act as 
marker flags for their identities" (Measor, 1983: 189). Measor's analysis is an 
important contribution to our understanding of pupil perspectives but it should not 
be interpreted as suggesting that gender related patterns of subject speCialization 
are a purely 'pupil-generated' phenomenon. While she does note that comments by 
subject teachers can reflect and reinforce gender-based images of certain subjects, 
Measor does not actually consider the various influences at work In a subject chOice 
process. Rather, she theorizes about the likely Impact of such attitudes when the 
pupils make decisions later on In their school careers, My own observations WI thIn 
City Road suggest that equal attention should be paid to the role of teachers, as 
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agents who actively reinforced gender stereotypes at all levels of the options 
process. 
Partially as a result of the Sex Discrimination Act, 1975, there had been some 
moves to lessen sexual stereotyping within City Road. For example, pupils rotated 
between all craft subjects during their first three years, hence, boys experienced 
Home Economics while girls spent some time in Woodwork shops. Despite such moves 
many members of staff continued to hold beliefs about the nature of their subject 
specialism which could influence their readiness to accept certain pupils. The 
following is taken from an interview with a male craft teacher. 
"I know I'm not supposed to say this, but this is a WORKSHOP... It's 
a MAN'S world in here. There's machinery that'll take your arm off. 
I don't know, girls just don't fit in here, they don't understand it." 
(field notes) 
As the first part of the above quotation reveals, such teachers often 
recognized that their views were not officially sanctioned and this kind of open 
'admission' was rare. The teachers who acknowledged such feelings typically said 
that they tried not to let them 'interfere' over questions of subject chOIce yet 
throughout the entire options process I saw teachers reinforcing gender stereotypes 
by challenging non-traditionaJ choices. It is crucial to understand that teachers 
were not consciously trying to channel boys away from 'girls' subjects' and vice 
versa. Rather they were querying choices which in their eyes seemed to indicate the 
possibility of future "trouble" of some sort. For example, before he forwarded his 
tutees' 'provisional' choices to the senior staff. Mr Palmer (3A's form tutor) read 
through the completed option sheets and spoke to 13 pupils about chOices which he 
felt were unsUItable or ignored alternatives which had gIven favourable assessments. 
These "discrepancies" (as he called them) were only ever challenged m a very gentle 
way unless they conflicted with gender stereotypes. OUTIng form perods I saw eight 
such queries and where a pupil opted for a subject which had given him/her a poor 
assessment. Mr Palmer would ask them about the chOICe, always prefacmg hiS inqUIry 
with "It's up to you". This acted against any sense of confrontation and emphaSized 
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the ideal of freedom of choice, lessening the strength of the challenge. In two 
cases where the choice was 'unusual' for a pupil of that gender, however, no such 
reminder of freedom of choice was offered and the 'tone' of the query was harsher, 
as in the following example. 
Mr Palmer 
(form tutor) "Now then squire is right?" [Points to the choice of main 
'Design' option] 













"You want to do COOkery?" 
(Nods] 
"For a year. For the whole of your fifth year. 
Are you sure?" 
[Moves around to look down at the option sheet on 
Palmer's desk] "Er ... I definitely want to do cookery." 
"For a whole year?" 
"Hang on a minute sir, I - No, I want to do that." 
[Points to another subject] 
"Woodwork?" 
"Yes sir." 
Mr Palmer's challenge was based upon his belief that Ashley must have 
misunderstood the option pattern, he could not accept that the pupil genuinely 
wanted to study Home Economics for "a whole year". Similarly, when the 
'prOVisional' optIOns went forward for senior staff approval any choices whIch 
contravened the traditional gender-related images of some subjects were viewed as a 
sign of either 'faulty' preparation or deliberate mischief. 
A member of 
senior staff "[A maJe pupil], he's pIcked CHILD CARE. Somebody saId to 
me 'It's 'cause he likes being wi th the girls'. (Smiles] I 
don't know. 
I'm a bit worried about that, he's pIcked ChIld Care and 
Typmg. Now there's not much thought gone behInd those chOIces ... " 
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It was interesting that the only female member of senior staff was also the 
only senior not involved in the options process. One of her male colleagues 
explained, "She's got her hands full as it is." Her absence meant that male members 
of senior staff were the only ones involved in vetting 'provisional' options and 
making 'recommendations'. 
Although the examples above focus upon choices which had been made by male 
pupils, girls who had chosen 'male' subjects faced similar queries from staff. In 
addition it seemed that female pupils faced particular problems because subjects 
with high academic status often carried 'masculine' associations. Hence, female 
pupils who were channelled towards more 'feminine' subjects might also move into 
'less academic' options. In the negotiations which I observed, for example, girls 
who chose Physics were routinely questioned about the option. Even where the pupil 
was seen as being quite 'able', there was a tendency for the senior staff and tutors 
to assume that Biology was a more obvious choice of science for the girls. 
[During an official options meeting. The pupil's science assessments were: 
Physics: Rank Order 94th. Effort C+ 
Chemistry: Rank Order 144th. Effort B 
Biology: Rank Order 149th. Effort C-] 
Senior "Do you think you're gonna cope with Physics?" 
Diane Flowers 
(pupil) "Erm ... I find It easier than the rest of them." 
Senior "Do you? Easier than Biology?" 
Diane "Yeah." 
This kind of routine query sometimes led to a change in optIOn chOice and acted 
to remforce the gender-based images of courses such as PhYSICS, Computer Studies, 
Woodwork and Metalwork ('Male subjects') and Biology, ReligiOUS EducatlOn, Child 
Care, Housecraft and Textiles ('Female subjects'). 
That some 'academiC' subjects (like PhYSICS) were also linked WIth a largely 
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male pupil take-up was not the only barrier facing gIrls who wished to study an 
academic selection of subjects. To an extent there was a conflict between some 
pupils' physical appearance and presentation of self and the staff's acceptance of 
academic ability. Girls who were physically 'attractive', attempted to incorporate 
.-
fashion within the boundaries of school uniform and sometimes wore make-up, had 
---- -
difficulty in being taken seriously as a person with the potential for an academic 
future. The following transcript is from an interview with a member of senior staff 
and concerns a girl of obViously high achievement. 
Member of 
senior staff "She was [within the top 25 pupils in every subject) but 
she's not doing what she ought to be dOing [ie. not working 
hard enough). It's her mother not wishing to upset 
daughter, and daughter - obviously by looking at her - more 
interested in fashion and chasing the lad's than she is in 
her education (. .. ) Now she's probably not gonna go out of 
here with what she should have, or what she's capable of. 
Mind you, looking at her, she's a naturally intelligent 
girl, I would imagine she picks up what she does in school 
without really trying." 
This extract is important because of the links which the senior draws between 
the pupil's appearance and her likely educational performance. Despite the pupil's 
achievements in each subject, the senior felt that she was not putting in enough 
effort: "obviously by looking at her - more interested in fashion and chaSIng the 
lads than she is in her education". In conclusion, on the basis of the pupil's 
appearance, even her past achievements were devalued inasmuch as the senIor assumed 
that they came "naturally" to her rather than througb hard work. In thiS case the 
pupil's appearance signalled a concern with fashion and 'pop' culture that the 
senior felt incongruent with future academIC success. 
Obviously it would be easy to read too much Into the comments of one member:::,f 
staff concernmg a single pupil, however, I also noted that the senIor Involved In 
Janet Nelson's official meeting commented privately to me afterwards that: 
"She's a bnght girl she is ... She looks It though doesn't she. 
somehow?" 
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Janet was a tall, bespectacled girl who was not considered to be 'good looking' 
by her peers. 
I do not wish to infer that every girl who seemed in any way 'attractive' was 
automatically assumed to be stupid, rather I would state that in City Road, Signs of 
a concern with what many male staff saw as 'feminine preoccupations' (eg. make up, 
fashion) may have acted against that pupil's image, in the eye's of male senior 
staff, as someone who took education seriously. 
In many ways, therefore, City Road replicated national patterns of gender-based 
subject specialization and even within this single setting the causes were very 
complex. The design of the option pattern and the assumptions and aspirations of 
the pupils themselves, often led to choices which reflected wider societal images of 
'male' and 'female' roles. Staff were actors of critical importance in the option 
process and, through their concern to avoid problems in the future, they could 
actively reinforce gender stereotypes. Hence, those pupils (of either sex) who 
offered non-traditional choices would almost always meet some form of query. Female 
pupils in particular experienced challenges to certain 'academic' options. For 
example, Physics was viewed as a 'male' option and in at least one case a pupil's 
phYSical appearance raised doubts concerning her future readiness to devote herself 
to schoolwork. 
4.3 ETHNIC ORIGIN AND THE SUBJECT OPTION PROCESS 
a) Previous work on ethnic origin and subject chOIce 
Despite the current debate on the educatIOnal achievement of pupils from 
different ethnic groups, very little attention has been paid to the questIon ,.:;1 
subject specializatIOn. Ethnographic and small scale research such as that by 
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Sharpe (1976), Fuller (980), Middleton (1983) and Wright (984) has not included 
data on subject choice. 
A large scale study by a team based at Keele University and funded by the 
Department of Education and Science (of which Wright's account of two schools is a 
part) has included some data on pupils' perceptions of their choices at 14-plus. The 
Keele team used information drawn from a questionnaire given to fifth year pupils 
(Eggleston et aI, 1984: 91), and consequently the material should be interpreted 
with caution: my own research has shown that on some occasions pupils' retrospective 
accounts of the choice process, given only a few weeks after the 'decisions' were 
made, can bear little resemblance to the negotiations as observed. 
The Keele team found little variation between the views of pupils of different 
ethnic origins (Eggleston et aI, 1984: 167-71), although some interesting factors 
did emerge. South Asian pupils of both sexes (although especially the boys) tended 
to emphasize Physics and Chemistry as being 'useful' subjects while in comparison 
with white pupils "ethnic minority girls, particularly the Afro-Caribbean girls were 
more likely to think Biology was useful" (Eggleston et aI, 1984: 170). 
It is dangerous to base generalizations upon the experiences of small 
populations, and this is particularly the case when considering pupils of different 
ethnic origins within City Road. As I noted in Chapter 2, however, there was some 
support for the Keele findings in that all eight West Indian girls in City Road 
chose Biology as their only science option. 
It is difficult to draw any wider conclusions about the relation between the 
Keele findings and the evidence from City Road because of differences in the 
methodologies of the two studies. The former looked at more than twenty schools and 
relied to a great extent upon various questionnaires. Consequently, the Keele study 
can tell us little about the processes of subject choice. For example, In response 
to the question "Which of the following people (yourself. mother. father, teachers 
and friends) was important when you made your chOice of school subJects'!", "There 
was a tendency for ethnic minority respondents to regard teachers as more Important 
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than white pupils did." (Eggleston et ai, 1984: 167-8) The meaning of this pattern 
of responses cannot be assumed: does it signify that pupils of ethnic minority 
origin assigned more importance to the views of their teachers, or, does it report 
increased action by teachers as 'gatekeepers' who controlled access to subjects? 
Clearly these interpretations are very different, either or both may be correct, but 
the available data cannot help us decide. 
This study of City Road comprehensive represents the first ethnography of 
subject options in a multi-ethnic school and adds to what is currently a very 
limited pool of knowledge. In a brief study of a multi-ethnic secondary school 
Barrie Middleton (1983) did consider the selection of pupils for the separate bands 
but did not report on the options process. Sally Tomlinson (1986) has made some 
reference to a larger study of option choice in eighteen multi-ethnic schools, which 
she is currently involved in, but no findings are available at the time of writing. 
b) Ethnic origin and experience of the City Road options system 
i. Language and the partiCipation of Asian parents 
The previous chapter demonstrated that the senior staff's perception of each 
pupil's 'best interests' was often dominant. In the case of two Asian pupils in my 
case study forms, however, the possibilities for any real participation were 
effectively denied before the option meetings were even arranged. The cause lay in 
the school's failure to provide for parents whose spoken English was not good. A 
reflection of City Road's lack of innovation in relation to the consequences of the 
multi-ethnic pupil population. 
In the case of two of the Asian pupils in my case study forms language acted as 
a barrier to parental involvement in the official negotiations. Parveen Sughra (a 
girl in 3D) was represented in the meeting by her father's brother whom, she 
explaIned to me afterwards, "can speak better". Throughout his offiCial meeting 
Rafiq Ali (a boy in 3A) had to act as an interpreter for his mother. In the latter 
case, language formed an almost impenetrable barrier which severly limited the 
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parent's role in the negotiation. That the school made no provision for parents for 
whom English was a second language reflected the level of multicultural provision in 
the curriculum generally. Even after Rafiq's meeting, and despite the steady intake 
of Asian pupils into City Road, no steps were taken to consider the implications for 
future negotiations. 
Despite the attention given to the problems of pupils for whom English is a 
second language there has been remarkably little concern for the position of 
parents. For example, the recent 'Swann report' devoted an entire chapter to 
"Language and Language Education", but only briefly considered the consequences for 
parental involvement. 
"Looking beyond the language field, if a pupil's parents are not 
familiar with the British educational system and may not be fully 
fluent in English, this may call for particular sensitivity and 
appreciation of the situation in the school's arrangements for 
home/school liaison in order to enable the parents to play their full 
part in supporting their child's education." 
The Committee of Inquiry into the Education of Children from Ethmc 
Minority Groups (HMSO, 1985: 325-6) 
The complexity of these issues is great and some of the sense of bewilderment 
felt by white teachers attempting to bring about real parental participation, 
despite language difficulties, are discussed in a recent article by an Adviser on 
Multicultural Education (French, 1986). Yet in City Road there was no perception of 
any 'problem' concerning the partiCipation of Asian parents. In conJuction With the 
Local Education Authority the school offered courses in Urdu and PunJabl which could 
be followed as additional subjects in the upper school, yet there was no attempt to 
incorporate either language in letters sent to parents, or to provide 'cover' when 
parents were to visit the school. 
With the exception of those cases noted above, as a group the ASian pupils that 
followed displayed no characteristics which set them apart from the Wider pupil 
sample In terms of their preparation for and negotiation of subject chOICes. 
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However, the influence of ethnic origin upon pupils' expenence of the optIOns 
system was not limited to language difficulties. 
ii. West Indian pupils and 'spontaneous' staff challenges 
I have noted that four members of the school's senior staff went through the 
'provisional' choices and made recommendations for renegotIation, based largely ur-on 
their interpretation of the departmental 'rank order' information on each pupil. 
Initially these recommendations were presented by form tutors, but occasionally 
senior staff would see pupils p e r s o ~ a l l y . . However, some pupils were Interrogated 
about their option choices without the incentive of any official, written 
'recommendation'. I observed that pupils who had a reputation as potential 
"troublemakers" were sometImes seen by m e m b e r ~ ~ of staff (semor or form teachers) 
quite independently of the official system of choice 3upervision. 
which pupils should be seen. For example, as they met during the routine of the day 
a teacher might simply decide to probe a pupil about his/her choices. Unless the 
pupil changed their options as a result there was no record of these 'spontaneous' 
negotiations, and I observed too few to reach any definite conclusions about the 
selection of pupilS, apart from their image as potential "trouble". However, I did 
develop the impression that West Indian pupils were particularly prone to this form 
of enquiry. Unlike some of their white peers, none of the West Indian pupils in my 
case study forms emerged from the options without further negotiatIOn with either a 
senior or form teacher following their 'provisional' choices. 
The following extract offers an example of one such 'spontaneous' negotiation 
and is taken from my field notes written during the interaction. 
[Having established that the pupil had 'provisionally' chosen two SCIences; 
Physics and Biology] 
A teacher "I wonder if you're gonna be happy doing all these ... 
There's alot of SCIence there. PhYSICS - alot of maths, 
which you don't get on with do you? 
You can tell me to (blows a 'raspberry'] .,. but I'm 
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wonderIng if you should do Applied ScIence." 
Pupil (a male 
West Indian) [Frowns] 
Teacher "- Just let me finish before you say 'No'. I think it's a 
lot, it's just a personal point on Physics, you're gonna 






[Looks past the teacher. Expressionless] 
"Don't sulk. If you don't, TELL me you don't. C .. ) If you 
want to do Biology fine. But I think - and it's just my 
opiruon - I think you'll find two sciences too much. 
(00;) [After recapping on the mathematics 
involved in Physics] 
They might not explain it properly, just quickly mention 
it, then expect you to know it. And there's nothing worse 
than not knowing what's gOing off. 
If I were you I'd avoid Physics like the plague. 
Do you want to stay wi th Biology?" 
"I like Physics as well." 
"Well if I were you I'd have a think. Why don't you have a 
word with [your Mathematics teacher]?" 
(field notes) 
The negotiation ended with no change to the pupIl's options. Afterwards I 
spoke with the member of staff, who confirmed that his concern was not only that the 
pupil "could not cope" with his 'provisional' choices, but that he would disrupt the 
lessons, 
"He'll be swingIng from the rafters in two weeks." (field notes) 
It may be purely cOIncidental that the Imagery of this statement echoes some of 
the more 'crude' kinds of racIal stereotyping, certaInly the teacher Involved was 
unaware of any ethnic bias in the selection of pupils he saw and would be deeply 
Insulted by such a suggestion. However, I dId feel that the remark had some 
SIgnIficance In relatIon to the occurrence of seemIngly 'spontaneous' negotlatlc·ns. 
WhICh often involved West Indian pupils. The prevIous chapter detaIled the 
channellIng of Wayne Johnson (a West Indian) and showed how the senIOr applied 
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motIves concerned with social control, rather than educatIonal opportunity, to the 
selection of 'sUItable' subjects. In the case noted above a Similar concern, with 
avoiding later disruption, lay behind the attempt to 'cool out' the pupil and place 
him in the low status 'sink' science option. 
The negotiations (both informal and official) which I observed dUring the 
options process were not sufficient to reach any firm conclusion about the 
teacher-West Indian pupil relationship at this point but I did suspect that as a 
group West Indian pupils were more likely to be seen as .. potential "trouble" and 
therefore may have met more 'spoQtaneous' challenges than their peers of other 
ethnic ongins. Certainly a perspective which saw West Indians as a disproportIOnate 
source of "trouble" would have reflected a view which has often been spoken of in 
the educational press (see Bagley, 1976) and was found by IvIiddleton (1983) in his 
study of West Indian boys in Valley View Comprehensive. 
MiJJleton Cir gUt:!J Lha t th<2 
J..\... _ _ ___ ._ 
elll:: 6 ' U \ . l ~ ~
of fourth year West Indian boys, whom he followed for a term, were such that their 
teachers aSSIgned them to the lower of two abili ty bands. Hence, even where their 
'ability' was officially the same as quieter white pupils, differences emerged. All 
13 white males who were listed as ::borderline" were ailocated to the A band while 6 
of the 7 "borderline" West Indians found themselves in the B band (Middleton, 1983: 
86), Similarly, Cecile Wright reported a disproportionate number of Afro-Caribbean 
pupils in the lower band of one of the two West MIdland schools which she studied 
(Wright, 1984: 240-0. 
Findings such as those of Middleton (1983) and Wright (1984) might lead one to 
expect that in City Road the West Indians would be concentrated In the non-academIc 
level of curriculum placement. In fact, as Table 4.5 shows this was not the case, 
if anything West Indian pupils were under-represented In that level. The reason for 
this lies in the very basic difference between academic selection which is practiced 
overtly in banding allocation and covertly through optIOn negotIations. As I 
emphasized in the prevIOus two chapters, the options process retamed a very real 
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Note: Percentages are based on the options sample. 
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concern wi th 'choice'. On occasions the pupils did not get their firs t choices bu t. 
unlike banding allocations, the options were negotiated, not dictated. I would 
argue that the City Road staff applied selection criteria which were essentially 
very similar to those described by Middleton (1983) yet they had to negotiate which 
subjects each pupil would take. 
The important point is that the West Indian pupils in City Road had the 
opportunity to negotiate access to high status, 'academic' subjects; the pupils in 
Middleton's Valley View had no say in their band allocation. For example, in the 
'spontaneous' negotiation which I described above, despite a concerted challenge 
from the member of staff, who initially tried to channel him towards the 'sink' 
option of Applied Science, the pupil retained two mainstream sciences. The pupil 
achieved this because he simply would not accept any of the teacher's justifications 
for reconsidering his choices. The pupil adopted a strategy which maintained a 
'distance' between himself and the teacher, ie. sitting quietly, avoiding eye 
contact and refusing to be drawn into a discussion. Even when the teacher accused 
him of "sulking" (a somewhat insulting term which infers immaturity) the pupil did 
not break his silence and try to justify hiS choices. ThiS was a strategy which 
several West Indian pupils adopted when faced with potentially conflictuaJ 
situations and, because the staff wanted to bring about changes through diSCUSSIOn 
rather than 'force', it was a most effective form of resistance dunng the options 
process (9). By refusing to consider staff 'advice' pupils at either end of the 
perceived range of ability and behaviour (janet Nelson In the preVIOUS chapter and 
the West Indian pupil above) led the teachers to accept 'defeat' rather than destroy 
the current defmltlOn of the process as one which was fundamentally concerned WI th 
'chOIce'. 
A more detailed analYSIS of the relatIOnships between teachers and West Indian 
pupils. and a conSideratIon of the links between ethmclty and pupil subculture arE 
presented later In this work. In respect of the OptIOns process and the rna tenai 
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which I gathered throughout the pupils' third year In City Road, I feel that I may 
reasonably suggest that while the West IndIan pupils as a group may have experienced 
more staff 'interference' (in that they were more likely to encounter 'spontaneous' 
challenges), the strategies which they tended to adopt during informal face-to-face 
negotiations were such that staff 'advice' was translated into changes of subject 
choice less frequently than was usually the case for other pupils. 
I have no further direct eVidence that the West Indian pupils' negotiating 
strategy set them apart in this way. However, there was some indication that the 
West Indian pupils negotiated different curricula levels to those of most of their 
peers (of other ethnic origins) who had shared certain of their experiences during 
the third year. 
I have stated above that pupils who were seen as potential "troublemakers" 
seemed more prone to receiving 'spontaneous' challenges. In the previous chapter 
have also noted that such pupils were typically channelled towards non-academic 
upper school curricula. However, this was apparently not the case for the West 
Indian pupils. By referring to school detention books it was possible to isolate 
those pupils who had experienced a significant degree of conflict wi th the school to 
the extent that they had received two or more senior management detentions during 
the third year (10). Table 4.6 shows the level of curnculum placement which these 
pupils eventually negotiated during the options process. 
Although the numbers are small, it is interestmg to note that all 4 West 
Indians who receIved two or more detentions that year negotiated a broadly academic 
upper school curriculum: thIS included the pupil whose mformal negotiatIOn wa! 
reported above. However, this was true of only 2 of the 13 non-West Indians who 
received two or more thIrd year detentions. The difference may reflect the 
consequences of the negotIatmg strategy outlined above. CertaInly my own 
observations suggested that the West Indian pupJls received the same, If not more. 
staff challenges as theIr peers of other ethnic ongins yet their responses acted t: 
safeguard their anginal chOICes. 
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TABLE 4.6: THE LEVEL OF CURRICULUM PLACEMENT NEGOTIATED BY PUPILS IN 
RECEIPT OF TWO OR MORE THIRD YEAR DETENTIONS (Both sexes) 
2 or more 
third year Curriculum Level 
detentions Academic Split Non-academic Total 
% N % N % N % N 
White, Asian 
and Mixed race 15 2 23 3 62 8 100 13 
west Indian 100 4 0 0 0 0 100 4 
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CONCLUSION 
In common with the studies reported by Woods (1976; 1977; 1979) and Ball (1981) 
this work has emphasized the importance of teachers as agents of selection wi thin 
the confines of an options system. Because of the research school's location, the 
compoSition of its pupil population and the absence of any significant group 
distinctions along social class lines, I have not focused upon the consequences of 
social class; which both Woods and Ball have suggested can be of importance in 
limiting the access to subjects which is possible for the children of working class 
parents. However, this study has been able to offer insights concerning the 
importance of three pupil 'identities' in relation to their experience of the 
subject options process in City Road. 
Firstly, in relation to the influences of pupil 'ability', it emerged that, 
although pupils applied conceptions of their 'ability' as one of their most 
important choice criteria, teachers acted as "choice mediators" (Woods, 1977) who 
frequently negotiated changes to the 'provisional' options. Withm my three case 
study forms 65% of pupils changed at least one of their 'provisional' options and 
54% of the changes mvolved a new subject of substantially different academic status 
to the original choice. Although the majority of individual 'provisional' choices 
were fulfilled the staff's involvement in negotiating changes was substantial and 
involved a genuine element of academic selection. Pupils emerged from the optJOns 
process with curricula of very different academic statuses; for some the chance of 
any meanmgful educational certification was almost certamly gone. 
Pupii gender was seen to be a very important element 10 the negotiatIOn of 
subject options. As In the case of 'ability', both pupil and teacher perspectives 
fed 1Oto a system which reproduced many of the patterns of subject bias which have 
been highlighted nationally. The pupils were often 10fluenced by Wider Soclet31 
stereotypes concernmg 'maJe'/'female' roles in the post-school world. Teachers 
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played a vital role in reinforcmg gender-based stereotypes through theIr challenges 
to non-traditional choices, which they often interpreted as Signs of poor 
preparation or future "trouble". In a system dominated by the assumptIons of male 
senior staff, female pupils could face particular problems because of the 
'masculine' images of certain 'academic' subjects, such as PhYSiCS, and the lesser 
status of 'feminine' subjects, such as Child Care. 
Ethnic origin seemed to play little role in the negotiations which I observed 
in City Road with two notable exceptions. Firstly, some Asian parents were 
effectively excluded from any real participation because of a language barrier. 
This was a problem which the school took no action to resolve. Secondly, there 
seemed to be a tendency to informally chaJlenge West Indian pupils about their 
choices more often than members of other ethnic groups. This may have reflected an 
image of West Indian pupils as "troublemakers". However, West Indian pupils often 
adopted a negotiating strategy which 'distanced' them from the interaction and made 
it very difficult for the staff to persuade them with arguments. This may explain 
why, in a system which required reason rather than direction, in contrast to what 
might have been predicted from work on banding systems (MIddleton, 1983; Wright, 
1984), the West Indian pupils did not follow predommantly non-academic 
("practIcal") upper school curricula. 
Clearly the identities of 'ability', gender and ethnic OrIgin are not 
exclusive. The data which I could generate from studying three mIxed ability form 
groups does not allow any firm conclusIOns concerning the interrelatIOns between the 
different identIties, but where a pattern was seen I have tned to note It. For 
example, concernmg the tendency for West Indian girls to choose BIOlogy to the 
exclusion of other sciences, and the perceived 'conflict' between some girls' 
appearance and theIr reported abIlity in some subjects. 
My concern In this chapter. With the broader patterns of experIence and 
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selection withm the options process, reflects the general theme of the negotlatlOn 
of educational opportunity which has guided the construction of this work and 
complements the previous chapters which focused upon the perspectives and strategIes 
which made up the 'choice' process. The following chapters move beyond the options 
and into the upper school years. This chapter has been concerned with the 
differentiation of pupils; a theme continued in the foJ]owing chapter which looks at 
the limited polarization in pupil perspectives which emerged as the pupils worked 
towards external examinations. 
NOTES TO CHAPTER 4 
1. It will be interesting to note how teachers and employers interpret the 
academic status of 'technology' courses which are currently being proposed as 
part of a National 'Core' Curriculum (DES, 1987). 
2. It remains to be seen whether similar variatIOns in academic standing will 
emerge between differently written and assessed forms of the General 
Certificate of Secondary EducatIon (GCSE). 
3. Biology, Religious Education and Art eventually entered pupils for a combIned 
16-plus examination: this was a forerunner of the GCSE WhICh replaced the GeE 
and CSE shortly after this research project ended. In the case of Art, 
however, a minority of pupils were also entered for the existing GeE 
examination. At the time of the option decisions the adoption of these 
examinations had not been finalized. 
4. Some pupils entered both GeE and CSE. Such 'dual entry' was generally 
discouraged by most departments but was allowed where the pupil's parents 
paid for one of the examinations. 
5. By definition the pupIls on the Double Community StudIes optlOn followed only 
three optional courses. In terms of their timetable, however, thIS optIon 
reqUIred the space of two subjects. 
6. The quantitative calculations in thIS work do not always refer to the same 
number of pupils. Table 4.2 details the level of curriculum placement of each 
pupIl who expenenced the whole of the optIons process In CIty Road. DUring 
the period of thIS research, however, pupils Jomed and left the research age 
grade. Consequently for certaIn calculatlOns In thiS thesIs the 'optJOns 
sample' IS not the most appropnate basts for calculations. The n c ' t e ~ ~ tc, 
each table WIll make clear which sample has been used and a full breakdown of 
the different samples is Included In AppendIX 3. 
7. There are many works WhICh have attempted to quantify the dli! erences in 
subject speCIalizatIon between the genders. One of the mc,st recent ~ l j m m a n e s s
of such work IS to be found WIthIn the research reported by Fratt and hIS 
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associates (Pratt, Bloomfield and Seale, 1984). 
8. As part of the compulsory 'Design' course, during the fourth and fIfth years 
each pupil had to spend some time in three craft subjects. Coursework from 
each of these went towards a Single CSE Mode III examinatIOn grade. The 
structure of the course required the pupils to change subjects throughout the 
upper school and there were no reliable figures on the subjects which each 
pupil eventually took. 
9. As I explain in Chapter 6, however, the strategy did not always have 
positive consequences for the pupil. In classroom situations the same 
responses, of silence and avoiding eye contact, could highten the conflict 
between teacher and pupil because the staff often interpreted them as a 
challenge to their authority. 
10. While individual teachers could require pupils to attend personal detention 
sessions, the most common and official form of detentions were the "Senior 
management" ones. These detentions took their name from the level of the 
staff who supervised the sessions. Senior management detentions represented 
serious statements about the pupils' behaviOur: teachers giving such 
detentions had to enter a "reason for detention" in the school punishment 
book and an explanatory letter was sent to the pupil's home which required 
acknowledgement by a parent or guardian. 
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CHAPTER 5: DIFFERENTIATION AND SUBCULTURAL POLARIZATION 
"The third year is a horrible year 'cause they don't seem to know 
whether they're young or whether they're old. It's a year that's a 
mess. When they get to the fourth year they seem to either develop 
exceedingly well, or go off the rails. It seems to happen in the 
fourth year." 
Mr Palmer (Form tutor) 
In Chapter 2 I briefly considered some of the pupils' perspectives concermng 
the criteria which informed their original choices of optional subjects. It was 
noted that many pupils shared similar expectations of their optional subjects and 
teachers. Similarly, I have noted that relatively few pupils went into the subject 
options process with clear academic reputations; in order to give the senior staff 
some impression of each child's abilities and attitudes the subject departments had 
been required to write special option assessments. In contrast, by the time my 
intensive fieldwork came to an end many pupils had very different visions of the 
school and had established clear reputations, ego as "a good, hard working lad", "a 
nice mature girl" or as someone who was "just not Interested", "a real troublemaker" 
(form tutors: field notes). 
As the quotation at the top of this page indicates, the staff tended to 
antiCipate these changes during the post-optIOn, upper school years. This chapter 
is concerned to analyse the extent and nature of the differences In pupil 
adaptations which emerged as my research age grade moved through their final years 
of compulsory education in City Road Comprehensive. 
The first sectIOn of the chapter considers previous work on dIfferentiatIOn and 
subcultural polarization in state schools. The second sectIon builds upon thiS and 
proposes a revised model of pupil adaptations which offers a conceptual framework 
for the analysis of data from CIty Road. 
The thIrd and fourth sectIOns of thiS chapter conSider the eVIdenCE from City 
Road comprehensive, outlining the nature of the limited polarIzatIOn In pupil 
adaptations and explOrIng the processes of differentia tI<Jr, which lay behind j t 
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5.1 PREVIOUS WORK ON DIFFERENTIATION AND SUBCULTURAL POLARIZATION 
Martyn Hammersley, one of the most prolific and stimulating writers on 
educational ethnography, has recently argued for a change in the role of theory in 
ethnographic work. Hammersley writes of a "deplorable, and much lamented, gap 
between theory and empirical work" (Hammersley, 1985: 244). He traces the problem 
to an approach which focuses primarily upon one or more events and only then 
applies, and sometimes elaborates, theory in order to explain various apects of 
those events. Hammersley argues for a shift in emphasis such that: 
"the focus is not on given events, but rather on a particular 
theoretical idea, and those aspects of any events whose investigation 
might facilitate the development and testing of that idea" 
Martyn Hammersley (1985: 247; original emphasis). 
As an example of such an "idea", Hammersley draws upon aspects of published 
work by Hargreaves (1967), Lacey (1970) and Ball (1981) and attempts a "rational 
reconstruction" of their findings into a "theory" of differentiation-polarizatIon 
(Hammersley, 1985: 256). 
"This theory claims that if pupils are differentiated accord 109 to an 
academic-behavioural standard, for example by being streamed or 
banded, their attitudes to that standard will become polarized. In 
particular, those gIven the lowest rankings will reject it and the 
values it embodies. C .. ) 
It is important to recognize that this theory does not offer a 
complete explanation for pupils' behaviour, or even a complete 
account of the determinants of school achievement or of 'dIsruptive' 
behaviour in classrooms. It claims no more than that, under certain 
condi tions, differentiation will lead to polarization. n 
Martyn Hammersley (1985: 247) 
I shall conSider the conception of differentIatIOn-polarization theory In more 
detail later 10 this chapter. at this pomt I wish to emphaSize that the ploneermg 
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role which Hammersley accords the work of Hargreaves and Lacey represents a very 
significant change in the status credited to their analyses of pupil subculture. 
Indeed, Hammersley himself is one of several writers who have been critical of the 
'pro-' and 'anti-school' typology of pupil attitudes and behaviour which arose from 
those studies (Hammersley and Turner, 1980). Before considering the relationship 
between my study of City Road and the previous work on differentiation and 
polarization it is therefore necessary to examine some of the arguments surrounding 
the interpretation of pupils' perspectives and actions during their secondary school 
careers. 
a) Towards a model of subcultural polarization: the work of Cohen, Hargreaves, 
Lacey and Woods 
Albert Cohen's work on gang delinquency (Cohen, 1955) assumed a position of 
great importance in earlier debates on the study and interpretation of deviance. 
Cohen has described his approach as pointing "toward a fusion of the Chicago and 
anomie traditions" in emphasizing "the role of interaction process in the creation, 
as well as the transmission, of culturally supported deviant solutions or deviant 
subcultures" (Cohen, 1968: 152). As this description implies, Cohen's analysis was 
functionalist in a key respect, ie. he saw the development of a delinquent culture 
as a means of coping with a problematiC situation. Cohen argued that the majority 
of pupils are initially predisposed to conformity with the official (middle class) 
values and expectations of the school, however, faced with the Jack of means to 
fulfil the official goals some pupils, in particular urban lower class adolescent 
males, experience "status frustration". The delinquent culture WhICh they evolve 
offers a "solution" to such problems "by providing CrItena of status WhICh these 
children can meet" (Cohen, 1955: 121; onginal emphaSIS), Ie. the tough, hedonistIc 
gang norms which represented an Inversion of the offiCial middle class norms of the 
school. 
The "delinquent solutIOn" is therefore achieved through the creation of an 
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alternative frame of reference to the official middle class one; a solutIon which 
Cohen characterized as "subcultural". 
"The emergence of these 'group standards' of this shared frame of 
reference, is the emergence of a new subculture. It is cultural 
because each actor's participation m this system of norms is 
influenced by his perception of the same norms In other actors. It 
is subcultural because the norms are shared only among those actors 
who stand somehow to profit from them and who find in one another a 
sympathetic moral climate within which these norms may come to 
fruition and persist. In this fashion culture is continually bemg 
created, re-created and modified wherever individuals sense In one 
another like needs, generated by like Circumstances, not shared 
generally in the larger social system." 
Albert K. Cohen (1955: 65) 
In its emphasis upon "like needs", this definition of subculture reflects the 
influence of functionalist writers such as Talcott Parsons, to whom Cohen 
acknowledged a "special indebtedness" (t 955: Preface). Yet the core of the 
definition, summarized in the final sentence, persists in current interactionist 
work. Cohen's analysis was very influential and both Hargreaves (1967) and Lacey 
(1970) presented their work wi thin the broad framework which he developed. 
As part of a co-ordinated research project, based in the University of 
Manchester, Colin Lacey and David Hargreaves set about analysing indiVidual schools 
as social systems (Hammersley, 1985: 245). Lacey studied a boys Grammar (Hightown) 
and Hargreaves a Secondary Modern (Lumley). Both noted a gradual polarIzation in 
the pupils' attitudes towards the offIcial school value systems. They argued that 
teachers routinely differentiated between pupils on certain grounds, especially 
achievement and behaviour (Lacey, 1970: 57-8). Such differences were 
institutionalized and amplified by streaming systems which grouped together pupils 
who shared SImilar experiences of academic success or failure. Thus, as Cohen had 
argued, the c.onditions for the generation of subcultures were created by the school. 
One subculture, centered around the high streams, accepted the offICial goals of the 
Institution and strove towards academIC success. Another subculture was Identified 
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substituted an oppositional culture. These orientations were referred to as 
"academic" and "delinquescent" by Hargreaves (1967: 162) and as "pro-school" and 
"anti-school" by Lacey (1970: 187). Both writers used these conceptions as 'Ideal 
types' in the Weberian sense that they were simplifications of reality, abstracted 
for the purposes of sociological analysis. Both also recognized a vaflety of 
influences which shaped the polarization. For example, the anti-school subcultures 
were not automatic inversions of the officially sanctioned culture; among other 
factors, they reflected social class components drawn from the local community 
(Lacey, 1970: 86). 
Peter Woods has attempted a refinement of Hargreaves' and Lacey's pro/anti 
model by generating a more complex typology of "modes of adaptation" (Woods, 1979: 
63-83). Woods built upon earlier work (especially by Merton, 1957) to develop a 
model which focused upon different adaptations to the officially sanctioned goals 
and means of the school value system. Woods' typologies are summarized in Figure 
5.1. 
Woods has claimed that the adaptational model "has considerable possibilities" 
and allows one to "identify various modes of behaviour within the broad pro- and 
anti-school cultures of Hargreaves and Lacey" (Woods, 1983: 90). Hence Woods 
presented the "incidence of dominant modes of adaptation" (Figure 5.2) within a 
broad polarization which echoes that of the earlier studies by leading towards 
posi tions of "conf ormi ty" and "dissonance". Woods' analysis allows the researcher 
to distinguish between several different positions which a pupil might adopt in 
relation to the goals and means which are officially sanctioned by the school, 
hence, it appears to be a more sophisticated approach than the pro/anti distinction 
of Hargreaves and Lacey. However, like the earlier conceptIOns of subcultural 
polarization, Woods' IS an 'ideal type'. 
"No school IS quite as neatly structured in reality as thIS. There 
are all kinds of overlaps, blendings and contradictIOns." 
Peter Woods (1979: 78), 
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The apparent increase in sophistIcation which Woods' typology achieved in 
relation to the earlier pro/anti-school analyses earned it some approval. However, 
like the analyses of Hargreaves and Lacey, Woods' framework has been cnticlzed by 
writers who state that it takes too much for granted and imposes simple labels upon 
very complex pupil perspectives and behaviours. For example, Cathy Bird (1980) has 
been critical of approaches which assume that pupils perceIve a single, consistent 
set of official demands. Hammersley and Turner (1980) made a SImilar point and went 
on to require future work to: 
" begin from concrete description of the orientations of pupils 
rather than by imposing prior assumptions about what the key features 
of their environment are and how they react to them." 
Martyn Hammersley and Glenn Turner (1980: 35) 
Such criticisms formed part of a critique of "normative functionalist" 
approaches by writers who saw the pro/anti model as a vast over-simplification. 
b) Critical responses to the pro/anti-school model 
Despite explicitly acknowledging the 'ideal' nature of the pro/anti model of 
subcultural polarizatIOn, Hargreaves and Lacey have been criticized for Imposing 
Simplistic categories and ignoring the complexity of classroom life. For example: 
"It would be obvious, even to the most casual observer of classroom 
behaviour, that there is no consistent culture for a group of 
friends. Even the most delinquent pupils will be well behaved In 
certain circumstances. Teachers do not always invite the same 
amount of conformity or hostility, and some lessons allow for 
greater feelings of personal achievement than others." 
V.J. Furlong (1976, reprinted 1984: 146; onginal emphasis) 
Furlong's CrItique infers that Hargreaves and Lacey argued that sltuatlOnal 
factors were of no importance, that in order to be "consistent" the subcultural 
This perspectives must dictate identical responses to dIfferent Situations. 
interpretatIOn ignores many of the arguments contained In the very works which 
Furlong cites. For example. in a footnote to the above quotatlOn. as eVidence 01 hiS 
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argument, Furlong points to Lacey's description of a pupil called Short. Yet 
Lacey's whole point in his discussion of that pupil was to emphasize that: 
" the behaviour of even the most representative boy IS conditioned 
by the situation of the moment (. .. ) 
... membership of the anti-group did not entail defiance in every 
gesture and total dedication to upsetting the system every moment of 
the day." 
Colin Lacey (1970: 86-7) 
Lacey explicitly argued that a degree of flexibility in the pupils' behaviour 
was essential if they were to survive school. 
"Anyone consistently unwilling or unable to co-operate with the 
school in a wide variety of situations could not be retained [they 
would be expelled] ( ... ) 
On the other hand, a boy consistently unwilling or unable to operate 
the norms of the anti-group sub-culture would be bullied or pilloried 
by his peers beyond normal endurance." 
Colin Lacey (1970: 87) 
Lacey also noted the importance of exceptional teachers as agents who could 
bring order to anti-school pupils, or spark misbehaviour in "all except the most 
extreme pro-school pupils ... " (Lacey, 1970: 93). In stressing the complexity of the 
subcultures Hargreaves made Similar points, yet, like Furlong before them, 
Hammersley and Turner used this as evidence of "the inadequacy of the model" (1980: 
30). 
"ConSider, for example, Hargreaves's comments about 4A at Lumley 
School, the class WIth the highest 'commitment to school' and to 
'middle-class values': 
The boys expressed their concern for academiC achievement In 
theIr impatlence with those subjects they did not Intend to take 
in the CSE. RE and Music in particular were subject to cntlclsm 
and ridicule. (Hargreaves, 1967 ,p. 13) 
Furthermore, 
When they thought the lessons were Inadequate In some way, the 
teachers were critiCised. (Ibld.,p. 14) 
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Clearly, the attitudes of 'pro-school pupils', or some of tbem 
anyway, are not identical with those of teachers." 
Martyn Hammersley and Glenn Turner (1980: 30) 
Such criticisms arose from a concern that the pro/anti model was an 
over-simplification, a point which was overtly acknowledged by Hargreaves and Lacey. 
To imply that the pro/anti model of subcultural polarization asserts that the 
attitudes of pro-school pupils are "identical with those of teachers" is to create 
what Woods (1986,184) has called a "straw person". That these confusions have 
arisen, reflects the somewhat overly Simplistic nature of the terms 'pro-' and 
'anti-school' . 
The criticisms of the pro/anti model which I have presented here were made in 
papers which sought to shift the debate towards 'interactionist' rather than 
'normative' conceptions of pupil perspectives and behaviours. Furlong (1976) 
offered the "interaction set" as a means of identifying the constantly changing 
groupings and agreements which unite different pupils during the scbool day. This in 
turn has been criticized as being "stuck at the level of description" by Hammersley 
and Turner (1980: 45) who offered the notion of "frames" as a means of identifying 
the moment-to-moment decisions about actIon which are continually made by pupils. 
The apparent contrast between the pro/antI model of Hargreaves and Lacey, and 
the approaches of cri tics such as Furlong, Hammersley and Turner lIes In the level 
at which the analyses are presented. Hargreaves and Lacey charted broad patterns of 
polarization and, in deference to Cohen, often stated their position In normative 
functionalist terms. Furlong, Hammersley and Turner gave prionty to an attempt to 
Interpret moment-to-moment interactIOns in the classroom, hence, they claim that the 
pro/anti model is not truely 'interactionist'. However, the approaches are not 
Incompatible. I have already shown that both Hargreaves and Lacey explIcl tly 
acknowledged the complexity and vanation In pupIl adaptatIOns and noted the 
importance of situational factors. Alternatively, the arguments of Furlong. 
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Hammersley and Turner do not deny the pro/anti model all valIdity, rather they place 
their emphasis at a different level of analysis. Both papers accept that broad 
patterns of adaptation do exist. For example: 
"I am not suggesting that the action of these girls is random: there 
are patterns and common ways of behaVing, as will be shown below. 
Yet these patterns are much more complex than has been implied by 
other researchers." 
V.J.Furlong (1976, reprinted 1984: 151) 
Similarly, having emphasized the complex character of the moment-to-moment 
decision making which faces pupils, Hammersley and Turner acknowledged the 
likelihood of reinforcement of certain lines of pupil adaptation. 
"One particularly important kind of consequence linked with lines of 
possible pupil action is identity implications. It is not just social 
scientists who make generalisations about the typical or general 
orientations of particular pupils. Both teachers and pupils do this 
too. ( ... ) 
Performing a particular action does not automatically result m the 
acquisition of a particular reputation, and having a particular 
reputation does not absolutely determine how others will act towards 
you. But there is a tendency for each to follow from the other." 
Martyn Hammersley and Glenn Turner (1980: 44) 
The pro/anti model is therefore an abstraction of a greater degree of 
generality than the transitory "frames" described by Hammersley and Turner, yet it 
is an abstraction which reflects a genuine degree of polarization which can occur 
under certain circumstances. As Hargreaves and Lacey orIgmally emphaSized, It is a 
model which does not deny the complexity of individual adaptatIOns, rather It offers 
a framework for the analYSIS of certain school-based processes which llnpmge upon 
the pupils' experience of education. It IS thiS level of generality, allowmg lor 
complexity of indiVidual adaptations, which seems to he behmd the more recent use 
of the model by Stephen Ball (1981) and Martyn Hammersley (1985). 
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c) DifferentiatIOn and subcultural polanzation: "a cumulatIve research programme" 
in the sociology of education 
I have already noted Martyn Hammersley's recent adoption of the pro/anti model 
as the basis for a 'theory' which he felt might usefully guide future research 
(Hammersley, 1985). This application of the model reflects its emphaSis upon the 
broader patterns of pupil adaptations. As Hammersley stated, the theory is not an 
attempt to deterministically explain all pupil behaviour (1985: 247). Hammersley's 
adoption of a framework which he had previously cri ticized seems due in no small way 
to the work of Stephen Ball (1981). 
Ball's account of Beachside comprehensive (1981) is drawn from his postgraduate 
work at Sussex University; work which was supervised by Colin Lacey (Ball, 1981: 
xxi). The link is an important one. Although Ball did not set out simply to repeat 
Lacey's work in a comprehensive setting, his study did share certain interests with 
the earlier one. For example, Ball focused upon the experiences of pupils within 
two banded forms and argued that the routine differentiation of pupils by teachers 
led to the development of polarized subcultures within the pupil body. Like 
Hargreaves and Lacey, Ball acknowledged the complexity of influences upon pupil 
action, yet he stated that to a significant degree the actions of the teachers 
(routinely in class and institutionally through the operation of a bandmg system) 
generated polarized pupil subcultures. 
It is this continuity between the work of Hargreaves, Lacey and Ball which led 
Hammersley to describe the studies as representing "a cumulative research programme" 
in the sociology of educatIOn (Hammersley, 1985: 246). A programme which has charted 
differentiation-polarization in settmgs which each offered a different set of 
conditions In terms of the pupil populatIon and/or the form of hierarchical 
organization of teaching Within the school. That IS, Hlghtown Grammar (Lacey. 1970) 
and Lumley Secondary Modern (Hargreaves, 1967) both 'streamed' their puptls Into 
hierarchIcally defined classes, but recruited only those who had 'passed' or 
'failed' the Eleven-plus examination respectively. Beachslde (Ball, 1981) was a 
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mixed comprehensive school and placed pupils into classes which were grouped under 
three 'Band' headings. 
As I have already noted in previous chapters, Ball also studied members of the 
first cohort to be taught in mixed ability groups for the majority of lessons during 
the first three years (he did not follow them beyond the option process). Ball 
stated that in the mixed ability environment the polarization was much less marked· , 
there was deviance but it was not the oppositional subculture which anti-school 
pupils in the banded environment had evolved (Ball, 1981: 254). 
Ball noted that although teachers still routinely differentiated between 
certain pupils, the fact that the pupils were taught largely within the mixed 
ability form group acted against the development of strong subcultural adaptations. 
In contrast to the banded forms, the mixed ability group offered no ready-made 
'labels' to teachers and placed fewer pupils in each class who shared similarly 
negative images in the eyes of staff. Furthermore, the teachers could physically 
separate key troublemakers in each group (Ball, 1981: 256-9). Hence, 
differentiation occured within each class rather than across the cohort. 
" ... the mixed ability form group appears to reproduce a microcosm of 
the banding system, with the processes of differentiation and 
polarization taking place within each form-group." 
Stephen Ball (1981: 273; original emphasis) 
The situation which Ball described in the mixed ability forms of hiS study 
closely resembled that within the third year forms which I followed in City Road. 
For example, there were 'trOUblesome' mdividuals in my case study forms. but at 
that time there was no evidence of a coherent set of understandIngs and agreements 
between like pupils which might be deSCrIbed as a 'subculture'. 
In contrast to Ball (1981), however, my research settmg and timescale allowed 
me to study the pupIls beyond the third year. mto their fmal years of compul cory 
educatIOn. In this sense my study offers a contmuatlOn of the "cumulative reSEarch 
programme" referred to by Hammersley (1985). 
In City Road, as in most urban comprehensives, the post-optIon years were a 
period where almost all subjects began a drive toward the external exammations of 
the fifth year. Consequently some departments attempted to introduce a form of 
"setting by ability": an upper school trend noted more generally by HMI (1978). 
Timetable allocations and take-up rates acted against setting in most departments, 
however, some of the higher status science and humanity subjects were able to 
introduce some form of setting. Hence, in addition to the compulsory subjects of 
English and Mathematics, PhysiCS and Geography were able to set across their entire 
pupil take-up. History and Biology were also able to introduce a limited form of 
setting within separate timetable blocks. 
Given the differentiation inherent in the 'push' towards external examinations, 
the increase in setting and the often selective nature of staff negotiations over 
pupil choice (noted in previous chapters) it might be predicted that a form of 
subcultural polarization would occur in the upper school years at City Road. The 
form of that polarization was, however, unlikely to follow exactly the lines noted 
in previous studies: in addition to the different social class, gender and ethnic 
factors in City Road, in some respects the differentiation itself was of a different 
kind. For example, in City Road even the pupils who were seen as "the most able" 
continued to study some lessons in mixed ability groupings and remained members of 
mixed ability forms. 
In terms of Hammersley's reconstructed theory of differentiation and 
subcultural polarization certam key conditions of the theory were, therefore. open 
to investigation in City Road. For example, was there any eVIdence of subcultural 
polarizatiOn in the upper school? If there was, could It be traced to school-based 
processes of differentIation gIven the largely mIxed abIlIty nature of pupIls' lives 
in CIty Road? Clearly, some differentiatIOn did occur, dUring the optIOns and In 
the setting of some fourth and fifth year subJects, but how, If at all. was It 
carried over into routine teacher-pupil mteractions? These are the principal 
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questions which are considered in the remainder of this chapter. 
In this section I have traced the arguments concerning the validity of the 
pro/anti-school model of pupil adaptations, noting how critics have emphasized the 
variety and complexity of life in schools. I also stressed that these observations 
are not in fact contradictory of the work of Hargreaves (1967) and Lacey (1970), 
both of whom explicitly acknowledged such points. More recently the model has 
received increased attention, firstly through the work of Stephen Ball (1981), and 
subsequently in a reconstructed theory of differentiation and polarization offered 
as a guide to future research by Martyn Hammersley (1985). Finally I have 
identified some of the ways in which my own research in City Road Comprehensive 
might add to the "cumulative research programme" which Hammersley identifies in the 
work of Hargreaves, Lacey and Ball. Before examining my data on City Road, however, 
in the following section I wish to make clear my interpretation of certain key 
concepts which I will use. In so doing I hope to avoid the kind of 
misinterpretation to which Hargreaves and Lacey have been subject. 
5.2 A CONTINUUM OF INVOLVEMENT: A revised model for the analysis of pupil 
adaptatiOns 
In this section I wish to make clear the understandIngs whIch underlIe my use 
of certain fundamental concepts. The first is the notIon of 'subculture', whIch I 
want to use in a way which distInguishes between a multItude of unrelated indIVIdual 
adaptations and a series of attitudes and behaviours which are shared and reinforced 
through interaction between some pupils. I wIll argue that the latter be understood 
as a subculture. 
The second area for clarifIcation concerns a revised model of subcultural 
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polarization. In proposing the model at this point in my analysis I have two alms 
in mind. Firstly, in an attempt to avoid some of the misinterpretations which have 
characterized the arguments about pro- and anti-school pupils, I wish to restate the 
model in terms which a) embody the essentials of the model of subcultural 
polarization whilst b} emphaSizing the complexity of the moment-to-moment decisions 
and actions involved. 
My second aim in presenting the revised model at this point is to allow me to 
deal with the variety and complexity of the data which I generated on this topic. 
The model was generated by my reading of previous work and my analysis of City Road: 
its strength is best judged while the evidence is presented and the analysis 
unfolds. 
a) Subculture 
Throughout the rest of this work J shall assume an understanding of the term 
'subculture' as applied in the work on medical student culture by Becker and hiS 
colleagues (Hughes, Becker and Geer, 1958; Becker et al 1960 and 1961). These 
writers isolated several elements which constituted a subculture, ie. a group of two 
or more people interacting extensively and sharmg a common situation (role or 
problem) which served as the basis for the development of "a body of collective 
understandings" (Becker et ai, 1961: 46-7). These understandings and agreements 
included shared "goals and values" (often taken-for-granted by members of the group 
and seen as a 'natural' outlook) and "modes of co-operation", ie. 'rules' develop 
which govern interaction between members, and between the group and non-members 
(Hughes, Becker and Geer, 1958). 
The understandings and agreements represent a subculture In the sense that they 
are not 'handed down' to the actors, but are generated Within the demands and 
confines of the institutIOn and may sometimes stand In OPPOSitIOn to certain 
elements of Its 'official' culture. 
ThiS understanding retains the core of Cohen's definitIOn. Subculture IS still 
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seen as "continually being created, re-created and modified". However, the 
definition no longer assumes that the subculture offers a 'solution' to a problem in 
the functionalist sense. The subculture is likely to reflect the members' situation 
and will address certain problems of the participants' role in the institution , 
however, the subculture cannot be assumed to 'solve' anything. 
In addition, Becker et aI's approach helps to isolate certain defining 
characteristics which might serve as the basis for the identification and study of 
different subcultures; ie. the recognition of both an attitudinal (shared goals and 
values) and a behavioural element (modes of co-operation). 
b) Revising the pro/anti model as a continuum of involvement 
I have spent much of the previous section arguing that Hargreaves (1967) and 
Lacey (1970) were innocent of many of the sins attributed to them by critics such as 
Furlong (1976). The pro/anti model does not deny the complexity of pupil adaptations 
or the importance of situational factors. Rather, it emphasizes certain 
similarities and differences in the adaptations of some pupils; adaptations which 
typically place the pupil either in harmony or conflict with the official school 
value system. In a revised form, I will apply much the same framework in analysmg 
the adaptations of my case study pupils as they moved through their fourth and fifth 
years in City Road. 
As I hope to demonstrate, this model offers the strongest analytical framework 
for an understanding of the processes of polarizatIon whIch occurred m CIty Road. 
The model is taken from previous works but restated in a form whIch caters more 
easily for the massive complexity of the moment-to-moment, day-to-day decIsIOns and 
actions which shaped the upper school careers of my case study pupils. It is my 
belief that this revised model may also facilitate a break from the 
mIsinterpretatIOns of the past whIch have often reflected a too Simple applicatIOn 
of the 'pro-' and 'antI-school' categones. 
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Stephen Ball (1981) has already offered a refinement of the pro/ant] model by 
suggesting "a fourfold classification, based on different forms of pupil commltment" 
(Woods, 1983: 95). Ball outlined four "lines of adaptatIOn" which "may be used to 
describe the attitudes and behaviour of individual pupils or of particular social 
groups or friendship groups" (Ball, 1981: 121). 
"Pro-school 
1. Supportive of the the fonnal system. These pupils share 
normatively in a conception of the school as 'education'. C .. ) 
2. Manipulative of the formal system. These pupils use features of 
the formal social system to their own ends. They have a utilitarian 
view of school and are concerned mainly wi th a concrete return on the 
investment of their time and energy, in terms of getting 'exam 
passes' and 'qualifications' ( ... ) 
Anti-school 
1. Passive. These pupils ignore aspects of the formal structure of 
schooling, as well as teachers' authority in particular areas. They 
maintain a considerable degree of insularity between their private 
world and the demands of their teachers without resorting to active 
in tr ansigence. 
2. Rejecting. These pupils reject the goals and the authority of 
the school..." 
Stephen Ball (1981: 120-1) 
In outlining these "lines of adaptation" Ball acknowledged that there might be 
others and made the following qualifying remarks. 
"Once again, however, it should be said that not every indlvidual can 
be neatly fitted into one or other of the categories. There are some 
pupils who display patterns of behaviour appropriate to more than one 
ca tegory." 
Stephen Ball (1981: 121) 
This is, of course, exactly the point made by Furlong (1976) In his CritiCism 
of Colin Lacey's pro/anti-school typology. It IS an observatIOn which I feel must 
be taken into account in discussions of subcultural polanza tlOn. As I Will show 
below. in City Road no pupil could be placed In anyone 'category' on all occasslOns 
or even In relation to their responses during a Single interview. For examrJe. 
almost every pupil I met could be described as "manIpulative of the formal system" 
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In some sense, and to describe any of my case study pupils as "passive" would be to 
underestimate their potential for active co-operation and/or rejection in certain 
circumstances. Although Hargreaves, Lacey, Woods and Ball qualify their arguments 
to accept such points, their typologies encourage confusion by using 
concrete-sounding labels in relation to such complex attitudes and behaviours. 
Despite the complexity, however, in City Road there were consistent patterns of 
attitude and behaviour which placed some pupils largely in harmony or conflict with 
the official school value system 0). The only way of adequately conceiving of the 
subcultural polarization in City Road, whilst doing Justice to the variety and 
complexity of pupil adaptations, is to abandon the attempt to formulate seemingly 
concrete 'categories' of pupil adaptation: life in the school was simply not that 
clear-cut. 
Writers such as Woods (1979: 77-9) and Ball (1981: 120-1) have tried to 
accommodate the variety of pupil adaptations by evolving additional categories. Yet 
each attempt must remain at the level of an 'ideal type' and seems artificially 
'static' in its conceptualization of a pupil's potential to move in any direction 
(as regards harmony or conflict with the official value system) on any issue and in 
any action throughout the school day. 
In response to these problems I propose that the framework for the analysis of 
pupil adaptations should be conceptualized in broader terms. In so domg I wish to 
restate the pro/anti model in terms drawn from EtzlOni's work on the nature of 
compliance in complex organizations (1961). As Percy Cohen (1968) has noted, an 
important aspect of Etzioni's analYSIS is the recognition that: 
" ... compliance has two aspects: the mternal motivatIOn of the actor, 
and the external pressure exercised by other actors, and by the 
system in whIch the actors participate." 
Percy S. Cohen (1968: 138) 
In different instances eIther of the internal or external aspects of complIance 
may become more or less Important, but an element of both Will always be present to 
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hold certam attitudes, and act In certain ways, which place them largely in harmony 
or conflict with the official school value system. Individual attitudes or 
behaviours may occur anywhere along a spectrum of conformity or conflict with the 
school's official expectations. The distribution of each pupil's attitudes and 
behaviours is not determined, but neither is it random. The broad patterns of pupil 
attitudes and behaviours, which even Furlong accepts can be seen (1976: 151), may be 
used to conceive of the pupil as falling anywhere along a continuum of Involvement 
ranging between commitment to, and alienation from, the goals and values of the 
official school value system. The processes are essentially the same as those noted 
in previous works but the model is consciously constructed so as to allow for the 
variations and complexities of individual actions and attitudes. Hence, the 
continuum of involvement may be summarized by adapting figures offered by Lacey and 
Ball (Figure 5.3). 
A pupil might move between different degrees of involvement on different 
occasions and on different issues, yet overall his/her views and actions (attitudes 
and behaviours) may tend to reflect broadly similar levels of involvement. Hence, 
it is possible to conceive of a pupil who has a generally high degree of involvement 
(ie. is committed to key elements of the school value system) yet prizes achievement 
so much that ineffectual teachers and subjects which offer no prospect of meanIngful 
certification are criticized. Such pupils have already been deSCrIbed by Hargreaves 
(1967: 13). Similarly, the model allows for pupils with a low degree of involvement 
(eg. those for whom educational certification is no longer a realistic aim) to act 
in conflict with official expectatIons concerning 'effort' whilst still attending 
some lessons and recognizing teacher authority in certain respects. 
This model of a continuum of involvement provides a framework for the analYSIS 
of pupil adaptations in City Road. It was not possible to place pupils in neat 
categories of goals and means (as required by Woods' typology) but it was possible 
to characterize attitudes and behaviours which showed generally differing degrees of 
involvement in the school value system. To the extent that some pupils In the uHer 
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some degree. This is an important point and offers a strong basis for the 
characterization of pupiJ adaptations. Such a conception aJIows a role for the actor 
as both an individual personality and as a participant in a social context (eg. In 
relation to teacher and peer expectations). 
In particular I wish to build upon Etzioni's characterization of "involvement". 
"Organizations must continually recruit means if they are to realize 
their goals. One of the most important of these means is the 
positive orientation of the participants to the organizational power. 
Involvement refers to the cathectic-evaluative OrIentatIon of an 
actor to an object, characterized in terms of intensity and 
direction. 
The intensity of involvement ranges from hIgh to low. The 
direction is either positive or negative. We refer to positive 
involvement as commitment and to negative involvement as alienation. 
(The advantage of haVing a third term, involvement, is that it 
enables us to refer to the continuum in a neutral way.) Actors can 
accordingly be placed on an involvement continuum which ranges from a 
highly negative zone through mild negative and mild poSItive zones to 
a highly positive zone." 
Amitai Etzioni (1961: 8-9; original emphaSIS) 
Etzioni went on to characterize the "zones of the involvement continuum" as 
"alienative, for the high alienation zone; moral, for the high commitment zone; and 
calculative, for the two mild zones" (Etzioni, 1961: 9-10; original emphasis). Ball 
(1981: 120-1) made reference to these in relation to three of his four "lines of 
adaptation". However, the fact that Ball identified four categories contrasts with 
Etzioni's three types of involvement and suggests that the link between the 
typologies may be somewhat tenuous. Etzioni's notion of an "involvement contInuum" 
is a valuable one but its use in this context must be made explicit. 
As authors such as Furlong (1976) and Hammersley and Turner (1980) have 
emphasized, no pupil action or attitude may be seen as determined by some general 
orientation to school. The school day, indeed the entire pupil career, is made up of 
countless decisions concerning possible choices of action and poSSIble poSitions on 
questions such as the value of school achievement and conformity with official 
expectations. Yet despite the variety of possible choices of action, some pupils do 
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school at City Road tended to move towards a general commitment to, or alIenatIOn 
from, the officIal school value system, it was possible to highlight a polanzatlon 
in pupil adaptations within a framework which acknowledges the complexity and 
variation in the moment-to-moment negotiation of school careers. 
As the folloWing data will evidence, it is this formulation of pupil 
adaptations (as representing varying degrees of involvement) which offers the most 
satisfactory framework for the analysis of subcultural polarization during the upper 
school years in City Road. 
5.3 SUBCULTURAL POLARIZATION IN CITY ROAD: Identifying pupil adaptations 
I have already noted that writers such as Bird (1980) and Hammersley and Turner 
(1980) have challenged the notion that a single set of values and expectations are 
conSistently presented to pupils. As this chapter will demonstrate, informally 
teacher expectations could vary dramatically between different groups of pupils, 
even within the same classroom. However, in gatherings such as form penods and 
year-assemblies, the pupils were consistently presented with a set of expectations 
concerning appropriate attitudes and behaviours. In thiS section I will draw upon 
observational, documentary and interview data, firstly to establish the eXistence of 
an 'official' value system within City Road and then to argue that a lImited degree 
of polarization was routinely antiCipated by staff in the upper school. In 
presentng this data my intentIOn IS to firmly locate the polarization Within the 
life of the school and to act against the possibilIty that, lIke some prevIOus 
works, my findings might be dIsmIssed as "a methodological artefact" (Meyenn, 1980: 
119). 
In the fmal part of thiS section I will build upon Interview d3ta to outline 
somethIng of the nature of the polarizatIOn which emerged Within my case-study f o r m ~ ~
dunng their fourth year. This will pave the way for an analYSIS of the prJCe3SeS 
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behind the polarization whIch IS presented In the subsequent section. 
a) The officially communicated school value system and the antiCIpatIOn of 
polarization in the upper school 
While my research age grade were in their third year I was often told by 
teachers that "the options could be the making" of certain pupils. However, staff 
also expected a number of pupils to simply "turn off". The teachers offered several 
reasons why pupils might develop so well, or so poorly, following the options; some 
felt that the physical maturation process was an important factor, while others 
stressed the benefits of splitting pupils from friends who might otherwise have 
diverted them from their work. In particular, teachers looked to the increased 
amount of setting as a means of encouraging effort, as the following quotation, from 
a humanities teacher, illustrates. 
" ... with the option system they might start to work because there's a 
certain amount of grading now, and the brighter kids go together, so 
Rafiq [a "low achiever"] won't be there to be laughed at. C .. ) SO 
hopefully, with the options they'll settle down and do some work, it 
does happen." 
However, if the options could 'make' a pupil, surely they might also 'break' 
one? It is interesting to note that while the staff accepted that school processes 
("the options" and the limited increase in setting) might lead some pupils to 
improved efforts, they were not so quick to accept the possible corollary, that they 
might lead others to reduced efforts. Although an increase in 'trouble' was 
expected, it was usually seen as an unavoidable consequence of academic failure 
rather than a reflection of the school's treatment of the pupil. The increaSIng 
"disillUSIOnment" (as the staff often referred to it) was something whICh the school 
sought to mInimize by emphasizing that it was In the mterests of ill pupils to do 
their very best dUring theIr tune at school. 
DUrIng form periods tutors would periodically address theIr tutees on the 
Importance of contInued effort, however, it was m the 'year-assemblIes' that most 
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formal attempts at motivation were made. 
At least once a week the entire age grade would gather in the school hall for a 
year-assembly. The pupils sat in rows according to their tutor group, with the 
sexes divided by a narrow walkway between the chairs; girls on the left, boys on the 
right. These assemblies offered a chance for members of staff to make 
announcements, concerning clubs or school teams, without having to visit each 
individual form. The majority of each assembly was usually devoted to an address 
given by a single member of staff. Occasionally the Headteacher or a deputy would 
speak, but usually it was Mr Martin (the pastoral Head of Year) who addressed the 
assemblies involving my research age grade. 
Throughout my time in City Road the pupils were encouraged to adopt an approach 
to school which included a number of central features concerning both effort and 
demeanour; they should work to the best of their ability, be punctual, polite, and 
dressed in school uniform. Whatever their ability, pupils were expected to defer to 
the authority of teachers. These were not the sum of the school's requirements and 
their day-to-day interpretation and enforcement by staff was by no means universal 
and unproblematic - indeed much of my analysis rests upon an understanding of the 
variety and negotiated nature of such interpretations. However, in addresses to the 
year as a whole these expectations concerning effort, behaviour and demeanour were 
continually repeated as staff described "the right way" to be. Such expectations 
represented an officially communicated school value system. 
Motivation concerning "the nght way" to approach school became an almost 
constant feature of assemblies in the fourth and fifth year. A perceIved 
polanzation of pupil attitudes in relation to those expectatIons was often 
reflected in the addresses. The clearest example of thiS came In the first assembly 
of the age grade's fifth (and final) year. which was given by the Headteacher. 
had antiCipated that with the start of a new academiC year the assembly would focus 
upon matters of motivatIOn and indeed thiS was seen as a 'natural' subject I,Jr su:::h 
an occasion: 
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"I've known for some while just precisely what I would talk to you 
about in the first year-assembly. That was very clear because 
there's one thing that needs to be uppermost in your ~ i n d s s to the 
exclusion of other things during the fifth year ... And it is ~ o r k i n g g
like mad." 
The Head went on to emphasize how much experience he had as a teacher, and 
then, on the basis of that experience, outlined a number of characteristics which he 
identified as indicators of future success or failure. 
"I'll tell you what some of the signs are. THOSE PEOPLE who keep 
coming to school, simple and straightforward and uncomplicated. They 
see they are dressed as thej1 should be, they see they arrIve on time. 
They come to school except when it's just impossible because they're 
too ill. They're the ones that succeed. 
Those people who are SLOPPY in the way they present themselves ( ... ) 
who are only too happy to find some excuse or another to get out of 
that day - a bit of a cold and they don't come. They will not 
succeed. ( ... ) 
.. .it's the right thing to do, to say, 'I will make sure that that 
homework is done to the very best of my ability.' That is the very 
least anyone can settle for... 'I shall do it as well as I possibily 
,..."""",' vQIl • 
Now a few people - no, no, quite a lot of people, will say, 'Not only 
will I do that as well as I can, but I'm gonna do a lot more. That 
was SET, but if I do so-and-so and so-and-so and so-and-so, if I do 
those, I'm gonna do better than anybody expected'. (. .. ) 
[However] there have been times when it's been more Important to 
[some] to waste time, to try and bend the rules. I'm thinking 
particularly of dress rules. They'd rather let themselves down. 
BECAUSE THEY'RE THE ONES THAT HAVE TO PAY FOR IT. 
It's nothing more than irritating to the rest who are working hard. 
Act silly, fool around, they're the ones that lose. What a shame." 
The Head's speech outlined two alternative approaches to the demands of school; 
one in accordance with the official requirements concernmg demeanour and effort 
(the "ideal client": Becker, 1952), the other in conflict with the norms and values 
of the school. The elements of each are familar as those which formed the baSIS for 
the pro/anti model of pupil subcultures outlined in prevIOus works. The Head's aim 
was to identify for pupils the 'correct' way of behaving and to hold out the promIse 
of future success. 
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"If anyone's sitting in here thinking to themselves, 'I've left It 
too late'. DON'T." 
The Head's speech was exceptional in the clarity with which it distinguished 
between the 'right' and 'wrong' approaches to the demands of school but its message 
was repeated throughout the fourth and fifth year. In particular, Mr Martin 
emphasized that even those who stood no realistic chance of gaining wri tten 
examination qualifications, could still benefit by not presenting problems for the 
school. 
(From an assembly during the age grade's fourth year) 
"[The Head of the fifth year) has sent out this. {Holds up a 
photocopied sheet of questions) To help him write references. YOU 
will have to fill in the same thing next year." 
[At this point he read out some i terns from the sheet. They concerned 
participation in school teams, punctuality and attendance] 
"Those are the sort of things employers look for [and] if [the Year 
Head] doesn't write a reference, then the fifth year, no matter how 
good they are, they don't stand a chance of getting into further 
education, or a job, or anything when they leave school. C .. ) 
YOU'VE GOT TWELVE MONTHS. Twelve months from now I will be writing 
references C .. ) and anyone who has to be told and told and told, 
they're obviously being awkward. If they're being awkward, I'll put 
it in their reference next year." 
The Year Head used the school's power over references as a threat In thiS way 
on several occasions. As the age-grade neared the end of their compulsory 
schooling, and the polarization In pupil perspectives became more acute, so the 
message of the assemblIes became more obvious. 
(From an assembly during the age grade's fifth year) 
"YOU have got two terms left in school. In about four or five weeks 
time I will start writmg references. For some of you, you better 
start bucking up your ideas or you'll be too late. 
THINK ABOUT IT. You've got no chOIce In the matter. The Government 
has said you MUST stay m school until you're Sixteen. Now If you've 
GOT to do something you may as well get something out of I t. If yOU 
have to sit in a restaurant for two hours you may as well have 
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something to eat, even if it's a bowl of soup. You've GOT to stay In 
school, so you may as well get something out of It. If It's not 
academic success, THEN FOR GOD'S SAKE MAKE SURE YOU GET A DECENT 
REFERENCE. ( ... ) Last week we had eight or ten people at the back 
with no blazer. I honestly doubt their intelligence. ALL YOU'VE GOT 
TO 00 IS CONFORM." 
The final statement of this transcript sums up the school's message for those 
pupils who were becoming increasingly "disillusioned" with City Road. By a 
combination of encouragement that success was possible, and threats of the 
consequences if they clashed with the school, staff continually attempted to 
minimize what they perceIved as the increasingly 'deviant' behaviour of some pupils 
in the fourth and fifth years. 
That the school anticipated, and attempted to contain, subcultural polarization 
in the post-option years is clear. Some evidence in support of the teachers' 
expectation of increased 'trouble' in the upper school may be drawn from the school 
punishment books. 
In the previous chapter I drew upon the school record of senior management 
detentions during the third year. The same source offers a limited test of both 
differentiation-polarization theory and the expectations of the staff (noted above). 
It would be inappropriate to compare the three terms of the third year to the four 
terms of the upper school for which 1 have this data. Tables 5.1 and 5.2, 
therefore, offer a comparison between the three terms of the thIrd year and three 
selected terms from the upper school years, ie. the Spring and Summer terms of the 
fourth year and the Autumn term of the fIfth year. I have omitted the fIrst term of 
the fourth year Since any polarization related to upper school experIences or 
processes should have become more marked as the pupils moved towards the end of 
their school careers. For reasons detaIled in the following chapter I have not 
Included west IndIan pupils In these calculatIOns. West IndIan pupils' experIence of 
many school processes was SIgnIfIcantly dIfferent to that of theIr peers of other 
ethnIc origins. The importance of ethmclty IS examined In the follOWIng chapter. 
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TABLE 5.1: NON-WEST INDIAN PUPILS IN RECEIPT OF AT LEAST ONE SENIOR 
MANAGEMENT DETENTION DURING THE THIRD YEAR BY GENDER AND 
CURRICULUM LEVEL 
Eventual CurriCUlum Level 
Academic Split Non-academic TOTAL 
% N % N % N % N 
Male 10 6 24 5 40 8 19 19 
Female 0 0 12 2 26 5 11 7 
ALL PUPILS 7 6 18 7 33 13 16 26 
TABLE 5.2: NON-WEST INDIAN PUPILS IN RECEIPT OF AT LEAST ONE SENIOR 
MANAGEMENT DETENTION IN THE UPPER SCHOOL (selected terms) 
BY GENDER AND CURRICULUM LEVEL 
Curriculum Level 
Academic Split Non-academic TOTAL 
% N % N % N % N 
Male 23 14 43 9 30 6 29 29 
Female 8 2 29 5 42 8 24 15 
---------------------------------------------
ALL PUPILS 19 16 37 14 36 14 27 44 
Note: Both tables are based on the longitudinal sample. 
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The detention data offers some support for the teachers' view that pupIls 
increasingly began to "go off the rails" dUrIng the fourth and fIfth years. A 
comparison of the total columns shows that a higher proportIOn of pupils of both 
sexes appeared in the detention books during the upper school terms; in all, 26 
pupils (16% of those present throughout the entire period of my field work) appeared 
during the third year, compared to 44 pupils (27%) during the three terms In the 
upper school. This pattern was true for both sexes. 
The data is also broken down in terms of the pupils' curriculum placement in 
the upper school. It is interesting to note that the increase was not merely among 
those pupils who had negotiated non-academic curricula during the optiOns. Indeed, 
almost all of the change was due to an increased proportion of 'academic' and split 
curriculum level pupils appearing in the detention books. 
The receipt of senior management detentions is only a very crude guide to 
teacher-pupil relations. As I will argue in the following chapter, such data may 
reveal more about the teachers' perceptions than the pupils' 'deviance'. However, 
the tables do show that an increasing proportion of pupils were identified as acting 
in conflict with important aspects of the school's official expectatIOns. Also, the 
data indicates that the changes were not simply reflections of pupils' experiences 
during the options negotations, since the greatest increases were among pupils who 
had negotiated upper school curricula of some academic status. 
b) Identifying pupil adaptations 
As my research age grade completed the fourth year of their secondary educatIOn 
conducted a series of in-depth interviews WIth each pupIl In two of my original 
case-study forms (4A and 4C)(2). Each interVIewee was seen IndIVIdually and the 
Interview followed a relatively structured schedule of questIons which investigated 
a wide variety of Issues (3). 
An important part of the schedule focused upon peer relatiOns and pupIl 
adaptations to the commUnicated school value system. I sought Inforrnatlc·n on how 
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the pupil perceived hIs/her experiences of City Road to that date (including the 
options process) and probed certain perspectives and actions which might place the 
pupil in harmony or conflict with elements of the officially communicated school 
value system. For example, I asked about attitudes to examinations; what type of 
examination were they to sit (CSE, GeE or is-plus) and how did they feel about it? 
Did they think examinations important? Did any of their subjects give homework, if 
so, how did the pupil feel about it? Had the school got any better or worse during 
the fourth year? Was City Road "too strict"? Had they ever truanted? 
I also asked about the pupils' relationships with staff; did they particularly 
like/dislike any teachers, if so, why? Did they feel that any pupils were "treated 
differently" to others? 
The interviews generated a great deal of data and, in conjunction With my 
informal observations around the school, I had anticipated that 1 would be able to 
roughly categorize the pupils in relation to Woods (1979) revised typology of modes 
of adaptation. However, this proved impossible for most pupils. There seemed as 
many different adaptations as there were pupils. Broad patterns were often visible 
but in most cases I simply could not unreservedly fit a pupil into any of the 
categories offered by Woods. In fact Woods has explicitly acknowledged that hiS 
categories are simplifications. 
[A pupil) "might employ one mode for one sectIOn of the school, one 
subject or one teacher. and another for another. He might have a 
dominant mode, or a mIxture of them. Though 1 have talked of the 
'ritualist' and the 'retreatlst' I have talked of them as abstracted 
people. It is really the modes that we have been diSCUSSing. There 
are bits of all of them in most people." 
Peter Woods (1979: 78) 
The compleXIty of the pupils' responses meant that they often reported 
attItudes and behaVIOurs which might equally qualify them for several different 
categories. Despite Woods' acknowledgement of the complexities, In City Roaj thE 
exerCIse of plaCIng pupils into the categorIes would have been so arbItrary a ~ ~ to be 
meanmgless. 
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Although some pupils did seem to approximate the pro- and anti-school 
typologies offered by writers such as Hargreaves, Lacey and Ball, the complexity of 
their adaptations often led to striking contradictions between pupils' general 
orientations and specific attitudes and behaviours. These seemingly contradictory 
elements were often of such a dramatic nature that the labels 'pro' and 
'anti-school' are simply not adequate. This is best demonstrated by examining the 
responses of one of my case study pupils, an Asian boy in 4A, Arif Aslam. I have 
already made some mention of Arif in previous chapters; he was seen as a "very 
intelligent" pupil by staff and, by thoroughly researching the requirements of his 
chosen profession, he was able to exercise considerable influence in his official 
option meeting. 
i. The complexi ty of pupil adaptations 
During the third year the Year Head told me that Arif was "underachieving" 
because he fooled around in class and was too talkative. Mr Palmer, Arif's form 
tutor, also told me that he had received several complaints about Arif's behaviour 
in lessons. In the upper school, however, Arif began to attract very favourable 
reports and Palmer cited him as a perfect example of the changes in attitude which 
could occur following the options. 
(From an interview at the end of the fourth year) 
"Arif's an OUTSTANDING CHANGE, there's no doubt about that. C .. ) 
Both Paul Martin [the Year Head] and I have found that Anf has 
changed completely. Now last year he was in a gang, with Paul 
[Dixon], Michael [Cooper] and Ben (Watson], who spent all thelr time 
acting and messing around ... NOW, he's CHANGED COMPLETELY, he really 
has. I mean his reports explain it, he's got double A's and B's (for 
effort and achievement) all over the place. And every member of 
staff has commented on it. EVERY ONE. That's a VAST change In Anf 
from his attItude last year." 
This kInd of descriptIon would seem to Indicate that, In the eye's of staff, 
Arif could be described a 'pro-school pupil', yet the compleXity of hIS adaptations 
went far beyond such a label. Certainly It was the case that Anf was hIghly 
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committed to the goal of academic achievement and many of his actIons were In 
harmony with official expectations. However, in certain key respects Anf's 
commitment to achievement was such that it led to actions and attitudes whIch were 
in conflict with other elements of the officially communicated school value system. 
Perhaps the most serious was his occasional truancy: an act not usually associated 
with pro-school pupils and something which went directly against the school's 
emphasis upon attendence at all costs (eg. the Headteacher's speech noted earlier). 
DG "Do you ever take time off from school when you're not 
ill?" 
Arif "Yeah." [Laughs] 
DO "You do ... how regularly?" 
Arif "Not THAT regularly, I only do it when I'm in DESPERATE 
trouble, like I have to hand in a literature essay. Like, 
TUESDAY MORNINGS is my most favourite day for taking days 
off 'cause we've only got GAMES and careers [Guidance] and 
Technical Graphics. Technical Graphics I can catch up on, 
and J'm not really bothered about games and careers. C .. ) 
I don't nick off for the sake of nicking off... C .. ) 
Twice I've done it on a Tuesday morning when I just stayed 
in my room all morning ... My Dad was at work and my Mum 
didn't realize all morning." 
Clearly this kind of act seriously conflicted with the officially communicated 
school value system, yet in certain respects it reflected how deeply Arif was 
committed to other official expectations, ego that work should be in on time and 
completed to the pupils' best ability. Despite his occasional truancy I would 
describe Arif as showing a very high degree of involvement in the school value 
system. Indeed, the style of hiS truancy was further eVIdence of his comml tment tc 
academiC success. For example, he emphasized that he had an academiC motive ("I 
don't nick off for the sake of nIcking off") and timed hiS absence to do least 
damage to 'academic' sublects; " ... we've only got GAMES and careers and TechnIcal 
Graphics" (my emphasis). Hence, the only examInable subject which he missed on a 
Tuesday morning was TG, an optIon of comparatively low academiC status, In whIch he 
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felt sure he could easily catch-up on missed work. 
I have offered detail on Anf because of the clarIty wIth which his example 
demonstrates the capacity of even the most academically committed pupil to act in 
conflict with the school's offiCial expectations. Arif was not exceptIOnal in 
holding certain attitudes, or acting in certain ways, which seemed to contradict the 
general nature of his involvement with the school value system. Other pupils' 
adaptations were not so dramatic, but they were no less varied than Arif's. 
However, this complexity should not obscure the fact that the interviews did reveal 
a certain degree of polarization in the attitudes of some pupils. 
ii. A limited polarization across a continuum of involvement 
I have stated earlier in this work that as the pupils entered the subject 
options process they applied very similar criteria to their 'provisional' choice of 
subjects. For example, almost all pupils applied some notion of their ability and 
interest in different subjects. There was no clear distinction between "group 
perspectives" in the way described by Woods (1976: 133-6), Furthermore, the mixed 
ability forms which I followed were made up of a variety of changing friendship 
groups. Some individual pupils were already 'known' by staff and pupils alike as 
being "very able" or "troublemakers", but there were virtually no friendship cliques 
made up exclusively of such pupils, ie. there was very little evidence of 
subcultural polarization within the forms. 
In the fourth year interviews, however, clear differences in some pupils' 
degree of involvement in the school value system became eVident. As I have argued 
above, the complexity of pupil adaptations meant that no SIngle attItude or 
behaviour could be taken as indicative of a general orientation to the school. Over 
the length of the Interview, however, It was clear that certam pupIls dId tend 
towards a general poSitIOn of harmony or confJJct With the school value system. 
This IS best illustrated by briefly describIng some of the responses of twe 
pupils who tended towards very dIfferent degrees of Involvement. Rather than use 
extreme examples, whIch might exaggerate some of the differences between 
adaptations, I have chosen to describe two pupIls who were not seen as exceptIonally 
'good' or 'bad' by their form tutors. Nevertheless, their expenences of, and 
perspectives on, City Road were markedly different. 
Like Arif, Peter Hamilton of 4C tended to be supportive of the school's 
authority and to show a relatively high degree of commitment to academic goals. 
Peter valued academic achievement very highly and exhibited a great deal of self 
motivation. He saw '0' level and grade 1 CSE examination passes as essential in 
entering the post-school world and felt that homework naturally complemented the 
demands of school. 
DG "Do you think it's right that [teachers] expect you to do 
homework?" 
Peter [Almost incredulous at the question] "Well yeah. 
'Cause ... well In the classroom you've got the teacher 
there, say you're not sure of something, you can iust stick 
your hand up and ask the teacher to explain it to you. If 
you take something home, the teacher's not there and you 
have to work it out and try and understand it. So they're 
sort of forcing you to understand it - which IS maybe a 
good thing, try and get you to do it on your own." 
Peter said that the school was not "too strIct", and felt that teachers used 
their power legitimately; in answer to the questIOn concernIng pupils whom the 
teachers "treat differently", he reported that it was the pupils who brought 
dIsciplInary action upon themselves: 
"Its usually If they [the pupIls) are causing trouble or making a lot 
of nOIse and not gettIng on WI th their work." 
Peter's motIvation to succeed academIcally led him to attend a "Design club", 
which was run after school hours, and was offiCIally acknowledged In hiS receIpt of 
two "Governors' awards": certIfIcates granted to those pupIls In each age grade who 
were Judged to have displayed outstandIng effort. 
"Governors' awards" were not part of the school expenence of DenIse Burton. a 
pupIl In 4A who In many ways showed a low degree of Involvement Iii the offICial 
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school value system. Denise did not actively seek confrontations with staff. she was 
not "a troublemaker", but she was a frequent truant and saw little of worth In the 
school. For example, when I asked her about examinations she stated: 
''You can't get jobs nowadays, so I don't see what good it is." 
Similarly, when 1 probed her reaction to being sent home because of non-uniform 
items in her dress, Denise replied simply: 
"1 liked it. I didn't want to come to school". 
A measure of her distance from the school's official expectations was her 
continued wearing of several items which were clearly 'non-umform'. Denise was one 
of severa) pupils who refused to alter their dress, even after being sent home. The 
staff saw this as a deliberate challenge: 
A form tutor "They're daring you to send them home again. 
They don't mind another day ofL" (field notes) 
By considering a variety of attitudes and behaviours it was sometimes possible 
to identify pupils with a relatively consistent degree of involvement in the 
officially communicated school value system. Peter and Demse, for example, are 
pupils whose answers tended to display very different levels of Involvement in the 
offIcially sanctioned goals and values of the school: Peter's degree of involvement 
was generally high, Denise's generally low. 
The changes in some of the pupIls whom I had observed durIng the study, plus 
interview material such as that from Peter and Denise, led me to believe that some 
form of limited polarizatIOn in pupil adaptations was taking place In the upper 
school. However. it was not possible to operatlOnaJize the levels of Involvement In 
more precise terms. Because of the complexity of pupIl adaptatIOns, no particular 
behaVIOurs or attitudes could be IdentIfied whose presence/absence might be taken as 
either necessary or suffiCient to define a pupil's adaptatIOn as committed or 
alienated: Arif was clear proof of thiS. 
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Although his teachers praised his achievement and positive attitude towards 
school, Arif conscIOusly violated a key requirement of the officially communicated 
school value system. Indeed, the nature of Arif's truancy further emphasized the 
complexity of the situation. Arif applied school/achievement related criteria in 
deciding upon the appropriateness of his action. His truancy was a means to an 
achievement goal which minimized disruption by absenting him from subjects which 
were of relatively little academic status. 
Therefore, although some pupils did seem to display relatively consistent 
degrees of involvement in the school value system, the complexity of pupil 
adaptations meant that any attempt to impose a series of descriptive categories upon 
them would have been an arbitrary matter. Even a behavIOur as seemingly clear cut 
as truancy could not be used as a defining characteristic. It is in this sense that 
pupil adaptations may be conceived of as a continuum of involvement; as a series of 
positions in relation to the school value system between which there were no clear, 
unambiguous divides. 
Despite the complexity of pupil adaptations revealed by the structured 
interviews at the end of the age grade's fourth year, many members of staff were 
very clear about the changes in attitude which they perceived in the upper school. 
In addition, as I have already noted, there was some documentary eVidence which 
suggested that an increasing proportion of pupils were Identified as acting in ways 
which conflicted with offiCIal expectations (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2>' ThiS reflects 
the fact tha t the Interviews revealed only part of the pupils life In Ci ty Road. In 
order to gain a more complete picture of pupll adaptatIOns in the upper school it 
was necessary to move inSide the classroom, to study In more detaIl the pupils' 
interactIOns With teachers and peers. In was in these interactIOns that the nature 
of the limi ted subcultural polarIzation WIthin the age grade became most apparent. 
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5.4 THE PROCESSES OF SUBCULTURAL POLARIZATION IN CITY ROAL) 
The interaction of many factors affects the quality of life In school. Pupils' 
identities inside and outside the institutIOn are inextricably linked. However, In 
considering the factors which lay behind the limited polarization of pupil 
perspectives in their fmal years in City Road, it necessary to dlstmguish between 
primarily school-based influences and those whose source lay outside the walls of 
the institution. This is the only- way in which the impol"tance of the school, as an 
agency Involved in the creation of ,social roles and identities, can be appreciated. 
a) Extra-school and school-based influences 
As my research progressed 1 came to know some of my case-study pupils very 
well. 1 had foHowed them for approximately eighteen months by the time I carried 
out the fourth year interviews and. in addition to my own interview and 
observational data, I had complete access to the school records on each pupil in my 
research age grade. This enabled me to isolate individual cases where particular 
factors seemed to lie behmd the adoption of certam lInes of adaptation. 
In a handful of cases pupil's had suffered problems concerning a parent or 
guardian which could lead to absences and a loss of interest in schooL Also, the 
age grade were increasingly mixing w!th older YOUtllS outside tlle schoo! and this 
could become the source of an alternative focus to academic interests. For example, 
Diane Flowers, a girl whom teachers had described as "a model pupil" during the 
third year, had joined a local " p o s s e ~ \ \ ie. a large gang oj mostly post-schooi age 
members. Diane's association With the posse seemed to lead her to a complete and 




"Do you have any Idea what level of examInation you might 
be Sitting? Any of your subjects at GeE or CSE?" 







"I just hate school." 
"Do you see school as having any USE at all?" 
"A doss." 
During the fifth year Diane was taken into the care of the local authonty and 
was eventually moved to another school nearer the residential home. Diane's case 
illustrated the potentially disastrous influence of what Ball (1978) has termed 
"contra-cultures", ie, "a group being that exists beyond the boundaries of school 
membership" whose members "develop and derive a coherent value system which is 
separate and independent from that of the school". Ba)] contrasts such a 
contra-culture with the anti-school "subculture" which is an essentially 
school-based response to shared problems encountered within the institution (Bali, 
1978: 220-8). 
As the following chapter will illustrate, a pupil's ethnic origm could also 
have important consequences for their experience of school and the development of 
particular perspectives concerning the demands of the pupil role. However, most of 
the pupils in my case-study forms were not experiencing 'problems' at home, and were 
neither members of a contra-culture nor an ethnic minority. In addition, as I noted 
in the first chapter, social class was not a strong distinguishing force within the 
pupil body. Yet the fourth year interviews indicated that there was a limIted, but 
significant, degree of polarization in the case study pupils' adaptatIOns to the 
officially communicated school value system. This clearly suggests that 
school-based factors were of consIderable importance; as 1 have noted, this would 
support preVIOUS work by Hargreaves, Lacey and Ball who have emphaSIzed the 
Importance of school-based differentiation as a factor In subcultural polanzatlOn. 
Several questions anse from the lImIted polarizatIOn WhICh emerged dunng the 
fourth year interviews. Firstly, could the dIfference In attItudes and actIons be 
seen in classroom SituatIOns? If so, were pupils' actions consistent WIth any group 
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perspectives which might constitute shared subcultural adaptations? How, if at all, 
did the pupils' actions and attitudes reflect aspects of their classroom experience? 
Did the nature of the teaching group (as set or mixed ability) influence pupil 
adaptations? 
These are the questions which I seek to answer in the remainder of this section 
as I focus on data drawn from teaching situations. 
b) Differentiation-polarization and classroom life 
As my research age grade entered their fifth year I began a period of intensive 
classroom observation which was consciously aimed at exploring the possibilities of 
subcultural polarization in City Road (4). Time and funding restrictions dictated 
that I finish my detailed field work after the first term of the pupils' fifth year, 
and so my stay in each classroom was limited. Because of such factors this data 
must be viewed as exploratory rather than conclusive. 
My selection of groups for observation was guided by a number of factors: for 
example, I could simplify gaining access by approaching teachers with whom I had 
already established good relationships. Also, I was keen to ensure that the groups 
I followed included a reasonable proportion of my case-study pupils. However, the 
most important criterion in the selection of classes for observation was my concern 
to examine further the differences between pupil adaptations which had arisen during 
the fourth year interviews. Hence, I chose a mixed abilIty class from a subject 
which, because of timetable restrictions, could not introduce setting in the upper 
school. I also observed the "top" and "bottom" sets of one of the few subjects 
which could set across the entire age grade (English). r reasoned that If earlier 
hypotheses concerning differentiation-polarizatlOn carned any explanatory power, 
the differences should be most clear in these two groups. All pupils in the 
age-grade studied English and SInce the beginning of the fourth year they had been 
taught In groups which were "set by abIlity" (5). 
It is impossible to state that each class which I observed was 'representative' 
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of similar teaching groups In the fifth year, but through my routine conversations 
with pupils and staff I had no reason to suppose otherwise. 
I allowed the pupils two weeks to 'settle back' after the summer vacation and 
then spent three weeks in each teaching group (an average of nine lessons each). 
Having initially introduced myself to the class I would take up a position 
where I had a clear view of the pupils. I returned to the same chair for each 
lesson. In the '0' level English set I was able to observe the classroom 'action' 
without becoming a part of it, but in the mixed ability group the teacher, and 
occasionally pupils, would sometimes approach and talk to me during the lesson. 
This was despite the fact that I had originally asked them to "forget" about my 
presence in the classroom. In the bottom English set both teacher and pupils would 
regularly involve me in the action somehow. For example, the teacher would 'confide' 
his frustrations in me or ask for my impressions of the lesson. 
Originally, these responses worried me: 'What was I doing wrong?' 'Why couldn't 
I distance myself from the interaction in all three groups?' As Becker (1970: 59) 
has pointed out, however, such differences are a source of information about the 
groups: the variation in the actors' relations with me reflected fundamental 
differences in their perception of the lessons. In the '0' level set all 
participants were aware of impending examinations and the need to cover the 
syllabus. The interactions between teacher and pupils were very fnendly but 
followed 'traditional' lines with the teacher directing the lesson from the front of 
the class. Therefore, as an observer, my role did not include me In the 
teacher-pupil interaction of the '0' level set. By contrast, In the bottom English 
set there were less than half as many pupils. Here the atmosphere was very Informal 
and the lessons were only 'loosely' structured, with the teacher CirculatIng between 
groups of pupils. Given such informal conditIOns both the teacher and hiS pupJls 
seemed naturally to Involve me as part of the lIfe of the group. 
In the mIxed abilIty lessons the Informal structure of teacher-pupil and 
pupil-pupil InteractIOns was differentIated withIn the class, and this allowed both 
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the teacher and some of his pupils, the 'freedom' to talk with me during lessons. 
In order to fully appreciate the nature of the interactions in each of these 
teaching groups it is necessary to deal with the set and mixed ability classes in 
turn. 
i. Top and bottom sets 
A polarization in degrees of involvement 
Life in the top and bottom English sets contrasted very strongly. The two 
groups often mirrored the patterns of behaviour which Stephen Ball has described in 
banded second year forms, ie. activity in the top set was mostly "task-oriented", 
ie. "directed towards some end, or involving some endeavour, defined as appropriate 
by the teacher" (Ball, 1981: 26). In the bottom set, 'work', ie. the tasks set by 
the teacher, was largely something to be avoided and the pupils had developed a 
battery of strategies which negotiated less demanding requirements. For example, 
pupils in the lower set would spend lengthy periods talking in small groups or 
moving around the room to 'borrow' pieces of equipment. The following extract is 
taken from my field notes and conveys something of the pupils' approach to 'work'. 
The class was required to write a report, on an "Unknown Planet", 
from the perspective of an explorer writing to hislher Government. 
Several pupils spent time drawing maps and views of the planet from 
space. This allowed them to hold conversations while still meeting 
the basic demands of the task. By drawing, rather than writmg, 
they also avoided elements of 'English' which gave them difficulty 
(spelling, grammar, handwriting etc). C .. ) 
At [one point, the teacher] realized that Carol Barber was sitting 




"I can't think of anything else to write." 
"Have you given the planet a name? Drawn a map of the 
landing place?" 
Carol "Yeah. That's It". [Holds up a piece of paper] 
Teacher "What was it like travelhng there? 
meet? What did they look like? 
What sort of plants were there?" 
What people did you 










"I CAN'T PUT ONE THING THEN GO TO ANOTHER." 
"YOU CAN. You can do all sorts of things. 
You can put little headings ... 'People', 'Weather' -
What weather did they have? Were their days the same 
length as ours or were they longer or shorter?" 
"I JUST GOT THERE. I don't know about all that." 
"No. You haven't JUST got there, you've BEEN there and 
COME BACK." 
"I mean, I'm writing as if I just got there, what I saw -It 
"- Oh I see, you're writing a diary. Well what did you 
find then? What did they live in, what sort of houses? 
What was the City like? Do a sketch." 
Itl aint got enough paper." 
''You'd think of any excuse." 
The extract shows not only how the pupils took what was meant to be a 
starting point (drawing maps) and turned it into the focus of the lesson, but also 
the strength of their resistance to the teacher's attempts to get them writing. 
Whereas in the top set the teacher and pupils shared the same understanding of the 
overall aim of the lesson (to get through the work and pass examinations), in the 
bottom set the teacher and pupils had conflicting aims. This was reflected in the 
conflictual nature of many teacher-pupil interactions in the lower set. For 
example, at one point in the extract above, Carol and the teacher shouted at each 
other. This pattern of 'harmony' and 'conflict' with the official definition of the 
lesson in the top and bottom sets respectively, could also be seen (or rather heard) 
In the structure of pupil-pupil talk during lessons. 
Top set pupils generally spoke WIth each other when there were 'natural' 
breaks in the lesson. For example, when the teacher gave out paper, left the room 
WIthOut givmg them work to do, or signalled that It was tIme tc start "packIng 
away". In the bottom set the level of nOIse often crept up as the lesson went on, 
regardless of the task In hand, forCIng the teacher to call ior qUIet. It was not 
that pupIls in the top set dId not gOSSIp. but that they confIned theIr gossipIng to 
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points where they were not In competition with the teacher: I went through the tape 
recording of one top set lesson and found that about 25% of the 55 minute lesson was 
taken up with pupil-pupil talk, yet because the 'noise' had taken Its cue from the 
structure of the lesson itself, the overall impression was of a very orderly and 
even 'quiet' group of pupils. 
Pupil-pupil relations within the English sets also exhibited significantly 
different characters. In the top set the pupils would often joke with each other in 
a supportive, 'warm' way. In the bottom set humour was rooted in attacks upon a 
pupil's competence, indeed, aggression was a major factor in pupil relations in that 
set. 
From top set field notes 
[Earlier in the lesson the set had discovered that one of them, 
Mohammed Abid, had written a fifty page literature essay] 
The knowledge of Mohammed's work fed back into the lesson in the 
form of a joke - the teacher, in detailing examination techniques, 
stated: 
"IT'S QUALITY NOT QUANTITY". 
Paul Dixon looked up from his book grinning and called this to his 
peer's attention, 
"Mohammed. " 
Several pupils, including Mohammed, laughed at this. 
There was no hostility in the remark ... the essay and effort put 
into it were held in awe rather than contempt. 
From bottom set transcripts 
Steve Harper [To the room in generaiJ "Ay, whats the question about 
'forenames'?" 
Teacher "What's what?" 
Jim Bailey [To Steve] "DUNCE." 
Steve [To Jim] "Oo-er, you're the dunce." 
Teacher "Why weren't you listening Steven?" 
Steve "I WAS LISTENING." 
Teacher "Well I explained what they were." 
Steve "I WAS listening." 
Barry Flemming [Laughs at Steve] 
Steve [Angrily to Barry] nr WAS. n 
It is clear therefore that many elements of subcultural polarization, similar 
to those reported in previous works, were found in the top and bottom English sets 
in City Road. The pupils demonstrated contrasting approaches to the demands of the 
lesson, ie. their shared goals and values reflected a similar orientation to the 
official school value system. For example, those in the top group complemented the 
official structure of the lesson while the bottom group often conflicted with it. 
Similarly, the pupils' relationships with their peers and teachers followed very 
different lines, with support and co-operation in the top set rather than the often 
aggressive and conflictual atmosphere of the bottom one. In other words the sets 
evidenced a commitment to differing goals and values and showed contrasting modes of 
co-operation. 
It should not be assumed that all pupils in each group acted exactly alike, 
however, it was significant that the contrasting approaches to lessons, which 
typified each set, were enforced within each group. For example, a pupil showing 
Signs of commitment to academic goals in the lower set, say by volunteering too many 
answers, might be called a "creep" and make themselves targets for sustained verbal 
abuse throughout the lesson. Similarly, someone "messing" with a friend in the top 
set would often be criticized by their peers 10 'stage whispers' to the rest of the 
set which condemned them as "stupid" (field notes). 
Several factors must be taken mto account if we are to understand the 
processes which lay behind the development of such contrastmg reactIons to the 
demands of school. The first of these concerns the creatIOn and character of the 
teaching groups themselves. 
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The processes of differentiation in academic sets 
To some degree the differing levels of commitment/alIenation exhibited by the 
groups was defined by the criteria which the subject department applied in creating 
them. Setting ensured that in English lessons the top and bottom pupils would 
interact only with peers who experienced similar problems in terms of their role 
within the school, ie. the 'classic' conditions for subcultural polarization. Those 
in the top set had already experienced some degree of academic success, while those 
in the bottom set had experienced conflict with the school's expectations concerning 
behaviour and/or achievement. 
These differences were clear when one compared the curriculum levels which the 
pupils in each set had negotiated during the options process. All thirteen members 
of the bottom set had received an upper school options curriculum of a non-academic 
(practical) nature. By contrast, of the thirty-four pupils originally placed in the 
top set all but four had negotiated 'academic' upper school options curricula; the 
exceptions being of split curriculum level. Hence the level of 'trOUble' in the 
bottom set was in many ways written into the class by the criteria which decided 
it's membership. 
The Head of 
English "We considered VERY carefully who we placed in the bottom 
group. Because some had done BADLY enough on the [third 
year] exam to merit inclusion In the bottom group but we 
felt it would not be sufficiently challenging for them, and 
they would be demoralized by removal from the mainstream. 
So only exceptional cases, mainly very poor behaViour, 
attitude ... truancy or just inability to cope with ANY 
simple work. And a very small group (. .. ) was selected for 
the bottom end." 
As this statement demonstrates, the pupils in the bottom set were seen as 
'no-hopers'. WhIle some peers of equally low achIevement had been spared the group, 
the members of the bottom set were seen as being past help. 
The same Judgements, concerning pupils' future careers in school, which had led 
to theIr placement in the top and bottom sets also led to differences In the 
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teachers' expectations and treatment of those groups. Each top set lesson which I 
observed began with a motivational speech from the teacher, focusing upon the need 
for continued effort and the importance of examination results. This added to the 
sense of urgency which existed in the group. Although they had only just entered the 
fifth year, there was a feeJing that the external examinations were very close. Each 
lesson and "assignment" (an essay to be written at home) was part of a complex 
schedule which derived from the examination syllabus and structured the pupils' work 
load well into the future. 
The following extract is from the teacher's address at the beginning of a top 
set lesson and illustrates the sense of urgency which the academic requirements 
fostered in the group. 
"I'll just explain about the assignments. You've got two to hand 
in, obviously I want those as soon as possible, they're overdue 
now... The poetry and the Shakespeare. (oo.) 
I explained why it was important to do the Shakespeare if you'd not 
done as well as you might expect first time. You do in fact HAVE 
to submit an essay on Shakespeare for your course, so therefore 
it's doubly important that you did well second time around." 
This contrasts strongly with the organization and expectations of the bottom 
English set where homework was never given and lessons rarely followed the same 
theme for more than two teaching periods. The teacher told me that he tried to help 
the pupils "get something out of it" by focusing upon the uses of English in the 
post-school world, ego by familiarizing them with the language of official forms. 
However, lessons were often disrupted through the teacher's other commitments WIthin 
the school or the intrusion of pupils from other English sets. ThiS final point was 
significant: if a group had to be split up for a tIme because of a teacher's 
absence, the bottom set was seen as a natural place to send many of the pupils, 
while the top set never received any. Hence, the orgamzatlOn of bottom set lessons 
was often on a precarious day-to-day baSIS. 
Given the contrast between the long and short term concerns WhICh lay behmd 
the teachers' organization and structure of lessons 10 the top and bottom sets, It 
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is hardly surprising that the pupils' own concerns focused upon sImilar horizons, 
ie, gaining examination qualifications (top set-long term) and avoiding work and 
"messing" (bottom set-short term). 
The teachers' judgements concerning the pupils' likely future school careers 
and achievements led to actions which seemed to reinforce the contrasting levels of 
academic involvement within the sets. The views which pupils in the bottom set 
expressed in interviews, and their actions in lessons, often conflicted with the 
official expectations of the school which were communicated to them in form periods 
and assemblies. Yet their attitudes and behaviours often complemented the school's 
informal day-to-day expectations of them, which were communicated in routine 
interactions with teachers. For example, I noted earlier that regular attendance 
was held up as a basic requirement of the pupil role (eg. the Head's speech at the 
start of the fifth year). Although such expectations were communicated to all 
pupils in 'public' gatherings such as assemblies, in the teaching situation the 
school actually expected the opposite of some pupils; in the bottom set a high level 
of truancy was routinely accepted. The staff explained this by reference to the 
"disillusionment" of the pupils, yet the teachers' anticipation of truancy was 
constantly brought to the set's attention. Indeed, it was often cause for comment 
when certain pupils were present. 
Teacher (Taking the register) "Bailey?" 
Jim Bailey "Sir." 
Teacher "Blirney, look what the wind blew in. Careful JIm you're in 
danger of being a regular attender". 
Comments such as this were always said in a light-hearted fashIOn, but their 
effect was to make clear that for pupils In the bottom group a somewhat different 
set of expectatIOns applied. Robert Jeffcoate has recently reported SImIlar 
expectations of a bottom English set In a Northern comprehenslve (Jeffcoate, 1987). 
The routine understandings and agreements of pupIls In the top and bottom set 
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reflected polarized positions in relation to the officially communicated norms and 
values of the school. However, these positions were in accordance with the informal 
expectations which the teachers held of each set and were reinforced through the 
routine teacher-pupil interactions in the teaching group. These findings support 
the basic hypothesis of differentiation-polarization theory in that the department, 
by overtly separating pupils in relation to an academic-behavioural standard, 
supplied the means by which both teachers and pupils could develop separate and 
conflicting expectations about the pupil role. The result of this differentiation 
could be seen clearly in the contrasting nature of life in the top and bottom sets. 
The evidence of these sets would seem to indicate that there was subcultural 
polarization in City Road but it should be remembered that the pupils who 
experienced the English sets spent much of their time in school in mixed ability 
environments (in their form groups and in subjects which could not set). 
Furthermore, pupils who displayed generally high or low degrees of academic 
involvement during the fourth year interviews had not always experienced a top or 
bottom set within the school. It is therefore necessary to identify any further 
means by which subcultural polarization might have been generated and reinforced 
within a mixed ability teaching environment. 
ii. A mixed ability teaching grOUp 
A continuum of involvement 
Although the top and bottom English sets differed in many ways they did share 
one characteristic, ie. a strong sense of group identity. Hence, the '0' level 
group protested with cries of "Ohh" and "Why sir?", when they were told that some 
pupils from the "intermediate" set would join them for a reading to be given by a 
Visiting poet. Similarly, when pupils from one of the CSE groups Joined the bottom 
set for a lesson (due to a teacher's absence) the newcomers were made unwelcome With 
warnings such as "Sit down and shut up." There was no such 'group identity' In the 
mixed ability class. a fact which reflected the internal differentiation Within the 
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group. 
This class was made up of pupils from the entire range of 'ability' In the age 
grade and included members of both the top and bottom English sets. Pupils were in 
this classroom because they had chosen the subject from the same timetable block in 
the option pattern (see Chapter 2). The lesson was Technical Graphics (TG) which, 
although an overwhelmingly 'male' craft subject, tended to receive pupils of very 
different abilities, particularly in the final block of the option pattern which 
offered few 'academic' choices. Hence, TG provided an opportunity to observe teacher 
and pupils in a truely 'mixed' academic environment. 
As in the English sets, in TG most pupils had established regular seats in the 
classroom. However, whereas in English lessons pupils often had social contact with 
peers who sat across the room from them (borrowing equipment or talking when the 
teacher was absent), pupils in TG rarely spoke with anyone who was not in their 
immediate vacinity. They had ample opportunity to do so, not only during 'natural' 
breaks in the lesson (as in the top English set), but throughout their time in the 
room, since they were allowed to move away from their chairs to collect equipment 
from cupboards or borrow from their peers. There was a steady 'hum' of conversation 
throughout the lessons but because of the lack of extended peer friendship ties 
wi thin the class, there was never any shouting across the room. 
The double-desks were arranged back-to-back in groups of two, so that four 
pupils could sit together, the two on one desk facing the others. This allowed 
pupils to cluster together in small friendship groups around the same desks. Most of 
these groups were made up of between two and four pupils. However, one group was 
regularly joined by a fifth pupil, who sat at the end of a desk, and on occasIOns 
other cliques also 'gained' an extra pupil for a single lesson. DespIte these 
occaSIOnal changes between lessons, a core of pupils could be identifIed in a number 
of friendship groups. The pupils withIn each such frIendship group tended to adopt 
Similar approaches to the demands of the lesson. The approaches of my case study 
pupils often reflected differences In commitment whIch had been highlIghted In the 
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fourth year interviews. 
High degrees of academic commitment: Three groups (nine core pupils In aJl) 
worked very hard. All the pupils involved had negotiated 'academic' upper school 
curricula during the options process and although they held conversations during the 
lesson, they rarely left their seats or looked away from their work. Consequently 
they were making excellent progress with their worksheets, and even held informal 
competitions within the group to see who could finish a particular exercise first. 
Five of these pupils were members of the top English set, and each of the groups 
displayed a high degree of commitment to academic goals. For example, on several 
occasions I saw three of the pupils continue working a full two minutes after the 
teacher had announced that they should "Start packing away" for morning recess. 
Moderate degrees of involvement: Two groupings (usually involving eight 
pupils) could be described in this way. One group, of four pupils, was equally 
divided between those of academic and split curriculum levels. During lessons these 
boys would often become engaged in heated arguments which usually brought about 
reprimands from the teacher. A fifth pupil, Charley Thompson (a West Indian), would 
sometimes sit with this group but he tended to work alone on a separate table and 
only join the others occasionally, when he had something to add to the conversation 
or was having difficulty with his work. Typically this group did more talking than 
drawing and they were frequently being told off. In an attempt to stem rising noise 
levels, the teacher would sometimes tell a pupil to move to an isolated desk. This 
sanction was only ever applied to members of this group. These pupils were 
frequently seen as a "problem" by the teacher. however, their attitude to work could 
vary dramatically from one lesson to another. Although they did not display the 
commitment of some of their peers, neIther were the boys in this group 'alIenated' 
from academIC goals in the aggressIve style of the bottom English set. 
A further group of three pupils worked steadily at theIr different tasks but 
theIr conversations seemed equally Important and dUrIng my three weeks of 
observatIon I rarely saw them complete any exercise. These pupIls could be deSCrIbed 
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as 'time-servers'. They were rarely 'in trouble', but never stood out in terms of 
eft ort or achievement. 
Isolates and 'alienated' pupils: Five pupils, including the only girl in the 
class, were isolates inasmuch as they showed no consistent friendship ties within 
the group. One of them (Kevin Tail by) was from the bottom English set. Kevin did 
not have a particular reputation for aggressiveness but he did take part in some of 
the "messing" which typified the pupils' behaviour in that set. He did not display 
that kind of behaviour in TG, but he did respond to the lesson in a way whIch 
reflected a common element in the conflictual subculture of his English set, ie. he 
became a frequent truant. 
Truancy was one of the few elements of the bottom set subculture which the 
pupils could easily transfer to a mixed ability group. As Ball has noted (1981: 257) 
their lack of numbers in mixed ability classes restricts such pupils' scope for the 
kind of conflictual actions which typified their relationship to staff and peers in 
the bottom English set. 
When I spoke to pupils in the bottom English set they reported that they liked 
the lesson; it was "a good laugh", they could "muck about" and the teacher was 
"alright - he's not too strict". However, in lessons where they were often 
isolated, such as TG, there were few opportunities to "muck about" and the classes 
were therefore condemned as "boring". Frequently the pupils' response was to 
utilize a familar aspect of the subculture of the English set (truancy) which could 
be used irrespective of classroom conditions. Hence, I saw Kevin in English much 
more often than TG. Similarly, interviews with other members of the bottom English 
set suggested that their truancy was most frequent in lessons where the chances of 
"mucking about" were limIted. 
The processes of differentiatIOn in a mIxed abilIty class 
The pupils in the mixed ability classroom offered examples of adaptatIons 
across the entIre contInuum of involvement, from the highly commItted to the 
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alienated and isolated. The majority of the TG pupils sat in regular friendshIp 
groupings which clearly acted to reinforce similar lines of adaptation in the 
participating pupils (the importance of such groupings is considered further 
below). The teacher also played an active part in the differentiation within the 
classroom. 
The wide range of 'abilities' which made up the TG class was seen as something 
of a problem by the teacher. 
"Have you been looking at anything like Maths or English? 'Cause 
one of my biggest problems is that these are different abilities, 
whereas in subjects like Maths they're set, so they're all the 
same. 
Now in here there are some who can storm through it, and others who 
can't read English ... Makes a big difference. 
c .. ) What I've done this year, for the first time, they've all got 
a copy of this in their folder [a sheet detailing the 12 sections 
of the syllabus and questions to be attempted on each]. They're 
supposed to work through it at their own pace, but the trouble is 
some are· down here (item 10], others are still here [item 1] and 
have been since September. Now come the exam, they'll still only 
be to here [item 5], and yet they're expected to know all of this 
{12 items]." (field notes) 
Despite his conscious recognition of the greater needs of some pupils, the 
teacher devoted most of his attention to the demands of the 'able', highly committed 
pupils. The teacher spent the majority of each lesson walking about the room, 
looking at pupils' work and helping them out. Those pupils in the hard-working 
academical1y committed groups would typical1y receIve several Visits in each lesson. 
The teacher would often sit with them at their desk and demonstrate how to solve any 
problems they encountered. 
This level of attentIOn and shared problem solving was rarely available to 
other, less committed pupils: they usually had to attract the teacher's attention 
and wait If they needed help. For example, the following extract from my field notes 
(written dunng the lesson) concerns an 'able' member of a hIghly committed group 
(Arif Aslam) and a member of a less commItted group which displayed only moderate 
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degrees of involvement and was often in trouble (Dean Marsden). The latter was seen 
as being of 'average' ability. 
9.35am Marsden (who has been moved to a seat on his own to stop him 
talking to his mates] has his hand in the air in the far corner of 
the room. He stands, goes over to his usual seat for an 
instrument, then returns. His hand is still in the air. 
9.37am (The teacher] stands and leaves the pupil he is presently seeing 
(Simon Evans: an 'able', highly committed pupil]. 
Marsden calls, "SIR". 
Teacher: "Just a minute". 
The teacher fetches a paper for Evans, then moves to Arif who is 
si tting nearby. 
Marsden protests, "SIR", but gets the same reply, 
"Just a minute". 
The teacher'S responses to the demands of pupils in different friendship groups 
within the class reflected a general differentiation in the nature of teacher-pupil 
relations between those groups. For example, although the teacher was often to be 
found sharing a joke with the pupils, this was usuaJly with members of the highly 
committed groups. This is not the first time that research has shown consistent 
differences in the treatment of pupils who share the same room, for example, a 
similar pattern of interactions has been found in Primary classrooms where the 
pupils closest to the teachers' notIon of the 'ideal' client received more attention 
than their class-mates (Sharp and Green, 1975). 
Therefore, patterns of differentiation and subcultural polarIzation similar to 
those seen by comparing life in the top and bottom English sets could also be 
Identified within the mixed ability TG class. The patterns of harmony and conflICt 
WIth the offiCial definitIOn of the lesson were reflected in the pupil-pupIl and 
pupil-teacher Interactions within the class. While the more commItted pupIls 
received a lot of Informal advice and praIse from the teacher, the moderately 
involved and more alienated pupils usually had to seek out help - although they were 
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often content to talk with friends or absent themselves from lessons altogether. 
The teacher's unconscious differentiation between groups of pupils was facilitated 
by, and in turn reinforced, the informal divisions between peer friendship groups 
wi thin the lesson. 
The friendship groups noted above did not cease to exist when the pupils left 
TG. Many of the groups described in my field notes reappeared in interview and 
questionnaire responses as part of larger networks of peer friendships which could 
extend across the age-grade (6). The structure of these friendship groups was 
significant, for they were a further influence which took the polarization of pupil 
attitudes beyond the sphere of individual adaptations, to a point where some could 
legitimately be described as 'subcultural'. 
The subcultures of high commitment and alienation, which were so clearly seen 
in the English sets, reflected crucial elements of those pupils' attitudes and 
behaviour throughout the school. Attitudes and behaviour which were largely in 
harmony or conflict with the school's formal expectations and which influenced the 
nature of pupils' interactions with teachers and peers in a variety of settings. As 
I have shown above, some pupils had similar 'labels' in set and mixed ability 
environments alike, in addition, they interacted with peers who shared their 
experiences and reinforced their perception of the school. Hence, the members of 
the top English set who took TG appeared in highly committed groups despite the 
variety of peers in the classroom. 
Alternatively, there were pupils who had negotiated access to some academic 
subjects yet were not seen as "high flyers" by staff. Hence, In TG while some 
pupils of an academic curriculum placement had excellent teacher-pupil relations and 
sat WIth similarly motivated pupils, others of academIC and split curnculum levels 
displayed only moderate involvement 10 the formal demands of the lesson: they 
received less positive attentIOn from the teacher and often sat chatt10g among 
themselves. 
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Pupils who had emerged from the options process with an overwhelmingly 
non-academic ('practical') curriculum often shared the same room In the upper 
school, ego in the 'sink' subjects such as Applied Science and Double Community 
Studies or in the lower sets of subjects like English and Mathematics. When in the 
majority (eg. bottom set English lessons) these pupils displayed shared agreements 
concerning goals, values and modes of co-operation. However, in mixed ability 
settings, where they were a minority, such pupils took little active part in the 
lesson. For example, on the occasions that KeVIn Tailby attended TG lessons he 
typically sat alone and had little contact with teacher or peers. It was in such 
situations that his lack of involvement in the school value system (alienation) was 
perhaps most graphically illustrated. 
c) A note on the continuum of involvement: pupil adaptations as negotiation and 
deciSion-making 
In this chapter I have made a number of points concerning the adaptations of 
the case study pupils, perhaps the most important is the need to recognize the 
complexity of pupil adaptations. The attitudes and behaVIOurs of Individual pupils 
are not determined, either by their past experiences or by others' present 
expectatIons of them. However, attitudes and behaviours are located in a social 
context, consequently the pupjJ's past career in education and the expectations 
which his/her peers and teachers hold can be of crucial importance. I have argued 
that in some cases a degree of consIstency In the attitudes and behaVIOurs of an 
actor can be used to indicate their degree of Involvement In the official school 
value system. 
In key respects the degrees of involvement were negotiated. The pupil's 
experiences in the options system and the classroom could be crUCIal factors In 
their movement towards positions of commitment to, or alienatIOn from, the offiCIal 
value system but neither were the whole story. Even In apparently extreme examples 
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of academic commitment, the actor's capacity as a decision-maker offered an 
opportunity for independent evaluation and action which might occur anywhere along a 
spectrum bounded by harmony and conflict with the school value system. Hence, Arif 
Aslam, a highly motivated and academically committed pupil, applied the same notions 
of subject status which senior staff had used in option meetings to his deCIsions 
concerning the merits of truancy on a Tuesday morning (see above: Section 5.3:b). 
Certain groups of pupils displayed common understandings and agreements 
concerning the demands of the lesson and the pupil role. In the mixed ability class 
the core members of certain friendship groups evidenced shared goals, values and 
modes of co-operation. The contrasting natures of the polarized subcultural 
adaptations were most evident in the top and bottom English sets. These subcultural 
understandings and agreements were actively created and modified through 
teacher-pupil and peer interaction. In their moment-to-moment, day-to-day attitudes 
and actions even the most highly committed and alienated pupils did not simply 
reflect or invert official expectatiOns and judgements. That the subcultures of 
commitment and alienation did largely complement and conflict with the official 
value system has been established above, however, the difference was one of degree; 
neither completely accepted or rejected the official expectations which they faced. 
This is an important point. Too often the language of reactIon-formation and 
status frustration, used by earlier writers such as Cohen (1955), Hargreaves (1967) 
and Lacey (1970), has been interpreted by critics as infering that some pupils 
completely accept the official norms and values whilst others reject them. In such 
critiques the pupil IS no longer seen as a dynamic actor with the potential to make 
hislher own decisions, but rather becomes a reflection (poSitive or negative) of 
others' views. I have argued that the commItted and alIenated pupIls were 
influenced by others' expectations, yet the subcultures which were eVIdent In the 
top and bottom English sets were far from simple and neIther could be described as a 
mere reflection/inversIOn of offiCial expectatIOns. For example, even the most 




"The problem with English is, I don't think they realize 
that you get homework in other subjects. They think that 
theirs is the ONLY homework, and THEIRS should be on time 
automatically. I don't think they realize that you get 
quite a bit from all the other subjects, what With quite a 
lot of people in the class dOing '0' levels In [other 
departments]. SO 1 do think they should cut it down a 
bi t." 
"Mrs ( ... ), she thinks everyone's got to be perfect all the 
time {laughsJ. 'Sit down. Do the work. Then do the 
experiment, then sit down and write it up'. She thinks 
because we're an '0' level group for Biology, she thinks, 
you know, you've got to be brilliant. 
Like, [the English teacher] he says, 'You're in an '0' 
level group, you should be PERFECT. You should be doing 
your work, you shouldn't be doing anything wrong'. But you 
don't - just because you're in an '0' level group, YOU'RE 
STILL NORMAL AREN'T YOU? You're not anything better." 
Both Janet and Julie were highly committed to the goals of achievement, yet 
both remained independent actors, capable of querying teachers' expectations 
concerning appropriate work-loads and demeanour. Julie's final sentences are 
particularly telling, and reflect the fact that differences between pupils' 
adaptations are essentially differences of degree, not 'type'. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter has been of an exploratory nature. I have not set out to 
establish any concrete categories of pupil adaptation or to finally prove/disprove 
the hypotheses of differentiation and subcultural polarization. I feel that the 
importance of the chapter lies in three main areas, each related to the "cumulative 
research programme" identified by Martyn Hammersley (1985: 246), 
Firstly. I have offered a reVised model for the analysis of pupil adaptatIOns 
to the commUnIcated school value system. The model IS based upon earlier 'pro-' and 
'anti-school' typologies but more clearly reflects the complexity of pupil 
adaptations. There IS no attempt to fit pupils Into Simple, neat categories, 
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rather, there is recognition of the moment-to-moment potential for negotiatIOn 
leading to action which might occur anywhere along a spectrum bounded by harmony and 
conflict with official expectations. A pupil's actions and attitudes might place 
them anywhere along a continuum of involvement in the school value system, but 
towards the poles there were recognizable positions of high commitment and 
alienation which reflected the growing polarization among the research age grade In 
City Road. 
This revised approach is not the first attempt to reformulate the pro/anti 
model and is unlikely to be the last, but it does offer the most satisfactory 
framework for the analysis of the data which I generated in City Road. 
Secondly, I have shown that a limited polarization in pupil adaptations took 
place within the upper school despite the lack of any single institutionalized 
divide such as streaming or banding. Despite the mixed ability grouping which 
dominated the pupils' time in the lower school (and continued in most subjects 
throughout their pupil careers), the actions of the school were a vital factor in 
the polarization of pupil perspectives and in the negotiation of educational 
opportunity within City Road. 
Not all pupils could be identified as either highly committed or alienated and 
I was unable to examine certain factors which may have revealed further differences 
within the broader patterns of subcultural polarization (7). Yet fundamental 
distinctions between the subcultures were real and acknowledged by both teachers and 
pupils. The differences were vital to the perceptions of both sets of actors and 
crucially influenced how individua1 pupils experienced the school. On the whole. 
commi tted pupils had good relationships wi th their teachers, they shared academic 
goals and assumptions, as well as a similar sense of humour. On the other hand. 
alienated pupils conflicted With many of the school's offiCial reqUIrements while 
lIVIng up (or rather 'down') to the day-to-day expectatIOns which their teachers 
held of them, by truantIng. beIng noisy, aggressive and spending much of their time 
In the pursuit of opportunIties to "mess around". 
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The interplay of many factors was involved. In order to understand the 
processes of differentiation and subcultural polarization In the school one must 
look to the selection of pupils for particular 'sets' and to the expectations and 
treatment of pupils by their teachers, which differed not only between, but also 
within, individual teaching groups. The actions of the pupils themselves, in groups 
which glorified very different perspectives on the pupil role, were a major factor 
in the polarization of pupil subculture. 
A third important point arises from the last one and concerns the processes of 
selection to which pupils were subject throughout the research. The previous 
chapter considered the 'hidden' selection which sometimes occurred during the option 
process and showed that, despite the principle of freedom of choice, pupils could 
receive upper school curricula of very different academic statuses. From the 
exploratory work reported in this chapter it would seem that further selection was 
practised during the upper school years, not only in the overt setting introduced by 
some departments, but unconsciously within mixed ability environments. It is this 
further selection which would seem to explain the increase in the proportion of 
academic and split curriculum level pupils who appeared in the detention books 
during the upper school years (Tables 5.1 and 5.2). For example, some pupils in the 
mixed ability class had negotiated academIC or split levels of curriculum placement 
In the options yet displayed only moderate degrees of involvement and lacked the 
access to scarce resources, such as teacher attention, which were readily available 
to some of their more highly committed peers. 
In the prevIous chapter I noted that writers such as Stephen Ball (1981: 152) 
have drawn parallels between the selection which takes place withm comprehensIves 
during the option negotiations and that which was exercIsed at Eleven-plus m the 
trIpartite system. This chapter has shown that, like those who entered Grammar 
schools, those pupils who negotIated upper-school curncula of relatIvely hIgh 
academIC status were guaranteed nothing. Further selection, In the form of access tc' 
scarce resources and dIfferentIal teacher expectations meant that relatIVE 'success' 
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TABLE 5.3: EXAMINATION PASSES BY GENDER AND CURRICULUM LEVEL-
Curriculum Level 
Academic Split Non-academic TOTAL 
% N % N % N % N 
MALES 
No pass grade 57 38 86 19 95 19 70 76 
At least one pass 
but less than five 36 24 14 3 5 1 26 28 
Five or more passes 7 5 0 0 0 0 5 5 
FEMALES 
No pass grade 38 11 86 18 100 20 70 49 
At least one pass 
but less than five 48 14 14 3 0 0 24 17 
Five or more passes 14 4 0 0 0 0 6 4 
--------------------------------------------------------
ALL PUPILS 
No pass grade 51 49 86 37 98 39 70 125 
At least one pass 
but less than five 40 38 14 6 3 1 25 45 
Five or more passes 9 9 0 0 0 0 5 9 
---------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 100 96 100 43 101 40 100 179 
* By 'pass' is meant grades A, Band C in GCE '0' level and 
combined MEG (16-plus) examinations, and grade 1 in CSE 
examinations. 
Based on the longitudinal sample. 
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in the options negotiatIOns was a necessary, but not sufficient conditIOn for 
success in the upper school. As I noted in the prevIOUS chapter, for pupils of 
academic upper school curricula many occupational and educational 'doors' remained 
open, the opportunities were still available - however, they were not guaranteed. 
This is evidenced by the age grade's performance in external examinations at the end 
of their compulsory education; data which graphically indicates the gap between 
certain pupils' experiences of City Road comprehensive. 
Table 5.3 details the examination results achieved by those pupils who were 
present in City Road throughout the research field work, broken down by gender and 
curriculum level. The continued differentiation and consequent polarization of 
pupils in the upper school was reflected in the fact that 51 % of pupils with an 
academic curriculum gained no examination passes. Although this was the lowest 
proportion of the three curriculum levels, the figure demonstrates that the options 
selection was only a first step towards educational achievement. It was, however, a 
step of considerable importance. The table demonstrates the strong association 
between curriculum level and educational achievement. Pupils of an academic 
curriculum level accounted for all those who gained '0' level or equivalent 'pass' 
grades in at least five subjects. In addition, proportionately more pupils of the 
academic curriculum level gained passes in between one and four subjects. By 
contrast, all but one of the forty pupils who followed non-academic ('practical') 
curricula left City Road without a single pass grade (8). 
This chapter is, I feel, one of the most important in this thesis, yet the 
processes of differentiation which are discussed here were not the only ones which 
observed during my time In the school. For some pupils their 'ability' In lessons 
and the company they kept were not the only factors which could Influence teachers' 
expectatIOns of them and the treatment which they experienced as a result. EthniC 
origIn could have very real consequences for some pupils' experience of school and 
their opportunity to 'succeed' academically. It IS this factor WhICh IS examined In 
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the next chapter. 
NOTES TO CHAPTER 5 
1. I will identify the key elements of the officially communicated school value 
system in City Road in a later section of this chapter. 
2. My reasons for selecting these forms are outlined in Chapter 1. 
3. The interview schedule and the rationale behind the questions are presented 
in Appendix 2. 
4. Prior to that point I had observed my three original case study forms during 
many form periods as well as "Guidance" sessions in the school's careers 
library. I had also seen some lessons by chance as I went about the school 
interviewing teachers and pupils during the school day. 
5. In the fourth and fifth years English was taught in eight groups: 
2 "'0' level groups" a) "Top" set studying GeE English language and 
literature 
5 "Parallel" groups 
"Bottom" set 
b) "Intermediate" set studying GeE language and 
CSE Ii tera ture 
studying CSE language and literature 
described as "sub-CSE" by the Head of English. 
6. Details of the sociometric questionnaires are presented in Appendix 6. 
7. I would have liked to have spent more time examining the similarities and 
differences between highly committed and alienated pupils of either gender. 
As Meyenn (1980) has noted, the work which has been done in this area has 
often produced somewhat contradictory findings. Unfortunately boys were 
over-represented in the research age grade and, because I used the form 
groups as the basis for my case studies, this over-representation was carried 
over to my interview and observational data. While I could not examine 
gender differences in adaptations as closely as I would have liked, I did 
establish that in many respects the assumptions and actions of pupils in the 
subcultures were fundamentally the same for both sexes. This IS evidenced by 
the fact that in each case I have been able use transcript data from male and 
female pupils alike. The only major exception to thiS was the pupil-pupil 
aggression of the bottom English set, which was an overwhelmingly male 
phenomenon. 
8. As I have noted, I was unable to collect reliable data on the social class 
backgrounds of the entire research age grade. Of my two final case study 
forms only four pupils from non-manual backgrounds were present throughout 
the field work. It was interesting to note that three of the four gained at 
least one '0' level (or equivalent) pass at 16-plus. It may have been, 
therefore, that the pupils from non-manual backgrounds were over-represented 
in the ranks of those who achieved a minimum of academiC 'success'. However, 
not all of these pupils could be descn bed as highly comml tted. In a school 
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dominated by pupils from manual backgrounds, those of non-manual background 
were by no means the only ones to maintain a high degree of academic 
commitment or to succeed academIcally. Indeed, of my fmal two case study 
forms three of the four pupils gainmg five or more pass grades carne from 
non-manual backgrounds. 
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CHAPTER 6: ETHNICITY AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY 
"Overall, West Indians seem to get into more trouble than other 
groups ... " 
The Headteacher, City Road Comprehensive School 
The previous chapter discussed the processes of differentiation and subcultural 
polarization which characterized the upper school careers of some pupils in the 
research age grade. I noted that the experiences of West Indian pupils were in some 
ways qualitatively different from those of their peers of other ethnic origins. 
Hence, I excluded West Indian pupils from the detention data which I presented. In 
view of this, I now wish to examine the significance of ethnicity in City Road. In 
particular I will focus upon the relationship between white teachers and their West 
Indian pupils: a relationship which placed the West Indian pupil in a relatively 
disadvantaged position within the pupil population. 
This research is one of very few ethnographic attempts to examine questions 
arising from the multi-ethnic nature of the pupil population and begins by locating 
the present study within the broader context of previous work on West Indian 
underachievement. 
The bulk of this chapter is concerned with an analysis of the position of West 
Indian pupils in the school. Firstly, the context of the West Indian pupil-white 
teacher relationship is examined. In particular I want to explore the often 
conflictual character of the West Indian pupils' experience of CIty Road. 
Secondly, I WIll conSIder the adaptations of Individual West IndIan pupils 
drawn from my case study forms. This will hIghlight the signifIcance of displays of 
ethmcity In the school and Indicate the consequences of different pupil responses 
In terms of eventual academiC achievement. 
The final sectIOn of the chapter bnefly conSiders the expenences of pupils of 
South ASIan ongIn, examinIng some of the factors which dIstinguished their POSI tlOn 
from that of their West IndIan peers In the school. 
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6.1 PREVIOUS WORK ON ETHNIC ORIGIN AND EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
a) West Indian underachievement 
In recent years there has been a great deal of both academic and popular 
interest in questions concerning the relationship between pupils' ethnic origin and 
their experience and achievement within the educational system in this country. In 
1985, after several years of deliberation and a number of delays (which included the 
replacement of the original Chairman and consequent resignations), the Committee of 
Inquiry into the Education of Children from Ethnic Minority Groups finally published 
its full report, entitled "Education For All" (HMSO, 1985). 
The report focused on the educational needs of children from a variety of 
ethnic minority groups, however, the origins of the committee lay in a desire to 
explore the particular situation of West Indian children in the English educational 
system (HMSO, 1985: vii). In 1981 this priority was reflected in the publication of 
an interim report, "West Indian children in our schools" (HMSO, 1981). 
Both reports used statistical data, on examination results and post-school 
destinations, to confirm the widespread fear that as a group West Indian pupils were 
underachieving in relation to children of most other ethmc groups, including a 
broad category of "Asian" pupils as well as the white maJority of school leavers 
(HMSO, 1981: 6-10; HMSO, 1985: 58-63). 
A great deal of research has been dedIcated to explonng some of the Issues 
which surround the area of West Indian underachievement; recently summarized by 
Taylor (1983) and Tomlinson (1983). Studies have focused on a variety of poSSIble 
influences ranging from questions of IQ and family structures to economic 
deprivation and language problems, however, very little research has focused on the 
processes at work within multi-ethnic schools. This omission IS partIcularly 
stnking given the accusatIOns of racism withm schools WhICh were so promInent m 
the evidence submitted to the Committee of InqUiry by members of the West IndIan 
commumty Itself (HMSO, 1985: 66), 
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The Committee of Inquiry defined "racIsm" as "a set of attHudes and behaviour 
towards people of an another race which is based on the belief that races are 
distinct and can be graded as 'superior' or 'inferior'" (HMSO, 1981: 12). The 
interim report went on to note that: 
"A well-intentioned and apparently sympathetic person may, as a 
result of his education, experiences or environment, have negative, 
patronising or stereotyped views about ethnic minority groups which 
may subconsciously affect his attitude and behaviour towards members 
of those groups C .. ) We see such attitudes and behaviour as a form 
of 'unintentional racism'." 
The Committee of Inquiry into the Education of Children from Ethnic 
Minority Groups (HMSO, 1981: 12) 
As evidence of the extent of racism within schools the Committee's final report 
cited research concerned with teacher stereotypes of ethnic minority pupils, based 
largely on survey and interview methodologies (HMSO, 1985: 23-4). For example, 
Brittan (1976b) concluded, from primary and secondary school teachers' responses to 
her questionnaire items, that "teachers perceive 'West Indian' pupils as of low 
ability and as creating disciplinary problems" (Brittan, 1976b: 190). Brittan's 
respondents indicated very broad generalizations about West Indian pupils, something 
whlch they were often unwilling to do in relation to pupils of other ethnic groups. 
Geoffrey Short (1983) has challenged Brittan's findings on the baSIS of a study 
of 65 first and middle school teachers, concluding "that teachers do not 
automatically brand their West Indian pupils with the cultural stereotype in toto; 
rather they selectively attribute those characteristics that accord with their 
experience of the individual child" (Short, 1983: 86). A report on Short's work In 
The Times Educational Supplement quoted from an interview With him, as saYing that 
"English teachers don't have racial stereotypes, or, if they are aware of them, they 
don't operate according to them. They treat every child on hiS merits" lTES 
30.12.83 p.5). 
Over the follOWing weeks the rES published several letters concerned with 
Short's research. Perhaps the most important comment was made by Ann Dummett lan 
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original member of the Committee of Inquiry) who noted: 
[Short's] "survey was apparently conducted by sending questionnaires 
to teachers. How could such questionnaires possibly reveal 
unintentional racism? The only way to test an unintentional practIce 
is by observation, not by questions whose replies must arise from the 
conscious intentions of the respondent." 
Ann Dummett (letter to the TES 10.2.84, p.19: original emphasis). 
Although she had resigned from the Committee of Inquiry, Dummett's stress on 
the need for observation was mirrored in the final report's reference to the work of 
Peter Green: a paper by the researcher was included in an annex of the report 
(Green, 1985). Although the sharp differences of opinion within the Committee of 
Inquiry (particularly concerning the chairman's evaluation and summary of many 
arguments in his "Guide" to the main volume) led to a somewhat disjointed and 
ineffectual final report, Green's work was accorded an important place in the 
chapter concerned with "racism" and has attracted great attention within the field 
of multicutural education (eg. Wright, 1985a). Therefore, before focusing upon the 
findings of previous ethnographic work in multi-ethnic schools, it is necessary to 
briefly outline Green's findings. 
Green's Ph.D research grew out of a concern to chart how teachers' attitudes 
about race might be reflected 10 classroom interaction and thereby influence their 
pupils' self concept. Although, following Stone (1981), arguments concerning pupils' 
self concept often play a much reduced role in contemporary discussions of West 
Indian underachievement, the observational data which Green presented has importance 
beyond the field of self concept theory. 
The research was set in six schools (three primary and three middle) WI th a 
pupil age range of seven to thirteen years. Just over half of the pupil sample were 
aged between nine and ten (Green, 1983a: 63). Seventy white teachers (twenty-eight 
male and forty-two female) were observed in multi-ethniC classrooms by use of a 
revised form of the Flanders schedule: a system which records the nature of 
classroom talk at frequent regular pomts in a lesson (1). Although the system IS 
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rather inflexible and cannot deal wIth non-verbal communications, some of Green's 
findings are significant, particularly as they represent one of very few attempts to 
report the nature of life in multi-ethnic classrooms in this country. 
Green's findings reveal that pupils who share a classroom can have very 
different experiences of education; differences which may relate in part to the 
gender of the teacher and pupil, but which also reflect the students' ethmc origin. 
" boys and girls of different ethnic OrIgms taught in the same 
multi-ethnic classroom by the same teacher are likely to receive 
widely different educational experiences ... " 
Peter Green (1985: 53) 
Green focused upon the amount of individual attention which teachers gave to 
their pupils "as distinct from teaching the class as a whole" (Green, 1983b: 4). He 
found that although women teachers tended to devote slightly more time to individual 
teaching both sexes gave a very similar proportion of that time over to each of the 
ten "modes of teaching" identified by the observational schedule. However, male 
teachers gave much more individual attention to male pupils, regardless of ethnic 
origin. Green noted that West Indian and Asian boys received proportionately more 
of their male teachers' attention than their white "European" peers. However, while 
the Asian pupils experienced generally poSItive attention (such as praise) the West 
Indian males' experience was much more negative, being subject to more than twice 
the amount of critiCism predicted by their size in the pupil sample (Green, 1983b: 
5). This pattern was not repeated for West Indian girls, who received less 
mdividual attention than their sIze in the sample would have predicted. 
"The girl of West Indian ongm, whilst she IS relatively Ignored by 
her male teacher, appears to receive a more positive style of 
teaching than her male counterpart who must, at times, wonder if 
there is anything more to classroom actIvity for hIm than cntlclsm, 
questions and dIrectives." 
Peter Green (l983b: 5) 
Green found that women teachers gave female pupils shghtly more indIVIdual 
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attention than predIcted by their SIze in the pupil sample, also they tended to 
criticize boys more often than girls. This was particularly pronounced In the case 
of West Indian pupils. 
flUke their male colleagues, women teachers in the sample spent a 
considerable amount of their tIme criticizing boys of West Indian 
origin (+98.2%) and giving them directives (+40.6%) ... " (2) 
Peter Green (1983b: 6) 
Overall Green's findings indicated that both West Indian boys and girls 
received more criticism than their Asian and European peers of the same sex, 
regardless of the teacher's gender (Green, 1983a: 93). Clearly these results are of 
great importance; they suggest that West Indian pupils, especially boys, may suffer 
relatively more authoritarian and negative relationships with their teachers than 
their Asian and white European classmates. 
However, it should be remembered that Green's data can only indicate the broad 
distinctions within the life of those primary and middle school classes which were 
studied, his research tells us nothing of the processes behind the teacher-pupil 
relationships. For example, it might simply be argued that the West Indian males 
merited criticism by their behaviour in the classroom. It is in the generation of 
qualitative insights into the life of multi-ethnic schools that ethnographic 
methodolgies offer a relatively unexplored avenue of research into the position of 
West Indian pupils in the English comprehensive school. 
b) Ethnographic research on the experiences of West Indian pupils 
Geoffrey Driver has tended to receive most attention for hIS research on West 
Indian achIevement in five multi-ethnic secondary schools In WhICh he suggested that 
West IndIan pupils did not underachieve to the degree suggested prevIOusly (Dnver. 
1980a; 1980b). His methodology and fIndIngs have been strongly criticIzed (Taylor. 
1983: 113-22) and as a result hIS earlier ethnographic study of a multI-ethnIc 
Secondary Modern school (Driver. 1977; 1979) has been WIdely neglected. 
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Driver's study of "West Midlands School" was carried out in the early 1970s and 
examined the factors which influenced the perspectives of a group of West Indian 
pupils and their teachers. The study was inconclusive but of value in pomtmg to 
the complexity of interactions in a multi-ethnic school. Driver claimed that West 
Indian parents were more supportive of girls than boys, forcing the latter to seek 
support in the peer group, which could bring them into conflict with the school and 
hence depress their academic performance. Driver's published accounts of this 
research are brief and often rather vague. I feel that as a consequence, an 
important element of his work has been overlooked. 
Driver noted the problems which white teachers experienced when trying to 
interpret the behaviours of their West Indian pupils. He argued that the teachers 
did not have the "cultural competence" (1977) to correctly identify the meanings 
which pupils were conveying in their actions, and that this "confusion" (1979) led 
the teachers to see West Indian pupils as difficult, problem pupils who were then 
streamed according to largely behavioural characteristics. 
"Faced with the limitations of their own cultural competence ... 
teachers often felt that the only way forward was a power-based 
insistence that these (West Indian) pupIls act accordmg to the 
standards which they (the teachers) stipulated for them. This tended 
to intensify an already conflictual situation and to highten the 
ethnic awareness of those involved." 
Geoffrey Driver (1977: 356) 
In his later article Driver offered some examples of the teachers' "confusion" 
m multi-ethnic classrooms. Firstly, he stated that white teachers were often unable 
to distinguish between West Indian pupIls when they had long smce learnt the 
identities of their white pupils. Further examples of "confUSIOn" referred to a 
failure to correctly interpret meanmgful behaVIOur, both respectful and derogatory, 
and noted the teachers' negative responses to pupJls' use of patOIs (Driver, 1977: 
136-8). Driver argued that white teachers were unable to dlstmgUl=h between 
behavioural and academiC evaluatiOns of their West indian pupils. Hence, West 
Indians were m a disadvantaged poSition In relatIOn to other pupIls. ThiS strand of 
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Driver's work has not received the attentIon it deserves, however. his conclusIons 
concerning the fundamentally conflictual nature of the white teacher-West Indian 
pupil relationship have been supported by later ethnographic research. 
Fuller (1980) has reported her study of a group of eight West Indian girls In 
"Torville" comprehensive school in the London Borough of Brent. The girls were in 
their final year of compulsory schooling (aged between 15 and 16), and were members 
of the higher 'academic' band in the upper school. Fuller noted that whereas 
previous research (eg. Lacey, 1970) has tended to show pupils becoming increasingly 
anti-school in response to rejection by the school, her group of girls reacted to 
the "dual subordination" of their gender and race by evolving a subculture which 
centred on their determination to reject others' expectations of them. 
"The sub-culture emerged from the girls' positive acceptance of the 
fact of being both black and female. Its particular flavour stemmed 
from their critical rejection of the meanings with which those 
categorizations are commonly endowed. Their consequent anger and 
frustration, unlike that of their black male peers, was not turned 
against themselves or translated into an automatic general dislike of 
whites or the opposite sex. Rather their feelings and understandings 
gave particular meanings to achievement through the acquisition of 
educational qualifications." 
M. Fuller (1980, reprinted in Hammersley and Woods, 1984: 81) 
The girls' deSIre to prove their worth and to have some element of independence 
in, and control over, their lives, led them to value academic success as a means to 
an end. Fuller described the gIrls as "pro-education" but not "pro-school". They 
displayed some (limited) deviance around the school, which served to dIstance them 
from the role of the "good" (model) pupil, but never threatened the teachers' 
authority (Fuller, 1980: 83). Similarly, their fnendship patterns reflected their 
ethmcity and gender, rather than their academiC onentatIOn, In that they chose 
fnends "from among both academiC and non-academic black girls" In the school 
(Fuller, 1980: 8S). 
Fuller's work IS of great Importance, firstly, because It highlights the 
feelings of rejectIOn often reported by West Indian pupils In English schools (.3). 
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and secondly, in demonstratmg the variety of responses WhICh are poSSIble gIven 
such rejection. The academic success of Fuller's girls (gaming an average of 
around seven examination "passes" each at 16-plus) may give some grounds for 
optimism. However, recent research has tended to paint a more depressing pIcture. 
For example, Barrie Middleton (t 983) spent a term interviewing and obserVIng in a 
multi-ethnic comprehensive. Like Driver, Middleton found that the teachers 
identified West Indian males as a source of trouble. Consequently West Indian boys 
were over-represented in the lower of the school's ability bands. A similar picture 
has emerged from a larger study carried out by CeciJe Wright. 
As part of a wider investigation into the educational and vocational 
experiences of young people of ethnic minority groups (Eggleston et ai, 1984) Cecile 
Wright carried out an ethnographic study of two schools in a Midlands authority, 
later summarized in two articles by the same author (Wright, 1985a; 1985b). In 
"Upton" school pupils of West Indian and Asian origin made up approximately 25% of 
the pupil population, whereas in "Landley" school they accounted for more than 60%. 
Wright reported a conflictual relationship between West Indian pupils and their 
teachers in both research schools, and argued that t h i ~ ~ led teachers to assign West 
Indian pupils to low streams and bands in the upper school. 
In Landley there was a feeling among staff that the school was being "swamped" 
by ethnic minority pupils, while at Upton great resentment was caused by crude 
racist jokes which were made by some members of staff during lessons. Like Green 
(1985), Wright reported that "the West Indian pupil-whIte teacher Interaction very 
frequently took the form of enforCIng dIsclplme rather than encouragement or 
praise" (Wright, 1985a: 12). 
Wright argued that in both schools the low priOrIty WhICh white teachers 
accorded theIr West Indian pupils led to Increased deviance and, m some cases, to a 
conSCIOUS rejection of the alms of schooling. 
" conversatIons with a group of 16 black pupIls showed a general 
belief that the school's orgamzatIOn, like the teachers themselves, 
was agaInst them. Consequently, the pupils accepted that they were 
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going to fail anyway, and saw lIttle POint In trying. Furthermore, 
they interpreted this perception as a fait accompli, an inevitable 
outcome of the school's attitude towards their colour." 
Cecile Wnght (1985a: 12) 
In Upton this response was most clearly demonstrated in a large grouping of 
more than thirty West Indian pupils (boys and girls drawn from the third, fourth and 
fifth year) who had moved away from the aims of the school, used patOIS as a 
"deliberate assertion of their 'blackness'" and were seen as a "threatening physical 
presence" by the Headteacher (Wright, 1985a: 12-13). In her account of this group 
Wright explicitly referred to Hargreaves (1967) as a parallel case of teacher 
expectatiOns leading to a subculture which stood in opposition to the norms and 
values of the school. 
"As in the Hargreaves case, these pupils have developed a 
sub-cultural adolescent group within the school which is not only 
anti-school, but also somewhat anti-white." 
Cecile Wright (1985a: 12) 
Therefore, Wright highlighted a tendency among West Indian pupils to 'live 
down' to their perception of teachers' expectations of them, something which runs 
contrary to the actions of Fuller's girls, who actively rejected the low 
expectations others held of them. Wright also differs from Driver (1977; 1979) and 
Fuller (1980) In her report that West Indian pupils of both genders suffered SImIlar 
situations in school and responded in broadly similar ways. Both of the earlIer 
accounts suggested a male response that was not only more vigorous, but 
qualitatively different, to that of West Indian girls. 
It is clear therefore. that to date the little ethnographIC research that has 
been conducted In multi-ethnIC schools has paInted a somewhat Incomplete and everl 
contradictory pIcture of teacher-pupIl InteractIOns. All the wnters noted above 
are agreed upon the confllctual nature of relations between white teachers and West 
indIan pupIls and that thIS must have negatIve consequences In terms of the goal of 
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equality of educational opportunity. However, there IS no consensus as to the 
pupils' responses to such a relationship, or Indeed, as to the processes which shape 
that relationship. The latter is the most startling omission. Although many 
researchers (ethnographic and otherwise) have indicated the conflictual nature of 
white teacher-West Indian pupil relations, few have attempted to analyse their 
workings. For example, Green (1985) wrote of teacher "ethnocentrism" but offered no 
explanation of where these attitudes were rooted. Similarly, in a recent paper 
Figueroa and Swart (1986), having noted the scant awareness of multi-cultural issues 
among teachers in a small (400 pupil) comprehensive school, went on to speak of 
teachers' "racist and ethnocentric frames of reference". Yet the authors offer 
remarkably little evidence of any such frames from their interview and observational 
data. 
In fact Driver is the only writer mentioned above who has actually considered 
the origins of the white teacher-West Indian pupil conflict, ie. in his discussions 
of teachers' "cultural competence" (1977) and "confusion" (t 979). Wright has 
criticized Driver's analysis as offering only a "partial explanation" of the problem 
(1985b: 22), yet her own conclusion echoed his in its emphaSis upon the conflictual 
relationship as clouding all official dealings with West Indian pupils. 
"In sum, the case study indicates that the relationships between 
teachers and pupils of West Indian origin in both schools was often 
antagonistic. The teacher-pupil relationship influenced the 
teachers' professional judgement of the pupils' ability and some West 
Indian pupils may have been placed in inapproprIate ability groups 
and examination sets, so restricting their educational 
opportuni ties." 
Cecile WrIght (1985b: 22) 
My own analysiS shares certain features with those of Dnver and Wright, but 
goes beyond prevIOus work In its attempt to Isolate the factors Involved In 
day-to-day InteractIOn which lead to the conflictual white teacher-West indian pupil 
relatIon. My analYSIS includes a framework for the Interpretation of pupil 
responses which also allows the reconciliatIOn of certain seemingly contradictory 
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elements in previous ethnographies of multi-ethnic schools. 
6.2 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WHITE TEACHERS AND WEST INDIAN PUPILS 
To an outsider it might have seemed that City Road Comprehensive was a school 
which had no 'race problem'. Unlike certain multi-ethnic schools which have been 
studied previously, the teachers in City Road were not prone to telling crude racist 
jokes of the "chocolate factory" variety (Wright, 1985a: 11), neither did they feel 
that the school was being "swamped" by "alien" pupils (Wright, 1985a: 13). In 
addition, City Road was not one of a number of comprehensives in the area which were 
singled out for explicit criticism by a local Afro-Caribbean group, which claimed 
that a disproportionate number of West Indian pupils were being suspended from 
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school. This apparent lack of conflict was misleading. 
In City Road West Indian pupils typically experienced conflictual relations 
with many members of staff. This chapter sets out to examine some of the processes 
which lay behind the situation and in particular focuses 'lpon the interpretative 
judgements of white teachers in their relationships with pupils of West Indian 
origin (4). The consequences of these perspectives In terms of the teacher-pupil 
relation are examined before moving on to consider the West Indian pupils' 
adaptations and their relation to educatIonal achievement. It is useful to begin by 
locating the teacher-pupil relationship within the wider cultural context of the 
multi-ethmc. school. 
a) EthnocentrIsm and the white teacher-West IndIan pupil relationship 
PrevIOus work by WrIters such as Howard Becker 0952) and. more recently. Sharp 
and Green (1975) has suggested that teachers differentiate between pupils accordmg 
to how closely they meet certaIn notIOns concerning the 'Ideal clIent', a 
constructIon whIch is drawn pnmanly from the life style and culture of the teacher 
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hlm/herself . 
"ProfessIOnals depend on theIr envlromng society to provide them 
with clients who meet the standards of their image of the ideal 
client. Social class cultures, among other factors, may operate to 
produce many clients who, in one way or another, fail to meet these 
specifications and therefore aggravate one or another of the basic 
problems of the worker-client relation ... " 
Howard S. Becker (1952, reprinted in Becker, 1970: 149) 
In the previous chapter I noted that certain styles of behaVIOur, dress and 
demeanour were required of the pupils in City Road, styles which typically reflected 
the middle class norms and values of the school. However, as Becker suggested, 
social class factors are not the only ones reflected in the "specifications" 
concerning the ideal client, ethnic differences may also have consequences for 
teachers' perceptions of their pupils. 
The notion that human beings often interpret 'strangeness' as in some way 
threatening is not a new one; we are often suspicious of things which we do not 
understand. However, in their institutional role, teachers in multi-ethnic schools 
are required to perceive and respond to a variety of traits which may seem 'alien' 
to them. The most obviously 'strange' behaviours were often those beliefs and 
practices associated with Asian pupils who, for rellgious reasons, were sometimes 
required to dress and eat differently to their white peers. 
Despite the apparent similarities in their lingUistic and reJiglOus 
backgrounds, pupils of West Indian origin also exhIbited cultural traIts which were 
not familiar to their white teacbers. These 'styles' were not as obviously 
'foreign' as the Asian languages or dress customs, but they did have originS outside 
the white cultural experience of the teachers. This fundamental POint was not 
recognized by the staff of City Road who imposed their own ethnocentnc 
interpretatIOns upon West Indian behaVIOur, often leading to conflict between 
teacher and pupil (5). 
Of the 19 West Indian pupils who were ever part of my research age grade, only 
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three reported having been born outside the Umted Kingdom In a questIonnaIre 
written and distributed by a member of the City Road staff. However, this does not 
mean that they had the same cultural experience as their white peers. Many of the 
West Indian pupils were to some extent living within two cultures, Ie. firstly, the 
culture of their home and social life, which often reflected key elements of an 
Afro-Caribbean experience and tradition, and secondly, the 'white' culture of the 
school. In addition to the influence of their parents and guardians, who had 
emigrated to this country from the Caribbean. these pupils seemed to gain some 
awareness of their cultural 'difference' from the media and their contacts with a 
larger Afro-Caribbean community centred around another part of the City. The West 
Indian pupils in my case study forms frequently mentioned in conversation that they 
watched certain programmes on television which were concerned with the black 
experience in Britain, in particular a current affairs show (called "Black On 
Black") and a situation comedy ("No Problem"). The latter of these focused on a 
group of West Indian teenagers in London and seemed to reflect many of the styles of 
language and demeanour which these pupils could encounter in a local district (which 
I shall call Cityside) and WhICh I sometimes observed among West Indian pupils in 
the schoo). 
Cityside was the main centre of Asian and Afro-Caribbean settlement in the CIty 
and, although it was a bus ride away from the research school, almost all of the 
West Indian pupils in my case study forms reported some contact with the life of the 
area; a few had Jived there for a time, while others had close family or frIends 
there. The latter included pupils who had been attracted to the area as "somewhere 
to go" when they were at a loose end, and they had made contacts with other West 
Indian youths and post-school age teenagers In CItyslde. 
In interVIews and Informal conversatIOns with West Indian pupils In the school 
It became clear that they often adopted different styles of demeanour when they were 
In the 'separate' worlds of the school and their SOCial life outSide. However. 
these styles were not always exclUSive to one setting and elements of a Wider West 
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Indian 'youth' culture were sometimes seen within the school. For example, a 
particular style of walking (with seemingly exaggerated swmgmg of the shoulders 
and a spring in the step) was occasionally used by some West Indian males In the 
school. My observations suggested that the style was exclUSive to West Indian males 
and that it was always interpreted as in some way 'inappropriate' by members of 
staff. Teachers' reactions to this walk could range from Initial amusement, with 
members of staff exchanging grins behind the pupil's back, to more or less disguised 
hostility. Often the walk resulted in the pupil being told to "get a move on", but 
on one occasion I saw Charley Thompson (a member of one of my case study forms) 
called out from a line of pupils entering the assembly hall and told to "Stand up 
straight" and "walk properly" (field notes). 
Although, in my experience, the staff seemed always to regard the walk as in 
some way inappropriate, its meaning was not fixed for the pupils concerned. For 
example, I asked Charley about the incident described above: 
"I always walk- well, its not my usual walk sir but you know that 
most black people DO walk like that [smiles] don't they? Have you 
ever noticed that, you know with springs in their foot and thingS 
like that. [laughs] I just can't help it, it's the way- it's the 
people I hang 'round with sir, and they walk like that, so you Just 
pick it up ... " 
This style of walking, therefore, often reflected nothing more than a "good 
feeling", something which was usually lost in the face of staff responses to it. 
However, on rare occasions the style did have more symbolic importance. For example, 
durmg one lesson which I observed Charley was sent out of the room as pUnishment 
for speaking with a friend; as he was ordered out the whole class fell silent and 
all eyes turned to watch him. Charley stood, slowly placed hiS pen on the desk and 
left the room In the relaxed walkmg style described above. On this occasion the 
walk did not express a feeilng of well being, rather, It allowed Charley to salvage 
some dignity from the Situation, acting as a sign of Independence: he did not leave 
with his head down In embarrassment. 
It is ImpoSSible to say whether the staff's negative attitude toward such a 
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style of walkmg was prompted by its occasional use as a strategy of resIstance, or 
if the reverse was true, indeed the question IS unimportant. What should be noted 
is that a behavioural 'style', rooted in the ethnicity of West Indian pupils, was 
without exception interpreted by their white teachers as being Inappropriate to 
school. This reflected a more general tendency among the staff to devalue anything 
which did not conform to their (white) expectations. I have examined the 
interpretation of the style of walking in some detail because it was a behavioural 
trait whose control by staff could not be justified by reference to any educational 
rationale. For example, teachers often displayed similar attitudes towards types of 
dress and speech which reflected West Indian ethnicity but might state that these 
were clearly in conflict with certain of the school's aims. 
The teachers would argue with pupils that school rules forbade the wearing of 
badges and caps/berrets and that everyone should try to speak 'correctly'. In a 
fourth year assembly the Headteacher emphasized that "every pupIl is equally 
important" and (unlike the style of walking noted above) it was the case that white 
pupils were also occasionally corrected in their speech and told to remove 
non-uniform items from their dress. The official policy (publicly stated in 
assemblies and school handbooks) that, as the Headteacher put it, "No-one has the 
right to expect any different treatment to anyone else" had the consequence that 
certain displays of ethnicity were labelled as 'deviant'. 
I am not suggesting that the teachers used school rules as an excuse to harrass 
West Indian pupils. The vast majority of staff I spoke WIth seemed to genuinely 
believe that "treating everyone the same" was the best way to deal With the ethnIC 
diversity of the school's pupil population, Indeed they may have been correct In 
their assumption that making exceptIons for certain pupils would have led to unrest 
amongst theIr peers. Unfortunately. one consequence of these teacher perspectIves 
was that almost any dIsplay of West Indian ethmclty In the day-ta-day lIte of the 
school was deemed inappropriate and controlled; eIther offICIally (In the case of 
non-uniform dress) or Informally (m the case of speech and the style of walkmg 
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noted above). 
Clearly the situation was complex, but the Interaction of the factors noted 
above was very significant, for it meant that white teacher-West Indian pupil 
relations were set within a wider school context where West Indian ethniclty was 
devalued and became a potential source of conflict. It is within this context that 
white teacher-West Indian pupil interactions must be understood. 
b) Conflict and the white teacher-West Indian pupil relationship 
As I have already noted, previous ethnographic work in multi-ethnic schools has 
tended to characterize the relationship between white teachers and their West Indian 
pupils as one of conflict, however, we are rarely given any insight into the 
processes which lead to this situation. I have already argued that displays of 
ethnicity could bring about criticism where no official rule was broken. However, 
such ethnocentrism was only one dimension in the complex of processes by which West 
Indian pupils often came to be seen as a threat to the authority of teachers. 
i. The control and criticism of West Indian pupils 
Green's research (1983a) in seventy multi-ethnic primary and middle school 
classrooms suggested that West Indian pupils received disproportionately high 
amounts of control and criticism from their white teachers. A sImilar pattern of 
interaction was apparent in City Road comprehensIve during the pupils' final years 
of compulsory schooling (6). 
During the lessons which I observed in the pupils' fifth year I noted the 
number of criticisms which the teacher made of each pupil. Where West Indian pupils 
were present, they were among the most cnticized and controlled pupIls In the 
group. Perhaps more SignIficant than the frequency of cntical and controllmg 
statements which West Indian pupils received. was the way In which they were often 
Singled out for CritiCism when several pupIls of different ethnIC ongms were 
engaged In the same behavIOUr. ThIS was potentially even more harmful to 
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teacher-pupil relations. It was not that West Indian pupils were simply criticized 
more often than their white peers, but that the same behaviour in a white pupil 
might not bring about criticism at all. 
A frequent recipient of such control was Paul Dixon, a West Indian pupil in one 
of my case study forms. Paul achieved highly in written examinations but hiS form 
tutor reported complaints of "silly behaviour in some lessons". In the '0' level 
English set Paul sat with a group of boys, mainly white, who would often whisper 
comments to each other during the lesson. Paul took a full part in such exchanges, 
but was by no means the only pupil to speak. However, it was usuaJly Paul who was 
told to be quiet: during my observations of the set he was the single most 
criticized pupil. 
A tendency to control West Indian pupils in particular, even when their peers 
of other ethnic groups were also involved in the 'deviant' act, was sometimes quite 
startling. For example, both Paul Dixon (a West Indian) and Arif Aslam (an Asian) 
arrived seven minutes late for a mixed-ability lesson which I observed. They 
apologized for the delay but explained that they had been With the Head of Guidance. 
Almost half an hour into the lesson, most of the group were working steadily and, 
like the majority of their peers, Paul and Arif were holding a conversatIOn while 
they worked. The teacher looked up from the pupil he was dealing with and shouted 
across the room: 
"Paul. Look you come in late, now you have the audacity to waste not 
only your time but his {Arif] as well." 
The fact that Anf had arrived With Paul and that the conversatIOn was a 
two-way affair was not reflected in the teacher's statement which explICitly 
criticized the West Indian while inferring that hiS ASian frIend was blameless. 
Teachers were often unaware of their disproportIOnate cntlclsm of West Indian 
pupils and most of the InCidents which I witnessed were not as clear cut as the one 
above. Yet the pattern of teacher-pupIl InteractIOns did not go un-noticed amJng the 
pupils. For example, dUring their fifth year, I asked pupils In my two case study 
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forms to answer some sentence completion items. West Indian pupils accounted for 
approxImately 10% of the research age grade, yet m response to the Item, 
II is picked on by some teachers", 
half of the pupils nominated were of West Indian origin (7). 
Many West Indian pupils complained about this kmd of treatment during 
interviews with me, but perhaps the most persuasive evidence was that offered by 
some of their white peers, whom, it might be argued, had nothing to gain by 
characterizing teacher-pupil relations in this way. 
DG 
J ames Murray 
DO 
James 
"Do you think the teachers particularly like or dislike 
some people?" 
"I think some are racialist. II 
"In what ways would you SEE that?" 
"Sometimes they pick on the blacks. Sometimes the whites 
are let off. When there's a black and a white person, 
probably just pick on the black person." 
James was seen as an 'average' pupil by staff and (unlike some more alienated 
pupils) could not be accused of having any vested interest In portraying teachers in 
a negative way. Pupils whom I identified as highly committed also reported that 
some of their West IndIan peers were subject to frequent and sometimes "unfair" 
Criticism, however, they did not generalize from their observations and often 






"Do the teachers treat any groups of pupils differently?" 
"I know (a teacher] used to shout at Wayne and Charley a 
lot [both West Indians), but I mean, all the coloureds 
reckon that teachers are prejudiced agamst them.... I 
think that's a load of CRAP." 
"Do you thInk that any groups of pupils are treated 
dIfferently?" 
"Some people who've got a bad reputatIon, you know. they 
get picked on more. C .. ) Like If you're meSSing around In 
class sometImes, then the teacher Will always presume that 
It's YOU who's messing around. If anything goes wrong, 
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it's you that gets It ... 
I can't really explain." 
DG "You can't think of any, say m your form, that mIght get _" 
Julie "- CHARLEY [Thompson: a West Indian]. Yeah definitely. 
If there's any messing around it's always Charley that's 
done for it...n 
It is clear that an awareness of the frequent criticism and control of West 
Indian pupils by their white teachers was not restricted to West Indian pupils 
themselves or to their more 'disaffected' white peers. Furthermore, the pupils' 
reports were supported by my own classroom observation. 
The disproportionate criticism which West Indian pupils received from teachers 
was not the only source of conflict in the teacher-pupil relation. Interactionist 
analyses of 'deviance', such as that proposed by Becker (1963), do not, as they are 
sometimes accused, suggest that once a person is 'labelled' s!he will automatically 
intemalise that judgement and commit further acts of deviance. In fact Becker 
identified a complex of factors which may, or may not, lead to the development of a 
"deviant career". Among the many influences which might lead to the confirmation of 
deviant 'labels' are the reinforcement of that judgement through subsequent 
mteractions with actors in positiOns of institutional authOrIty (such as police or 
teachers) and the development of a subculture which may seek to legitimate or even 
glorify the 'deviancy' (Becker, 1963: 36-9). An example of the latter is conSidered 
in the next section of this chapter, but for the moment it IS necessary to examme 
the cumulative force of teachers' perceptions m their day-to-day mteraction with 
West Indian pupils. 
Ii. The remforcement of West Indian pupils' 'deVIant' Image 
Through my observations and conversations With actors in City Road I felt that 
a disproportionate number of West Indian pupIls had gamed poor reputations among 
the staff, particularly for bemg troublesome. I have already suggested that they 
were subject to criticism more often than their peers of other ethniC OrigIns (even 
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where they shared in the deviant act) and, given the physically distinctive 
appearance of West Indian pupils, it was relatively easy for a teacher (even one who 
was unfamiliar with the class) to remember that a particular West Indian pupil had 
been controlled before (there were rarely more than a handful of West Indian pupils 
in anyone teaching group). Once bestowed, a pupil's reputation could lead to 
further conflict between teacher and pupil. This in tum might reinforce the sense 
of conflict and suspicion which could be seen both in staff beliefs concerning 
'trOUblesome' West Indians and the sense of victimization felt by the pupils. 
A pupil's poor reputation could act to increase the teacher's readiness to 
control that pupil, since s/he 'knew' that trouble was likely to come from that 
quarter. For example, the following account of classroom behaviour is taken from an 
interview with Vicky Mitchell, a white girl in one of my case study forms, who was 
very highly committed to many aspects of the official school value system. 
DG 
Vicky 
"Do you think that any groups of pupils are treated 
differently in the school?" 
"Yeah, I mean Paul Dixon C .. ) I could cause trouble as 
well as him, if something went wrong while the teacher 
wasn't there, they'd probably try and blame him, when it 
could've been ME. You know what I mean, I could have done 
it for a laugh or something, and if [teachers] come In 
sometimes late, you know, you've got a bad name then that's 
it, you know, It's always them." 
Another consequence of such a reputation might be that behaviour which does not 
fit the negative image is highlighted as 'strange' or even ridiculed by the teacher. 
Rather than concluding that the reputatIon IS wrong, or at least a SImplifIcation, 
the SituatIon is judged in relatIon to that image. Consequenty it IS the behaVIOur 
which IS queried: 
Vicky "Paul [Dixon] and people like that, you know If they really 
do settle down to theIr work then the teacher'lI say, 'Oh. 
whats wrong With you, YOU'RE WORKING'. and taking It out -Ji 
them then 'CAUSE THEY ARE WORKING. And I suppose he thinks 
'Why bother. .. they're always getting at me'. 
I feel sorry for him In a way." 
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Vicky's report that Paul had been cntlcized for academic effort was s.mIlar to 
certain observations of my own. For example, during the option choIce process I 
watched as Roger Haynes (a West Indian pupil who was not a member of a case-study 
form) discussed a change of options with a member of senior staff. Roger 
successfully changed from Art to Chemistry, however, the difference in the 'academic 
natures' of the subjects was commented upon by the teacher. 
"What is all this intellectual push that you're going on? Are we 
gOing to see a different Mr. Haynes this term? Hard working? 
[smiles] 
I shall look for great things." 
The exchange was good natured and both teacher and pupil laughed at the 
comments, yet, despite the apparent friendliness, the interaction served to 
emphasize that a move from a low status, practical subject (Art) to a more highly 
prized 'academic' option (Chemistry) was not 'characteristic' of Roger's previous 
reputation. The change of option was not blocked by the staff member, but his 
sarcasm suggested that the "intellectual push" might be doomed to failure. 
Negative reputations and consequences such as those noted above were not 
exclusive to West Indian pupils. However, they did seem to suffer from such 
stereotyping more often than pupils of other ethnic origins. For example, poor 
reputations and staff expectations of likely trouble were not only the result of 
frequent criticism by the teacher concerned, informal conversations between teachers 
could 'alert' other members of staff. Indeed, a pupil's reputatIOn was sometimes 
formally communicated to each of their subject teachers via a system of report 
cards. 
Report cards were an official means of monitoring a pupil's behavIOUr. The 
pupil was given a pnnted card which Included spaces for their subject teachers to 
confirm the pupil's attendance and to WrIte comments concernmg their behavIOUr. 
For example, Wayne Johnson (a West Indian In one of my case study forms) was giVEn a 
card on which hiS form tutor had WrItten a request that sut'Ject teachers' comment on 
hiS "punctuality", "attItude" and "behaViour". The pupil was reqUIred to hand thIS 
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TABLE 6.1: PUPILS IN THE RESEARCH AGE GRADE WHO RECEIVED AT LEAST ONE 

















W. Indian Asian 
% N % N 
30 3 9 1 
44 4 o o 











Note: * Data does not include any pupil placed on a report card 
after December 1985, when the field work ended. 
Percentages are based on the research population. 
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card to each of his/her su bject teachers and finally present I t to their form tutor 
at the end of the school day. Each card included enough space for approximately four 
days worth of comments. In some cases pupils were given several cards 
consecutively. For example, during the first term of her fifth year, one of my case 
study pupils (a West Indian girl) was told that she would receive report cards tor 
the remainder of her school career. 
Several pupils in my case study forms received report cards during their career 
in City Road. Many stated that the cards had not embarrassed them at all, but there 
was a feeling that they sometimes led teachers to move pupils from their friends, 
causing resentment. 
Wayne (a West Indian pupil) 
"You just walk in a room, sit down. They say 'Get up and 
move over there'. And aU I did was walked in the room." 
The importance of report cards was two-fold; firstly they indicated that the 
pupil's behaviour was considered enough of a problem to warrant official action 
beyond informal word-of-mouth reporting. Secondly, they represented a likely source 
of reinforcement of 'deviant' labels. The official requirement to take note of, and 
record, the behaviour of a particular pupil drew teachers' attention to a potential 
source of trouble and could lead to actions which might inflame the situation 
further (such as changing their seat). In view of these factors it is significant 
that during their school careers, proportlOnately three times as many West Indian 
pupils in the research population received at least one report card than pupils of 
any other ethnic origin (Table 6.1) (8). Given the greater control and critiCIsm of 
West Indian pupils, their proportionately greater representation in Table 6.1 is In 
the predicted direction. However, the absolute number of pupils who received report 
cards was very small and the figures should be treated WIth cautIOn. A more broadly 
based companslon may be made by examIning the receIpt of senior management 
detentions by pupils of different ethniC ongInS across the research age grade. 
SInce all pupils who spent any tIme In CIty Road were able to appear In the 
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TABLE 6.2: PUPILS IN THE RESEARCH AGE GRADE WHO RECEIVED ONE OR MORE 
DETENTIONS DURING THE THIRD. FOURTH OR FIFTH YEARS· BY 
GENDER AND ETHNIC ORIGIN 
Ethnic Origin 
White W. Indian Asian Mixed R. Total 
% N % N % N % N % 
MALE 
1 or more 
N 
detention 47 43 70 7 SS 6 43 3 49 S9 
FEMALE 
1 or more 
detention 29 22 67 6 33 1 33 1 33 30 
----------------------------------------------------------
ALL PUPILS 
1 or more 
detention 39 6S 68 13 SO 7 40 4 42 89 
Note: • Fifth year: Autumn term only 
Percentages are based on the research population. 
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detention books at least once, the figures for Tables 6.2 to 6.4 Inclusive are based 
upon the number of pupils of each ethnIc group who were present In the research age 
grade at any time during the research. By USIng the broadest sample possible for 
the calculations concerning the relationship between detentIOns and ethnic origIn I 
hope to make the analysis as rigorous as possible. It should be noted that two West 
Indian pupils joined the school roll very close to the end of the research fieldwork 
and had little time to appear in any detention records. Hence, the proportions of 
West Indians receiving negative sanctions are likely to be somewhat reduced by the 
late additions to that group. In relative terms the West Indian pupil population 
experienced the largest increase of any ethnic group resulting from new arrivals to 
the school. Despite these factors the relationship between ethnic origin and 
receipt of senior management detentions is striking. 
Table 6.2 shows the proportion of pupils In each ethnic group who appeared in 
the detention books at least once during the research. The data reveals that 
proportionately more West Indian pupils appeared than any other ethnic group, a 
pattern that was true for pupils of both genders. In fact West Indian pupils who 
did not appear in the detention books were in the minority for both sexes, a pattern 
UnIque to that group. 
Table 6.3 details the number of detentions totalled by each of the pupils who 
appeared at least once in the pUnIshment books during the research. AgaIn, as a 
group the West Indian pupIls stand out as receiVIng an unusually high number of 
detentions. A majority of West Indian pupils who appeared In the punishment books 
went on to total at least four detentIOns durIng the research. Once again, thiS 
pattern was true for both sexes and umque to pupils of West Indian ongIn. 
The proportionately greater receipt of report cards and senIor management 
detentIOns among West Indian pupils In the research population was indicative at the 
often conflIctual nature of white teacher-West Indian pupil relatIOns In City Road. 
Pupils of other ethmc originS were sometimes subject to the same controls as their 
West Indian peers, but the frequency of the control and cntlclsm wnlch West Indians 
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TABLE 6.3: FREQUENCY OF DETENTIONS PER PUPIL DETAINED DURING THE 
THIRD, FOURTH OR FIFTH YEARS· BY GENDER AND ETHNIC ORIGIN 
Detentions per pupil detained at least once 
1 only 2 to 3 4 to 5 6 to 10 11 or more Total 
% N % N % N % N % N % N 
MALE 
White 53 23 35 15 7 3 2 1 2 1 99 43 
West Indian 0 0 29 2 43 3 29 2 0 0 101 7 
Asian 50 3 50 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 6 
Mixed Race 33 1 33 1 0 0 33 1 0 0 99 3 
----------------------------------------------------------
ALL HALES 46 27 36 21 10 6 7 4 2 1 101 59 
FEMALE 
White 45 10 18 4 18 4 14 3 5 1 100 22 
West Indian 17 1 0 0 67 4 17 1 0 0 101 6 
Asian 100 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 1 
Mixed Race 100 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 1 
----------------------------------------------------------
ALL FEMALE 43 13 13 4 27 8 13 4 3 1 99 30 
ALL PUPILS 
White 51 33 29 19 11 7 6 4 3 2 100 65 
West Indian 8 1 15 2 54 7 23 3 0 0 100 13 
Asian 57 4 43 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 7 
Mixed Race 50 2 2S 1 0 0 25 1 0 0 100 4 
-----------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 4S 40 28 25 16 14 9 8 2 2 100 89 
Note: * Fifth year: Autumn term only 
Percentages are based on pupils detained in the research population. 
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received was greater. ThIS served to reinforce both the eXIstIng conflicts between 
staff and pupils, and the sImplistIc notions which each sometImes held concernIng 
the other, ie. the teachers' perceptIOn of West IndIan pupils as a likely source of 
trouble and the pupils' sense of vIctimization. 
iii. The myth of a West Indian challenge to authority 
I have already discussed the tendency among white teachers In City Road to 
disproportionately control and criticize their West Indian pupils. have also 
considered some of the mechanisms whereby this criticism could take on the form of a 
cumulative process of increased labelling, leading to a heightened sense of conflict 
between the white teacher and West Indian pupil. I now wish to turn to a further 
dimension of this relationship which was of great importance, ie. that the conflict 
was often interpreted by both sides as being 'racially' motivated. The teachers and 
their West Indian pupils often interpreted the conflict between them, not merely as 
teacher versus pupil, but as white versus black. 
Of particular importance was a tendency among members of staff to sometimes 
generalize that a pupil's behaviour signified a more deep seated challenge to the 
authority of the school, more specifically, a West Indian challenge to white 
authority. For example, I was present at a fourth year parents evenIng when Paul 
Dixon's father reported that his son had complained to him about racial 
victimization. After the meeting I spoke with Paul's tutor who told me: 
"I think he [Paul]'s got it in for white ( ... ) 
When you're talkIng to him he's gOIng (looks away from me, feIgning 
apparent diSinterest). 
You know, you can see him thinking, 'What right have you got - a 
white - to tell ME off"'. (field notes) 
Driver noted the "confUSIOn" of white teachers faced With certaIn behaviours 
whIch they might Interpret Incorrectly. 
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"Turning the eyes away was observed on many occasIons to be made by a 
West Indian pupil as a Sign of deference and respect to a teacher, 
yet it was received and, interpreted by the teacher as an expression 
of guilt or bad manners." 
Geoffrey Driver (1979: 137) 
Whether the incident involving Paul Dixon was an example of this kind of 
"confusion" cannot be assumed. However, it was clear, from the evidence of white 
teachers and their West Indian pupils in City Road, that some teachers' tendency to 
impute a racially based threat to their authority in dealings with West Indian 
pupils could only add to the existing conflicts. 
Michael Cooper (mixed race) 
" .. .1 got caught (playing truant] once, [a teacher) he 
asked me why I was doing it, but I couldn't give him a 
reason. So he started going BARMY at me, saymg, 'Oh, all 
'cause you're a different colour from me, you can't answer 
me' and all this." (9) 
I wish to stress that the imputation of a deliberate challenge to authori ty, 
typified by the phrase "you can see him thinking", was not a crude stereotype held 
by obviously 'prejudiced' teachers. Rather, it was a way of thinking which was 
rooted in the ethnocentric assumptions of teachers and in their responses to the 
day-to-day demands made upon them withm the school. The vast majority of teachers 
whom I met in City Road seemed genuinely committed to ideals of equality of 
educational opportunity, yet m order to carry out their Job they had to control 
pupils. The teachers' i n s I s ~ n c e e that all pupils should be treated alike and the 
range of demands upon their time and energies led them into a disproportIOnate 
amount of conflict with West Indian pupils. ThIS was a fact of life for many 
teachers and reinforced a belIef in a West Indian challenge to authority which 
seemed imperVIOus to the complamts of pupils and parents. Many teachers had 
personal experIence of 'trouble' With West Indian pupils and they often generalized 
this Image onto the group as a whole. 
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A female member of staff 
''J've never been assaulted by a white kid. 
I've been thrown against a wall by a pupil and it was a 
black kid. 
I've been called a 'Fucking slag' [by white kids] but I've 
only ever been HIT by a black kid." (field notes) 
This quotation reflects the view, common among City Road staff, that as a group 
West Indian pupils presented a greater disciplinary problem than their peers of 
other ethnic origins. The detention data, which I have presented above, certainly 
supports the claim that West Indian pupils were frequently "in trouble". The 
question now arises as to why West Indian pupils appeared so often in the school 
detention books? Was it that they simply broke school rules more often than their 
peers? So far I have argued that much of the West Indian pupils' 'deviance' 
depended upon their teachers' interpretation of unfamilar behaviours and an 
imputation of a West Indian challenge to authority. These questions may be explored 
further by returning to the information available in the school detention books. 
In addition to examining the numbers of detentions given by staff, it is 
possible to use the teachers' brief comments on the "reason for detention" (recorded 
at the time the detention was given) as the baSIS for a tentative breakdown by the 
'type' of explanation offered. In particular I wIll focus on the 'nature' of the 
recorded offence(s) as situated in either the 'routine' agreements and rules 
governing behaviour in the school, or in the 'interpretatIon' of pupil action by the 
member of staff. Clearly, ~ ~ the detentions were based upon staff mterpretative 
judgements to some degree, therefore before presenting the data I will explam the 
classification and its use m more detaiL 
I will classify as 'routme' all detentIOns where the reason given m the 
pUnIshment book referred only to the pupils' transgression of some school rule for 
which the appropnate punIshment was routmely felt to be a senIor management 
detention. For example, "Smokmg", "Truancy" and "Shop at breaktlme" were stafi 
entries which referred only to the particular rule which had been broken. 
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I will count as 'mterpretative' all staff entnes where the teacher explained 
the reasons for the detention by reference to their own mterpretatIOn of the 
pupil's behaviour - as opposed to simply observing WhICh rule was judged to have 
been broken. If the member of staff, in officially recording his/her reason for 
giving a detention, felt it necessary to include a comment on the 'attitude' of the 
pupil then I will classify that detention as 'interpretative'. For example: 
"Persistent disruptive behaviour and rudeness when challenged." 
"Nuisance on the stairs, denial, lies." 
"Rudeness and attitude towards apology." 
The above "reasons for detention" refer to questions of interpretation much 
more than the explanations in terms of rules alone. The classification is an 
attempt to examine the extent to which detentions were 'earned' by breaking clearly 
defined school rules as opposed to offending teachers' less explicit expectations of 
'acceptable' behaviour. As noted above, all detentions relied upon teacher 
interpretation to some extent, however, the distinction IS a reasonable one. In my 
experience during two years of fieldwork in City Road, any pupil discovered 
truanting or smoking on the school premises would receive a detentIon. In contrast, 
teachers' perceptions of "misbehaviour", "rudeness" and "attitude" could vary 
dramatically. 
It should be noted that because the classification is based upon the official 
explanation of the "reason for detention" it is likely to underestimate the 'true' 
level of what I have termed 'interpretative' detentions. For example, one form tutor 
gave three gIrls (two of them West Indian) a total of nine detentIons over just 
three days, all for "Persistent lateness." In fact these entnes represented a 
conSCIOUS deciSIOn by that member of staff to "clamp down" on a partIcular group of 
gIrls. The detentIOns were, therefore, closer to the type WhICh I have defIned as 
'Interpretatlve'. However. since I have no way of knOWIng whether any other 
'routIne' detentions are based on simIlar "clamp downs" I have decIded to apply my 
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classificatIons rigIdly, based purely on the official entry in the punishment book. 
In so doing I hope to make my classification as representative of the teachers' own 
justificatIons as possible. Hence, the nme entries noted above appear as 'routme' 
detentions in my analysis. Similarly, where a pupil failed to attend a detention 
s/he automatically received another to replace the one that they had missed. Such 
'repeat' detentions will be counted as 'routine' because, although the original 
offence may have been 'interpretative', there was no element of interpretation 
involved in the carrying over of a 'repeat' detention. In applying my 
clasz:ficationz in this way I hope to be as rigorous 3S possible by not classifying 
as 'interpretative' where there was any room for doubt. Thus ! restricted my own 
interpretation of the detention data to a single criterIon. If I had introduced my 
personal knowledge of particular cases It might be argued that I had biased the 
analysis in some way, ego because I knew a greater proportlon of the West Indian 
pupils in the research age grade. 
Table 6.4 applies the routine/interpretative distinction to all detEntions 
received by the research population. The data indicates that in the eyes of the 
staff West Indian pupils' offences tended to be of a different nature to those of 
their peers of other ethnic origins. 
The majority of all detentions given during the research (for both sexes and 
all ethnic origins) may be categorized as 'routine' (67%), whereas less than a third 
of all detention-offences were described by the teacher in 'interpretative' terms 
(30%). This distribution was reproduced almost identically for pupils of either 
gender: 67% of all male and 68% of all female detentions may be classified as 
'routine', with 30% and 31 % repectively as 'interpretative'. Even given my 
qualifications about the classification and the source of the data it is possible to 
conclude that there was little or no significant difference in the incidence of the 
various 'types' of detention-offence between male and female pupils. 
However, in terms of the ethnic origin of the pupils some important differences 
were discernible. For all white and Asian pupils detained, 'routine' violations 
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TABLE 6.4: "REASON FOR DETENTION" GIVEN DURING THE THIRD, FOURTH OR 
FIFTH YEARS* BY GENDER AND ETHNIC ORIGIN 
"Reason for detention" 
Routine Interpretative Other** Total 
% N % N % N % N 
MALE 
White 77 72 22 21 1 1 100 94 
West Indian 45 14 45 14 10 3 100 31 
Asian 73 8 27 3 a a 100 11 
Mixed Race 43 6 50 7 7 1 100 14 
ALL MALE ENTRIES 67 100 30 45 3 5 100 150 
FEMALE 
White 75 54 25 18 0 0 100 72 
West Indian 50 12 46 11 4 1 100 24 
Asian 0 0 100 1 0 0 100 1 
Mixed Race 100 1 0 0 0 0 100 1 
--------------------------------------------------------
ALL FEMALE ENTRIES 68 67 31 30 1 1 100 98 
ALL PUPILS 
White 76 126 23 39 1 1 100 166 
West Indian 47 26 45 25 7 4 99 55 
Asian 67 8 33 4 0 0 100 12 
Mixed Race 47 7 47 7 7 1 101 15 
--------------------------------------------------------
ALL DETENTIONS 67 167 30 75 2 6 99 248 
Notes: * Fifth year: Autumn term only 
** Other detentions = where staff comment absent or illegible. 
Percentages are based on detentions among the research population. 
appeared twice as often as 'interpretative' ones. In contrast, West Indian pupils 
had an almost equal division between 'routine' and 'interpretative' descriptions. 
The small number of Asian and Mixed race females who were detained means that any 
breakdown by gender and ethnic origin for those groups would be meaningless. 
In comparison to white and Asian pupils, therefore, a greater proportion of the 
detentions which were given to West Indian pupils appear to have been based upon 
offences whose identification rested primarily in the teachers' interpretation of 
pupil attitude/intent. The same also appears to be true for male pupils of Mixed 
ethnic origin (where one parent was of Afro-Caribbean origin). 
Despite my qualifications concerning the definition and application of the 
detention-offence categories, the patterns which emerged are in the predicted 
direction. Hence, the data supports the hypothesis that the staff tended to 
perceive a disproportionate challenge to their authority in the behaviours of West 
Indian pupils. West Indians did not simply break clearly defined school rules more 
often than their peers. 
There is evidence, therefore, that as a group West Indian pupils were 
disproportionately subject to negative sanctions within City Road. In view of thiS 
fact it is important to recognize that any complaints against the school, 
concerning behaviour which pupils or parents considered to be "prejudiced", were not 
treated with sympathy by the staff. For example, at one parents evenIng I saw staff 
actually laugh at a white parent's suggestion that one of their colleagues, whom 
they described as "a very experienced teacher", had Insulted a pupil of mixed race. 
Most complamts were not dIsmissed so easily, the maJori ty of staff recognIzed that 
race could be a very sensitive Issue and tried to deal With gnevences 'rationally'. 
Yet on each occaSIOn that race was raised the school's response was to deny the 
validity of the accusation. A tYPical response was to claim that the pupil ImagIned 
the victimizatIOn: as one teacher told me, "It mainly eXists in their mmds". ThiS 
view was not always expressed so Simply, but whenever staff spoke of such 
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accusations they would typically deny them any validity. For example, a senIor 
member of staff told me of an occaSIOn when a West Indian was given detention: 
" it just happened that we decided that night that detention would 
be cleaning up the yard, picking up litter. But they [West Indian 
pupils1 saw it as picking on him, 'It's not right, making him pick up 
litter just 'cause he's black"'. (field notes) 
Incidents such as this were interpreted by staff as offering support to their 
view that accusations of prejudice were likely to be over-reactions at the very 
least. There was also a widesprea9, although less often stated, feeling that 
accusations of victimization were frequently used as a "smokescreen", ie. a device 
to remove attention from the pupils' own actions. For example, as I have already 
noted, duriug the fieldwork a local Afr0-Caribbean pressure group receIved a great 
deal of publicity concerning its accusation of discrimination in the suspension 
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different reason for the over-representation of West Indian pupils in the figures: 
"They're the ones who are causing most trouble". 
Hopefully, the data which I have presented so far in this chapter has given 
some impressIon of the complexity of the mteractions and assumptions which resulted 
in explanations such as this seeming not only reasonable to teachers. but true. 
This description of the most usual responses to accusations of teacher 
"prejudice" will come as no surprise to educational researchers or practicing 
teachers. One of the most basic assumptions of teachers' work culture appears to be 
the belief that, regardless of the details of particular incidents, colleagues 
should support each other in all cases of complaint by a parent or pupil (eg. 
Becker, 1953). In City Road this meant that even a teacher who had a reputation 
amongst his colleagues as being, at best, "intolerant" was defended in the face of a 
parent's complaint. 
Because teachers' perspectives denied any rea! legitimacy to accusations of 
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racial injustice, therefore, the pupils had no formal means of respondIng to their 
conflctual relations with staff. The folloWIng section examines some of the 
informal adaptatlOnal responses of West Indian pupils in my case-study forms and 
considers their consequences for educational achievement. 
6.3 ETHNICITY AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT: the adaptations of West Indian pupils 
In the previous chapter I noted that there was a limited process of 
polarization among the research age grade during their upper school years. I have 
characterized this as a continuum of involvement bounded by adaptations which showed 
high degrees of commitment to, and alienation from, the officially sanctioned goals 
and means of the school value system. However, because the West Indian pupils' 
experience of school was qualitatively different to that of their peers of other 
ethnic origins their adaptations should be considered separately. 
Given the often conflictual nature of the white teacher-West Indian pupil 
relation, and the lack of any effective official channel of response, the ways In 
which West Indian pupils adapted to their experience of schooling assumed very great 
importance. The full range of adaptations cannot be adequately analysed here. Even 
within a small sample such as that provided by City Road there was very great 
variety. Some notion of the problems facing these pupils can, however, be gleaned 
from an examination of individual cases. 
In this section I wish to examine in detaIl the adaptatIOns of certaIn West 
Indian pupils drawn from my case study forms. Their adaptatIOns seemed to represent 
two extreme forms of response to the SituatIOn of West Indian pupils which I have 
outlIned. My reason for considering two examples of West Indian pupil adaptatIOns In 
such detail IS that they clearly demonstrate the slgmficance of displays of 
Afro-Caribbean ethniclty In City Road and highlight the size of the task faCIng 
academically ambItiOUS West IndIan puplis In a school domInated by white teachers 
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and their often ethnocentric perspectives. 
The cases which I will consider Involve the adaptations of an academically 
ambitious male and a clique of three West Indian lads who came to be seen as 
something of a threat to the order of the school. In each case I will outline the 
pupils' adaptations to their situation in City Road and consider their consequences 
in terms of academic achievement. 
a) Ethnicity and academic failure: a subculture of resistance 
A group of three West Indian males in City Road established a reputation out of 
all proportion to their size in the research population. As one teacher told me, 
"They're THE stand-out group in that year" (field notes). The three pupils (Wayne 
Johnson, Barry Clayton and Roger Haynes) were widely seen as being intelligent yet 
determined to cause trouble. While most teachers knew that these pupils 'hung 
around' together, few recognized the strength of the bond between the three. In 
fact, they developed a coherent subculture which glorified those elements of their 
identities within the school which were routinely devalued (their ethnicity) and 
subject to control (their physical prowess). 
i. The elements of a subcul ture 
In the previous chapter I used an understanding of the term 'subculture' which 
was drawn from the work of Becker and his colleagues (Hughes, Becker and Geer, 1958; 
Becker et ai, 1960; 1961). This definition emphasizes the importance of Intensive 
interaction and a shared si tuation (role or problem) as the baSIS for the 
development of a coherent set of understandings and agreements. Such a framework 
lIes behind the follOWing analYSIS of the subculture developed by three West indian 
males in City Road. In particular I wish to examine the importance of the Informal 
group. the goals and values which the subculture stressed and the modes of 
co-operation which domInated their interactIOn With each other and lJ"th non-clIque 
members. 
The informal group: West Indian pupils In the research population routinely 
faced certain problems during their day-to-day experience of school, such as the 
recurring conflicts with white teachers which I have examined above. However, such 
experiences were not sufficient to lead most of the pupils to the adaptational 
responses which thIs clique exhibited. The extensive interaction of the three 
pupils at an earlier point in their careers seemed crucial in shaping the responses 
which set them apart from their peers. 
Wayne, Barry and Roger were West Indian males who shared not only a similar 
sense of ethnicity but also interacted on a frequent and intense basis. Barry and 
Roger were members of the same form throughout their secondary school careers, while 
Wayne joined City Road during his second year. Wayne was the only West Indian male 
in his second year form and seemed to have met and become friendly with Barry and 
Roger through contacts in certain lessons and particularly during sporting events 
and practices which were held after the school day. All three were prominent members 
of the school's sporting teams during their second year. 
The three seemed to have formed a closely-knit group very quickly and by the 
time my field work began, early in their third year, they could always be seen 
together at break times and even during assemblies where different form groups 
usually sat apart. Further evidence of their closeness may be seen In Wayne's 
responses to my sociometric questionnaires: following a suspension meeting Wayne had 
been moved to another form within City Road (3C), yet his only fnendship chOIces 
outside that form were of Barry and Roger, he indicated no links with his prevIous 
form. 
The three pupils also spent a great deal of time together outSIde school. They 
would structure much of theIr free time around group activities. such as hangIng 
around the CIty centre, where they could "LOAF". The members of the clIque also 
shared contacts In the WIder youth culture of Cltyside, whIch led them into larger 
social networks InvolVIng post-school age West Indians. It was WIthIn these larger 
networks, that members of the clique would sometimes attend dances and meet In local 
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bars. 
Goals and values: In many ways the clique mirrored the charactenstics of a 
much larger West Indian counter-school group reported by Wnght, especially m 
relation to their displays of ethnicity and reputation as a "threatening physical 
presence" (Wright, 1985a: 12-3). 
All three members of the clique were seen to engage in displays of ethmclty 
which owed much to a media presentation of "blackness" as well as their own contact 
with the larger Afro-Caribbean community in Cityside. For example, all three members 
occaSionally wore badges featuring the colours of Ethiopia and used creole 
expressions and styles of speech. I also saw Wayne and Barry use the relaxed style 
of walking which, as I noted earlier, was exclusive to West Indian males in City 
Road. The clique were not unique in their displays of ethnicity, but the importance 
of these symbols within the group was very great. Their ethnicity was crucial to the 
group, they mixed only with West Indians outside the school and identified their 
ethnic origin as the single most important factor in their experience of schoolmg. 
As I have already noted, displays of ethnicity often led to conflict with staff and 
this in turn led to further conflicts as the clique reinforced it's reputation, 
among staff and pupils alike, as a "hard", physically powerful unit. 
The clique revelled in their physical prowess. The three had won a reputatIOn 
amongst their peers as being a very threatening force withIn the school and like 






"No [pupil] in [City Road] has ever come out With an Insult 
to us three, NEVER." 
"Why do you think that IS'?" 
"'Cause they KNOW me you see. 'Cause they know us. They 
know us GOOD. They know us too well to say anythIng back 
to us. Because Clayton... they know not to mess with him." 
C.') 
"So you think you've got the kInd of reputatIOn where 
people will _" 
"- Shut up and keep their mouths shut." 
This extract may sound like empty boasting, but I had good reason to suppose 
that the claims were well founded. For example, a sentence completion questionnaire, 
which I administered to my two case study forms during their flfth year, included 
the item, 
" picks on other pupils". 
86% of nominations made by male pupils in the two forms cited either Clayton or 
Haynes (Wayne Johnson had been expelled by that time). Similarly, some pupils 
referred to the clique during individual interviews with me and even those who had 
themselves been disciplined for fighting in the past, felt the need to stress the 
confidentiality of their statements. For example, the following warning is taken 
from an interview with a white pupil who had been suspended for fighting earlier in 
his career at City Road. 
fI but don't let that out. They {Clayton and Haynes] are about 
the two hardest in the school, so my neck'll be gone if anybody finds 
out I've said that." 
Like Willis' lads (1977: 35-6) the clique's tough reputation was not always 
tested to the point of violence. In fact the clique had developed several strategies 
of intimidation which could usually avoid the need for violence. As Barry put it, 
"You just BRACE YOURSELF on 'em". For example: 
DG "If you have [an argument] with a pupil, does it USUALLY 
end up wi th a figb t?" 
Barry Clayton "No, we just probably argue, and they just go about their 
bUSIness C .. ) 
I was arguing wIth fa pup!lJ ... I kInda Just took off my 
blazer .... He just gave it me back [leo a pen which they 
had argued over]. (. .. ) 
You Just keep a serIOUS face." 
Such strategies were necessary not only because there was always a rIsk 
Involved In a fight. but because such trouble would brIng about severe conflIcts 
With staff, conflicts which they knew from expenence could lead to formal 
SUSpensiOns and even expulSion. 
2S7 
Despite the strength of the Informal group, it would be wrong to assume that 
the clique existed in isolation within the pupil body. Although the clique members 
recognized a set of strong mutual oblIgatiOns, the majorIty of their time in school 
was spent in uneventful and even friendly contact WIth non-clique members. 
Modes of co-operation: The clique was characterized by an intense loyalty and 
sense of equality amongst the members. Teacher's typically saw Wayne Johnson as 
"the biggest problem" and assumed that he acted as leader to the other pupils. 
The Year Head "He [Wayne Johnson] likes to steal the show, you know, he's 
VERY ARROGANT, will take advantage of the slightest 
possibility ( ... ) He likes to drag people in with him. He 
likes to be the SHOWMAN, the big guy, 'Look at me', you 
know. 'I can do this, I can do that'." 
However, within the clique there were no clear authority distinctions. 
Wayne " ... we ain't got no leader. They [teachers1 reckon I'm the 
leader, but I'm not the leader of nothing." 
The lack of any group leader may have been related to the very small size of 
the clique, certainly this was a factor which seemed to heighten the sense of 
loyalty and mutual obligation which the members displayed. In a very real sense the 
three pupils felt themselves to be 'one'. 
Wayne "Us three, we stIck together you see. Anything happens to 
one, anything happens to ONE, they've got the other two to 
deal with C.') It's just us three, nobody else." 
This IS not to say that the clique spent their time exclusIvely in each others' 
company. They had not consulted each other over their subject optIOn chOices and 
consequently there was no optIOnal lesson where the three were together. In lessons 
and form penods the clique members had routIne contacts With other pupIls, many of 
whom were white. However, theIr closest extra-clique contacts were with other West 
Indian pupils withIn the school. some of whom Cited clique members as "e lose 
fnends" In questionnaIre responses. In the eyes of the clIque these contacts were 
not of the same Importance as the three-man grOUpIng Itself, which not only came 
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together at every opportunity dUrIng the school day, but also structured much of 
their 'free time' after school. 
It should be noted therefore that although the clique recognized strong bonds 
of mutual obligation they did not exist in social isolation and their relationship 
with other actors in the school was more complex than might at first appear. Unlike 
Willis' (1977) "lads", who seemed to see non-group members as at best inferior leg. 
the "ear'oles" and West Indians), and at worst as prey (the ASians), the members of 
this West Indian clique glorified their position and were conscious of their group 
identity, yet existed within a wider and more complex network of social contacts 
within the school. These contacts reflected their ethnicity and gender (the 
strongest ties being recognized by other West Indian males in the school) but did 
not define any group of pupils as natural enemies: being West Indian may have saved 
a pupil from the clique's physical attentions, but being white or Asian did not 
define a pupil as a target. Rather than setting out to create trouble with their 
peers or teachers, the clique generally seemed to respond to hints of trouble from 
other actors. However, any such 'hint' of trouble would not be ignored, indeed, 
the assumptions and values of the clique meant that any perceived threat or 
victimizatIOn was likely to be met head on. The consequences of thiS are considered 
below. 
ii. The consequences of the subculture for clique-teacher relations 
The clique's glorification of their ethniclty and phYSical prowess acted as a 
basis for power within the pupil body and offered an Independent standpoint which 
distanced them from the potentially demoraliSIng effects of the CrItiCism faced by 
many West Indian pupils in the school. The clique were subject to much criticism 
and control but remained convinced of their own worth and potential. However, a 
spiral of increaSing control and response seems to have developed. The clIque's 
reputatIOn meant that staff expected trouble from them, ego when I asked Barry and 
Roger's form tutor for permiSSion to speak With them I was met With the e n q u l r y ~ ~
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"Yeah sure, have they been prats again?" (fIeld notes) 
ThIS image of the clique (as being frequently at odds wIth authorIty) may have 
led staff to increased control of the pupils: certainly this seemed to be the case 
when I saw the three together about the school and watched Wayne In class. Where a 
teacher did seek to control a member of the clique, in view of their reputation as 
being "hard" and their belief that they were often victimized, the pupils were 
unlikely to quietly accept the judgement (10). 






"Everybody else goes, 'Don't stand up to him'. I stood up 
to him." (. .. ) 
"[What about] Barry and Roger?" 
"THEY WON'T BACK OFF NOBODY. Shit, I know them two 
WOUldn't. ( ... ) Sometimes I'll just put my head down [and 
work]. if I don't walk into a room and they [teachers] 
start picking on me. I'll Just get on with my work. But 
if they start picking on me - say I'm talking to somebody, 
just pick on me. But if somebody else is talking to 
somebody they don't pIck on them - that's not right. They 
should pick on the other people as well, and I don't like 
that." 
"Apart from you individually. do you think there are any 
other people that [teachers] pick on?" 
"Yeah, Barry and Roger." 
It should be emphasized that both 'sides' of the relationship were faced with a 
si tuation which seemed to offer them little room for manoeuvre: In order to teach, 
the teachers had to maintain control, yet the clique's reputation and perceptIOn of 
their position could not allow them to let control or critICIsm go unchallenged. 
This situation led to heightened conflIct with staff and an increased sense of 
victimization and group identity among the clique members. Indeed, the clIque's 
expenence of conflict With the staff was such that they asserted that as a whole 




ItIf me and somebody else IS late ... it's ME who's In 
trouble C .. ) Most of 'em [teachers] are prejudiced." 
"[The teachers] are after all the coloureds In that 
school." 
This claim of racial victimization was only made with reference to West Indian 
and some mixed race pupils. Wayne stated that "I've never seen NO Asian pupils get 
done yet." 
Almost every other West Indian pupil with whom I spoke stated that one or more 
teachers were biased against their ethnic group, but they saw such teachers as the 
exception rather than the rule. The clique's reversal of this assessment seemed to 
reflect their history of very serious conflict with the school. For example, in 
addition to each member of the clique receIving several senior management 
detentions, two of them were put on report cards and suspended from the school on 
more than one occasion. 
I wish to emphasize that the clique's assessment of theIr teachers was not a 
simple blanket accusation of raCism, used to divert attention from their CrImes. For 
example: 
[I asked Barry about his most recent suspenSIOn} 
Barry "I brought a knife to school C.') Just carned it In my 
DG 
Barry 
pocket, to peel an orange. (. . .) They took the kmfe off 
me, sent me home, said 'Don't come back until your parents 
come. III 
"Then what happened?" 
"They come up, sorted it all out and I was allowed back 
10." 
DG "Do you think the school was Justified in dOIng that or 
were they over-reacting?" 
Barry "No, they SHOULD have done that. (. . .) I thmk they would 
have sent anybody home what they seen With a knife." 
SImilarly, the clique lIsted a number of teachers whom they felt were falf With 
them, teachers who "got on" Instead of seeking te' Impose thelf authOrIty. 
Wayne 
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n(Good teachers) THEY GET ON, they talk the same language 
do. They get on (..J They muck m. They do the same 
things [we) do. If you're qUiet, they're quiet. If you 
shout, they shout... " 
This assessment of good classroom practice was echoed by one of the teachers 
whom the clique described as being fair with them. 
Mr Finch "I just treat them as I find them. They know how far to go 
with me. If they give me any trouble, they know they'll 
get the same back, but usually they're alright. (. . .) If 
you're straight with them, they're OK." (field notes) 
However, the view quoted above was not typical of official assessments of the 
clique. As I have shown above, the clique were not 'anti-school' in the sense that 
some have used the term, and I would not describe them as alienated from many of the 
key elements of the school value system. For example, Wayne, Barry and Roger each 
accepted the need to gain qualifications and had relatively clear visions of their 
post-school careers. The clique did not reject the aims of schooling, but did clash 
with some of the techniques employed by their teachers. However, their history of 
conflict with the school was widely interpreted by staff as signifying a deliberate 
rejection of the school's authority: as early as March of his second year, Barry was 
suspended and a change of school was suggested. In the suspension report the 
Headteacher wrote: 
"There is a general feeling that Barry IS preoccupied WIth floutmg 
authority and that he will seek any opportunity to undermine It." 
A semor member of staff also described Roger Haynes to me as a pupil who 
"flouted authority". SImilar views were held concernmg Wayne Johnson and it IS 
revealmg to bnefly examme some of the staff comments about his expulSIOn from 
City Road dUrIng hIS fourth year. 
When I began my field work, dunng the research age grade's third year, I was 
told by the Year Head that Wayne was on the verge of expulSIOn: "he really IS at the 
end of the road". In fact Wayne survived the third year but unoffiCially he was not 
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expected to complete hIS educatIon at CIty Road. 
A senior 
teacher "If he lasts through the fourth year- I mean what we're 
waiting for now, is for him to do one more thing and he'll 
be expelled." 
This vision of the most likely end to Wayne's career in City Road was based 
upon his record of suspensions since he joined the school as a second year. The 
school operated a hierarchy of suspension 'types' culminating in a 'C' suspension, 
which almost always meant expulsion. Wayne's career was exceptional in that he 
remained in City Road despite two 'C' suspensions. 
The Year Head " he had a 'C' suspension about last April [ten months 
ago], which is the final one, and we had him back with a 
final warning. And then we had ANOTHER 'C' suspension 
after that. You know, this is how incredible It was." 
The fact that Wayne had survived as long as he did was seen by his teachers as 
evidence of the school's fairness. One of them stated that " .. .if he'd have been 
WHITE he would have gone a LONG time ago (. .. ) we have to appear to be more than 
fair." There was no doubt that Wayne had received several "final warnings", 
however, his accumulated warnings and suspensions must be seen within the context of 
white teacher-West Indian pupIl relations in the school as whole. Of particular 
importance was the myth of a West Indian challenge to authority. Wayne had not 
committed any single offence, against the school or its staff, so serious that it 
would normally have brought about expulSIOn. Wayne was suspended and eventuallly 
expelled for a series of relatively more mmor incidents. It was the cumulative 
nature of his deVIancy which teachers stressed. 
[From an intervIew dunng Wayne's third year] 
The Year Head "I have him for [one lessonJ. for instance, and I don't 
hear a word out of him, he Just gets on With the work. But 
there are other areas of the school where, II you give him 
half an mch, he'll take a mile. ( ... ) 
You name It. he's done It. Short of hittmg a member of 
staff. Very, very Insultmg to members of staff. Theft. 
DisobedIence. Undermmmg the members' of staff authOrity. 
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Told kids not to listen to members of staff. Refused to 
leave the room when requested. Just generally, he's done 
everything he could possibly do to get expelled. Short of, 
there's been no incident of him hitting anybody." 
After Wayne's expulsion it was the cumulative nature of his offences which was 




The Year Head 
Headteacher 
"Why's he been expelled, what did he do?" 
"Well, nothing really - nothing serious, but it's, you 
know, it's just the latest in a long line ... " (field notes) 
"It was just two or three incidents on top of what had 
already gone off, you know, in the year, and really he just 
had to go." 
"Well, it was just the final straw ... It was this attitude. 
HE WOULD NOT BACK DOWN. He was in a fight and the 
member of staff tried to separate them, and he just would 
not let it go - screaming and shouting obscenities ... " 
(field notes) 
This emphasis upon the cumulative nature of Wayne's deviance was particularly 
significant because there was some evidence that the time scale of his offences was 
shortened in the teachers' recollections. 
[From an interview prior to Wayne's expulsion) 
DG "When was [Wayne's] last suspension?" 
Teacher "Last month." [ie. January] 
DG "Last month, what was that one about?" 
Teacher (. .. )[Having consulted a record] "No, 7th of November." 
Clearly such errors would be unlikely during official suspension meetings when 
all documentation would be to hand. However, if such a mistake was repeated 
informally it could have led to increased official action that much sooner by 
amplifying the teachers' belief that Wayne was bent on challenging the school's 
authority: an accusation which, as I have already shown, was levelled against many 
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West IndIan pupils. 
Wayne's form 
tutor "Wayne Johnson was Just somebody who we tned and tried and 
tried with ... School wasn't the place for him wIth his 
INNER DRIVE, as I saw it, to always appear to be number 
one, and unbowed by any authority ... Our institution just 
couldn't brook that kind of continual challenge ... " 
The staff perspectives concerning the myth of a West Indian challenge to 
authonty operated in such a way that any offence by a West Indian pupil could be 
interpreted as an indication of a more general 'attitude'. In the case of this West 
Indian male clique, who glorified both their ethnicity and their physical 
independence, the processes were amplified until the school took very serious 
official action against them in the form of suspensions and even an expulsion. As a 
result of these processes one of the three pupils involved did not complete his 
secondary education in City Road Comprehensive. Neither of the remaining two members 
gained any GeE '0' level or equivalent CSE pass grades in their external 
examinations. 
The clique of West Indian males described here share certain Similarities with 
some previously analysed pupil subcultures. For example, I have already noted that 
an emphasis upon toughness seems to be a common feature of working class male 
subcultures (eg. Willis, 1977). However, rather than simply transfernng elements 
of an eXIsting class or ethnic culture Into their school life, the City Road clique 
seemed to glorify their phYSical prowess as the one element of the staff Image of 
them which they could exploit to enhance their poSitIOn WithIn the puptl populatIOn. 
The c!tque represent one form of response to the situatIOn which they encountered 
WIthIn the school, a situatIon where their ethmclty was routmely devalued and they 
were subject to disproportionate amounts of control. The clique's subculture 
reflected both their ethnici ty and gender. but the former may have been the most 
cruCial factor SInce. as the research progressed, a parallel grOUpIng of West Indian 
girls emerged as an Important part of the research population (11). 
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Farrukh Dhondy (1974) has argued that a culture of resIstance, SImilar In many 
ways to that which I have described above, will come to typify the West Indian 
response to their educational experience In this country (12). However, as I have 
already stressed, the pupil subculture described here was an extreme response to the 
West Indian situation in City Road; a response which, although rooted in the pupils' 
day-to-day experience of the school, was by no means Inevitable. 
b) Ethnicity and academic success: the case of Paul DixQn 
The name of Paul Dixon has, already been mentioned several times in earlier 
sections of this chapter: I have noted that he was seen as a pupil of ability but 
one who was accused of "silly behaviour" in lessons. Paul's white classmate, Vicky 
Mitchell, reported that he had a poor reputation and that his good eiiorts in class 
were sometimes highlighted as unexpected by teachers. I observed Paul in both set 
'offences' were often shared by white and Asian peers. 
Paul was acutely aware that he was subject to more criticism than some of his 
peers and, like Wayne, Barry and Roger, he interpreted the control as racially 
motivated. His f ather mentioned this to Paul's form tutor at a parents evening and 
Paul first told me of his thoughts durIng a third year interview. In particular he 
stressed conflict with his form tutor. 
" he's prejudiced. You've been in our class rIght, now aIn't you 
sir. ( ... ) He's always on about my colour sir, whenever I'm getting 
done [punished] he says 'You're only doing this 'cause you're black' 
and all that..." 
Paul's experIence of disproportionate amounts of control was typical of West 
Indian pupils in the case-study, yet his response was very different to that of the 
clique noted above. Paul consciously sought to counter his reputation and promote an 
image of academic effort. For example, dUrIng my observations of his English set, In 
addition to being the most frequently criticIzed member of the group, Paul was also 
the pupil who volunteered most answers to the teacher's questIons. Paul acted In a 
way which publicly emphasized his commitment to academic achievement; In the Engllsh 
set he would shout across at a relatively noisy group of girls to be qUiet and was 
always amongst the last pupils to pack away their work at the end 01 lessons. 
Paul not only sought to counter his 'troublesome' image by emphasizing hIS 
dedication to academic achievement, he also consciously tried to avoid any further 
conflict with members of staff. This policy meant that when Criticized by a teacher 
he would quickly accept the criticism with "Yes sir" or "Sorry sir". Unlike many of 
his West Indian peers Paul did not comment on the fact that other pupils were 
committing the same offence without punishment. This had the effect of quickly 
moving the interaction on beyond the criticism and avoiding any further problems 
which might arise if he was seen to openly questIOn the teacher's view. Similarly, 
Paul would try to minimize contact with members of staff with whom he felt he was 
most likely to conflict. For example, in a fourth year interview I asked Paul how he 
got on with his teachers (remembering that in the third year he had accused his form 
tutor of prejudice). 
Paul "They're all alright" 
DG "Any that you particularly like?" 
Paul "Not really." 
DG "Any that you DISLIKE, you don't get on With'?" 
Paul "No... [form tutorJ's alright now." (. . .) 
DG "You say [your form tutor IS] alright NOW, how has he 
changed?" 
Paul "He hasn't CHANGED really, It's Just that I don't talk to 
him that much - I only answer the register." 
The most SIgnificant fact about Paul's career In the fourth and fifth year at 
City Road was that he successfully resisted those elements of hiS school experience 
which might have led him Into further conflict With the school. ego rather than 
argue WI th hIS form tutor or seek a change of form group, he SImply minImIzed hIS 
contact WIth that teacher. As the extract above Illustrates, although Paul dId not 
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have close relatonshlps with any member of staff, neither did he generalize from hE 
experience to assert that the school or the majorIty of staff were racist: he 
Identified the conflicts which threatened his performance and did wha t he could to 
avoid them. 
It should also be noted that Paul did not emphasize his ethnici ty through any 
displays of dress or demeanour, ego in styles of walking or speech. This 
undoubtedly avoided further conflict with staff. However, unlike his approach to 
teacher-pupil interactions in class, this may not have been a conSCIOUS strategy. 
Paul's efforts to avoid trouble and concentrate on his work also led to 
qualitative changes in his SOCial relations with peers. Paul maintained contacts 
with pupils of differing academic levels within the school, but it became apparent 
that as the age grade moved through the upper school, he was no longer seen as the 
leader of a form-based "gang" of lads. 
When I first met Paul's form there was an obviously exclusive group of boys who 
sat around the same desk and were referred to by their teachers and classmates alike 
as "Dixon's gang". Paul was one of two West Indians in the gang, the other members 
being two white boys, an Asian and a pupil of mixed race. During the third year 
"Dixon's gang" was described by the Year Head as a source of trouble which led to 
the underachievement of all concerned and in my working notes I Identified the gang 
as an Interesting study (hypothesizing that they might move progressively further 
away from the goals and values of the school). However, during the fourth and fifth 
years something of a split occurred within the group. As always the same pupils sat 
together In form periods and they continued to have some contact outSide school 
hours. Yet the gang was no longer a single Unit; Paul and Anf Aslam (the ASian 
member) took no part in the pre-arranged truancy of other gang members and often 
spent form pen ods revising for tests together. The spli t WI thin the fnendshl P 
group was by no means total, but It was clear that they no longer shared slmJiar 
adaptatIOns to the demands of school. The Importance of thiS development was as an 
indicator of the strength of Paul's determinatIOn to resist the Image which many 
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teachers held of him as a potential troublemaker. Paul dIstanced hImself not only 
from certain members of staff, but also from some of his closest friends wIthin the 
school. 
Like the members of the West Indian clique discussed earlier, Paul Dixon 
recognized but rejected the negative image which some staff held of hIm. However, 
rather than reacting through a glorification of that image wIthin a culture of 
resistance, Paul channelled his energies into succeeding against the odds by 
avoiding trouble when he could and, minimizing the conflict which he experIenced with 
his teachers. 
Paul completed his secondary education at City Road by gaining '0' level (and 
equivalent CSE) pass grades in six separate subjects: the highest achievement of any 
West Indian male in the school that year. 
c) The complexity and range of West Indian pupil adaptations 
I have examined two extreme examples of how West Indian pupils in City Road 
adaptated to their position within the school. The pupils concerned shared many 
similar experiences; they were described by staff as being inteliigent yet 
troublesome and were subject to disproportionate amounts of control and critiCIsm 
which they interpreted as being racially motivated. However. the pupils' responses 
to their situation were very different; the clique revelled in theIr ethnIcity and 
physical prowess, and would respond angrlly to occasions where they felt themselves 
to be treated unfairly. In direct contrast, Paul Dixon consciously sought to 
counter the staff's negative image of him. He minimized contact with those teachers 
he expected most trouble from and when faced with a conflictual situatIOn Paul 
quickly accepted the criticism without complaint. 
These cases represent extreme forms of response, but they were not UnIque: 
there were parallel examples of female pupils' adaptations which shared the 
fundamental features of the male responses detailed above. For example, a group of 
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West Indian gIrls developed a subculture of reSIstance which led them to act as 
'protectors' to younger West IndIans In the school, defending them from perceIved 
attacks by white pupils and teachers. Some elements of the female subculture seemed 
rooted in sex-role differences and expectations WhICh, like the male clique, 
glorified many aspects of the pupils' ethnic identities. This in turn could lead to 
Increased conflict with the school (13). 
The cases which I have presented above serve to highlight some of the 
consequences of West Indian ethnicity in a school dommated by the perspectives of 
white teachers. In order to succeed academically West Indian pupils m City Road 
bad to continually act against the staff tendency to label them in a negative way. 
Clearly this situation meant that West Indian pupils m the school were in a 
relatively disadvantaged poSition. They were required to counter staff ethnocentrism 
without reinforcing the notion that they were troublemakers, a demand WhiCh few were 
able to meet. This does not mean that the majority of West Indians in the research 
population moved towards a subculture of resistance, in fact very few reacted with 
such passion. However, their situatIOn was such that a commitment to educational 
achievement and hard work was not enough: the academically successful West Indian in 
CIty Road had to respond to their Situation In a way WhiCh did not remforce the 
staff's often negative Image of them. Paul's solutIOn demonstrates the demands thIS 
placed upon the pupils and offers an explanation for the pattern of achievement 
among West Indians in City Road. 
Table 6.5 outlines the achievements of West Indian pupils in theIr external 
examinatIOns at 16-plus. In CIty Road the West Indian pupils achIeved a pattern of 
exammation performance which was unique wlthm the research age grade, ie. each 
West Indian pupil gamed pass grades m either a minimum of fIve subjects or none at 
alL ThIS tendency to polarize around the extremes of eXamInatIon achIevement 
reflected the size of the problem faCIng West Indian pupIls in the school: unless 
they had abIlity and a SUItably lOW-key response to theIr SItuatIOn, they tended to 
follow a career WhICh, although rarely as dramatic as that of Wayne Johnson. led 
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TABLE 6.5: EXAMINATION PASSES BY GENDER AND ETHNIC ORIGIN. 
Ethnic Origin 
White W. Indian Asian Mixed R. Total 
% N % N % N % N % 
MALE 
No pass grade 72 61 75 6 55 6 60 3 70 
At least one 
pass but 
less than five 27 23 0 0 27 3 40 2 26 
Five or more 
passes 1 1 25 2 18 2 0 0 5 
FEMALE 
No pass grade 69 40 88 7 50 1 50 1 70 
At least one 
pass but 
less than five 26 15 0 0 50 1 50 1 24 
Five or more 
passes 5 3 13 1 0 0 0 0 6 
----------------------------------------------------------
ALL PUPILS 
No pass grade 71 101 81 13 54 7 57 4 70 
At least one 
pass but 
less than five 27 38 0 0 31 4 43 3 25 
Five or more 
passes 3 4 19 3 15 2 0 0 5 
-----------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 101 143 100 16 100 13 100 7 100 
Note: • By 'pass' is meant grades A, Band C in GCE '0' level and 
combined MEG (16-plus) examinations, and grade 1 in CSE 
examinations. 













them into further conflicts with staff and ultimately to academic failure. 
Unfortunately the classifications used in official statistics do not allow a 
broader compansion between this pattern of achievement and that of any 
significantly larger population of West Indian pupils in English comprehensives 
(14). 
An important part of my analysis has examined the role of ethnicity as a factor 
in the relationships between white teachers and West Indian pupils, in particular 1 
have noted the conflicts which displays of ethnicity may generate. This should not 
be taken as meaning that West Indian pupils cannot be proud of their ethnicity and 
succeed academically, indeed, an example of such an adaptation has already been 
documented (Fuller, 1980). As Rist (1977) and Syer (1982) have emphasized, the 
interactionist approach to the study of deviance accepts the complexity of factors 
involved in social relations and at no stage should the processes of labellmg be 
seen as Inevitable. The aim of the present analYSIS IS to highlight the sIze of the 
problem which faced West Indian pupils In a single multi-ethnIc ComprehensIve; 
pupils who by definition were disadvantaged In the teacher-pupil relatIOnship. This 
case study has suggested that the nature of theIr poSItIOn, In a school dominated by 
the perspectives of white teachers, was such that academiC success was only a 
realistic prospect for a small minority who were able to minImize the conflIcts 
inherent in their relationshIp with whIte teachers. However, before concluding my 
analysis of the significance of ethmcity In CIty Road it IS necessary to bnefly 
conSider the positIOn of pupils of South ASian ongIn, who were the only other 
ethnic minOrity group of Significant size WithIn the research populatIOn. 
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6.4 THE EXPERIENCES OF PUPILS OF SOUTH ASIAN ORIGIN 
"While the eVidence about school performance of ASian pupIls IS not 
unanImous, the majorIty of studies ... show an average level of 
performance, other than m English Language, that IS generally on a 
par with that of indigenous White children." 
The Report of the Committee of Inquiry into the Education of Children 
from Ethnic Minority Groups (HMSO, 1985: 65) 
This quotation from the final report of the Committee of Inquiry represents a 
clear statement of the most commonly held view of Asian pupils' educational 
achievement, ie. that on average Asian pupils do not underachieve. In fact this 
statement was qualified in the final report by emphasizing that the category 'AsIan' 
was a very broad reference to pupils of different cultural traditions and 
experiences, and that there was some evidence that Bangladeshi children may be 
underachieving as a group. It has also been noted that the statistICS submitted by 
the Department of EducatIOn and Science (HMSO, 1985: 110-118) indIcate that on 
average Asian pupils were staymg within education longer than their white peers, 
yet achieving much the same results as a group: as Krutika Tanna (1985) has stated 
this is another form of underachievement. Despite these qualIficatIOns, however, It 
is clear that as a group ASIan pupils were not experiencmg levels of 
underachievement comparable to those suffered by West Indian pupils. 
It has often been argued that if West IndIan underachIevement was largely a 
result of teaching which is somehow ethmcally bIased, then it would be logical to 
assume that West IndIan and ASian pupils should suffer similar levels of 
underachievement. The Committee of InqUiry countered thiS by quotmg Bhlkhu 
Parekh's observation that thIS kmd of argument "IS mvalld ... because It wrongly 
assumes that the same factor must always produce the same results" (HMSO, 1985: 69 
and 86). This IS an ObVIOUS, yet crucial point. However, havmg establIshed thE 
pnnclple that the ethnocentnsm of whIte teachers may not have consequences which 
are IdentIcal for their West Indian and ASIan pupils. it IS necessary to move te- an 
analysis of empIrical cases. The followmg brief account of the experiences ot the 
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Asian pupils in my research age grade is a tentatIve move towards such an analysIs. 
a) Social relations 
During the research there were never more than three Asian girls in the age 
grade, therefore I shall concentrate on the experiences of the eleven ASIan males 
who were present throughout the entire period of the field work. The majority of 
these pupils were British born Muslims whose parents had emIgrated to thIS country 
from Pakistan. 
Ethnicity played a major role in the social relations of the Asian boys in the 
age grade, such that almost all were connected via a complex of shared friendships. 
These contacts were usually based upon experiences which took place outside City 
Road comprehensive and could lead to friendships between pupils who never met durmg 
the routine of the school day. 
Rafiq Ali "Well I know Mansur and Amjad very well, but not too bad 
Aziz ( ... ) I knew rv1ansur when I was small, and I knew Amjad 
when I was small. At nursery I used to know Amjad ... And 
Mansur I used to know when I used to go to read [the 
Koran], I used to meet him down [at the Mosque]. (. .. ) Aziz 
reads [the Koran at the same Mosque] but he don't live 
'round my area." 
The shared ethnicity of the Asian males could also umte them in other ways 
within the school, for example, through contact in lessons or coming together to 
defend someone from a raCIst attack by a peer; one pupil in particular acted as 
something of a guardian to other Asian males in the year. Within City Road some of 
the Asian males were often subject to attacks from their white peers, usually this 
took the form of racist name calling but I also observed physical assaults. For 
example, in the 'bottom' English set I observed two physical assaults which involved 
male members of the group, in both cases the victim was an ASlan. 
The small number of Asian males in the research population and their shared 
experiences as members of a minority group meant that thelr friendship networks 
extended to include almost every Asian male in the year. However, none of these 
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pupils were involved In networks based exclusIvely upon shared ethmcity. The 
responses of the ASIan members of my case study and the nOminatIons of their whIte 
peers indicated that many Asian males were part of ethmcally mixed frIendshIp 
networks which seemed to be built upon school-based contacts in form groups or 
lessons. Therefore, while their ethnicity linked the Asian males socially to a 
greater degree than was true for pupils of other ethnic origins, they were also part 
of much larger ethnically mixed networks. Hence, ethnicity did not act as the baSIS 
for the development of any exclusively Asian group. There were no Asian equivalents 
of the West Indian clique described earlier. 
b) White teacher-Asian pupil relationships 
Just as they did in relation to West Indian pupils, the staff often held 
generalized images of Asian culture. However, in the case of ASIan pupils these 
Images were often quite positive. For example, I was told by a member of the senior 
staff that one of my case study pupils came from a "very supportIve, canng famIly. 
Typical Indian family really." This notion that the "tYPIcal" ASIan family was 
supportive of education was In direct contrast to the WIdespread tendency among 
staff to doubt the interest of West IndIan parents whom they had met. 
Teacher [A West Indian pupil's] "father gives the ImpreSSIOn that 
he probably gives him a good hiding now and again- I don't 
know. 
I've got a feeling that the father IS just supportmg on 
the surface, you know. I don't feel there's a great deal of 
REAL BACKING there when It really matters." 
The quotation above was tYPIcal of offICial assessments of West Indian parents: 
even those who were seen as well intentIOned were usually Judged to be meffectlve. 
There was a feeling among many staff that ASian pupils were 'quiet' and 
certamly not 'troublemakers'. ThIS belief surVived despite the fact that teachers 
often saw fit to dIscipline ASIan pupils. Agam thIS Image contrasted with that of 
theIr West Indian peers; as I have argued above, any 'mcldent' mvolvmg a :"Vest 
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Indian pupil could form the basIs for a generalIzatlOn about that pUpI} and 
remforce the wider myth of a West Indian challenge to authority. By contrast, a 
member of senior staff mformed me with great confidence that no ASian pupils had 
been detained in the recent past, yet an exammation of the school records revealed 
that more than half of the Asian maJes had received at least one detention dUring 
the research field work (Table 6.2). 
This is not to say that ASian pupils always experienced good relationships with 
their teachers, or that teachers' views of ASians were always positive. Some staff 
saw Asian traditions as restrictive or even "destructive" (for example, concernmg 
the responsibilities of school-age girls within in the family). However, m their 
day-to-day dealings with Asian pupils the staff did not hold any notions of them as 
being potentially troublesome, in fact, quite the reverse was true. My classroom 
observation indicated that Asian pupils seemed to experience teacher-pupil relations 
which were generally similar to those of their whi te peers of Similar degrees of 
academic involvement. Teachers' expectations of Asian pupIls seemed to owe more to 
their identity as a member of a particular set or friendship group than to their 
ethnic Origin. 
In many ways therefore, the ASian pupils' experIence of life m City Road was 
much closer to that of their white, rather than their West Indian, peers. They were 
involved in friendship networks which reflected differmg degrees of academiC 
mvolvement, as well as their ethmcity. Furthermore, ASian pupils experIenced 
teacher-pupil relations which were underpmned by teacher perspectives which 
responded primarily to their membership of a particular set or peer groupmg rather 
than their ethniC OrIgm. In addition, given any confllct With staff. there was no 
assumption on the part of teachers that this might be related to any more deeply 
rooted 'racial' trait. 
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CONCLUSION 
In this chapter I have considered some of the ways In which ethniclty 
influenced the school experience of pupils In the research age grade. In particular 
I have focused upon the relationships between white teachers and West Indian pupils, 
relationships which were often characterized by a sense of conflict. I have 
highlighted the ways in which the situational demands upon teachers combined With 
their own ethnocentrism to place West Indian pupils in a relatively disadvantaged 
position within the pupil population. The majority of teachers whom I met in City 
Road genuinely cared about their pupils and would strenuously deny that they 
discriminated against West Indians. However, the teachers' perceptions of pupil 
behaviour and concern to maintain their authority led to dIsproportionate amounts of 
control and criticism of West Indian pupils. 
The pupils' response to this situation led many into further conflicts with 
staff and ultimately to academic failure; the three man clique involving Wayne 
Johnson was the clearest example of this. However, academIC failure was not 
inevitable. Some West Indian pupils did succeed academIcally despite the odds, most 
notably through the use of strategies WhICh acted to minimize conflicts and prevent 
any escalatIOn; Paul Dixon offered an example of such an adaptatIon. 
It should be stressed that I do not intend my analYSIS as yet another example 
of what Bhlkhu Parekh has called "the fallacy of the Single factor" (HMSO, 1985: 
69). I have not argued that the processes which I have discussed In thiS chapter 
were the only factors which influenced the school expenence and achievement of West 
IndIan pupils. Clearly certam factors assOCiated WIth SOCIo-economiC status are 
beyond the school's control but may have Important consequences for educatIOnal 
achievement. My prinCipal concern IS to hIghllght those factors Within the whitE 
teacher-West pupil relationship WhICh. In CIty Road ComprehenSIve, placed West 
IndIan pupils In a disadvantaged positIon regardless of 'abIlity', gender or 
external economic factors. 
The SIgnificance of the processes which I have Identified lies In the fact they 
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were located within the role and culture of white teachers. I would argue that none 
of the teachers whom I have described or quoted In this chapter could be 
characterized as consciously prejudiced against West Indian pupils. However, the 
demands of their role as teachers, and their ethnocentric perception of their 
pupils, meant that West Indian pupils were seriously disadvantaged within the 
schooL 
NOTES TO CHAPTER 6 
1. The Flanders system involves an observer in noting the character of the 
action in a classroom at frequent regular intervals. The observer chooses 
the most appropriate decription from a list of ten categories: 
1. Teacher accepts stUdent's feelings. 
2. Teacher praises or encourages. 
3. Teacher accepts or uses the students ideas. 
4. Teacher asks questions. 
5. Teacher lectures stUdents. 
6. Teacher gives directions. 
7. Teacher criticises or justifies authority. 
8. Student talks in response to teacher. 
9. Student intiates talk. 
10. Silence. 
Adapted from Wragg and Kerry (1978: 18) 
2. The percentages reflect the difference between the "observed" and the 
"expected frequency" of receipt of a particular mode of teaching (the latter 
determined by the proportIOn of the pupil sample accounted for by each 
ethnic group) (Green, 1983a: 91). Therefore women teachers cnticlzed West 
Indian boys almost twice as often as the number of West Indian males in the 
pupil sample would have predicted if ethnIc origin were of no Significance. 
3. Further evidence on this may be found In the testimony of academically 
successful young people of Afro-CarIbbean and African ongIn In the final 
report of the Committee of InqUIry (HMSO, 1985: 93-103), 
4. Some pupils of mixed race saw themselves as sharing a common pOSitIOn WIth 
their West Indian peers and could be subject to the same processes of 
labelling. Members of both groups would sometimes refer to themselves as 
being 'black'. However, by no means all mixed race pupIls shared thIS 
perspective and it is dangerous to generalIze about such a heterogeneous 
group. Therefore my arguments in thIS chapter refer primarily to pupils whc. 
were IdentIfied (by themselves and by staff) as West Indian. Where a pupil 
of mIxed race IS referred to, or quoted, thiS will be made clear. 
5. 1 follow Sandra Wallman's understanding of the term 'ethnlclty' as "not 
Simply difference: it IS the sense of difference which can occur where 
members of a particular cultural or 'raCial' group Interact With non-members 
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... In broad terms it will normally be couched In terms of culture, race, 
nation or religion. In a more narrow, Individual perspective the same 
difference may be described in terms of the minutiae of behavIOur. At both 
levels, ethnicity is about the organisation of society and the organIsatIOn 
of experience" (Wallman, 1979: x-3; original emphasIs). Therefore ethnIclty 
refers to subjective notions of 'us' and 'them', to the 'sense' and 
expression of ethnic difference. 
I wish to use the term 'ethnocentrism' In Its most basic form, as referring 
to a tendency to evaluate other ethnic groups from the standpoint of one's 
own ethnic group. To this extent ethnocentrism is inevitable, however, a 
more precise definition includes a judgemental aspect which although common 
is not inevitable, ie. as "a tendency to prefer people belonging to the 
subject's own [ethnic group], to see things from the standpoint of that 
[group] and to set a lower value on other [ethnic groups]" (Adapted from 
Banton, 1972: 103). My analysis will demonstrate how the judgements of white 
teachers (rooted in their experience and culture) acted against the 
interests of West Indian pupils. 
6. In an ethnographic study such as this I cannot summarize two years worth of 
observation and interview data in neat tabular form. However, the follOWing 
examples of observational, interview, documentary and sociometric data will 
establish the validity of this statement. 
7. Details of the sentence completion items are included in Appendix 7. 
8. Unfortunately the school records did not include reliable data on the 
multiple receIpt of report cards. Therefore I was unable to calculate the 
frequency of multiple receipt among pupils of different ethnIC OriginS. 
9. As I have already stated, some, although by no means all, pupils of mixed 
race experienced much the same processes as their West Indian peers. See 
note 4 above. 
10. Similarly, Wright has spoken of a "stimulus-response SItuation" In one of 
her case study schools (Wright, 1985a: 13). However, the SItuation In City 
Road was far more complex than such a phrase might imply. 
11. During the research a close-knit grouping of several West Indian girls 
developed within the upper school. The group was larger than the male 
clique delt With here. The group focused around a core of four West Indian 
girls (three of whom were In the research age grade) and came to take on a 
similar reputatIon amongst their peers and staff as that achieved by Wayne, 
Barry and Roger. In many ways thiS group paralleled the male clIque, 
however, I was unable to follow them as closely because of prolonged 
absences by two of the West Indian gIrls In my case study forms who might 
otherwise have acted as my 'sponsors' and Introduced me to the group. 
12. I feel that the culture of the West Indian male clique deSCribed here was 
one of reSIstance. I prefer thIS to the term 'counter-culture', SInce the 
latter seems to Infer a blanket rejectIOn of the fundamental alms and values 
of the school. I have already emphaSized that Wayne, Barry and Roger were 
not anti-achievement, however, theIr subculture did stress an actIve 
resistance to what they perceIved as the raCIst actions or teachers. Ine 
consequences of these subcultural POSI tlOns may be much the same, but the 
distInction IS an Important one. 
13. I have used the male pupils as detailed case studies In thiS :tla[:'ter ! ,x 
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several reasons; firstly, I felt that my gender was more of a barner to 
empathy with the pupils than my ethniclty. Despite the frankness of some 
pupils, there were clearly aspects of their social hves which it would be 
difficult for female pupils to discuss with me. 
A second reason for my emphasis on the careers of male pupils was the 
strength of the contacts within the research population which were afforded 
me by my case study forms. Paul Dixon and Wayne Johnson were part of the 
main study and I was able to use the latter as a sponsor, Ie. a means of 
introduction to the other members of the male clique (Barry and Roger). By 
contrast, the only academically successful West Indian girl In City Road was 
not a member of my case study forms and, as I have explained in note 11 
above, circumstances prevented me from gaining informal access to the core 
members of the West IndIan female clique. 
14. Published statistics on the performance of much larger pupil populations do 
not allow full comparison with those presented here. For example, data from 
the Department of Education and Science Statistics Branch, included in the 
recent 'Swann' report (HMSO, 1985: 110-118), presents a category of 
achievement described as "At least 1 Graded Result but less than 5 Higher 
Graded Results" (HMSO, 1985: 114). Such a collapSing of pupils involves a 
range who may have gained anything from one grade 5 at CSE (which IS not 
commonly accepted as a 'pass' by most employers or Institutions of higher 
education) to those achieving four 'higher' grades at GeE WhICh are commonly 
acceptable in competition for university entrance. 
CHAPTER 7: THE NEGOTIATION OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY 
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CHAPTER i: THE NEGC;T1ATlON OF EDUCATIONAL OPP()RTUNlTY 
In thIS thesIs I have examIned some of the ways In which educational 
opportumty was negotiated through numerous InteractIons between partICIpants Within 
a SIngle multi-ethnic Inner-City school. The research fIeld work was carned out 
over a two year penod and focused upon the experiences of pupils In two mIxed 
ability forms as they moved through the fInal years of their compulsory schooling. 
The Intensive fIeld work began In the pupils' thIrd year and ended as they were 
entered for external eXamInatIOns as fifth years. 
Throughout the study 1 used a cOmbInatIOn of several ethnographiC techmques, 
IncludIng participant observatIOn, Interviews and questionnaires. I also analysed 
eXistIng documentary evidence withIn the settIng. 
This thesis began by t"OCUSIng upon "the optIOns", a period of negotiatIOn over 
curriculum "chOice", which staff hIghlIghted as a Vitally Important time for their 
third year pupils. The fInal chapters have concentrated upon the more 'routine' 
Interactions of the upper school years WhiCh, although less dramatIC, played an 
equally important role In the negotiatIOn of educational opportumty In City Road 
ComprehenSive. Throughout the work 1 have sought to analyse the compleXities of the 
mteractions which led a mInority of the pupil populatIOn to academiC success while 
the maJOrI ty of their peers emerged irom compulsory schooling with educational 
certltlcatIOn of little or no exchange value m competitIOn for places m hIgher 
educatIOn and m an Increasmg sectIOn of the post-school labour market which u::e:: 
academIC certl1lcatlOn as a selectIOn deVice. 
I have adopted a perspective which IS rooted In the symboliC Interactlcnlst 
approaches associated With the ChICagc, School. In particular I have drawn upon t n ~ ~
work oj Howard Becker {Becker et al. 1961; Becker. 196J: l S 7 L ~ ~ and E r v m g ~ c ' ! ! r . l a n n
[1959: 1967 J. However. my methodology anj analYSIS also reflects more recent 
developments and debatE5cC'ncermng the ethnographv 'J1 schoolmg In thE = =,:JnT; 
leg. Ball. 1981; Burgess, 198'::3: 1984a; 1984b: 1985a; Hammersley. 198j: l ' ~ ( j : : :
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Hammersiey and Atkinson, 198j: Wooas, 1983; 1986J. 
The strength of the mteractlOnlst approach lIes In Its abilIty te, penetrate 
the t acade 01 the educational system and study schooling 'as it happens' In the 
day-to-day, moment-to-moment negotiations between teachers and pupIls. The approach 
offers insights into the complex processes of education which are not normally 
available to larger scale, more quantItative work. However, small scale qualitative 
research also entails certain lImitations; perhaps the most obvIOus concern the 
level of generalization which is appropriate given the particular basis of the 
findings. In judging the llnportance of the research reported here a number of 
factors must be considered. 
Firstly, it should be restated that this has been a case study of a smgle 
school. Like all social settings, City Road ComprehenSive was Unique m many 
respects, therefore certain facts should be borne In mmd when considering the 
extent to which the research may be used as the baSIS for broad generalIzatIOns 
concerning education in this country. 
As I Indicated in the first chapter, City Road was very much a working class 
school. ThIS had consequences for almost every aspect ot teachlnE and iearnmg m 
the settmg, In particular it seemed to mfluence teacher expectations concerning 
the nature of the pupil mtake. However. SOCial class was not a strong 
dIstingUishIng charactenstlc withIn the pupIl populatIOn. Although a relatIvely 
small proportion 01 the research age grade came 1rom non-manual backgrounds. theIr 
SimIlar SOCia-economiC statuses did not act as the baSIS tor any exclUSive SOCial 
networks or relatIOnshIps, for example. In the way that gender and ethnIclty 
sometimes did. Therefore, unlIke Ball (1981) for example, I ha'y'e not been able . ~ ~
add directly to the lIterature on SOCial Class dlfrerences m e,jlJ,:ati::na! 
expenence, 
The female pupIls In the research age gr3Je may have t)eerl 31 re::te,j In s:'me 'N ~ ' ; ;
by the tact that they were a mmontv Within the year. H:)lA'Eier, tne 
under-representation Of female puplls was not 3 teature m:,tDer ir, the 
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school and there was no eVIdence that It reflected any svstemauc Iniluence up-:.n the 
research age grade, ego such as another school WhICh mIght have appeared more 
'attractIve' to some parents of remale puplls. 
White pupIls accounted for approximately 80% of the research age grade. 
However, pupils of ethnic minority ongm were a sIgnificant part of the pupIl 
population and theIr numbers were often over-estimated by themselves and their white 
teachers and peers WIthin the school. EthnICIty was an Important element In some 
pupils' experIence of the school and, despIte the numerical dominance of white 
pupils, Ci ty Road was seen by its staff, pupils and feeder communi ty as a 
multi-ethnic school. 
During much of the research field work the major teaching UnIons were engaged 
in industnal actIOn and the sporadic strikes which occurred dunng the study 
undoubtedly affected the school experience of the research age grade. Throughout 
the theSIS I have indicated those occaSIOns where the industrial action directly 
Influenced conduct WIthin the setting, for example, concerning the introductIon of a 
'contingency' optIons organization. However, the main focus of the theSIS 
highlights areas of school life which. although influenced by the industrIal actIon, 
were by no means SImply Its product. 
Despite the number of features which were peculIar to City Road, several 
aspects of the research are of SIgnIficance beyond the walls of the research schooL 
The case study method has become increaSingly Important Within the SOCIOlogy or 
education and this theSIS adds teo the growmg number of ethnographIes which seek te· 
explore particular educational Issues through the intensIve stUGV of one settIng. 
ThIS study IS one ot very lEW ethnographIc works whIch naVE: examined the rolE 
o! ethmcIty m school experienCE and. 35 I detalled In '.=.hapter S. IjW pre'Jeet h a ~ ~ a 
particular cc,ntInUIty or Interest WIth a ~ e n e s s C·l case studIes Whl:h Manvn 
Hammersley has deSCribed as "a cumulative research programme" In the SO:lJl.:gy )1 
educatIOn (Hammersley. 1925). My research alSO aj·]:: t: the : : u : r n S I n ~ 1 1 v small 
ethnographic lIterature concerned WIth the processeS]l currIcular ::i! Terentlatl::·r: 
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at 14-plus. hlghlIghtmg the sources of staff conflIcts and power over the 
apparently open negotiatIons. In addItIon, thIs study represents the fIrst detaIled 
ethnography 01 optIon choIce In a multI-ethnIc ComprehensIve and explo:,rES more tully 
the role of teachers as agents who actIvely reinforced certam gender-related 
patterns of subject take-up. 
In subsequent sections of thIs chapter I wIll look beyond the confines of CIty 
Road ComprehensIve; fIrstly, to examine the signifIcance of the wider socIal context 
within which the school operated, and secondly, to note the related areas of concern 
which this study has been unable to address but which beg the attentIon of future 
research. However, before conSIdering these broader issues it may prove helpful to 
briefly highlight the main fmdmgs of thIS research and consider its significance 
in relation to prevIous work. 
7.1 THE NEGOTIATION OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY IN CITY ROAD 
a} The subject optIons process 
The subject options process was presented to the research age grade as the most 
Important deCISIon-making POint In theIr school c a r e e r ~ ~ te' date. ThIs was no t aLoE 
claIm, the optIons process produced curncula differences between pupils In the 
upper school whIch could be 01 very great Importance In relatIOn to theIr eventual 
school achievement. The process was also of Importance for many members or stat t. 
The quallty or upper schOOl teaching groups, the status. tundIng ana. In some e a : E ~ . .
survIval or subject departments could be senousiv affected by the number and r t v ~ > € r r
or pupIl who opted for each subject. Hence. In addItIOn to the thIrd YEar pUPil:. 
many members oJ! statt also had a vested Interest In the ,JlJtc:ome ,:,f the subject 
(optIOns pre.cess. 
In Chapter l. began my analYSIS of the ''::''Itv Eoad ONlons :o;vstem to¥, tracIng I:; 
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recent history and outlining the posltlon and perspectIves 01 each group 01 
particIpants who were most Involved wIthin the school; the semor start, tEaCtlers 01 
optIOnal subjects, form tutors and the pupils themselves. 
The City Road options system was organIzed by members or the schooi's semor 
staff and reflected theIr COnsCIOUS decisIOn to formalIze and reduce the role of 
subject teachers as choice advisers. Hence, the semor staff placed their own 
perceptIon of subjects' academic status and the pupIls' 'best Interests' at the 
heart of the options system. However, despite their reduced officIal role In the 
options, subject teachers continued to exercise some mfluence over pupil chOlce: 
firstly, through a number of 'coaching' strategies, and secondly, through the 
involvement of some subject teachers as thIrd year form tutors who had a pastoral 
responsibility to adVIse theIr pupils. 
The pupils received a great deal of 'advice' durIng the options process and 
many applied officially sanctioned critena lsuch as ability, enJoyment and 
occupatIOnal goal) In making theIr 'provIsional' deCISIOns. However, several pupIls 
also applied 'illegItImate' critena such as teacher attractIveness: In partIcular, 
a strong personal dislike ior a subject teacher could deter pupIls irom an optIon 
al together. 
HaVing detaIled the posItions and perspectIves of the key partIcipants Within 
the school, Chapter 3 focused upon the i ace-to-f ace negotiatIon at optIon chOIce and 
In partIcular examined the power of the staff members In the o!1lclal meetings. By 
actIng as a UnIfIed 'team' the staff almost always brought about any changes IE 
option 'chOIce' WhICh they telt were necessary. TYPICally the pUPils and ~ n e l r r
parents would readIly defer to the teacher's 'expertIse'. However. because thE 
stair genuinely ielt that some element ot chOice was Important. theIr ability tc 
repeatedly challenge 'provIsIOnal' deCISions was not lImItless. HEnce. In a 
mInorIty at cases pupIls were able to retaIn optIOns WhICh senior statr relt were 
'Inappropnate'. 
The fmal sectIOn ot Chapter 3 conSIdered the lImited r e n e ~ = = ~ J a t J : ' r l l · ... ·t.J:rt toJl-: 
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place dunng the early part of the age grade's fourth year. Although relatively lew 
pupIls were Involved, the renegotIatIons were not WIthOut sigruficance. FIrstly. 
some 'able' pupils successfully moved Into new OptIOns. Secondly, subject 
departments could exerCIse a limited form of selectIon by negotiating the movement 
of certain 'less able' and 'troublesome' pupils into the school's 'sink' optIOns. 
Chapter 4 concluded the detailed discuSSIon of the options process by 
considenng the broader patterns of pupil experience WhICh emerged across the age 
grade. I focused upon 'ability', gender and ethnic ongin as elements of a pupIl's 
identity which could have particular consequences for their experIence of the 
options process. 
In common wIth the practIces discovered in a Secondary Modern School (Woods, 
1979) and banded Comprehensive (Ball, 1981), In City Road the optIOns process acted 
as a point of curncula differentIation which included a SIgnificant degree of 
academic selectIOn. Some pupils emerged from the optIOns process with curncula of 
WIdely diffenng academIC statuses and, although the pupils themselves applied 
conceptIOns of ability in making theIr 'prOVISIonal' chOIces, members of staff also 
played an important role; 65% of the pupils In my three case study forms changed at 
least one of theIr ongInal chOIces (FIgure 3.1) and 54% of the changes Involved a 
new subject ot substantially different academiC status (Table 4.3). 
PupIl gender was an Important element In many optlOn 'chOIces'. Both the 
teachers and their pupIls often applIed stereotyped VIews or certam subjects as 
bemg partIcularly SUIted to one gender. In additlOn, tEachers ,:;·t ten acted In a wa}" 
WhICh remforced gender-based stereotypes by challenging 'odd' tnon-:radltlOnall 
chOIces WhICh they tYPically Interpreted as a SIgn of mIschIef c,r mIsunderstandIng. 
Contrary to what mIght have been predIcted on the baSIS or prevIous stu,jles C;oJ 
ethmcIty and academIC selectlOn (Mlddlet,Jn. 1983; WrIght. 1984), in CIty Road the 
West Indian pupils were not over-represented In the lower St3tU:O SUC'Ject.s. HC"",·ever. 
thiS should not toe Interpreted as proOI that ethm·:lty had n:· COfl:oeqlJences !:·r 
teacher expect3tlons. Rather. It retle:ted the ract th3t the Jptlc.n:o sv:otem ('In:lke 
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systems of streammg and banding) was officially defined as mvolving an element of 
choice; in informal option negotiations the West Indian pupIls seemed particularly 
successful at resisting staff challenges. 
My analysis of the City Road options process has taken up and developed a theme 
which has also featured in prevIous ethnographies of option choice, ie. the role of 
teachers as "choice mediators" (Woods, 1976; 1977; 1979). Through an analYSis of 
the options process in City Road I have demonstrated the importance of teachers as 
agents of selection within a systeI'l1 which was defined in terms of 'choice'. 
However, teachers did not simply 'dIctate' pupils' options, a genuine element of 
negotiation was involved. Also it should be emphasized that teachers did not form a 
homogeneous body with common interests, goals and values. Hence, the processes of 
negotiation also took place within the staff body, for example, as subject teachers 
adjusted to their reduced fei'mal role Cind made use of various 'coaching' strategies 
The subject options decisions, therefore, mark a crucial time for staff and 
pupils alike and are likely to remain so despite the extensive reform of education 
in this country which is currently under discussion 0). Consequently, it seems 
probable that the curricula distinctions between the pupils on one hand, who 
followed a majority of academic subjects, and on the other, those who experienced 
overwhelmingly non-academic upper school timetables, will continue. However, the 
form which these distinctions take will undoubtedly be influenced if guidelines 
concerning a 'National Curriculum' (DES, 1987) are introduced. The ways In WhICh 
such guidelines are implemented promises to be an important field for future 
research: among the questions raised may be a concern to establish whether a 
National Curnculum wIll limit the scope for selection and diversity at 14-plus or 
merely enshrine in legislation beliefs about the academIC status of certain subjects 
which are already reflected in most schools' option systems? 
Although the subject opticns process represented a crucial pomt In the school 
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careers of the research age grade, iurther processe3 01 selectIOn and neg.:.ti3tl'JII 
contmued In the upper school. Particular aspects oj the pupIls' expenence of the 
upper school provided the focus for subsequent chapters of thIS thesIS. 
b) Differentiation and subcultural polarization 
My analysis ot pupil adaptations In City Road adds to a series oi school 
ethnographies which have explored the processes of differentIation and subcultural 
polarization in different types of English secondary school. However, If these 
studies genuinely represent a "cumulative research programme" (Hammersley, 1985) It 
is one WhICh IS still in its very early stages. 
My conclusions concermng differentiation and subcultural polarIzatIOn in City 
Road must be viewed as tentative given the limited time available tor classroom 
observation in the fifth year and the under-representation of female pupIls In the 
research age grade. Throughout my treatment of differentiation In the upper school 
I sought to analyse the very complex processes at work Within the setting: the 
Importance 01 Chapter 5 lies In relatIon to three mam areas. 
Firstly, I outlmed a reVised model tor the analYSIS of pupil adaptations. The 
model built upon key elements of the pro/antl-school typology and was cons:lOusly 
auned at recogmzmg the complex, negotlated character of pupil adaptatIOns. The 
notIOn of a continuum of mvolvement allows for the vanatlon In pupll attltudes and 
behaVIOurs WIthout ImpoSing artlfIcally 'fixed':ategones upon what 3re con::tantly 
changing and masslvely vaned IndIVidual adaptatlOns. 
Secondly, 1 establlshed that a lImIted degree of polarIZatIOn occurred In City 
Road despIte the lack of any SIngle institutIOnalized dIvlde such a: strEamIng .J[ 
banding. By no means all puplls could be IdentIfied as eIther committed to. or 
alIenated from, central aspects of the communicated sen·::·j value svsterr;. nc·we·ier. 
there were rundamental differences In the ajart3tlOns:·1 ·:ertam pupils wnl·:n wer= 
acknowledged and reIntorced by both staff ana pupl1s. The processes O! 
jlflerentlatlon and subcultural polarIZatIon were very complex and 3!th·="Jg-n the 
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teachers played a crucIal role through theIr treatment 01 certam P U P l 1 ~ . . the 
actIOns of the pupIls themselves were also of great slgm!J::m:E:. 
An addItIOnai pomt to arIse from the dIscuSSIOn 01 dlf: erentJatwn m the 
upper school concerned the ongoing nature of the processes of selectIOn m Clty 
Road. Those pupils who had 'succeeded' In negotiating access to a majorIty 01 
'academic' optIons were not guaranteed future academic success. In the offICIal 
deCISIOns concerning the character of academIC sets, and m the f ace-to-! ace 
interactIOn 01' teacher-pupil and peer relations, the negotIatIOn of educational 
opportumty continued: even WIthin the same classroom very great dlIferences In 
teacher expectatIons and pupil subculture could be discerned. 
Future research will undoubtedly consider the processes of dIfferentIatIOn and 
polarization further and it will be mteresting to note whether the notIOn of a 
continuum of involvement provides an appropriate framework for analyses in dIfferent 
settings. One area in which much more work is necessary concerns the relatIve 
Importance of academiC dIfferentiatIOn and pupil experIences WhICh are related to 
gender and ethnic Identi ties. 
1 have noted that the under-representatIOn of female pupIls In the reseach age 
grade has consequences for the level of generalIzatIOn WhICh IS approprIate when 
conSIderIng my fmdings. Therefore It was WIth cautIon that 1 stated that the 
processes of dIfferentIatIOn and polarizatlOn seemed to mfiuence both male and 
female pupIls In the case study. Gender mfluences were lmportant but seemed to be 
secondary to the overall patterns of differentiatlon and polarIZatIOn. However. Jt 
appeared that puplls' ethnIcny could have consequences tor teacher-pupIl and peer 
relatIOns WhICh were mdependent ot any offiCIal recogmtlon of their 'abilIty'. 
c) EthnIClty and educatIOnal opportunity 
West IndIan pupIls were In a relatIvejv disadvantaged j : ' " : ~ l t i : ~ ; ; 'l.'lthlrJ tf:E: 
researcn age grade. ThiS was neither the result or J'v'en ' r a : i ~ m ' ' cv stalr members 
nor rejection OJ the baSIC alms 01 schoolmg by the p U p l l ~ . . TrJe :.rter c:·rll ilctlJe. 
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relationshIP between the whIte teachers and theIr West Indian pupIls reflected a 
complex sItuatIOn where the demands of the teachIng rJle (eg. to keep order and 
apply rules 'f aIrly') and the ethnocentric perspectIves of the staff led to a 
dIsproportIOnate amount of control of West Indian pupIls. The teachers antIcIpated 
certaIn differences in the language, dress and demeanour of ASIan pupils but made no 
such 'allowance' for any differences between their own culture and that of theIr 
West IndIan pupils. Hence, almost any dIsplay of Afro-Caribbean ethnIcIty was 
interpreted as, at best, Inappropriate or, at worst, a challenge to authon ty. 
Contrary to their white and Asian peers of similar 'ability', even those West 
Indians who had achieved highly in written tests and had demonstrated 'intelJigence' 
through their day-to-day contacts with staff typically expenenced conflictual 
relations with their teachers. Therefore, academically ambItiOUS West Indian pupils 
faced a particularly diffIcult Situation In which their responses to staff 
ethnocentrism became Vitally important. 
In order to illustrate something of the range and Importance of the pupIls' 
adaptational responses I focused upon the careers of two West Indian males drawn 
from my case study forms. Wayne Johnson and his closest friends developed an 
OPPOSItional subculture whIch glorified those aspects of their IdentIty whIch were 
most devalued and controlled by the school, ie. theIr ethnicity and phYSIcal 
prowess. A spiral of increaSIng control and response seems to have developed whIch 
eventually led to Wayne's expulSIOn from the school. 
However. Incereased conflIct and academic raIlure were not mevltable: In 
contrast to Wayne. Paul DIxon conSCIously tned to minImize conflIcts and exh] tHea 
strategies ot behaVIOur which avoided any escalatIOn when he was CrIticized In 
class. In thiS sense a process or negotIatIOn took place between the whl te teachers 
and theIr West IndIan pupIls; a process whIch demanded a great deal trom the pupils 
and WhICh placed them In a dIsadvantaged pOSItIOn WI thm the pupIl bod\'. 
. h· th t In ("It',' R ~ , a d d must be seen In the My analYSIS or t e 51gnIt Icanee or e nIel y' _. -
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wIder context ot other worK on multI-ethnIc educatIoL ObVIOUSlY. c 5tlJC1V ,:.! c 
single school cannot Incorporate an inveStigatIOn of all the t actors wnl:n might lIe 
behind the 'underachievement' of West Indian pupils as a group (HMS·':". 1981: 198:). 
However, together with preVIOUS InteractiOnIst work In multi-ethnIC settings, a case 
study approach can be of very great Importance In revealing some of the school-based 
factors which act against the educational opportunIty of West IndIan pupils. 
7.2 THE WIDER SOCIAL CONTEXT AND THE NEGOTIATION OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY 
Interactionist work IS often accused of studYing SOCial action within a 
socio-historical vacuum which ignores the role of Wider structural forces. In thIS 
section I want to argue that such a vIew misrepresents much interactlonIst work In 
the sociology of education. I will highlight some of the ways In whIch my own 
analysIs has taken account of the WIder social context and go on to consider the 
relevance of such work in relation to the macro-mIcro problem In SOCIOlogIcal 
analysIs. 
A frequent CritIcIsm of small scale school-focused work has been Its suppc:ecl 
faIlure to locate the school withIn Its WIder social and histOrical context. For 
example, Rachel Sharp has attacked Ball's account of Beachslde as "engagIng In a 
form of Inner emIgratIOn In the face O! the fundamental ::tructurcl chanf:ES If: 
BritIsh society currently being orchestrated by sIgmficant t a c t J C o n ~ ~ In the 
capItalIst class ... " (Sharp. 1981: :28.: quoted In Bali, 1S!8:: .23). 
In a SImIlar vein Lawrence Angus (1986) has ·:r13r3cten:e::J .symDOJ!C 
InteractJ.2nlsrn as lImIted by a concern te, explam aetlOns and m e 3 : : l : i g ~ ~ "In t-=rlT.':::! 
their ImmedIate context" resulting In a sltuatlOn where "both the r:I·::r ~ : : : = ' ; 1 ; l e J ~ e e ::r 
actors and. even more lmportantly. any Imk With a ccnCEDtie'n :·1 = ';;l::ler. e:: r Er:-,21 
SOCial reality. are denied" (Angus. 1986: 62: .JrIgInal emprloSIS). 
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In addl tlon to makmg a PrIOrI assumptIOns about the nature and dynamiCs ,:'1 
socIetal reproduction, such crItIcisms do a serIOUS injUstIce to the works WhICh 
they attack. Although mIcro-socIOlogICal studIes do not take macro-theoretIcal 
Issues as theIr prImary focus, any adequate analYSIS of a Single case must mdicate 
the consequences ot wider Inf luences upon the setting. 
It is qUIte slmply wrong to lmply, as Angus (1986) does, that symbolIc 
mteractionist work VIews actIOn as occurnng In some sort ot vacuum, unaffected by 
wider structural forces or by the partICIpants' prevIOus actIons, experIences and 
beliefs. For example, in Chapter 4 I noted that In order to make sense of the 
situation In Beachside, Ball's analYSIS of the school's options process made 
reference to natlOnal differences in the status of certain dISCiplInes and 
exammation subjects (BaH, 1981: 138-41). Other mteractlOnlst studies have also 
acknowledged the importance of the wider social context: Lacey lt970J set hiS study 
of Hightown Grammar Within the recent history of both the school and Its local 
community. Similarly, Burgess' account of BIShop McGregor comprehenSive made 
explicit reference to the crucial mfluence of local authOrIty pollcy Concerning 
both the pastoral and phYSical organIZatIOn of Jts schools (Burgess, 1983: 237). 
In common With prevIously studled schools, CIty Road ComprehenSive dId not 
exist In a soclal, historical and political vacuum. The particular locatIOn of the 
school, the hIstory of the educatIOnal system In this country and tnE: personal 
bIographIes of the partiCIpants each Influenced the conduct of action WIthIn the 
school in some way. Such factors dId not dIctate the nature or the outcDmes ot the 
negotIatIOn ot educatIOnal opportunrty whIch took place WIthIn City Road, rather 
they prOVIded the broad socio-hIstOrIcal context wlthm WhICh the a:tlons were 
situated. 
In summarIzIng the prInCipal findings of the research I have already drawn 
attentIOn to partIcular consequen,'::es OJ the seclal clas:; and etnniC :omr-:sJtlOn ot 
the research age grade and the school's reeder commumn". For example, concernIng 
start expectatIons ot a pupIl Intake whIch was generally ot t>€i:W average 'qual::\.'· 
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In broader terms the study has alsc acknowledged the consequences of certalr. 
soclo-hlstorlcal forces whIch acted upon the school. For example. the subject 
OptIOns process reflected the influence ot many t actors WhICh were external to .':':JtV' 
Road ComprehensIve. 
The very concept of curricula chOIce reflects the particular hIstory of the 
English educational system (Reid et al. 1974; Hurman, 1978). The Ideal of equalIty 
of educational opportunity, the notIOn of a meritocracy and the particular problems 
of 'Comprehensive' schools which are often tar from comprehensive in the nature of 
their pupil intake, have all had some influence upon the development of the current 
situation where an element of choice and specialization at 14-plus IS 
taken-for-granted in most state secondary schools. 
Therefore City Road operated its own system of option chOICe withm a 
historical context which defined curricula choice as a legitimate and Important 
deciSIon-making POInt in pupils' school careers. 
WIthIn CIty Road there was somethIng of a dIlemma concernIng the extent to 
whIch subject chOIce should be 'guIded', a dilemma WhICh agaIn reflected t actors 
which were not specIfic to CIty Road alone. Hence, an element of chOIce was 
conSIdered to be desirable - reflectIng a democratic 'progressIve' Ideology of pupIl 
particIpatIon; yet the pupIls could not be allowed a completely free hand because 
certain subjects were considered 'too Important' to neglect - reflectIng ·jlfferen·:es 
In academIC status WhICh were rooted In the hIstory 01 the educatIonal system and In 
the current economIC and employment situatIOns tHurman. 1978; Ball. 1981; G o o d 5 · ~ n . .
1983). 
In addItIon, City Road eXisted WIthIn the WIder culture ot an Engllsn 
Inner-cay area and, more broadly speakIng, of the modern Industnal W e s ~ . . Hence. 
certaIn conceptlCln5 Involvmg gender anj ,=thmcally f:=:iated ':::Jaractefistlcs were 01 
51£TIl!ICanCe wlthm the settlng. For example. certaIn t ' . ' ~ > e . : : cil dre,:.:. langlJage an·j 
demeanour clashed WIth the expectatIons ot whIte teacner.: whose cUlturai t.a::kgrJ'Jr.;:; 
defIned 3uch I " t v l e ~ ~ a:: Improper and, In ,,':'ITlE ca5e::. tMe,3tenrfJE ' ' : : ' o r . ~ e l u e ~ : t j r r
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many West IndIan pupils experIenced IncreasIngly confhctual relatlOn5hlps WltIJ 
staff despIte most teachers' genuIne commItment to the notIon or equalIty or 
educatIonal opportunIty. 
SimIlarly, SOCIetal stereotypes concernIng the tYPical malel! emale role m the 
post-school world played an Important part in the optIons negotIatlOn5. Members or 
each participating group (teachers, parents and pupIls) often displayed rather 
narrow perspectIves concernmg the appropriate educatIOnal/occupatIonal goals for 
pupils of either gender. Such stereotypes were undoubtedly influenced by factors 
external to the school (eg. the structure of gender speCialIzatIon In the economy, 
the local commumty and images in the national medIa) yet they were unconsciously 
reinforced WithIn the optIOns system through staff attempts to pre-empt choices 
which might lead to 'trouble' In the future. The staff aimed to aVOid problems In 
the upper school, not to enforce gender stereotypes, yet theIr actIOns had much the 
same consequences. 
Therefore, the structure of gender relatIOns In SOCIety acted upon the research 
setting In many ways, not least through the routIne assumptIons whIch actors heJd 
concernIng gender roles. However, the structure of gender relations was Itself 
influenced through the unmtended consequences of SItuated actlOns WIthin the 
school; actions which aimed to aVOId 'problems' m the upper school and often 
umntentlOnally reinforced gender-specIfIC notIOns concernmg certam educatl,:nal 
and occupational goals. ThIS analysis has consequences for the current debate 
concerning the 'macro-mIcro problem' and has a resonance WI th certam a3 f ~ ' : : t:o 01 
Anthony GIddens' cntique of preVIOUS approaches leg. GIddens. 19 76; 19n: 1981; 
1984). 
The apparent gulf between the concerns at mlcro- and m a c r c , - ~ · : ' : : lole'gJ:: 31 
analyses has been the subject of much re,:ent dEratE WIthin the ~ , : , c l 3 . i i : : C l e n ' : ~ 3 . . lr. 
:I recent commentary on the macro-micro proclem withIn tne SOCIJI:gy :·1 ejucatlJr., 
Hargreaves has stated that the "gap between the wc,ri,j 01 small 5: aJe 13.,:e- t:,-; 3. ~ ~ E 
Interaction. on the one hand, and vast SOCial stru:tures or Immense ~ r : , ~ " : r t l : n 5 5 Gn 
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the other" IS lIunbndgeable wIthout the prOVISIon of some addmona; SUF,,:,n". AS a 
potentIal source or such support Hargreaves suggested the use of Mertoman "theorIes 
of the middle rangell WhICh would dIrect attentlOn to a IImIddle or 'meso' level ot 
analYSIS" (Hargreaves, 1985 repnnted 1986: 170). 
The language of Hargreaves' paper is SIgnifIcant. He speaks of a "gap" to be 
"bridged" - the mIcro and the macro are understood as separate 'worlds', not only 
conceptually, but also in fact; hence, Hargreaves' suggestIOn of a meso level ot 
analysis, concerned with the "range of Intermediary processes and structures" 
(Hargreaves, 1986: 170; my emphasIs). 
However, as I have noted, certain micro-socIologIcal stUdies have already been 
able to introduce elements of a macro nature Into theIr analyses 01 partIcular 
research settings. The macro themes WhICh have been mentIoned arose from the need 
to understand particular research problems, not from any 'Grand' theory whIch 
asserts the dommance of certam groups and processes wlthm socIety. ThIS suggests 
that the IntroductIon of an additIOnal 'meso' level of analYSIS may be somethIng of 
a red herrmg. The distinctIOn between structure and action whIch appears so great 
In terms of the macro-mIcro argument 15 In tact a false distInctIon Inasmuch as all 
actors operate wlthm the WIder context, WhICh IS Itself a product ot human actlOn: 
the macro and mIcro are fundamentally Interrelated. not separate. ThIS IS one ot 
the central arguments proposed by Anthony GIddens In hIS "Theory of StructuratlOn". 
which InVOlVES a cn tlque or prevIous theoretIc al constructlOns concernIng the 
macro-mIcro problem. Essentially the POInt concerns what Giddens refers to 3S the 
"dual! ty or struc ture". 
"The concept ot structuratlon Involves that or the duality at 
structure. whICh relates te, the rundamentaiiy recursIve character O! 
SOCial life, and expresses the mutual dependence or :;tructure and 
agency. By the duality or structure 1 me:ifl that tnE structural 
propertIes or SOCial ~ y s t e m s s are ooth the medIum an·j the:: . 1t:,:>me:,! 
the practIces that constitute thOSE systems. (. .. ) 
.,. every process or action IS a production of something n e ' ~ , , a r r e ~ n n
act: but at the same tIme all aCtIOfi eXlsts In ce'ntlnu!ty w:th tf:E 
past. whIch supplIes the means e,r Its lnltlatle'n. 5tru:ture th'lO: 13 
not to be conceptua!Jsed as a barfler to actlOn, but as e s s e n ~ l a j l : i i
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Involved In Its productlon ... 11 
Anthony Giddens (1979: 69-70; ongInal emphasIs) 
Hence, the macro IS reproduced In and through mIcro actiVitIes: Hargreav'es' 
"vast social structures of Immense proportIons" have no separate eXistence outside 
the realm 01 micro human actiVIty (eg. In the classroom, the factory and the 
household). Similarly, micro activities are structured by actors' use of macro 
resources (eg. draWing upon an Ideology of partiCIpatIOn or concerrung conventions 
of gender specialization). The macro and micro are Interrelated, not separate: 
structure is both "the medium and outcome" of human conduct. 
Hargreaves summanzed GIddens' approach as follows: 
"Structures, (Giddens) POInts out, are not only constraIning but 
enabling too. And gIven that they are reproduced through 
interactIOn, every act IS there! ore a moment of POSSI ble change, an 
act of production as well as reproduction, contaInIng Within Itself 
both the likelihood of contInuity and the seeds of change." 
A. Hargreaves (1985 reprinted 1986: 1701 
Hargreaves went on to CritIcize Giddens for prOVidIng too few empirical 
examples and no suggestIOns as to the theory's ImplicatIOns for future research. 
These critiCisms are reasonable and my reference to GIddens' concept of the ·juall tv 
of structure should not be mterpreted as Indlcatmg support for his entire 
approach. Indeed. the Theory of StructuratlOn has been critICized ! or t ailIng to 
take proper account of the very real differences In opportunIty which are 
substantIvely available to certalr, IndIVIduals through their poSItIOn WithIn the 
SOCial structure (CallinIcos, 1985). 
Despite these weaknesses, the concept of the dualIty of structure {as "the 
medIUm and outcome of the conduct It recursively organlze;": Giddens. 1984: 2-4! 15 
or Significance In breakIng down the barners which have b€er, ere: :ej between the 
macro and the micro: barners whIch have already been penetr:-:ted cv sc·mE 
mteractlOnIst work. 
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7.3 BEYOND CITY ROAD: Some problems tor future researCh 
So far thIS chapter has outlIned the pnnclpal ways In which my study has taken 
up and developed themes which have appeared In prevIOUS works. I have also 
highlighted areas in which future research might contmue the analyses presented 
here, for example, concerning the negotiatIon of subject optIOns wIthIn a 'NatIOnal 
Curriculum' and future work on pupil adaptations along a contInuum of Involvement. 
In this section 1 want to bnefly consider certam related areas of concern which 
justify future research but which this work has been unable to address because of 
the nature of the research setting and the particular focus which I adopted. 
I have already referred to the nature of the City Road pupil populatIOn and, 
more specifIcally. the character of the research age grade m this and several of 
the previous chapters (espeCially Chapter 1). At this pomt I wish to emphasize 
some of the consequences of the compositIOn of the research age grade In terms ot 
this proJect's coverage of particular Issues. 
FIrstly, the strongly workmg class nature of the school's catchment area meant 
I was largely unable to examIne dIfferences m school experience between pupils of 
different socia) classes. 43 members of my fmal two case study forms were present 
throughout the entIre fIeld work, tour or those pupils came from non-manual 
backgrounds. WIthin the torms socIal class dId not act as the baSIS tor any 
exclUSIve peer groupings un the way that ethnICIty and gender sometimes dId) an,j 
although I could not gam reliable data on the social class backgrounds ·J1 the 
entire age grade, It dId not seem that social class was a SignIficant d15tmgulshlng 
factor wlthm the pupil populatIOn. 
Secondly, female pupils accounted for a mmorlty of the research age grade: 
thIS resulted m an over-representatIon or male pupils In trle gr::urs WhICh 1 
observed and meant that 1 had fewer temale pupIls m the case studY torms · ... · n ~ ~
act as sponsors Into Wider SOCial n e t w o r k ~ . . In addl tJ,::'D J I elt that mv gender 
CO'J!': 
lImited the extent to whIch I could fully explore certain aspects of the femalE 
pupils' subcultural adaptations to the school (see Chapter 11. Consequently, 
although I followed pupils of both sexes and drew eVidence from across the case 
study forms, In Chapter 5 I was unable to fully investigate any gender-related 
differences in the subcultural adaptatIOns of the case study pupils. Hence, my 
conclusIOns concerning the basic simliaritles between male and female adaptatIons to 
upper school differentIation must be viewed as tentatIve. 
The absolute number of pupils In partIcular groups was also an Important factor 
in relation to ethnic origin. Although the West Indian and ASIan pupils were a very 
Significant minority in terms of teachers' and pupils' accounts of the school. In 
absolute terms I would have preferred a greater number of ethnic minOrity pupils. 
For example, during the options processs I was unable to observe suffIcient 
'spontaneous' negotiations to be certain of a West IndIan over-representatIon among 
the pupils who were challenged in that way (Chapter 4), Also, the small numbers 
involved has forced extreme caution In any interpretatIOn of quantItatIve data 
generated WIthin the setting, such as detentIon records and exammatlOn results. 
The role of ethniclty in educational experIence IS a VItal area 01 research 
where quahtatlve work can be of Immense value. By hIghlighting the InteractIOnal 
processes which lie behmd f amilJar patterns of underachIevement (HMS(J, 1981; 1985) 
and discrimmation (CommIssIOn for RaCIal Equality, 1985) qualitatIve research has 
the potential to make a unIque contribution. 
Despite the small absolute SIze or the ethniC mmorlty populatIon wlthm City 
Road I am confident of my analYSIS or the relatIOnships between whIte teachers and 
theIr West Indian and ASIan pupils. My analysIs of City Road adds to. and develops, 
an Important strand ot qualItatIve work which has rocused upon ethnIcIty In 
partIcular educatIOnal settmgs, yet there IS stIll much to be done. F,:;r example, 
teacher-pupIl relatIOns should be studied m settmgs where the c o m p - : ~ l l tl':,r; OJ rJ"'It: 
pupIl populatIon dIffers from prevIous work: In the numbers ot ethm: mm:n:y 
pupIls and their SOCIal cla5s backgrounds. Also. It may prove rrUl::ul t: adopt 
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approach associated with preVIOUS 'school effectIveness' research (eg. Reynolds, 
1985), ie. uSing varIOUS quantitative measures to identify particularly successful 
schools (in this case in terms of ethnic minority performance and experIence) and 
then apply qualitative methods in studying those schools to discover the sources of 
theIr 'success' (after Gray and Jones, 1985). Clearly great care would be needed In 
selecting appropriate 'measures' of school performance but the approach may be 
useful in co-ordinating future case study work in multi-ethnic settings. 
In addit:on to the sometimes restrictive composItion of the research age grade 
itself, the focus and tIme scale of the fieldwork also influenced the degree to 
which I was able to investigate certain issues. For example, a longer period of 
classroom observation during the age grade's fourth and fifth years would have 
allowed a more detailed study of how friendship ties developed in the upper school 
teaching groups. However, because of other commitments (such as the design, 
execution and analysis of the 'structured' fourth year inteniew:;} by the time I 
carried out my intensive observation of upper school groups certain friendship 
cliques had already established particular types of relationship with their teachers 
and peers. 
The first lesson which a lone researcher must learn is that one cannot study 
everything or everyone. I chose to focus upon particular factors which seemed to 
influence the pupils' experience of the school, consequently I was restricted in the 
amount of time which I could devote to studying inter-staff relatIOnships: an area 
which deserves a great deal more attention in future research. 
In VIew of my pupil-based research focus I tried to spend as much tIme 
interviewing and observing different members of staff as seemed necessary In order 
to understand the pupils' experiences. For example, I spent a great deal of time 
with staff during the options process, when the perspectives of vanous actors 
within both the pastoral and academic systems became crucially Important. 
My work with the staff raised a number of issues which warranted further 
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investigation but which I was unable to study in depth. As I noted in Cbapter 2, for 
example, the options process revealed the diverse, and sometimes conflIcting, 
character ot statf perspectives and Interests: thIS was particularly apparent In the 
case of form tutors who could experience difficulties in reconciling their pastoral 
role (as pupil adviser) with their vested interests as subject specialists. 
Additional data on teachers' perspectives and the "micro-politics" (Ball, 1987) of 
City Road was generated but has only been included in this thesis as dictated by my 
desire to understand the experiences of my case study pupils. ego concerning staff 
responses to accusations of teacher racism (Chapter 6). 
Througbout this work the importance of teachers' perspectives bas been 
demonstrated and there is a powerful argument for additional research whicb focuses 
upon teachers as participants who are actively engaged in the negotiation of 
educational opportunity. Any reforms which aspire to increasing the realization of 
each pupils' potential will be given meaning through the actions of individual 
teachers at classroom level. More research on the day-to-day problems which teachers 
experience, and the solutions which they employ, seems essential if we are to 
progress further towards the goal of equality of educational opportunity. 
CONCLUSION 
Although this theSIS reports a case study of a single inner-city comprehensive 
its findings have relevance beyond the walls of City Road School. The study adds to 
a small but important series of school ethnographies which have focused upon 
particular aspects of the educational process through the detailed study of 
Individual settings. 
Like all schools, in Hammersley's (1980: 268) terms, CIty Road was somethmg 'J! 
a "peculiar world". yet the processes whIch led a mmorIty of Its pupils to academiC 
success (while the maJonty experIenced 'faIlure') are unlIkely to be wholly 
specific to that institutIon. 
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If anyone message were to emerge Irom this stu,Jy It would surei:; be ~ h a ~ ~ l I I ~ ~
10 schools IS extremely complex: In CIty Road tea::hers Jld not Simply ,jlC ta te 
subject optIOns to pupIls. they dId not set out to devote themselves to 'able' 
pupIls alone and rarely did any teacher approach their Job With a perspective which 
could be described as crudely 'racIst'. Yet In the day-to-day interactIOn whIch 
fashioned the school careers or my case study pupils It was true that the optIOns 
process acted as a form of academiC selection, the 'able' pupils were dIfferentiated 
from their peers, and West Indian pupIls were relatively disadvantaged WIthin the 
age grade. 
These patterns of expenence were the result of interaction between actors 
(staff and pupils) who perceived the school, and each other, In ways which were not 
only different, but often conflictual. The school careers of my case study pupIls 
were therefore the result of countless negotiations wIth their peers and teachers. 
It is in this sense that educatIonal opportumty was negotiated WithIn City Road. 
As Woods (1983: 11) has stated, "school lIte IS a contInUOUS process of 
negotiation", a process which we must understand a great deal more clearly If the 
goal of equality of educatIonal opportumty IS ever to be reallzed. 
NOTE TO CHAPTER 7 
1. Recent Government proposals on a National CurrIculum have been 
presented as an attempt to "raIse standards" and reduce the 
diverSIty between what IS taught In different schools [Hansard 24th 
July 1987; DES, 19871. At the tIme of WrItIng (late 1'387) there 15 
very little detaii avaIlable from the Department of EducatIOn and 
SCIence concernIng how the National CurrIculum IS likely to opErate 
Within schools. What IS apparent from the Government's 
consultatIOn document IS that some reduced Torm of optIOns ChOICE 
IS likely to remaIn WithIn the centrally defIned currIculum 
framework. For example. concerning different language. SCleEce. 
humamty lGeography and History) and aesthetic subjects wlthm the 
"foundation curnculum". as well as 10 relation tc a r3nge ot 
pOSSIble "additional" subjects such as a second sCience. a sec'Jr.,j 
modern language. History. Geography. Reilgi':JUS Studle::. Hc,me 
EconomIcs. Art and Drama (DES, 1987; 5-8). As i have notej lr: 
Chapter 4. there are very great dlfreren·:es In academiC S ~ 3 t i J ~ ~
between some or these subjects and It seems likely :nere: :,re that 
curncula dIfferentiatIOn at 14-plus. C'! the kInd expenenced In 
CItv Road ComprehenSive dunng thiS study', wIll::ntlnue. 
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APPENDIX 1: A field work chronology 
My research diary records that I visited City Road Comprehensive during 256 
school days: spread across 77 weeks of term (between January 1984 and December 
1985). This averages approximately 3 visits per week. This figure may help the 
reader to appreciate the frequency with which I entered the setting but it does not 
convey a great deal about the field work itself. 
The following chronology is offered as a guide to my main concerns during the 
data collection process. It would be pedantic (and largely unhelpful to the reader) 
if I were to list every encounter which I recorded in my research field notes. 
However, some knowledge of my principal sources of data at each stage of the project 
is necessary if the reader is to understand something of the empirical base upon 
which this thesis has been built. 
I wish to emphasize that this chronology is meant only as a guide to my 
principal interests and sources of data during the intensive field work phase of the 
research project: it is not an exhaustive Jist of all interviewees, observational 
settings or areas upon which I gathered information. For example, the mdustrial 
action which took place during my field work was not an area which I intended to 
study (it does not continually re-appear in this chronology), yet, because of my 
other concerns, I did collect a great deal of information concerning the meanmg and 
consequences of the actIOn for the organization of the school and the experiences 01 
Its staff and pupils. 
The chronology is perhaps best understood as a thumbnail sketch of 'what I did, 
and when I did it'. The mformation IS presented In note form and broken down by 
each academic term: for reasons of clarity the data sources are ordered by tOPIC 
(eg. option negotiatiOns) and method leg. intervIew) within each term. 
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THE AGE GRADE'S 3rd YEAR: SPING TERM January-April 1984 
The first weeks of term were spent getting to know the setting, introducing 
myself to key actors, finding out about the optIons system and negotiating a 
sample. This was a time when the option choices were being spoken about in 
general terms but no specific negotiations had begun, ie. the 'pre-optIon' 
phase. I immediately began to gather data on the actors' expectations of the 
process to come. 
I. ORIENTATION 
STAFF INTERVIEWS 
Spoke wi th the Head, Senior teacher and Head of 3rd year. 
We discussed the school, the pupils in the research age grade and possible 
case study forms. 
The Heads of Mathematics and Modern Languages on the intoduction of 
setting in the lower school: its rationale and criteria. 
Also discussed their views on the patterns of pupil choice which affected 
their subjects. 
Met three year tutors, dicussed the research and their tutees. 
Arranged observations. 
Met the other year tutors, asked permission of another tutor to observe 
his form. 
OBSERVA TIONS 
Sat-in on form periods of four of the eight mixed ability forms in the age 
grade: assessing their suitability for case study. 
II. PRE-OPTION WORK 
INTERVIEWS 
STAFF: Head, Senior teacher, pastoral Head of 3rd year, the Head of 
Guidance and tutors of 3 case study forms: on their role In, and 
expectations of, the options system. 
Members of Senior staff on the recent history of options choice in City 
Road. 
PUPILS: All pupils in three case study forms, Ie. each of the 69 members 
of 3A,C & D were seen in small groups to dISCUSS their perceptIOns of the 
options at this point. We also spoke about their knowledge of, and 
attitude towards, set and mIxed ability teaching, likes/dislIkes of 
subjects and teachers and their hopes for the future In school. 
Class discussions on optIOn preparatIOns with each case study form. 
OBSERVATIONS 
Options preparatIOn during form penods In 3A,C & 0: Work by tutors and 3 
departmental presentations to pupils In 3D. 
Watched the case study forms in their meetings With the Head oi GUidance. 
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Parents Option Explanation Evening: Senior staff presentation of the 
options system to 3rd years' parents. 
DOCUMENTARY 
Various documentation was coHected including; 
lJ The City Road Options Booklet (for 3rd year pupils). 
lJ School handbooks for staff and parents. 
• Copies of 3rd year attendance registers. 
.. A breakdown of the age grade by ethnic origin (by the Year 
Head). 
3rd YEAR: SUMMER TERM April-July 1984 
This term was the most frantic of the entire research project. I was in 
the school almost every day, initially to observe the negotiation of option 
choices between the staff, pupils and parents. Later in the term I was 
concerned to explore the partiCipants' views of the process having officially 
finalized the decisions. 
I. OPTION NEGOTIATIONS 
INTERVIEWS 
STAFF: The Head, Deputies and Senior Teacher on the re-organization of the 
process in response to the industrial action. Their expectations of 
departmental, pupil and parental responses. 
Five of the eight 3rd year tutors (3 in great detail) on the re-organized 
system and their tutees' experience of it. 
PUPILS: Oay-to-day cOJ"}tact with pupils in form, around the school and as 
they prepared for official option meetings with senior staff and 
parent{s). 
OBSERVA TIONS 
Assemblies and form periods as the staff presented the re-organized 
options system to the pupils and encouraged them to partIcipate. 
THE OFFICIAL MEETINGS: 33 of the 38 official option meetings which 
involved pupils from my case study forms. 
The logistiCS of being a single researcher covering three forms meant that 
I had to miss some meetings. However, I ensured that 1 saw a range of 
meetings which involved pupils of every gender, ethnic ongin and level of 
'ability' from each of the three forms. I was also able to observe each 
member of senior staff who participated in the system, mcluding the Head. 
MISCELLANEOUS: Oay-to-day interactIOns around the school, ego in c o r f l d o r ~ ~
and form rooms: mcluded 'informal negotiatIOns' as form tutors and 
members of senior staff querIed pupils prOVIsional choices. I witnessed 
26 such challenges whIch involved case study pupils (I know from 




made copies of the following; 
* Letters from the Headteacher and Tutors to parents: on the 
industrial action and the options. 
* All departmental assessments on members of my 3 case study forms. 
* Pupil choices within the optIOn pattern which went forward to semor 
staff (3 forms). 
* School data on departmental take-up rates at different points in the 
options process. 
* Senior staff recommendations for pupils in 3 case study forms. 
n. POST -OPTIONS 
INTERVIEWS 
STAFF: Members of the senior staff on their perceptions of how the options 
had worked out and their thoughts on the age grades' future in the 4th & 
5th years. 
Form tutors of the case study forms: discussed their experiences of the 
options, views of their tutees 'choices' and expectations in the upper 
school. 
The Head of, and/or a senior teacher within, the following departments; 
English, Sciences, Geography, History, Religious Education, 
Community Studies, Craft Design and Technology, Technical 
Graphics and Guidance. 
On their role in and perceptions of the options system. Also information 
on the use of setting in the upper school, their examination courses and 
entry procedures. 
With the Year Head I went through detailed histories of all pupils in 3A, 
C & D plus each ethnic minori ty pupil in the age grade. 
PUPILS: 35 members of the case study forms were interviewed concerning 
their experience of the option system and their expectations of the upper 
school. At this time it was often difficult to arrange Interviews in 
advance: the industrial action and the point in the school year forced me 
to choose pupils from forms at very little notice. Despite such 
limitations I managed to see interviewees who represented the full range 
of experiences during the options process and included each gender and 
ethmc group in the case study forms. 
OBSERVATIONS 
Form periods in 3 forms. Continued focus on pupil-pupil and teacher-pupil 
relations. 
Parents Open Evening: 3rd pupils' year reports were avaIlable to parents 
at this occasion. I circulated between case study forms watchIng meetings 
between staff and parents and talking informally with pupils, parents and 
year staff. 
SOCIOMETRY 
Following a pilot With another 3rd year form, questIOnnaires on friendship 
chOIces and peer relatIOns were administered to the 3 case study lorms. 
I also gave 3A, C & 0 a questionnaire to check on the craft subjects whlrh 
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they experience of in the lower school. 
DOCUMENTARY 
I made copies of the f ollowmg; 
* "Final choice" figures for the entire age grade by individual teaching 
group for the following academic year. 
* Third year reports to parents for each pupil in 3 case study forms. 
4th YEAR: AUTUMN TERM September-December 1984 
As the research age grade settled into life in the upper school I wanted 
to study the ways in which the school presented this point in their pupil 
careers. I also spent a great deal of time checking for instances where 
pupils' fourth year options did not match the official data supplied at 
the end of the third year and studying the experiences of those pupils who 
had just joined the school. 
INTERVIEWS 
Continued option negotiation: I spoke wi th mem bers of senior staff, 
subject departments, form tutors and pupils about the movement of some 
tutees into fourth year options which were different to the ones 
officialJy listed at the end of their third year. 
New pupils: A number of pupils joined the research age grade at this point 
and six entered my case study forms. 1 saw each individually: we discussed 
their educational careers to date, how their City Road options had been 
negotiated and their impressions of the school. 
The school's Educational Welfare Officer on fourth year cases, the role of 
the EWO and the criteria for official action. 
OBSERVA TIONS 
I sat with the senior teacher as 18 pupils began their fourth year by 
querying one or more of their option choices. 
The negotiation of 5 new pupils' option choices. 
Assemblies and form periods: the presentation of the transition mto the 
upper school. 
I attended a one day INSET course for the school's staff: "Micro-computers 
in Education". 
4th Year Parents Evening: Spent most of the evening WIth one of my case 
study tutors as he met tutees' parents. 
DOCUMENTARY 
.t Full listings of each fourth year teaching set: collected by the 
Headteacher at my request. 
* Copies of Interim reports to parents of my 3 case study forms . 
.. Governors' Awards presented thIS term. 
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4th YEAR: SPRING TERM January-March 1985 
I had no particular focus during this term, rather I maintaIned my 
contacts with the forms and their teachers and began work preparing for a 
series of more detailed interviews with a smaller sample of case study 
pupils. 
During this term there was an 'incident' which I found to be of very 
great interest in relation to the micro-politics of the staff body. 
However, the theme which developed as I wrote up this thesis was such that 
'the incident' was not crucial to the study and given certain ethical 
considerations I have chosen not to include it in this work. 
INTERVIEWS 
Miscellaneous: pupils and teachers during the day-to-day of life tn the 
school. 
Case study tutors on their pupils in the upper school to date. 
The Head and a 'Section 11' teacher on multi-cultural work in the school. 
'The incident': interviews with pupils and several members of the staff 
body. 
OBSERVA TIONS 
In relation to 'the incident'. 
Miscellaneous, including continued interest in assemblies and form 
periods: I especially focused on peer relations and official attempts at 
motivation. 
SOCIOMETRY 
Questionnaires to all pupils in my 3 case study forms on friendship choice 
and peer relations. 
DOCUMENTARY 
* Copies of the entire age grade's responses to a 'Section 11' 
questionnaire designed and administered within the school. The questions 
were largely concerned with family ethnicity and language use in the home. 
4th YEAR: SUMMER TERM Apnl-July 1985 
In order to gain more detailed informatlOn on the pupils and their lives, 
both In and out of school, I prepared a fourth year Interview schedule 
(Appendix 2). Because of its comparative length and the potentially 
sensitive nature of some of the issues which the interviews discussed, I 
decided to see each pupil indiVidually. The restnctlons of time forced a 
reduction in the numbers 1 could interview and I deCIded to drop 3D as a 
case study form. Even so, the interviews dominated my work dUring thiS 
term. 
INTERVIEWS 
PUPILS: Carned out the 'structured' fourth year interviews With each 
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member of forms 4A & C (47 pupils). 
STAFF: The Headteacher, Head of Year and 3 form tutors on the research age 
grade as 4th years and expectations of their future in the school. 
The EWO: detailed update on cases in the research age grade. 
MISCELLANEOUS: Pupils and staff (senior, year and departmental) on the 
expulsion of Wayne Johnson. 
DOCUMENTARY 
* Copies of the end of year reports to the parents of 4th year pupils in 
my 2 case study forms. 
THE 5th YEAR: AUTUMN TERM September-December 1985 
During the final term of my intensive field work most of my time was 
dedicated to a study of three 5th year teaching groups: I wanted to 
understand how the teachers and pupils negotiated each others' demands in 
a classroom situation and to see how this might relate to some of the 
things which the fourth year interviews had highlighted. 
OBSERVA TIONS 
3 weeks of lessons wi th the top English set, the bottom English set and a 
mixed ability Technical Graphics group. 
Miscellaneous: form periods, assemblies and around the school. 
INTERVIEWS 
re the lesson observations: 
3 Subject teachers (and a supply teacher) on their groups and the lessons 
which I attended. 
Pupils spoken with before, during and after the lessons: informal 
conversations concerning the work and the life of the groups. 
Miscell aneous: 
STAFF: Senior staff, Year Head and 2 case study form tutors on the 
research age grade; its' past in the school and current experiences and 
problems. 
The senior member of staff responsible for City Road exammation entries: 
the system and departmental approaches within the school. 
PUPILS: In addition to continued informal contact with case study puptls, 
further session with school-based members of West Indian cllque (contacted 
vIa the now expelled Wayne Johnson). 
SOCIOMETRY 
Sentence completion items and a questionnaire on fnendshlp cholce to each 
member of forms 5A & D. 
DOCUMENTARY 
.. Detention records for the research age grade from the begInning of their 
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third year to the last day of this term inClUsIve . 
.. Provisional examination entries for the entire age grade. 
5th YEAR: SPRING AND SUMMER TERMS January-July 1986 
Although my intensive field work ended in December 1985 I kept in contact 
with the teachers and pupils until the end of the research age grade's 
compulsory education. In addition to telephone calls and the occasional 
chance meeting on the street or bus, I paid three more Visits to the 
school during the Spring and Summer terms. 
INTERVIEWS 
STAFF: The senior teacher, Year Head and form tutors: developments in the 
school, the progress of the case study forms and examination expectations. 
PUPILS: Informal conversations with members of the case study forms: 
Easter leaVing, examination and job prospects. 
DOCUMENTARY 
.. Final exaination entries for the age grade. 
* Details of all 'Easter leavers' . 
.. Full examination results for the age grade (GCE, CSE and combined 
16-plus examinations). 
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APPENDIX 2: The 'structured' fourth year interviews 
At the beginning of the Summer term in their fourth year 1 addressed both of my 
case study forms and explained that I would be seeing each pupil individually before 
the end of the school year. All the interviews were conducted in a private office 
during morning "form periods". This allowed me approximately twenty-five minutes 
per interview, which proved to be adequate on almost all occasions. Where I felt 
that further time was necessary I was often able to see pupils informally around the 
school, without giving the impression to their peers or staff that I was interested 
in certain pupils more than others. 
My interviews with staff and pupils were usually quite informal and very 
loosely structured. In contrast, the interviews at the end of the pupils' fourth 
year followed a common schedule of questions. This level of structuring was 
necessary for several reasons; most importantly, I wanted to elicit information on 
many different subjects and my desire to get through both case study forms at a 
similar point in their pupil careers limited the amount of time I could allow for 
each interview. 
The schedule reflected common practice in interview technique, beginning with 
factual points and leading to more sensitive issues towards the end of the 
interview, by which time it is hoped that the interviewee is more relaxed and likely 
to trust the interviewer with 'delicate' information. In fact, by the time I carried 
out the interviews I had known most the pupils involved for approximately eighteen 
months, and had buHt up good relationships of trust with many of them. In addtlOn, 
they were familar with my use of the tape recorder and, most importantly, they knew 
from experience that I did not pass on any informatIOn to their peers or members of 
staff. 
The remamder of this appendix contains detail of the mtervlew schedule Itself 
and the areas of interest whIch lay behind it's construction. 
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AREAS OF INTEREST 
Listed below are the main areas of interest which I sought to probe during the 
structured interviews. Under each heading I have included a list of numbers; these 
refer to the questions which could generate data of relevance to that particular 
topic. 
• SOCIa-ECONOMIC STATUS Question 1. 
• GENDER 
& 
Nei ther of these were explici tly probed 
so as to avoid 'leading' pupils into 
assigning them greater importance than they 
might otherwise have done. However, data of 
relevance to each could emerge through several other categories in 
the schedule, ego labelling, friendship patterns, societal context 
• RACE/ETHNICITY 
and adaptatiOns (see below). 
• HOME SITUATION Questions 1, 2, 15, 16, 19 
These questions probed home situation of pupils in terms of the number of 
adults and siblings with whom they lived. Data was also collected concerning the 
reported attitudes of these people to certain issues which the school saw as 
important. 
• LABELLING Questions 7, 7a, 8, 9, 10, 12, 21 
These were the main questions which focused upon the pupil's relationship with 
teachers. Further information on the pupil's expenences of school and perceived 
'labels' in the eyes of staff could also emerge from the following ca tegory. 
* OPTIONS EXPERIENCE/LEVEL OF CURRICULUM PLACEMENT 
6b, 13, 13b 
Questions 3, 4, 5, 6, 
The aim of these questions was to examine any differences In the 
pupils' experience of school which might relate back to their 
progress in the subject options system of the third year. 
• FRIENDSHIP PATTERNS QuestIOns 14, 15, 16, IB, 20 
* ADAPTATIONS TO THE COMMUNICATED SCHOOL VALUE SYSTEM QuestIOns 5, 6, 
6a, 6b, 7, 7a, 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 12a, 13a, 14, 15, 16, 19, 21 
These questions referred to pupils' perspectives and actions which might ;::3,.:-e 
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them in harmony or conflict WIth the norms and values of the school, as officially 
communIcated through media such as assemblies, talks by form tutors and school 
handbooks. 
* SOCIETAL (EXTRA-SCHOOL) CONTEXT Questions 17, 18, 19, 20 
More data on the pupil's life outside school, which may have influenced their 
perception of the City Road. 
THE SCHEDULE 
The following is a Jist of the questions included in the fourth year structured 
interview schedule. The questions are listed in the order which ! usually asked 
them. Howver, where the pupil's response to one question included data of relevance 
to another I would follow the flow of the conversatIon and try to incorporate 
related questions at that point in the interview. 
Most questions were listed as a number of points to be raised but some were 
always worded in a particular way in order to avoid 'leading' pupils to a particular 
type of response. In some cases this also helped to make t'ie meaning of the 
question clear. Such questions are quoted verbatim. 
1. Number of people in the household, relationship to pupil and their 
occupa tion(s). 
2. Question on any siblings other than in Qu.l. Occupation(s). 
3. Confirm which optional subjects are being studied (Compare to current 
record of timetable). 
4. Pupil's view of subjects: "Are any of those different to what you'd 
expected'?" "Why?" 
5. Is school now better or worse than before subject specialization? 
6. Pupil's anticipated level of examination at 16 (CSE/GCE/16-p)us) 
6a. Pupil's attitude to anticipated level: Any strong feelings? 
6b. Any views on the value of exams/qualificatIOns. 
7. Feelings generally about teachers in the school. 
7a. Any particularly liked or disliked? Why? 
8. "How would you define a 'Good' teacher?" 
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9. "What do you think teachers think about you?" 
10. "Do you think any groups of pupils are treated differently by teachers? 
... Do they like or dislike any pupils in particular?" 
NB. If any individual pupils are mentioned by name: "Why them?" 
11. "Do you think that the school is too strict?" 
If so, any rules noted in particular? 
12. "A few months ago some people were sent home because of their uniform. 
What did you think about that?" 
12a. Note whether there is anything of 'symbolic' value/interest in pupil's 
dress? If so, probe. 
13. "How much homework are you given in each subject?" 
13a. Pupil's view of homework: Legitimate demand? ego "Do you think it's nght 
that the school expects you to do some more work at home?" 
13b. "How important do teachers seem to think homework is?" 
14. IIBefore the [teachers'] strike started, did you ever do anything m 
school after the normal school day had finished?" 
If prompt necessary, ego clubs, sport, school teams. 
If so: which, how regularly and with whom ... "With any of 
____ r__ .1' •• : ___ .l _'-"" 
YUUI ! r I t : : U U ~ ~ ~ ~
15. "Do you ever take time off school when you're not ill?" 
If yes: regularity, where do they go, with whom? 
Also probe parental knowledge/reaction. 
16. "Have you ever got your mark [as present in the form register] and then 
left the school?" 
If yes: regularity, where do they go, With whom'? 
Also probe parental knowledge/reactIOn. 
"Okay. now I want to ask you a few questions about what you do when you're 
not in school." 
17. Any paid work? 
If yes: hours, pay, use of wages? 
18. "What do you do when you're not in school or doing homework?" 
SOCial life: Pubs, disco's etc? With whom? 
19. "Do you smoke?" 
For how long, how many, parental knowledge/reactIOn. Ever been 
caught in school? 
20. "Do you know anyone who has Sniffed glue or taken drugs?" 
"Have you?" 
21. Any additional questIOns arismg out of pupil career to date, 
ego probing pupil's perceptIOn of any particular event observed or 
reported which concerned them. 
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APPENDIX 3: Sample definitions and SIZes 
The foUowing is a short summary of the main groupings which were 'sampled' In 
City Road: in each case I will outline the definition and purpose of the sample. 
1. THE RESEARCH POPULATION 
In the broadest sense my research was concerned with the experiences of all 
pupils who were part of the City Road 3rd, 4th or 5th year in the academic years 
1993/4, 1994/5 and 1995/6 respectively, ie. all members of the pupil age grade from 
which my case study forms were drawn. 
The research population was constantly changing as pupils joined or left the 
City Road pupil roll. However, the overall composition of the age grade (in terms of 
the relative sizes of groups based on gender and ethnic origin) remained much the 
same throughout the research. 
For certain calculations it was necessary to know the absolute number of pupils 
who were ever a part of the research age grade. Such calculations were based on the 
'research population' and refer to the pupils counted in Table A.3/1. 
I used school documents to make counts of the pupils on the roll at four 
separate points during the field work. Although I cannot guarantee that no pupils 
joined and then left the roll between any of the counts, no such pupil has come to 
light in any of the lists of teaching groups, examination entries, awards, 
detentions etc. which I have collected during the research. 
As 1 noted in Chapter 1, it was not feasible for me to collect data on the 
social class background of all pupils in the research age grade. The school's 
records on each pupil did not include such data as a matter of course and I Judged 
that a questionnaire to the entire age grade would not produce relJable mformatlOn. 
However, durIOg the 'structured' fourth year interviews I was able to collect SOCial 
class data from those pupils who were members of my case study forms at that timE. 
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TABLE A.3/1: THE TOTAL SIZE OF THE RESEARCH POPULATION 
Totals 211 pupils 





















(57% of the sample) 
(43% of the sample) 
of pupils in the sample) 
(77% of males in the sample) 
(84% of females " " " ) 
of pupils in the sample) 
(8% of males in the sample) 
(10% of females" " " 
of pupils in the sample) 
(9% of males in the sample) 
(3% of females " " " ) 
of pupils in the sample) 
(6% of males in the sample) 
(3% of females" " " ) 
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That data is dicsussed further and presented in sectIon 4 below. 
2. THE 'OPTIONS PROCESS' SAMPLE 
My desire to understand the processes at work during the subject options stage 
in the pupils' school careers underlay many of my early decisions concerning the 
choice of case study forms and the selection of key areas of interest In 
observational and interview settings (See Chapter 1 and Appendix 1). In order to 
highlight some of the processes at work during "the options" and to establish the 
validity of my case study forms as being reasonably representative of the research 
population. some breakdown of the option experiences of a larger proportion of the 
research age grade was attempted. For example. in the breakdown of subiect take-up 
rates among pupilS of each gender (Chapter 4 and Appendix 5). The calculations were 
based upon all pupils who were present in the City Road 3rd year THROUGHOUT the 
options process. ie. between January and July 1984. This sample is detailed in 
Table A.3/2. 
3. THE LONGITUDIANAL SAMPLE 
This sample was used to explore the processes which surrounded decision making 
concerning the two key points in pupil career which bounded the field work, Ie. the 
negotiation of optional subjects and examination entry. This sample was slightly 
different to the 'options process' sample because of the pupils who left the school 
after their third year. 
By the time the final examination entries were submitted to the varIOUS 
examining bodies (February 1986) a number of pupils who had been In City Road 
throughout the options process had left the school roll. Reasons for leaving the 
roll varied from expulsion and pregnancy to simple changes of address. Such pupils 
rightly appeared in the 'options process' sample since they experIenced the whole of 
the subject optIOn machinary in the school. However, they dId not fIgure In the 
City Road examination entries and therefore were excluded from calculatIOns which 
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TABLE A.3/2: THE COMPOSITION OF THE OPTIONS PROCESS SAMPLE 
Totals 185 pupils 











\ 8 females 




8 pupils (4% 
5 males 
3 females 
(60% of the sample) 
(40% of the sample) 
of pupils in the sample) 
(77% of males in the sample) 
(82% of females" " " ) 
of pupils in the sample) 
(8% of males in the sample) 
(11% of females" " " 
of pupilS in the sample) 
(10% of males in the sample) 
( 3% of females " " " ) 
of pupilS in the sample) 
(5% of males in the sample) 
(4% of females" " " ) 
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TABLE A.3/3: THE COMPOSITION OF THE LONGITUDINAL SAMPLE 
Totals 179 pupils 
109 male (61% of the sample) 
70 female (39% of the sample) 
By Ethnic Origin 
WHITE 143 pupils (80% of pupils in the sample) 
85 male (78% of males in the sample) 
58 fellale (83% of females" " " ) 
WEST INDIAN 
16 pupils (9% of pupils in the sample) 
8 male (7% of males in the sample) 
8 females (11% of females" " " 
ASIAN 13 pupils (7% of pupils in the sample) 
11 male (10% of males in the sample) 
2 females ( 3% of females " " " ) 
MIXED RACE 
7 pupils (4% of pupils in the sample) 
5 males (5% of males in the sample) 
2 females (3% of females " " " ) 
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related gender, ethnic origin and options experience to examinatIOn entry and 
perf ormance. 
The 'longitudinal' sample therefore included all pupils in the research age 
grade who were present THROUGHOUT the entire chronology of the research: they were 
on the school roll as n3rd years" in January 1984 (when the options began), and as 
"5th years" in February 1986 (when the final examination entries were sent off). 
This sample is detailed in Table A.3/3. 
4. THE CASE STUDY FORMS 
Two mixed ability form groups were studied intensively during the two years of 
the field work. A third form was also studied in detail during the options process. 
These forms offered an opportunity to study the experiences of pupils between the 
ages of 13 and 16 in a more detaiJed and intimate way than would be possible for a 
larger sample of pupils. The criteria which influenced the negotiation and 
selection of the case study forms are set out in detail in Chapter 1. 
Some members of the case study forms did not appear in either the 'Options 
process' or 'Longitudinal' samples, for example, because they left the school during 
the field work or joined the roll after the preparations for the optIons had begun. 
However, these pupils' presence in the form and their experiences of school were no 
less important for that. Therefore they have been Included in discussions of the 
case study forms and the processes at work in City Road ComprehenSIve. 
As I noted in section 1 above, I was only able to gather relIable informatIOn 
on the social class backgrounds of those pupils present in my two final case study 
forms at the time of the 'structured' fourth year interviews. Table A.3/4 sets out 
the social class background of each pupil in forms A and C who were present 
throughout the entire period of the research fIeld work. Where I have data on other 
case study pupils who joined or left the forms during the fIeld work, that too IS 
presented. 
The pupils' social class was Judged by locating theIr fathers' occupatIOn In 
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TABLE A.3/4: THE SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUNDS OF CASE STUDY PUPILS IN TWO 
Social 
Class 
MIXED ABILITY FORMS· 
Members of the case study forms present in City Road 
throughout the research field work 
FORM A FORM C 











































Not present throughout the research field work 
I-III(N) Susan Brown (joined roll] 
Elaine Dwyer [joined & left 
roll) 
III(M)-V Tracey Sharp [joined roll] 
Other"· Diane Flowers (left 
roll] 
Wayne Johnson (expelled] 
Notes: • based on the classification of 'Socio-economic class' (OPCS. 
1980: cv-cxix). 
*. 'Other' includes those pupils for whom no classification ~ a s s
possible, ego because they came from one-parent families (no 
father), had neither parent in work or whose father was 
employed in an occupation, such as the HM Forces, which was 
not classified in terms of 'Socio-economic ~ l a s s ' . .
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terms of the ''Socio-economic class" classificatIOn reproduced 10 the OffIce 01 
Population Censuses and Surveys publication "Classification of occupations: 1980" 
(OPCS, 1980: cv-cxix). 
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APPENDIX 4: Mixed ability teaching nationally and in City Road 
Although this case study does not aim to generate any universally generalizable 
findings it is necessary to gam some impressIOn of how City Road compares with 
other comprehensives in certain respects. For example, the inner-city locatIOn of 
the school means that some of the findings will speak with certainty only to schools 
in similar social locations. 
There is no definitive data on the p a t t e r n ~ ~ of mixed bil'tv t h' h' h _ .... a .. ! OJ oeac. mg W .le. 
existed in English comprehensives at the time of my research in City Road. However, 
limited data is available on the extent and nature of mixed ability teaching up to 
the late 1970s: a number of different surveys of school practice have tended to 
reveal a similar pattern of mixed ability teaching. ThIS is outlined below. 
I h e _ ~ x t ~ g l ~ ~ ~ n d d nature of mixed ability teaching 
The question 'How many schools use mixed ability teaching?' may seem straight 
forward enough, but in fact begs a number of other questIOns such as 'What is mixed 
ability teaching?' and even 'Which ~ ~ of school?' 
'Mixed ability' can mean different things to different people but generally it 
is understood to mean the teaching of a subject to groups which each contam pupils 
who are representative of the whole ability range in that school (although in 
practice it is common for some pupils at the extreme lower end of the abIlity range 
to be taught separately in 'remedial' groups). In VIew of the very important 
pedagogic, resource and intake differences between the various types of school which 
make up the "three systems" of "private", "mass" and "fringe" education in this 
country (Davies & Evans, 1984: 156; original emphaSIS) I shall limi t my discussIOn 
to state maintained comprehensive schools. Unfortunately, even IImitmg myself to 
comprehensives is unsatisfactory given the very different histones and conditions 
which relate to schools sharing that same official title, nevertheless for my 
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purposes it is the only practlcal solution given the available data. 
Data from the 1970s indicates that at least a third of English comprehensives 
used mixed ability teaching as a pupil grouping strategy for a significant part of 
their teaching. However, the available figures show that the use of mixed ability 
teaching was frequently limited to particular age ranges within the comprehensives 
and that certain subjects were often excluded even from those arrangements. 
Mixed ability teaching was most often found to be concentrated around the 
earliest years of secondary schooling, with increased setting as the pupils moved 
through the age structure of the school. 
[The majority of comprehensives who replied] "taught mixed ability 
classes in year 1, but the extent of mixed ability teaching then 
decreased gradually." 
Dooley, Smith and Kerry (1977: 3) 
"What stands out above all is the predominance of the first-yearness 
of mixed ability grouping (at around 30 per cent of our map [sample], 
40 per cent if any two from maths, science or modern language are 
exempted) ... II 
Brian Davies and John Evans (1984: 161) 
This pattern was also found in the most recent attempt to quantify the extent 
of mixed ability teaching in all English comprehensives with an age range of 11/12 -
16/18. The data was gathered in 1976 by members of HM Inspectorate and reported In 
the discussion paper tMixed Ability Work in Comprehensive Schools' (HMI, 1978). The 
HMI findings are summarized in Table A.4/1. 
The HMl figures for 1976 indicate that 35% of English comprehensives WI thIn the 
stated age range taught "most subjects" (ie. excluding not more than two subjects) 
to mixed abiH ty groups in the first year of secondary education. However this 
figure fell to 23% when teaching mixed ability in both the 1st AND 2nd years and te' 
only 11 % for the first three years inclUSIve. 
Table A.4/l also demonstrates the sharp declIne In mIxed ability teaching which 
follows the chOIce of subject optIons (made In the majority of state comprehensives 
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TABLE A.4/1: MIXED ABILITY TEACHING IN ENGLISH COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOLS 
BY PUPIL YEAR GROUP IN 1976 
(categories are not exclusive·: percentages) 
Pupil age grade (Years) 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th & 5th 
"Most subjects" 
taught to 
mixed ability 35% 23% 11% 2% 
groups --
(N)= 806 545 261 47 
Source: Adapted from HMI (1978) Mixed Ability Work in Comprehensive 
Schools: A discussion paper by a working party of Her Majesty's 
Inspectorate London, HMSO, p.11 
Notes: 
* The percentages are not exclusive, ie. the 806 schools who 
taught "most subjects" to mixed ability groups in the first year 
includes all those who also taught mixed ability higher up the age 
range, as well as those who ONLY taught mixed ability to year 1 
pupils. 
** "Most subjects" was defined as meaning "that not more than 
two subjects were excluded from mixed ability organisation in the 
curriCUlum of anyone year group." HMI (1978: 11) 
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at the end of the 3rd year) in preparatIOn for specializatIOn leadmg to external 
examinations at 16+. Only 2% of comprehensives maintained mixed ability teaching for 
"most subjects" through to the end of the fifth year. 
It should be noted that the data in Table A.4/1 only shows the extent of mixed 
abili ty teaching across the entire curriculum in 1976 and the presence of only three 
subjects which set by ability would exclude a school from these figures: a 
definition which is likely to seriously underestimate the true amount of mixed 
ability teaching which was taking place. For example, in many comprehensive schools 
it would take many more than three subjects to set by ability before they accounted 
for a genuine majority of curricula areas, yet this is not the impression given by 
the HMJ's definition of "most subjects". 
Smaller scale studies have tended to replicate the pattern of provision 
highlighted in Table A.4/t but have also been able to move beyond simple totals to 
examine both the incidence of mixed ability teaching in particular subjects and the 
official rationale behind the adoption of mixed ability groups. 
Within schools where the overall grouping strategy for any year group IS mixed 
ability, certain subjects seem particularly likely to be set by ability. even during 
the first years of secondary education. The quotation from Davies and Evans above 
referred to the predominance of MathematiCS, Science and Modern Languages as the 
subjects most likely to introduce selection first. This tendency has been noted by 
severa) studies, ego Reid et al (1981: 7-9) and Dooley et al (1977: 5). Perhaps the 
most common reason which is given for this (by teachers and researchers) IS that 
some subjects are simply not appropriate for mixed ability groups. 
"... some (subjects) were perceived {by teachers} as generally 
suitable for a mixed ability approach and others regarded as largely 
unsuitable. The humamties, for example, were commonly viewed as 
providing excellent opportunities for mixed ability work, while 
modern languages and mathematics were considered to present problems 
which were regarded as msuperable by many of those who taught mixed 
ability classes." 
Reid, Clunies-Ross, Coacher and Vile (1981: 7) 
Reid and her colleagues identified several factors which seemed to be related 
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to some subjects' lack of suitability for mixed ability teaching In the opInIOn of 
teachers. Among the reasons proposed were the following, 
.. where there was an "absence of clear-cut criteria of t " corree ness ... 
.. where the "perceived structure" of the subject was sequential ie. as a 
series of logical steps building one on another, ' 
.. where the teacher was perceived as almost the only "major resource of the 
classroom ... tI 
.. where there was a "need for pupils to become familiar with a technical 
vocabulary, involving the understanding of concepts of increasing generality and 
abstractness ... " (Reid et ai, 1981: 8-9) 
These justifications, couched in the technical language of the teachers as 
professional specialists, were not however the only factors which influenced the use 
of mixed ability grouping. The same authors also note the importance of the 
pressures felt by teachers as their pupils neared public examinations. 
" the extent to which examination pressures were felt at any 
particular stage by teachers determined their perceptions of the 
suitability of mixed ability work in a number of subjects. In 
English, history, geography, general science, music, domestic and 
technical studies, for example, where relatively few problems were 
reported in the early secondary years, teachers' awareness of 
examination requirements led them to reject mixed grouping when the 
need to prepare for these became apparent. " 
Reid, Clunies-Ross, Goacher and Vile (1981: 9) 
Despite the liberal democratic views of mixed ability teaching as an aid to 
social justice, which appear so often in teachers' and Heads' explanations of why 
they adopted mixed ability at all (eg. Headteachers' responses to the Nottingham 
University questionnaire, reported in Dooley et ai, 1977: 6-7), the pressure to 
produce the educational 'goods' in terms of examinatIOn passes IS such that the 
majority of subject practitioners, regardless of the subjects' "structure" or 
"vocabulary", prefer to set by ability once examination courses begIn. This fact 
may largely explain the dramatic decrease in the amount of mixed ability teachIng 
which takes place in schools as the pupils move through the age grades. 
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It must be remembered that the reality of teaching in a comprehensive IS by no 
means as simple as the above discussion might imply. Not every teacher can choose 
whether hislher groups will be mixed ability, certainly in City Road the capacity to 
set across the years' intake in any subject (both before and after the subject 
options process) was largely dependent upon the subjects' status in the eyes of the 
senior staff who controlled timetabling in the school. This situation does not 
appear to be exclusive to City Road. 
"Only a vestigial remnant of our secondary schools aim for 
heterogenous grouping by design in the two years to 16+, though more 
achieve it, in effect, by the action of our bloated option systems, 
especially below the curricular salt" 
Brian Davies and John Evans (1984: 158) 
CONCLUSIONS 
The extent and nature of mixed ability teaching in Englands' comprehensives is 
by no means clear cut. However certain conclusions can be drawn; 
1) In the late 1970s more than a third of English comprehensives used mixed 
ability teaching groups for a significant number of their pupils in at least some 
age grades. Given the HMI's definition of "most subjects", the continued spread of 
comprehensives since the last main study (and my scant knowledge of at least one 
LEA) it may be that the majority of such schools now fall into this group. 
2) The use of mixed ability grouping is largely restricted to the early years 
of secondary schooling. With the start of examination courses following subject 
option choice, what mixed ability grouping remains in the 4th and 5th years is 
largely a matter of necessity rather than design. 
3) Teachers of certain subjects often feel that their specIalIsm is not 
appropriate for mIxed ability groups, most commonly MathematICs, ScIence and Modern 
Languages. However, teachers in almost all subjects feel that selectIon IS the most 
sUitable strategy once exammation courses begin. 
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City Road and the natIOnal picture 
The three conclusions above would seem to indIcate that CIty Road shared a 
number of characteristics with other English comprehensives In its grOUPing of 
pupils for teaching. In City Road all but three subjects (Mathematics, Science and 
Modern Languages) taught in mixed ability groups until the fourth year when, after 
subject options and with the push towards examinations, some form of setting became 
the goal of almost all departments. However, timetable allocations and the numbers 
of pupils opting made setting impossible in many subjects. 
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APPENDIX 5: Subject option take-up by pupil gender 
The following tables list the proportion of male and female 
pupils who were finally placed in each optional subject in the City 
Road fourth year. Each subject is listed in decending order according 
to the proportion of male and female pupils who "opted" for it. The 
raw numbers are stated in parenthesis and the percentages are based 
upon the number of pupils present throughout the entire 'choice' 
process (ie. the 'options process' sample). 
MALE Subject Option take-up FEMALE Subject Option take-up 
1. History 57% (63) 1- Biology 68% (50) 
2. Physics 47% (52) 2. Religious Ed. 46% (34) 
3. Biology 42% (47) 3. Child Care 39% (29) 
4. Geography 46% (51) 4. Typing 34% (25) 
5. Tech. Graphics 41% (46) 5. History 32% (24) 
6. Computer St. 27% (30) 6. Community St. 27% (20) 
7. Chemistry 26% (29) 7. Art 26% (19) 
8. Art 22% (24) =8. Applied Science 18% (13) 
9. Woodwork 19% (21) =8. German 18% (13) 
10. Applied Science 16% (18) 10. Geography 16% (12) 
=lI. Religious Ed. 11% (12) II. Physics 15% ( 11) 
=lI. Metalwork 11% (12) 12. House./Home Ec. 14% (10) 
13. Community St. 10% ( 11 ) 13. Dress/Textile 12% ( 9) 
=14. Double Comm.St. 7% ( 8) 14. Chemistry 11% ( 8) 
=14. Drama 7% ( 8) =15. Computer St. 5% 4) 
16. German 2% ( 2) =15. Tech. Graphics 5% 4) 
=17. House / Home Ec. 1% ( 1) =17. Double Comm.St 4% 3) 
=17. Typing 1% ( 1) =17. Drama 4% 3) 
19. French 3% 2) 
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APPENDIX 6: The use of sociometrIc questIonnaires In the study of peer friendshIp 
patterns 
THE DESIGN AND USE OF SOCIOMETRIC QUESTIONNAIRES 
Before discussing my own application of sociometric methods as a source of data 
on peer friendship choice, I wish to make clear some of the limitations and uses of 
the technique. 
a) Sociometry as an interpretative method 
'Sociometry' has been defined in a number of ways, but may typically be 
described as referring "generally to the measurement of social phenomena ... " 
(Borgatta, 1968: 53). The method usua})y involves a researcher in administering one 
or more questionnaires to his/her subjects. The answers which are generated are then 
treated as 'data' to be used as part of the researcher's analysis. 
Sociometric data may be presented in a variety of ways, for example, by the use 
of mathematical equations (Proctor and Loomis, 1951) or alternatively by using the 
data as the basis for some form of pictOrIal presentatIOn. The latter has the 
advantage of presenting a great deal of informatIOn in a form WhICh is both simple 
and dramatic. However, graphic presentations, such as soclOgrams (ego Hargreaves, 
1967: 11), are often most effective for "display rather than analytIC purposes" 
(Borgatta, 1968: 55). Some writers have attempted to formalize the presentatIon of 
such data, ego Northway (1940) and Forsyth and Katz (1946), but these methods 
continue to mvolve the researcher in a great deal of manIpulation. For example, 
Forsyth and Katz's "matrix" technIque (used by Ball, 1981) otfers a method lor 
graphically presentmg a great deal of Information, however, the fInal arrangement 
of cases depends upon the researcher's particular Interests and subjectIve 
perceptions of the group. 
Therefore despite the seemIngly 'ObJectIve' character of some presentations Of 
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sociometric data, the method is essentially interpretative. The 'correlatIOns' and 
graphs which the data may generate prove nothing in isolatIOn, sociometry has worth 
only as a technique to be used in conjunction with other data-gathenng procedures. 
This point is not new I Moreno in what has become one of the most important works In 
the field of sociometry, established the need to combine a number of research 
strategies in order to support the 'validity' of sociometric techniques, ie. their 
ability to measure what they are supposed to measure (Moreno, 1953: 100-1), an 
argument echoed later by Stephen Ball: 
"The combination of observation and sociometry provides a methodology 
which avoids the danger of creating an abstraction that reflects the 
nature and vagaries of the sociometric method rather than the 
realities of the classroom." 
Stephen Ball (1981: 53) 
These limitations in the use of sociometric techniques underlie my own use of 
such data in this thesis. have tried to avoid presenting sociometric findings as 
in any way more 'concrete' than my own observational and interview data, indeed, 
attach far more importance to the latter as reliable and valid techniques of data 
generation. I use sociometric data as further evidence of certain findings, to lend 
'support' rather than to 'prove'. 
b) The design and administration of sociometriC questIOnnaires In thIS study 
I used sociometric qestionnaires principally as a further source of data on 
peer group friendship choices. In particular I hoped that the data would confirm 
any hypotheses which I might develop on the basis of observational and interview 
material (it was also possible that the responses mIght highlight patterns which I 
had not been aware of preVIOusly). I also antiCipated that a matrix presentation 
latter Forsyth and Katz, 1946) would help formalize any case studies of pupil 
cliques which I might have wanted to Include In a research report. 
A great vanety of approaches are possible Within the broad area of socIOmetry, 
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but in constructmg the questIOnnaIres I aImed to follow certaIn baSIC ground rules. 
For example, I kept the language as simple as possible and tned to avoid ambigUIty. 
I gave minimal instructions and clearly separated them from the questIOns. 
InitiaJly I administered two questionnaire sheets to each pupil in my three 
(options) case study forms (fIgures A.6/t and A.6/2). Before this I had used 
another form group in the research age grade as a 'pilot'; to check that there was 
no confusion over the wording or requirements of the questionnaires. Before 1 gave 
out the sheets I addressed each form, requesting silence while they filled out the 
sheets, issuing the instructions verbally and emphasizing the fact that no one in 
the school would see the answer sheets. 
Both questionnaires sought information on social contacts, investigating what 
Jennings (1941) termed the "psychegroup". The first questionnaire was of the "peer 
nomination" type (Cohen and Manion, 1983: t 02). The pupils were gIven a sheet of 
paper with the questions written on it (figure A.6/t) and asked to write their 
answers on a separate blank sheet of A4 paper, which I supplied. I specified the 
'setting' of each of the first two questions, to ensure that all pupils were clear 
about the contacts which I was interested in. My aim in constructing the first 
questionnaire was to highlight the structure of the social networks to which my case 
study pupils belonged (both within and beyond the form group). 1 allowed the pupils 
an unlimited choice; to stipulate a maximum number of responses not only denies them 
the chance to identify all members of larger networks tas Borgatta (1968) has 
noted), but may lead the respond ants into assummg that they 'have' to list a 
certam number of pupils. 
I administered the first versIOn of Questionnaire 1 (figure A.6/l) tWIce, ie. 
in the third and fourth years of the age grade's secondary educatIon. However, In 
their fifth year I made certam alterations (fIgure A.5/3). The problem With the 
original format was that by splittmg the questIons between m- and out of torm 
friendships, I had no way of assessmg the relatIve strength of the tIes. For 
example, a pupil's closest ties might have been with peers In other forms, although 
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UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM 
',,'RITE YOUR ~ . ~ . : E E A ~ D D F O ? , , ! ~ ~ AT TH£ TOP OF YOU!'. S ~ ~ £ T T OF P A ? E ~ ~
Please read the f o l ! o w i ~ ~ ~ o u e s t i o ~ s s careiullv, and ~ r i t e e v o ~ r r a ~ s w c r s s




In your f o ~ , , ~ h o o are your closest friends? 
If you have any close friends in this school 
~ h o o are SOT in your form, please name them. 
Please name your v ~ r v v best friend if yOU have 
one. 
FIGURE A.6/1: The first version of Questionnaire I 
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UN I VERS I TY OF NOTT I N G H A ~ ' '
NAME FOR,., 3C 
• • t • , ••• I • I •• 
• , It. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
HOW HUCH DO YOU L IKE EACH HEl-1BER OF YOUR FORB? 
Circle the correct number beside each name 
= like a lot 
2 = like a little 
3 = neither like nor d is like 
4 = dislike a little 






, 1 2 4 5 i I 
Anthony Clarke 1 2 
, 
3 , I 4 I 5 I 
Simon Evans J 2 ! 3 4 ! 5 I I I 
Eric Garratt I 2 I 3 4 I 5 I 
Peter Hamilton I 2 , 3 I 4 1 5 I 
I 
'" -
., , I 1 ? i '1 i I. I c; I lldyllt: JUIIII::>OII . .. I oj ! ... I oj 
Surrinder Lail I 2 I 3 i 4 i 5 I 
James '·1urray I 2 3 4 i I 5 , 
Duncan Newham I 2 I 3 I 4 i 5 I 
John Nillson I 2 3 i 4 I 5 I FIGURE A.6/2: 
Kevin Pierce I 2 I 3 I 4 , 5 I 
Neil Poxon I 2 3 I 4 I 5 
Ques tionnaire II 
Trevor Smith I 2 I 3 I 4 i 5 I ! 
I I I 5 ! T T.' 1 ') I '1 4 .1.dJ I I dy .1.Ul' .. I oJ I 
Charley Thompson 1 2 I 3 I 4 5 I 
1 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I I I I 
Julie Bexson 1 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 
Susan Brown I 2 I 3 i 4 I 5 
Sandra Garner 1 2 3 4 5 
Rita Lewis 1 2 3 4 1 5 
Joanne Matthews 1 2 3 4 5 
Evelyn Hills 1 2 3 I 4 I 5 
Tracey Sharp I 2 3 I 4 5 I 
1 2 3 I 4 I 5 
2 3 4 I 5 1 I 
3 I I. : 5 1 ! 2 I ... 
1 I 2 i 3 4 5 j I 
I 2 I 3 4 : 5 I 1 i I I 
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NAME _ 
- - - - - . - - - -
FORM _ 
YOUR ANSWERS ARE CONFIDENTIAL I NO-ONE IN THIS SCHOOL WILL 
SEE THESE ANSWER SHEETS 
PART ONE = Please answer the following questions In the 
space provided at the bottom of this sheet 
Quest ion 11 Who are your dosest friends In this s U l o o l ~ ' '
Que s t ion 2 : I n y 0 IJ r for m , \J.lf1 0 are you r cl 0 s est f r len 'j s ~ ' '
Ques t ion 31 Pl ease name your very toes t fr I end I f you rlave 
one. 
YOUR ANSWERS 
Question number Friends' full name and form 
FIGURE A.6/3: The second version of Questionnaire I 
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they also had some friends in their own form whom they would have named In response 
to question 1. My interVIew and observational data aHowed me to Judge the 
importance of the different networks, but for the fifth year questIonnaIres I 
decided to change the wording accordingly. Hence, the second version began with a 
general question on friends in the school as a whole, and then included a form-based 
question which aJlowed me to continue the use of matrix presentations if I WIshed. 
1 also decided to include space for the pupil's answers on the question sheet 
itself: the pattern of the third and fourth year responses suggested that the amount 
of free space on the question sheet would not act as a limitation on the number of 
answers. 
The second type of questionnaire which I administered was of the roster and 
rating format. This involves the respondent in rating each person In a group along a 
predetermined scale (Figure A.6/2). I decided to use this, in conjunction with 
Questionnaire I, to ensure that I had data on negative choices (rejections) and 
relations between different cliques within each form. Also, by using a fIve POInt 
scale, the questionnaire maximized the potential for more sophisticated analYSIS of 
the data at a later point in the study. It could be argued that the third rating 
('neither like nor dislike') might be used as a 'let out', but I Judged It to be 
unwise to force a poSItive or negative rating where a child might genuInely have no 
strong feelings about a peer. 
Questionnaire II successfully met it's aims, however, it became clear that the 
questionnaire's potential did not justify it's expense In time and materials. 
Hence I did not use it in the pupils' fifth year: 1 gaIned very detailed , 
informatIOn on inter-group relations withIn the forms through other ethnographIc 
means, and these suggested that the form group was not as fundamental to SOCIal 
relatIOns as I had origInally assumed. ThIS meant that the statIstIcal 
manipulations of the data generated by the questionnaIre were not only 
time-consumIng but superfluous. 
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APPENDIX 7: A sentence completIon questIOnnaIre: methods and findings 
1. THE USE OF SENTENCE COMPLETION ITEMS 
The sentence completion technique is an established form of data generation 
which has been used in a number of previous ethnographic studIes, for example, 
Hargreaves (1967) and Ball (1981). It has been argued that: 
"Sentence completion techniques have the advantage of being sImple to 
explain and easy to administer to large groups of subjects. Because 
of their novelty and the spontaneity of response which they 
encourage, they are generally well received by older and younger 
pupils alike. Exponents of the method claim that as well as 
revealing the conscious attitudes of the respondant, sentence 
completion may also expose unconscious feelings about which the 
subject may be quite unaware." 
Louis Cohen (1976: 127) 
It should be emphasized that sentence completion is a techmque which aims to 
elicit data on pupil perspectives. The responses may tell the researcher something 
of how pupils see the world but, in order to gain a more complete picture, the 
method should only be used in conjunction with other means of data collection such 
as interview and observation. 
I did not use sentence completion items until my research age grade entered 
their fifth year. Originally the technique had not struck me as being partIcularly 
useful, since responses to the same item could often be Interpreted in conflIcting 
ways. I felt that interview and observational data was far more relIable. However, 
having spoken with other researchers about theIr methodologIes at an ESRC Summer 
School (1) I decided that the technique might offer a further means of testing 
certain hypotheses and generate certam data whIch conscIOUS intervIew repiles would 
not. 
I decided to deSIgn a sentence completIOn questIOnnaIre which focused upon 
various aspects of social relatIOns wlthm the school. I admmlsterej thIS. With 
the last of the peer nommatlOn frIendship questIOnnaires (see Appendix 6). to my 
two case study forms dunng theIr fifth year. It should be emphasIzed that although 
1 carefully consIdered the design, administratIon and interpretatlOn of the sentence 
completion items, the exercise remained essentially speculatIve. 
2. THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
As with all my friendship questionnaires (Appendix 6) I gave both written and 
oral instructions to the pupils and asked them to write out their answers in 
silence. In addition to my usual reminders concerning the confidentiality of 
responses, emphasized to the pupils that they should complete a sentence by addmg 
the name of the fifth year pupil whom they felt was most suitable. I stated that 
they could name a pupil more than once if they Wished and that they were not 
required to complete all the items if an appropriate nominee did not corne to mmd. 
The questionnaire was made up of nine items, listed randomly as follows: 
is very clever. 
picks on other pupils. 
IS most like me. 
IS a favourite of some teachers. 
IS stupid. 
is someone I would like to be fnends wi tho 
is bullied by other pupils. 
is someone I don't like. 
IS picked on by some teachers. 
3. THE RESPONSES 
The patterns of response to sentence completion Items are often open to many 
30 t ns trom a total 01 284 (81 % 01 alternative explanatlOns. For example, 2 nomma JO 
·1 f th same gender as the nomInator. the responses In the two forms) Cited a pUpl 0 e 
It could be argued that thiS reflected the ranty of frequent SOCial contact bewtuJ 
TABLE A.711: SENTENCE COMPLETION RESPONSES ACROSS TWO FIFTH YEAR FORMS 
NOMINEE OUTSIDE FORM NOMINEE OF OPPOSITE SEX ALL RESPONSES 
Nominator Total Nominator Total Nominator Total 
Male Female Hale Female Hale Female 
ITEM 
Clever 9 9 18 0 2 2 24 19 43 
Bully 21 11 32 0 6 6 22 11 33 
Like me 6 2 8 1 0 1 14 7 21 
Staff favour 11 11 22 3 0 3 21 14 35 
Stupid 7 3 10 0 14 
~ ~
14 26 15 41 00 
Like as 
Friend 2 2 4 0 0 0 2 2 4 
Bullied 8 11 19 0 14 14 20 18 38 
Disliked 11 16 27 2 1 3 22 17 39 
Staff target ~ . . 1 3 0 11 11 13 17 30 .L. 
------------------------------------------------_._---------------------------------------
TOTAL 77 66 143 6 l.8 54 16.:. 120 284 
Note: 46 pupils completed the questionnaire. of wh:ch 27 were male and 19 were female 
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pupils of different genders withIn the school. Alternatively, It may IndIcate that 
the respondents unconscIously limited the populations from whIch they drew their 
answers (Table A. 7 /1 details the number and character of responses to each item). 
Problems such as these severly limit the value of SOCIometrIC exerCIses and 
emphasize the need for a careful examination of possible interpretations and 
continued "data-source triangulation" (Hammersley and AtkInson, 1983: 198), Ie. 
comparing the results of several different sources of data before acceptlng one 
perspective or analysis as valid. It was is this sense, as a supplementary 
data-source, that the pupils' replies to the sentence completIon items revealed 
patterns of interest in relation to the significance of ethnicity in the school. 
The nomination of West Indian pupils 
When analysed by the ethnic origin of the nominee, West Indian pupils stood out 
in relation to two items; the first of these was, 
................. picks on other pupils. 
This item attracted close to the average number of nominatIons and was answered 
by 33 of the 46 pupils in the forms at the time (72%). The item stood out because 
aJJ but one of the nominators cited pupils who were not members of theIr own form 
group. It might be argued that this was due to the nature of the questIOn, Ie. 
perhaps the pupils were reluctant to name a peer as a 'bully' if that person was In 
the room with them at the time and might fInd out. This poSSibIlIty cannot be ruled 
out completely but seems most unlikely in view of the follOWing factors, 
a) If they were afraId, why write any answer at all? 
b) ThIS was the third socIOmetric exercise which the pupils had completed tor 
me and they knew of no prevIOus disclosure. 
c) There was a great deal of SImilarity in the nommatlOns of pupJls In twc 
separate forms, WIth 29 of the 33 nomInatIOns (88%) shared between Just three 
pupils, all of whom were west IndIan. 
24 of these nommations CIted eIther Barry Clayton or Roger Haynes, of: 73% 21 
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all nommations in this item. The other West IndIan pupIl CIted was a gIrl who was 
part of the female group which paralleled the West Indian male clIque (see Chapter 
6). GIven that gender may have been associated with pupil nommations, It may be 
significant that 19 of the 22 nominations made by male pupils cIted either Clayton 
or Haynes, ie. 86% of male nominations (and 70% of all males in the two forms at the 
time). 
West Indian pupils also featured disproportionately in responses to the item, 
. ...... ..... ..... is picked on by some teachers. 
This item attracted nominations from 30 of the 46 pupils in the two forms (ie. 
65%); slightly less than the average number of responses per item. The majority of 
nominees were of the same sex and form group as the nommator, yet 15 of the 30 
nominations made were of West Indian pupils (ie. 50% of nominees). These results 
should be compared with the fact that West Indians only ever accounted for 
approximately 10% of the entire research population and 15% of the two case study 
forms. 
Clearly, in view of my preVIOUS warnmgs about the mterpretation of sentence 
completion nominations these results do not 'prove' anythmg. However, that the 
pupils in my case study forms reflected West Indian ethnIclty dIsproportionately In 
their answers to questions on conflict wi thin the pupil body, and between teachers 
and pupils, lends support to the other observatIOnal and mtervlew data {presented 
in Chapter 6} which highlighted the situation and adaptational responses of West 
Indian pupils in City Road comprehensIve. 
NOTE 
1. "Strategies of Qualitative Research In the Study of EducatIOnal Settings" an 
ESRC Summer School held at the University of WarWick 22nd-26th July 1985. 
SOCIOmetnc methodologies were among several techniques discussed 10 workshops 
concerned with fieldwork methods and the analYSIS of qualitative data 
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